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Who is Hamas? Where did they come from? How do they fund their activi-
ties? Why do they seem to have roots in Palestinian society? Can they ac-
cept anything but struggle and conflict with Israel? And, will they ever lash
out at the United States or will they always restrict their terror to Israel?

Matthew Levitt addresses these and other questions in his very timely
book on the Hamas. In Arabic, Hamas is an abbreviation for the Islamic
Resistance Movement. The word literally means “zeal,” and that certainly
describes those who have led this group.

As an organization, Hamas is much talked about, but poorly under-
stood. Given its stunning victory in the Palestinian Legislative Council
elections in early 2006, Hamas is no longer a fringe player in the Palestin-
ian political scene. While the champion of suicide bombing against Israelis,
Hamas has developed an appeal among Palestinians for several reasons: It
is not corrupt in the sea of corruption that has so characterized the Pales-
tinian Authority. It provides services—clinics, after-school programs, food
distribution centers—that the Palestinian Authority fails to offer. It has
demonstrated that it can hurt Israelis when, in the eyes of Palestinians, the
Israelis have been hurting them.

Notwithstanding the reasons for Hamas having a following among Pal-
estinians, its popularity throughout the 1990s never exceeded 30 percent of
the Palestinian population. And even that figure greatly exaggerated its
standing for most of the period when Palestinians were more hopeful about
the future. Support for Hamas has grown out of frustration and anger and
the ability of the organization to fill a vacuum of leadership.

If there is a secular alternative that is credible, most Palestinians would
support it, particularly because Palestinian society remains far more secu-
lar than religiously devout. If there was hope and belief again in the possi-
bility of peace, Hamas would again be reduced in terms of its political po-
tential. In reality, most Palestinians would like to have a normal life, and, as
long as Hamas is defined by its commitment to confrontation with Israel,
Hamas will not be able to deliver what most Palestinians seek. For that,
Hamas would have to change its credo and objectives.
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This book spells out in persuasive detail why Hamas is unlikely to
undergo such a transformation. Dr. Levitt shows that Hamas emerged from
the Muslim Brotherhood, founded in Egypt. He outlines the connection
and, indeed, dependency of Hamas on the dawa, the social support struc-
ture and services of the organization. He demonstrates clearly that there is
no separation between the so-called political and military wings of Hamas—
both being tied together in an organic whole, with the political wing pro-
viding the guidance and the religious justification for the suicidal attacks
against Israelis in buses, restaurants, and shops.

Dr. Levitt also exposes the use of charities to fund Hamas. While some
of the funds from charities certainly have gone to finance the services of
the dawa, they have also gone to support terror attacks. And, of course, even
the services are shaped to recruit and socialize new suicide bombers.

Finally, this book reveals the extent to which Hamas uses funding from
foreign sources to pursue its aims. Support has come from fronts in the
United States, Europe, and Saudi Arabia and the Gulf states.

This book would be of great value if it only provided this explanation
of Hamas, its roots, its character, its funding, and its operations. But it does
more, spelling out how the Palestinian Authority should have competed
with Hamas by replacing the dawa and by providing the critical social ser-
vices in its place.

Ultimately, it has been the corruption of the Palestinian Authority, the
failures within Palestinian society, and the loss of hope that have fueled
Hamas and its purposes. To be sure, Hamas is not passive in this regard. It
has consistently carried out acts of terror whenever there has been even a
hint of progress toward peace—not only because it does not believe in it,
but also because it is unlikely to be able to survive in circumstances where
peace, prosperity, and a sense of possibility characterize the Palestinian re-
ality and its future.

With Hamas having now catapulted itself into a position of potential
power, the prospects for peace between Israelis and Palestinians have never
been lower. Nonetheless, Hamas for its own reasons may seek a continuing
period of calm with Israel. Hamas in power needs to deliver reform and
change—the banner it ran under—and that gives it a strong reason to
avoid confrontation for the time being. After all, it can hardly remake Pales-
tinian society, end corruption, lawlessness, and chaos on the one hand and
produce economic renewal on the other if it is at war with Israel. Hamas is
bound to seek help from the international community to produce societal
renewal even while it resists all efforts to get it to give up its principles of re-
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jection of Israel and promotion of violence. The international community
should neither let it off the hook nor allow it to escape the dilemmas of ac-
tually having to govern. Hamas must be put in a position of having to
choose: govern successfully by transforming itself or fail and be discredited.

Will it transform itself? Unlikely, but if one wants to understand what
makes Hamas and its leaders tick and what may be the best ways to exert
leverage on it, a good place to start is with Matthew Levitt’s book. Policy
makers would be well advised to shape their strategy with his prescriptions
in mind.
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introduction: hamas’ muddied waters

How does Hamas, a militant Islamist group in a relatively secular society
fatigued by conflict, attract and retain its base of operatives and supporters?
How does it radicalize, recruit, and dispatch Palestinian suicide bombers
and still woo Palestinian voters to vote it into power as the ruling political
party? While it may be the case that Hamas’ victory in Palestinian parlia-
mentary elections in January 2006 was in large part a protest vote against
the septuagenarian kleptocrats of Yasser Arafat’s Fatah party, the vote un-
deniably demonstrated that under the right conditions a majority of Pales-
tinians was willing to accept and support Hamas. But is this support a re-
sult of the group’s bold suicide bombings targeting Israelis, of its campaign
to Islamize Palestinian society, of its reputation for honesty in a sea of po-
litical corruption, of its grassroots social activism, or of some or all of the
above? How are the political, charitable, and terrorist activities of Hamas to
be understood and reconciled? Are these disparate activities carried out by
separate and unconnected wings of a larger movement, or is Hamas a uni-
tary organization that sees good works and murder as equally legitimate
means to achieve its non-negotiable ends?

Hamas leaders, for their part, are keen to stress that Hamas is “one
body.” The day before Hamas’ electoral victory, Hamas leader Mahmoud
al-Zahar vowed that the group’s military wing would never be disbanded.
Miriam Farhat, a Hamas candidate who won a seat in the Palestinian Leg-
islative Council, stressed that the group’s participation in politics would not
moderate its stance on continued terror attacks: “Those who say we have
changed our methods, we will never change.” Farhat entered the electoral
race with a measure of name recognition as the mother who appeared on
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her son’s martyrdom video blessing his decision to participate in a Hamas
suicide attack. Indeed, Hamas relies on its political and social activists and
organizations to build grassroots support for the movement, to spot and
recruit future operatives, to provide day jobs and cover to current operatives,
and to serve as the logistical and financial support network for the group’s
terror cells. Often the Hamas operatives running the group’s political and
charitable offices are closely tied to the group’s terror cells, or are them-
selves current or former terror-cell members. Muddying the waters be-
tween its political activism, good works, and terrorist attacks, Hamas is able
to use its overt political and charitable organizations as a financial and lo-
gistical support network for its terrorist operations.1

Some of the ways these institutions support Hamas terrorism are by
glorifying acts of violence, Islamizing Palestinian society, and providing a
social welfare safety net for Hamas activists and their families. As an Arab
commentator noted in the online edition of the Egyptian weekly al-Ahram,
“In Palestine, when young men and women who carry out suicide attacks
are known to the entire public [sic]. Their pictures adorn homes, their sto-
ries are told, and their families get financial help.” In the Palestinian con-
text, the commentator continued, “a young man or woman undergoes a
process of psychological preparation, a process captured on film which [is]
later released to the public. The bomber is promised paradise in the after-
life and glory in this one. Only God knows what goes on in paradise, but in
the life the bomber’s achievement is recorded and glorified.” The financial
assistance provided to martyrs’ families also comes through Hamas dawa
organizations under the banner of humanitarian aid.2

Little attention, however, is paid to the support Hamas terrorists receive
through a network of political leaders and charitable organizations one,
two, or several steps removed from terrorist attacks and operating under the
guise of legitimate political, humanitarian, social, and communal activities.
Understandably, analysts and pundits commenting on Hamas focus either
on the group’s surprise electoral victory in January 2006 or on its indis-
criminate suicide bombings and other attacks. But what these commenta-
tors miss by overlooking this network of political and charitable support is
the how and why behind Hamas’ dramatic electoral and operational success.

THE MYTH OF DISPARATE WINGS

As a result of the heightened focus on exposing terrorist networks in the
post-9/11 global environment, investigators have revealed how terrorist
groups systematically conceal their activities behind charitable, social, and
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political fronts. Indeed, many of these fronts have seen their officials ar-
rested, their assets seized, and their offices shut down by authorities. Still,
Hamas benefits from an ostensible distinction drawn by some analysts be-
tween its “military” and “political” or “social” wings. Analysts who make
such a distinction regularly dwell on the good works of Hamas, rarely look-
ing at the connections between these activities and the attacks on civilians
and the suicide bombings that are the organization’s trademark. Because of
the notion that Hamas has independent “wings,” its political and charitable
fronts are allowed to operate openly in many Western and Middle Eastern
capitals. In these cities, Islamic social welfare groups tied to Hamas are often
tolerated when their logistical and financial support for Hamas is conducted
under the rubric of charitable or humanitarian assistance.

While convenient for Hamas and its supporters, this distinction is con-
tradicted by the consistent if scattered findings of investigators, journalists,
and analysts. A review of the evidence regarding the integration of Hamas’
political activism, social services, and terrorism demonstrates the centrality
of the group’s overt activities to the organization’s ability to recruit, indoc-
trinate, train, fund, and dispatch suicide bombers to attack civilian targets.

The social welfare organizations of Hamas answer to the same political
leaders who play hands-on roles in Hamas terrorist attacks. In some cases,
the mere existence of these institutions is invoked to classify Hamas as a so-
cial welfare rather than a terrorist organization. To debunk these specious
assumptions, it is necessary to fully expose what Hamas calls the dawa (its
social welfare and proselytization network). This is sometimes difficult be-
cause, as one U.S. official explained,“Hamas is loosely structured, with some
elements working clandestinely and others working openly through mosques
and social service institutions to recruit members, raise money, organize
activities, and distribute propaganda.”3

Nevertheless, there is ample evidence of the role Hamas social institu-
tions and political leaders play in the terror activities directed and author-
ized by Hamas leaders and commanders. Consider, for example, the case of
the Hamas suicide bombing at the Park Hotel in Netanya on Passover Eve,
March 27, 2002.4

ANATOMY OF A SUICIDE BOMBING

Holocaust survivor Clara Rosenberger wanted to feel safe after a shooting
attack in Netanya a few weeks earlier, so she decided to celebrate the Pass-
over Seder in a communal setting at the Park Hotel. It was a decision she
and 154 other wounded victims would live to regret; 29 less fortunate vic-
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tims died when Hamas suicide bomber Abdel Aziz Basset Odeh, disguised
as a woman to hide the explosives-laden vest strapped to his torso, entered
the hotel dining hall and detonated the bomb sewn into his clothes in the
midst of some 250—mostly elderly—people.5

The attack, perpetrated on a major Jewish holiday and targeting elderly
civilians, was the most devastating one since the outbreak of the Intifada in
September 2000. Despite early setbacks like the capture or killing of two
bomb makers and the loss of one of two planned suicide bombers to the
common cold, the Nablus-Tulkarm cell responsible for the attack success-
fully executed the most severe in a string of suicide bombings. Coming on
the heels of this surge in Palestinian suicide bombings, the Park Hotel at-
tack led to the reinvasion of much of the West Bank by Israeli forces in Op-
eration Defensive Shield in March and April 2002. At the time of the attack
Arab leaders were meeting in Beirut at an Arab League summit where Saudi
officials proposed that Arab states agree to recognize Israel and establish
normal relations in the event of a just two-state solution to the Israeli-
Palestinian conflict. Hamas leader Sheikh Ahmed Yassin told Palestinian
television that the attack was a message rejecting the Arab League proposal,
adding, “the Palestinians will not surrender.”6

Beyond its timing and deadly effect, the attack also stands out as a par-
adigmatic example of how Hamas political and social activists play hands-
on roles in the group’s terror attacks. The mastermind of the attack, Abbas
al-Sayyid, served simultaneously as both the overt political Hamas leader
in Tulkarm and the covert head of the Qassam Brigades terrorist cell there.
Wearing these two hats, al-Sayyid gave public speeches and represented
Hamas at public functions even as he secretly recruited military operatives
and suicide bombers, received orders and funds from Hamas leaders in
Lebanon and Syria, and personally planned and oversaw the cell’s opera-
tions. Al-Sayyid openly acknowledged his contacts with Hamas leaders
abroad, but maintained these were purely political in nature. In fact, al-
Sayyid took active measures to hide the military nature of these contacts.
For example, while funds for Hamas political activity—$10,000—$13,000
a month—were overtly transferred from Hamas leaders abroad into al-
Sayyid’s personal bank account, Hamas leaders in Syria transferred funds
for Hamas terrorist operations to an account al-Sayyid opened under a fic-
titious American-sounding name.7 At the operational level, almost all the
Hamas terrorists involved in the attack rose through the ranks of Hamas
through the group’s Islamic Bloc student movement.Al-Sayyid himself began
drifting toward Hamas while in high school after hearing the lectures of
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Sheikh Jamal Mansour, a prominent Hamas political and dawa leader.
Three of the operatives, including both intended suicide bombers, were
members of a singing troupe called al-Ansar that lauded Hamas and its sui-
cide bombers. Hamas dawa activists and institutions performed a variety
of key functions like helping fugitive cell members hide from authorities. In
one case female Hamas activists helped a cell member move around Tulkarm
disguised as a woman. Covert operatives also used mosques tied to Hamas
as meeting places and as dead-drops where messages and matériel—includ-
ing the suicide bombing vests—were left and retrieved by parties unknown
to one another. Long after the attack, the Hamas dawa would use the Park
Hotel bombing as a means to radicalize and recruit future operatives by
printing posters glorifying the attack and naming community events like a
soccer tournament after Abdel Aziz Basset Odeh, the suicide bomber.8

MUDDYING THE WATERS

Inside the Palestinian territories, the battery of mosques, schools, orphan-
ages, summer camps, and sports leagues sponsored by Hamas are integral
parts of an overarching apparatus of terror. These Hamas entities engage in
incitement and radicalize society, and undertake recruitment efforts to so-
cialize even the youngest children to aspire to die as martyrs. They provide
logistical and operational support for weapons smuggling, reconnaissance,
and suicide bombings. They provide day jobs for field commanders and
shelter fugitive operatives.

So why did Hamas surprise everyone, including itself, when it won 
44.5 percent of the vote and became the majority party in the elec-
tion of January 2006? Because Hamas also provides desperately needed so-
cial services to needy Palestinians and—until Hamas’ stunning electoral
victory—served as a de facto Islamist opposition to the secular Palestinian
Authority (PA).9

It is a painful reality that Palestinians living in the West Bank and Gaza
have endured a deplorably low standard of living for years. Palestinians suf-
fer not only from living under occupation, but from the neglect of a cor-
rupt Palestinian leadership as well. As a result, the economic, social, and
health conditions in the West Bank and Gaza Strip are truly miserable, leav-
ing a void that groups like Hamas are all too eager to fill.

Palestinians suffer from extensive economic hardship. The West Bank
and Gaza economies are in crisis, as evidenced by an unemployment rate
as high as 33.5 percent in 2003. With a struggling economy and limited em-
ployment opportunities, it is not surprising that by 2004 approximately
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three-fourths of the Palestinian population living in the West Bank and
Gaza survived below the poverty line of $2 per day. Health conditions in
the West Bank, and especially Gaza, are very poor. As of 2003, 30 percent of
Palestinian children under age five suffered from chronic malnutrition and
21 percent from acute malnutrition. In 2001, Palestinian Ministry of
Health officials estimated that the infant mortality rate in Gaza was at 40
deaths per 1,000 live births.10

Clearly, the vast majority of Palestinians are in desperate need of assis-
tance, ranging from unemployment compensation to food, childcare, and
access to proper medical care. Both the Israeli government and Palestinian
leadership have consistently failed to provide these essential services to the
Palestinian community. The situation is further complicated by Hamas’ ef-
forts to capitalize on this humanitarian crisis to further its own agenda.

Hamas has successfully blurred the lines between political and chari-
table activities and terrorism in large part because many governments, ex-
perts, and academics continue to subscribe to the shallow argument that
terrorist groups maintain distinct social, political, and militant wings. In
fact, Hamas political leaders are intimately involved in the group’s terrorist
activities, as are the group’s charities and social welfare organizations.
Hamas uses the mosques and hospitals it maintains as meeting places; buries
caches of arms and explosives under its own kindergarten playgrounds;
uses social-welfare operatives’ cars and homes to ferry and hide fugitives;
and transfers and launders funds for terrorist activity through local charity
committees.

The Hamas dawa serves several distinct functions in support of the
group’s objectives and through which it facilitates Hamas attacks. In many
cases, dawa operatives and organizations fund and participate in Hamas at-
tacks. Far more frequently, however, the dawa functions as Hamas’ logisti-
cal support network and provides day jobs to Hamas leaders and opera-
tives. Hamas dawa charities and social organizations radicalize Palestinian
society, and their activities are targeted to building grassroots support for
Hamas at the expense of more moderate Palestinian groups.

Hamas political offices, dawa organizations, and Qassam Brigades ter-
ror cells are funded through a combination of means. These include char-
itable giving, via both genuine Islamist charities and Hamas organizations
fronting as legitimate charities, by states like Iran and Saudi Arabia, by in-
dividual wealthy donors, through front companies and criminal enterprises,
and in cooperative relationships with other terrorist groups. Shutting off
the flow of funds from such sources to Hamas is absolutely critical, but
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must be accompanied by an international humanitarian aid effort—one
with strict oversight components at both the donor and recipient ends of
the aid spectrum—to fill the gap in desperately needed social services that
shutting Hamas fronts would create. The international support necessary
to crack down on Hamas, however, can be achieved only when govern-
ments, experts, and academics develop a fuller understanding of the role
the Hamas dawa plays in the group’s suicide and other terror attacks.

Moreover, while Hamas is not an al-Qaeda affiliate, the repercussions
of Hamas terror echo far beyond the borders of the West Bank and Gaza.
Not only does Hamas threaten peace and regional security in the Middle
East, but by fanning the flames of the Israeli-Palestinian conflict and la-
boring to undermine peace initiatives, the group directly contributes to the
rabid anti-Americanism spreading throughout the region. To counter such
a multilayered threat, one must first expose the veil of legitimacy behind
which it hides. This book is the first open-source effort to do just that, and
employs evidence that is qualitatively and quantitatively unmatched on the
subject. It details the intimate ties between the political, social, and military
“wings” of Hamas, catalogues the means by which Hamas political leaders
and dawa organizations support Hamas terror, and offers concrete and de-
tailed examples of such support. To do so as comprehensively as possible,
and to offer the most concrete examples, the study makes use of previously
undisclosed intelligence material, including declassified reports from the
Central Intelligence Agency (CIA), Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI),
Department of Homeland Security (DHS), Canadian Secret Intelligence
Service (CSIS), Israel Security Agency (ISA, or Shin Bet), Israel police, and
more. These sources are supplemented by open-source material, including
U.S. government affidavits and other court documents, seized Palestinian
intelligence documents, congressional testimonies, official press releases,
government and academic studies, press reports, and extensive personal
interviews in Israel, the West Bank and Gaza, Jordan, Europe, and the United
States. The book was in the final stages of completion when the elections of
2006 occurred, and minor revisions have been made to reflect the outcome
for the sake of clarification.
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1

origins of the hamas dawa

A BRIEF HISTORY OF HAMAS

Hamas, both an acronym for Harakat al-Muqawama al-Islamiya (Islamic
Resistance Movement) and an Arabic word meaning “zeal,” is a Palestinian
Islamist group that emerged in 1987 as an outgrowth of the Palestinian
branch of the Egypt-based Muslim Brotherhood. Hamas was founded in
December of that year with the goal of eliminating the State of Israel and
establishing in its place an Islamist state in all of what was once British
Mandatory Palestine—a territory that today comprises Israel, the West Bank,
and the Gaza Strip. Hamas employs a three-pronged strategy to achieve this
goal: (1) social welfare activity that builds grassroots support for the or-
ganization, (2) political activity that competes with the secular Palestine
Liberation Organization (PLO) and the Palestinian Authority (PA), and 
(3) guerilla and terrorist attacks that target Israeli soldiers and civilians.
Hamas also seeks to counter what it perceives as the secularization and
westernization of Arab society, and to become internationally recognized
as the sole representative of the Palestinian people, a distinction held by the
PLO since the 1974 Arab League conference in Rabat, Morocco. Hamas’
slogan, as declared in Article 8 of the group’s charter, reflects the centrality
of violent jihad—religiously sanctioned resistance against perceived enemies
of Islam—to these strategies: “Allah is its target, the Prophet is its model,
the Koran its constitution: Jihad is its path and death for the sake of Allah
is the loftiest of its wishes.”1

The term jihad literally translates as “struggle,” and has two meanings—
only one of which is violent. The non-violent meaning of jihad refers to the
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personal struggle for virtue and morality, the striving to follow God’s will.
According to John Esposito, a leading scholar on Islam, jihad can also refer
to “fighting injustice and oppression, spreading and defending Islam, and
creating a just society through preaching, teaching, and, if necessary, armed
struggle or holy war.” The two broad meanings of jihad, non-violent and
violent, are exemplified in a well-known Prophetic tradition: after return-
ing from a military expedition, the Prophet Mohammad said, “We have re-
turned from the lesser jihad (jihad al-asghar) to the greater jihad (jihad al-
akbar).” When asked, “O, Messenger of Allah, what is the greater jihad?”
Mohammad answered, “It is the jihad against one’s soul.” In the context of
Hamas’ calls for suicide bombings and other terrorist attacks, the term jihad
clearly refers to the violent struggle against perceived enemies of Islam.2

While the immediate goal of replacing Israel with an Islamist Palestin-
ian state is Hamas’ overarching priority, the group also sees itself as leading
a broader, pan-Islamist international movement. “Hamas is not a local or-
ganization,” explains Khaled Mishal, the head of the Hamas political bu-
reau, “but the spearhead of a national project, which has Arab, Islamic and
international ambitions as well.” It is for this reason, Mishal says, that the
group “must attain positions of control by ‘legal’ means, which will grant it
political legitimacy.” But even as it participates in the Palestinian political
system, insists Dr. Osama al-Mahmoudi, a Hamas ideologue, “the Palestin-
ian people have a right to have the opposition [i.e., Hamas] fulfill its role in
defending them, politically, socially, financially and in terms of security, as
it did in the conflict with the Zionist enemy.” In other words, Hamas sees
simultaneous participation in civil politics and acts of violence against civil-
ians as complementary, not mutually exclusive, concepts.3

Hamas is composed of three interrelated wings. The social welfare and
political wings are the public faces of the group’s social, administrative, po-
litical, and propaganda activities. The military wing is principally engaged
in covert activities such as executing suspected collaborators, surveilling
potential targets, procuring weapons, and carrying out guerilla and terror-
ist attacks. Overseeing all Hamas activities is a Majlis al-Shura, or consulta-
tive council, which is the group’s overarching political and decision-making
body in Damascus. Under this Shura council are committees responsible
for supervising a wide array of activities, from media relations to military
operations. At the grassroots level in the West Bank and Gaza sit corre-
sponding local Hamas committees that answer to the Shura council and its
committees and carry out the decisions on the ground. According to Sheikh
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Hassan Yusef, a Hamas founder and senior political leader in the West Bank,
the Shura council “includes representatives from the movement’s four cen-
ters—the Gaza Strip, the West Bank, abroad and representatives of the 300
Hamas members in Israeli jails.” Though it was founded as an underground
movement, Hamas’ public wings—its political and social branches—were
for many years able to operate openly in Gaza under license from Israeli au-
thorities. From the start, however, the military wing was divided into re-
gional networks and local cells which communicated covertly through
coded messages passed through internal communications channels, espe-
cially couriers.4

The so-called external leadership of Hamas—located outside the West
Bank and Gaza Strip—has traditionally played a more dominant decision-
making role than the group’s internal or local leaders. This management
trend began when the first head of the Hamas political bureau, Mousa Abu
Marzook, ran the organization from his home in the United States, and
continued as the group later established political headquarters in Amman,
Jordan, and then Damascus, Syria. The external leadership is divided into
two main groups, one of Gazans led by Marzook, and one composed mostly
of Hamas members from the West Bank who have studied or worked in
Kuwait. The so-called Kuwaidia, or Kuwaiti group, is led by Khaled Mishal.
The two factions work closely together, but there is some resentment of the
Kuwaiti group by Marzook’s faction, because Mishal’s Kuwaidia tend to
dominate key positions within the Hamas political bureau.5

The structure of Hamas was static for its first few years, largely because
Yasser Arafat’s secular Palestine Liberation Organization was still weak and
headquartered hundreds of miles away in Tunis. Israel was not yet a regu-
lar target of Hamas attacks, and was not therefore focusing on the group at
the time. Hamas activities were distributed into functional branches whose
operations were further broken down by region. These included:

• A social welfare and administrative branch (the dawa), responsible for
recruitment, funding, and social services;

• Al-Mujahideen al-Filastinun, an entity responsible for arms procurement
and military activities, containing a subgroup charged with overseeing
and coordinating demonstrations and other popular resistance, as well
as organized violence in the framework of the first Intifada (uprising);

• A security branch (the Jehaz Aman) responsible for collecting infor-
mation on suspected collaborators, and then apprehending, interrogat-
ing, and killing them; and,
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• A publications or media branch (the A’alam) responsible for producing
and distributing leaflets, staffing press offices, and addressing propa-
ganda issues.6

Then and now it is the group’s political wing that oversees the activities
of the rest of the movement’s various component parts. Over time, how-
ever, the structure and responsibilities of Hamas’ overt and covert wings
developed to accommodate the changing environment in which the group
found itself. In 1987, Hamas military cells began to carry out their first at-
tacks targeting Israelis. At this point, Israeli collaborators within Palestin-
ian society became a primary obstacle to Hamas’ operations, so the Majd
(an acronym for Majmouath Jihad u-Dawa, or the Holy War and Sermo-
nizing Group) was created to serve as the strike force of the one-year-old
Jehaz Aman security branch. Its role was to discover and deal with Pales-
tinians suspected of helping Israel. Founded in 1982, five years before the
official founding of Hamas, the al-Mujahideen al-Filastinun was entrusted
with the responsibility of procuring weapons. After the uprising broke out,
this group was in charge of executing shooting and bombing attacks 
as well.7

By 1991, both the Majd and the Mujahideen al-Filastinun were incor-
porated into a reorganized Hamas military wing under the name Izz al-Din
al-Qassam Brigades. The first Qassam Brigades cell—named for a Muslim
Brotherhood leader killed in action against British forces in 1935—was es-
tablished by Zaccaria Walid Akel, then the head of the Hamas military wing
in Gaza. The Qassam Brigades continued the Majd duties of kidnapping
and murdering suspected collaborators, but soon branched out into tar-
geting Israeli civilians. In December 1991, it carried out the first terrorist
attack against an Israeli civilian, murdering Doron Shorshan, an Israeli
resident of the Kfar Darom settlement in Gaza. This attack marked a turn-
ing point in the modus operandi of Hamas and set the group on the road
toward the spectacular and indiscriminate suicide bombings and other at-
tacks for which it is now well known.8

Despite having rounded the terrorist corner and established a full-
fledged terrorist wing, it still took time for the group to develop capabili-
ties equal to its intent. The evolutionary development of Hamas’ terrorist
tactics led to the group’s first suicide car bomb attack on April 16, 1993,
when the Qassam Brigades claimed responsibility for a blast outside a road-
side cafeteria near the Mehola settlement in the West Bank. Though the car
bomb killed only the driver and an Arab worker, the bomber had pulled up
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alongside two Egged buses, specifically targeting Israeli civilians. Luckily
for them, most of the fifty or so passengers had left the buses and were
mingling around the service counter when the explosion detonated, rip-
ping through the two buses and setting them on fire. A year later, on April
6, 1994, Hamas carried out its first successful suicide car bomb attack in Is-
rael proper when a car packed with nearly 400 pounds of explosives deto-
nated beside a bus picking up students in the Israeli town of Afula, forty
miles northwest of Jerusalem. Eight people, mostly teenagers, were killed
and over forty others were wounded in the attack, which was perpetrated
by a Palestinian from the West Bank.9

Since its founding in 1987, Hamas has committed countless acts of vio-
lence against both military and civilian targets, including suicide and other
bombings and Qassam rocket, mortar fire, and shooting attacks. In its early
years Hamas conducted small-scale attacks, like the 1989 abductions and
murders of Israeli soldiers Avi Sasportas and Ilan Sa’adon. But the group is
best known for its suicide bombing attacks. Between February 1989 and
March 2000 Hamas carried out at least twenty-seven attacks, including
twelve suicide bombings and three failed bombings. These attacks caused
approximately 185 deaths and left over 1,200 people wounded.10

With the onset of the second Intifada in September 2000, the pace of
Hamas attacks increased dramatically. From September 29, 2000, through
March 24, 2004, Hamas executed 52 suicide attacks, killing 288 people and
wounding 1,646 more. In total, Hamas conducted 425 terrorist attacks dur-
ing this period, killing 377 people and wounding 2,076.11

Hamas attacks increased throughout this period. In 2003 alone, Hamas
was responsible for 218 acts of violence. That figure more than doubled 
in 2004, in which Hamas carried out 555 terrorist attacks. Also in 2004,
Hamas mortar attacks increased by 500 percent and its Qassam rocket at-
tacks increased by 40 percent compared to the previous year.12

Intended to terrorize not only the targeted individuals but the general
Israeli population, Hamas attacks are indiscriminate in nature. Hamas sui-
cide bombings may not target Westerners but the group’s shrapnel-studded
suicide vests do not discriminate among passengers on Israeli buses or pa-
trons at Israeli cafes. As such, innocent civilians from around the world
have been killed in Hamas attacks, including civilians from the United States,
the United Kingdom, Ukraine, Romania, China, the Philippines, and Swe-
den, among other nations. For example, on June 7, 2005, a Qassam rocket
fired by Hamas killed a Chinese laborer working in the Ganei Tal settle-
ment in the Gaza Strip. Goldie Taubenfeld, an American mother of thir-
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teen, was killed in a Hamas suicide bus bombing in Jerusalem on August
19, 2003, along with her three-month-old son. On September 19, 2002,
Jonathan Jesner, a Scottish medical student, was also murdered on a Tel Aviv
bus when a Hamas suicide bomber detonated the explosive device he was
wearing. Hamas has purposely targeted many busy civilian venues includ-
ing, buses, bus stops, discotheques, restaurants, markets, and universities.13

In early 2003, Hamas military commanders began recruiting support-
ers and forming them into a popular army, or standing militia, in Gaza. By
March 2004, Hamas’ new popular army (the Murabitun) had recruited and
trained members, and amassed weapons. According to Israeli intelligence,
the several hundred new recruits came from the pool of Hamas supporters,
not from within Hamas’ Qassam Brigades. Indeed, Salah Shehadah, one of
the founders of the Qassam Brigades, envisioned the popular army as some-
thing that was to be distinct from the Qassam Brigades. As Sheikh Yassin
put it, “The popular defense operates within the Gaza Strip and is respon-
sible for resistance, defense and rescue operations. The al-Qassam brigades
act against the Zionist enemy, wherever it may be.”14

Israeli political analyst Ehud Ya’ari has emphasized the potential threat
such a military force poses to regional security, in light of Israeli with-
drawal from the Gaza Strip in August 2005. “If the popular army is allowed
to develop it will turn into a parallel, highly-motivated armed force to rival
the puny security apparatuses of the Palestinian Authority,” says Ya’ari.
“From the moment that Hamas achieves its goal of a militia of thousands
of fighters, there will be no hope of stopping it from turning the Gaza Strip
into ‘Hamas-stan,’ like the ‘Hizballahstan’ that rose up in the wake of the Is-
raeli withdrawal from southern Lebanon.”In a sign of the importance Hamas
leaders accord the establishment of the group’s new militia, the popular
army is said by Israeli intelligence to be headed by seasoned Hamas opera-
tives Ahmed Jabr and Mohammad Deif.15

JOINT OPERATIONS WITH OTHER GROUPS

While Hamas remains the foremost Palestinian militant group conducting
attacks against Israel, it is by no means the only such group. For many years,
secular—primarily Marxist—Palestinian groups operating under the um-
brella of the Palestine Liberation Organization (PLO) dominated the stage
of Palestinian extremism. Known for hijacking airplanes and raiding Israeli
border communities, groups like the Popular Front for the Liberation of
Palestine (PFLP), the Popular Front for the Liberation of Palestine–General
Command (PFLP-GC), the Democratic Front for the Liberation of Pales-
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tine (DFLP), the Palestine Liberation Front (PLF), the Abu Nidal Organi-
zation (ANO), and many others were household names in the 1970s and
1980s. In the wake of Israel’s 1967 defeat of Arab armies and its occupation
of the West Bank and Gaza, and then even more so following the Islamic
awakening that came with the Iranian revolution in 1979, theologically
based rejectionist groups like Islamic Jihad and Hamas began to develop
greater footprints in the Palestinian territories. In the 1990s some of these
groups—like the Abu Nidal Organization—fell apart while others—like
the PFLP-GC—shed their socialist ideology and developed an Islamist
identity more in line with the thinking of their Iranian patrons. Through-
out the period of the Oslo peace process, generally speaking 1994 to 2000,
these groups committed only sporadic and low-intensity attacks. In con-
trast, Islamic Jihad and, even more so, Hamas, executed increasingly lethal
and frequent suicide bombings and other attacks.

The establishment of the al-Aqsa Martyrs Brigades, a recent addition
to the collection of Palestinian paramilitary groups and an offshoot of Arafat’s
more mainstream Fatah party, was a factor of Fatah’s perceived need to
establish its own credentials as a resistance organization following the col-
lapse of peace talks in 2000. Thus, West Bank Preventive Security Organi-
zation chief Jibril Rajoub described the group to the al-Ayyam newspaper
as “the noblest phenomenon in the history of Fatah, because they restored
the movement’s honor and bolstered the political and security echelons of
the Palestinian Authority.”Within a short period of time the al-Aqsa Martyrs
Brigades began carrying out numerous roadside shootings, ambushes of
Israeli military personnel, attacks on civilian population centers, and sui-
cide bombings both in the West Bank and across the Green Line in Israel
proper.16

Palestinian groups would occasionally carry out joint attacks, but it
was not until the collapse of peace negotiations and the eruption of the al-
Aqsa Intifada in September 2000 that several of these groups, especially
Hamas and Islamic Jihad, began to work together more regularly. Material
found in Israeli raids of the West Bank carried out in 2002 revealed this co-
operation was the product of Iranian prodding. For example, a seized
Palestinian General Intelligence Services document dated June 1, 2000, de-
scribes a meeting between Iranian ambassador to Syria Sheikh al-Islam and
Islamic Jihad secretary general Ramadan Abdullah Shallah, which took
place on the eve of Israel’s withdrawal from southern Lebanon. The Iran-
ian ambassador requested “that the PIJ and Hamas carry out terrorist at-
tacks ‘inside Palestine,’ without assuming responsibility for them.”17
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The following year, in a document dated October 2001, Palestinian
Preventive Security chief Jibril Rajoub briefed Yasser Arafat on the activi-
ties of Palestinian terrorist groups in Syria, citing intelligence indicating
that “intensive meetings are being held in Damascus, in which leaders of the
Hamas, Islamic Jihad, the Popular Front [for the Liberation of Palestine]
and Hizballah take part, in an attempt to increase the joint activities ‘in-
side,’ with financial support from Iran.”18

Iran’s coaxing—and consequent financial support—proved success-
ful. As early as October 2000, within weeks of the failed peace summit at
Camp David, Hamas leader Mahmoud Zahar announced that Hamas and
Islamic Jihad leaders were meeting with Fatah and Palestinian Authority
officials “at least once daily.” Meanwhile, Abdullah Shami, an Islamic Jihad
leader in Gaza, stated that “all are going to share in the clashes.” Six months
later, Hamas spokesman Ibrahim Ghosheh described the “harmony” that
quickly developed between “the Islamic forces represented in the Hamas
and [Islamic] Jihad movements and the national forces, especially the Fatah
movement.” Speaking at an April 2001 conference in Tehran in support of
the Intifada, Palestine National Council speaker Salim al-Zanun declared:
“Brothers, we are united with the national and Islamic forces. This means
all factions, including the Hamas movement and Islamic Jihad.”19

Documents seized in Israel’s March 2002 raid of the Jenin refugee
camp revealed that Islamic Jihad, Hamas, and Fatah operatives had estab-
lished a joint framework for patrolling the camp, including a “combined
force” and a “joint operations room.” Internal Palestinian intelligence docu-
ments seized by Israel indicate senior Palestinian security officers “supplied
PIJ and Hamas in the Jenin area with most of the weapons in their posses-
sion.” With the help of Hamas, Islamic Jihad also gained technical expert-
ise in the manufacture of rockets, developing a homemade rocket similar
to Hamas’ Qassam rocket. On May 25, 2002, Islamic Jihad’s al-Quds Brigade
fired three of these rockets from Gaza toward the Israeli town of Sderot and
broadcast the attack on Hezbollah’s al-Manar television station.20

According to West Bank Hamas leader Adnan Asfour, successful Israeli
counterterrorism measures led Hamas and Islamic Jihad to coordinate op-
erations not only at the local, cellular level but also at the level of more sen-
ior leadership. “With the expansion of Israel’s circle of aggression, there
must be an expansion of the circle of resistance,” Asfour explained in an
October 2003 interview. To this end, Hamas and Islamic Jihad negotiated a
preliminary deal to merge their military wings in late 2003, reportedly
agreed upon (but in the end never implemented) by Hamas leader Khaled
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Mishal and Islamic Jihad leader Ramadan Shallah at a meeting of the
group’s leadership in Beirut.21

But while Hamas will engage in joint operations with other groups to
achieve the common goal of attacking Israel, it jealously guards its grass-
roots network of dawa organizations. Among militant groups, only Hamas
focuses so heavily on social and political activism, albeit parallel to and in
support of its military activities. Hamas relies on its dawa organizations to
recruit for, fund, and facilitate terrorism, but it should be noted that the Is-
lamic principle of dawa is not intended to support violence.

DAWA IN ISLAM

According to Islamic tradition, all Muslims are obligated to submit them-
selves to God (ibadah) and preach or propagate (dawa, literally “a call to
God”) true Islam. The obligation to spread true Islam covers a wide spec-
trum of outreach activity, from outright proselytizing (which benefits the
soul) to charitable giving and social welfare activities (which benefit the
body). To fulfill these social welfare duties, the Islamic endowments (waqf,
or awqaf in the plural) that are responsible for the upkeep of mosques and
holy sites in contemporary Muslim societies also typically manage social
service institutions. Throughout the Muslim world, revenue derived from
the waqf ’s endowed properties and individual donations typically fund “a
veritable network of welfare and charitable services (such as schools, or-
phanages, soup kitchens).” These not only provide for the temporal needs
of the population but are also a means of drawing in the people to whom
religious leaders want to preach.22

Within the more radical Salafi strain of Sunni Islam, dawa activities are
seen as protecting the umma (Islamic community, or nation) from insuffi-
ciently Islamic rulers and other perceived enemies of Islam, such as non-
Muslim infidels. Salafiyya is a school within Sunni Islam that spread through-
out the Arab world in the twentieth century. Its name comes from the Arabic
words al-salaf al-salih, “the venerable forefathers,” which refers to the gen-
eration of the Prophet Mohammad and his companions. Salafis believed
Islam had been corrupted by idolatry, and they sought to bring it back to
the purity of its earliest days as it was practiced in the time of the Prophet.
Accordingly, Salafis today reject modernizing tendencies, and believe that
the Koran and Hadith (traditions of the Prophet) should be interpreted as
they were during the first few generations after Mohammad’s death. Salafis
are sometimes considered extreme in belief; after 9/11 the term has been
used to describe various groups within Sunni Islamic ideology that practice
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purist or reactionary interpretations of Islam—especially the militant ex-
pressions of these ideologies.23

To promote their particular version of Islam, many Salafis use dawa ac-
tivities to promote a “pure” Islamic practice modeled after the lifestyle of
the Prophet Mohammed, emphasizing individual piety and self-purification.
When, as with Salafis, the goal is “the transformation of society through re-
ligious education, and moral and social reform,” the wide array of social
services that make up the dawa are ideally suited to complement religious
goals of reviving and propagating the faith in a population. This Salafist
ideological framework is common to the various modern militant Islamist
organizations that, like Hamas, grew out of the Muslim Brotherhood. As
the Congressional Research Service notes of the leader of another well-
known terrorist organization, “Bin Laden has identified Salafist thinkers
such as his former mentor Abdallah Azzam, Hamas founder Ahmed Yassin,
World Trade Center bombing conspirator Omar Abdel Rahman, Saudi dis-
sident clerics Salman al-Awdah and Safar al-Hawali, and thirteenth century
Islamic scholar Ibn Taymiyah as prominent ideological influences.”24

Dawa and Politics

The Islamist movement whose dawa tradition has most influenced Hamas,
the Egyptian Muslim Brotherhood, is notable for having a politically ac-
tivist nature. Academic scholars have noted that Brotherhood activists use
communal activities at the grassroots level to “reshape the political con-
sciousness of educated youth.” By focusing on impressionable youth and in
areas lacking social welfare services, the Brotherhood’s Islamic institutions
serve as “functional substitutes for the welfare apparatus of the state and
constitute a natural and familiar setting in which young activists can reach
out to uncommitted peers.” In other words, social services institutions
function as an ideal tool used by Islamists to radicalize and recruit Muslim
youth.25

It should therefore not surprise that, in line with the Muslim Brother-
hood’s political tradition, the Hamas dawa was directly involved in pro-
moting Hamas candidates in the round of municipal elections held in May
2005. In Bethlehem, Hamas won five of the seven council seats allocated to
Muslims, and a sixth seat was won by Islamic Jihad. A Palestinian-Christian
from Bethlehem suggested that Hamas attempted to “buy” votes in the
election via dawa activity. “You’d wake up in the morning,” the woman ex-
plained, “and find a box of staples like oil and sugar here on the sidewalk.”
Considering that according to an exit poll conducted during the second
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round of Palestinian local elections on May 5, 2005, the most important
problem, as defined by 35 percent of the voters, was poverty and unem-
ployment, it is not hard to understand why Hamas dawa donating of food
in the period leading up to and during elections was an effective means of
garnering support for Hamas political candidates.26

Dawa and Violence

One of the ideological principles developed by Muslim Brotherhood theo-
retician Sayyid Qutb is that “the duty of the faithful Muslim is to revive
Islam to transform the jahili [immoral, pre-Islamic] society through prose-
lytization (dawah) and militant jihad.” Islam scholar Olivier Roy has noted
that militant behavior in Islamist groups appears to be motivated more by
a particularly aggressive style of religious preaching than by political train-
ing. For Roy, the word dawa is defined as “militant preaching” (he literally
translates the word as “call” or “invitation”) and is a more significant cause
of militant behavior than is strictly political training. Indeed, Muslim Broth-
erhood founder Hassan al-Banna wrote a tract titled Da’watuna (Our Mil-
itant Preaching). Among Muslim militants, Roy points out, “Preaching
(da’wa) is the instrument of the march to power.” Thus, while the Israeli
occupation contextualizes Hamas’ success, the group’s radical activists are
also part of a larger phenomenon.27

Many open societies, particularly democratic ones, are concerned about
the preaching and social welfare activities of groups with militant ties, par-
ticularly because the dawa culture often promotes anti-democratic and anti-
Western undertones. The Dutch General Intelligence and Security Service
(AIVD) outlined these concerns in a report entitled “From Dawa to Jihad:
The Various Threats from Radical Islam to the Democratic Legal Order.”
Groups that focus on dawa activities, the report claimed,“follow a long-term
strategy of continuous influencing based on extreme puritanical, intoler-
ant and anti-Western ideas.” The report warned that “the choice of [some]
dawa-oriented groups for non-violent activities does not always imply that
they are non-violent on principle. Often they simply do not yet consider
armed Jihad expedient for practical reasons (Jihad can be counterproductive
or impossible because of the other side’s superiority) or for religious reasons
(the Jihad against non-believers is only possible when all Muslims have re-
turned to their ‘pure’ faith).”28

Tellingly, the Saudi-based Muslim World League (MWL), the largest
organization engaged in dawa activities across the globe, is also the subject
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of several ongoing counterterrorism investigations in the United States
and elsewhere related to Hamas, al-Qaeda, and other terrorist groups. The
MWL lists as its main objectives: “to disseminate Islamic Dawah and ex-
pound the teachings of Islam. To defend Islamic causes in a manner that
safeguards the interests and aspirations of Muslims, solves their problems,
refutes false allegations against Islam, and repels inimical trends and dogma
which the enemies of Islam seek to exploit in order to destroy the unity of
Muslims and to sow seeds of doubt in our Muslim brethren.” The nature of
the MWL’s ties to terrorism is extensive and includes both senior officials
and branch offices. A senior MWL official in Pakistan, Wael Hamza al-
Jlaidan, is listed as a Specially Designated Terrorist by the U.S. Treasury De-
partment. And in March 2002, the northern Virginia offices of both the
MWL and one of its subsidiaries, the International Islamic Relief Organi-
zation (IIRO), were raided by a Treasury Department task force searching
for evidence that the groups were raising or laundering funds for al-Qaeda,
Hamas, or Palestinian Islamic Jihad.29

Of course, there is nothing inherently violent or antisocial about dawa ac-
tivities, per se. Indeed, the opposite is true: dawa organizations—frequently
formed as local charities, non-governmental organizations, or private volun-
tary organizations—play an important communal role in Islamic history
and culture. Like their Salafi cousins, however, Muslim Brotherhood or-
ganizations like Hamas take advantage of the otherwise laudable Islamic
tradition of charity and good works not only to teach their particular ver-
sion of Islam but also to actively support terrorist operations. Not surpris-
ingly, many of the charities and NGOs tied to al-Qaeda in investigations
spawned by the September 11th attacks have significant ties to the Muslim
Brotherhood. By looking into this Brotherhood connection, investigators
have found that many al-Qaeda fronts and cells have also funded Hamas.30

MUSLIM BROTHERHOOD: THE ROOTS OF HAMAS DAWA

Though it was officially founded on December 14, 1987, a semi-official his-
tory of Hamas establishes 1967 as the year of the group’s genesis—as the
Muslim Brotherhood’s Palestinian wing. Hamas acknowledges its Brother-
hood roots in its April 1988 charter: “The Islamic Resistance Movement is
one of the wings of Moslem Brotherhood in Palestine.” Hamas’ roots actu-
ally extend further back than 1967. “The mother movement to which
Hamas belongs,” according to Jordanian Muslim Brotherhood leader Ziad
Abu Ghanima,“is the Muslim Brotherhood Society which has been digging
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its roots into Palestinian soil for decades before the establishment of the oc-
cupying Zionist entity.”31

The Muslim Brotherhood (Jamiat al-Ikhwan al-Muslimeen) is a reli-
gious and political organization founded in 1928 in the Suez Canal town of
Ismailiya, Egypt, by an Egyptian schoolteacher named Hassan al-Banna.
The organization opposed the drift toward secularism perceived to be tak-
ing place in Egypt and other Arab countries, and sought to counter foreign
influence by encouraging a return to an Islamic society based on the origi-
nal precepts of the Koran. The Brotherhood’s activity in Palestinian areas
dates back to 1935, when Hassan al-Banna’s brother, Abdel Rahman al-
Banna, visited the Mufti of Jerusalem, Hajj Amin al-Husseini. As a conse-
quence of this meeting, Hassan al-Banna created and personally led the
General Central Committee to Aid Palestine, which protested the British
presence there and promoted the Palestinian national cause. In 1936, Mus-
lim Brotherhood volunteers participated in attacks on British and Jewish
interests, in what became known as the “1936 Revolt.” Brotherhood activist
Said Ramadan opened the first Muslim Brotherhood branch in Palestinian
areas in Jerusalem in 1945; by 1947, the Brotherhood was running some 25
branches throughout the British Mandate, with a membership ranging from
12,000 to 20,000. After Israel won independence in 1948, Muslim Broth-
erhood volunteers, both acting on their own and organized into Muslim
Brotherhood battalions, actively fought against the new state.32 Hamas
boasts of these deep anti-Zionist roots in its charter:

The Islamic Resistance Movement is one of the links in the chain of the
struggle against the Zionist invaders. It goes back to 1939, to the emer-
gence of the martyr Izz al-Din al-Kissam and his brethren the fighters,
members of Moslem Brotherhood. It goes on to reach out and become
one with another chain that includes the struggle of the Palestinians
and Moslem Brotherhood in the 1948 war and the Jihad operations of
the Moslem Brotherhood in 1968 and after.33

After 1948, the Brotherhood branches in Gaza fell under Egyptian ju-
risdiction, while those in the West Bank were subject to Jordanian law. In
Egypt, the group was suppressed, and in Jordan the Islamists were both
tolerated and co-opted (to such an extent that, in the 1950s, the Brother-
hood sided with the Jordanian regime against secular Palestinian groups).
It was a fallow time for the Brotherhood, as one Israeli scholar notes: “Be-
tween 1948 and 1967 the Brothers were weak and kept a low profile. In the
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Gaza Strip the movement was under systematic repression by the Nasserist
regime, while in the West Bank it was effectively monitored by the Jordan-
ian authorities.”34

In the wake of the Israeli victory over Arab armies in the Six Day War—
the 1967 conflict in which Israel occupied the West Bank and Gaza Strip,
and which consequently bolstered Palestinian national and Islamic con-
sciousness—the Brotherhood dropped its low profile and reorganized into
a considerably more activist entity. According to Hamas leader Khaled
Mishal, “This pushed the Muslim Brotherhood to restructure their organi-
zation.” Following the war, Palestinian groups in the now-occupied West
Bank and Gaza were cut off from Egypt and (to a lesser extent) Jordan and
were thus forced to focus on their local communities and populations.
While the Egyptian Muslim Brotherhood, which included Islamists in Gaza,
evolved into a more openly oppositional movement, the Jordanian Muslim
Brotherhood, including branches on both the West and East banks of the
Jordan River, developed an equivocal relationship with the Hashemite
monarchy that ruled Jordan.35

This evolution of the Brotherhood as an increasingly open opposition
to secular Arab rulers, combined with Israeli tolerance of non-violent Is-
lamist activities, enabled the Brotherhood to regroup. During this period,
Israeli scholar Meir Hatina writes, “the movement [was able] to intensify
its activities, centered on mosques, charitable organizations, schools, stu-
dent councils and trade unions” which “operated [not only] as social and
cultural centers, but also as powerful bases for political activity.”36 A 1988
article in the Kuwaiti newspaper al-Anba offered an Arab perception of
the increasing importance of the Brotherhood’s dawa activities during this
period:

During the years 1967–1975 the role of the Islamic movement was
characterized by the building of mosques, bringing the [younger] gen-
eration into the fold, providing them with guidance and strengthening
their ideology. To this end, the movement utilized all means at its dis-
posal. The mosque, therefore, did not serve solely as a place of worship,
but also as school, kindergarten, or even library or venue for women’s
activities. Ideology and religion were preached at clubs, schools and
universities, where mosques were often built, and politics discussed. In
this fashion the [younger] generation opened its eyes and discovered
the Jewish plots against the nation.37
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According to Palestinian scholar Ziad Abu-Amr, the Brotherhood began
to recognize the power of social and charitable organizations to spread its
message and influence:

The society founded Islamic charity associations, which supervised local
schools. It also managed nursery schools and kindergartens, which were
usually attached to mosques. The Brotherhood also established neigh-
borhood libraries and sports clubs. In subsequent years, the Muslim
Brotherhood and other Islamic elements formed several Islamic soci-
eties and organizations in Hebron, Nablus, Jenin, Jerusalem, the Gaza
Strip, and other Palestinian towns.38

Such organizations, Abu-Amr notes, rallied support for the Islamic
movement, especially by using “alms money zakat to help thousands of
needy families. And thousands of students and children were enrolled in
schools and kindergartens run by the Islamic movement.”39 The future
founder and spiritual leader of Hamas was deeply involved in this period
of dawa flowering, as its political bureau chief, Khaled Mishal, notes:

In the 1970s, the organizational structure of the Muslim Brotherhood
was rebuilt and the movement spread among young men and women
students, in mosques, which are the essential pillars of educating the
society and treating the defections the occupation caused. People were
attracted to the mosques where they were religiously and nationally
mobilized. Social institutions were established in order to develop
youth sports and cultural activities and improved social services for
poor people and orphans. One of the most important institutions is
the Islamic Center founded by Sheikh Ahmed Yassin.40

According to its own semi-official history, Hamas evolved over time
through four stages:

1. 1967–1976: Construction of the “hard core” of the Muslim Brother-
hood in the Gaza Strip in the face of oppressive Israeli rule.

2. 1976–1981: Geographical expansion through participation in profes-
sional associations in the Gaza Strip and the West Bank, and institution-
building, notably al-Mujama al-Islamiya, al-Jamiya al-Islamiya, and
the Islamic University in Gaza.

3. 1981–1987: Political influence through establishment of the mecha-
nisms of action and preparation for armed struggle.

4. 1987: Founding of Hamas as the combatant arm of the Muslim Brother-
hood in Palestine and the launching of a continuing jihad.41
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In a 1995 lecture, Sheikh Jamil Hamami, a party to the founding of
Hamas and a senior member of its West Bank leadership, expounded on
the importance of Hamas’ dawa infrastructure as the soil from which mili-
tancy would flower: “During the time before the outbreak of the Intifada
[i.e., before the official founding of Hamas in 1987],” he said, “we prepared
ourselves and this rebellious generation.” Having laid that groundwork,
Hamami insisted,“yes, now is the time for the explosion, the stage of prepa-
rations is over . . . we will not sleep, Palestine is in our hearts always, we
have not forgotten Jerusalem, Haifa, Gaza and Jericho, Zefad, Nazareth,
Umm al-Fahem and all Palestine even for a day. This [pre-Intifada period]
was the education and preparation stage.”42

In a telling sign of Hamas’s self-identification with the Muslim Brother-
hood, the group’s banners and posters often depict the Hamas leaders
alongside Muslim Brotherhood founder Hassan al-Banna, or other Brother-
hood dignitaries such as Sheikh Abdallah Azzam. For example, the Hamas
student group at the American University in Jenin distributed posters of
Hamas founder Sheikh Yassin, the group’s Gaza leader Abdel Aziz al-Rantissi,
bomb maker Yihye Ayash, and al-Banna, among others. By advertising its
link to the Muslim Brotherhood, alongside claims of providing for needy
Palestinians and disdain for personal or organizational corruption, Hamas
leverages the appreciation (and indebtedness) it earns through social welfare
activities to garner support—both political and logistical—for its terrorist
activities. Indeed, the activities of the group’s political, social, and military
“wings” are so intertwined that Palestinian security officials themselves see
them as one and the same. In the words of Palestinian Brigadier General
Nizar Ammar, “the difference between the [political, social, and military]
wings of Hamas is often a fiction.”43

THE HAMAS DAWA

Hamas’ original security branch, the Jehaz Aman, was founded by Sheikh
Ahmed Yassin and several of his closest associates, who together also headed
the group’s main social welfare organization, Mujama al-Islamiya (Islamic
Center) in Gaza. The Center remains one of the largest and most success-
ful Hamas institutions today. Just as the security wing of Hamas developed
into the Qassam Brigades, the social services infrastructure has blossomed
into an efficient network of grassroots service organizations across the
Gaza Strip and the West Bank. These institutions are crucial to Hamas’ ter-
rorist activity: they provide cover for raising, laundering, and transferring
funds, facilitate the group’s propaganda and recruitment efforts, provide
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employment to its operatives, and serve as a logistical support network for
its terrorist operations.

Hamas spiritual leader and cofounder Sheikh Ahmed Yassin set up the
Hamas dawa to mirror the structure he had helped perfect as a Muslim
Brotherhood activist. According to a pair of Israeli scholars, Yassin’s “focus
on da’wa was the result of a major lesson the MB [Muslim Brotherhood]
had learned from its experience in Egypt: as long as it confined its activity
to education and preaching, the regime would leave it alone.” Proceeding
from this premise, Yassin “embarked on a systematic penetration of [Pales-
tinian] society by creating cells of three members each through the [Gaza]
Strip, reaching even the neighborhood level.” On this point Arab analysts
sympathetic to Hamas’ ideological program agree with their Israeli counter-
parts, that the Hamas dawa infrastructure is a product of its parent organi-
zation, the Muslim Brotherhood. Scholars and historians on both sides also
agree that from the late 1960s to the mid-1980s the Brotherhood benefited
from the Israeli government’s support of non-violent Islamist Palestinian
factions, believing these groups would function as a useful counterweight
to the secular nationalist Palestinian groups then hijacking airplanes and
conducting commando raids into Israel from neighboring Arab states. As
Israeli scholar Meir Hatina describes it,“the Israeli Civil Administration [in
the West Bank and Gaza] displayed a relatively tolerant attitude toward re-
ligious activity, in part in order to undermine the influence of the PLO.” For
example, Israeli authorities permitted the number of mosques in the Gaza
Strip to double from 1967 to 1986. The civil administration also officially
sanctioned dawa organizations that would become central to the Hamas
infrastructure, such as the Islamic Center (al-Mujama al-Islamiya) in Gaza.
By 1987, al-Mujama controlled an estimated 40 percent of all mosques in
the Gaza Strip.44

Hamas political leader Ismail Abu Shanab told Harvard scholar Jessica
Stern that “even before Hamas came into being, in 1976, there were two or-
ganizations that were engaged in social welfare functions: al-Jamiya al-
Islamiya and al-Mujama. In those days the priority was to work on social,
education, and welfare programs. After 1980, there were three such organ-
izations, including the Islamic Benevolence Society.” But cognizant of the
implications of admitting his involvement in organizations that spawned
Hamas, Shanab hastened to downplay his involvement, saying these organ-
izations “had no connection with politics, even during the occupation. I
founded Jam’iya al-Islamiyah, but I cut my connection with them when
Hamas was first established” in December 1987. Despite Shanab’s disavowals,
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both al-Jamiya al-Islamiya and al-Mujama were founded by prominent
Hamas personalities, including Ahmed Yassin, Abdel Aziz al-Rantissi, Ibra-
him al-Yazuri, Mahmoud al-Zahar, Ahmed Ismail Bahr, and others.45

Both Israeli scholar Mair Hatina and Palestinian scholar Ziad Abu-Amr
list the Islamic University in Gaza (IUG) as another Hamas precursor organ-
ization run and established by Brotherhood-cum-Hamas leaders. Hatina de-
scribes these as the three main institutions that “coordinated Brotherhood
activities in the Gaza Strip and later constituted a springboard for Hamas”;
Abu-Amr depicts al-Mujama as “a front organization for the Muslim Brother-
hood Society in Gaza” and the IUG as “the principal Muslim Brotherhood
stronghold. The university’s administration, most of the employees who
work there, and the majority of students are Brotherhood supporters.”Salah
Shehadah, founder of the Izz al-Din al-Qassam Brigades, features promi-
nently among the many political, social, and military Hamas leaders that
have been affiliated with IUG. In an indication of the depth of the relation-
ship between Hamas and the university, Hamas’ Khaled Mishal has boasted
of his group’s participation in the building of the campus in 1978.46

PALESTINIAN ISLAMIC JIHAD: VIOLENCE WITHOUT DAWA

Hamas’ main rival (and sometimes partner) within the Palestinian rejec-
tionist movement is the smaller but ruthlessly efficient Islamic Jihad. Is-
lamic Jihad (Al-Jihad Al-Islami fi Filastin) originated in the 1970s among
Palestinian students in Cairo, notably Fathi Shiqaqi, a former leftist who
grew disillusioned with the secular Palestinian movements and joined the
Egyptian Muslim Brotherhood. By the mid-1970s, he had rejected the teach-
ings of the Brotherhood, which held that the destruction of Israel must
await an “internal jihad” to reform and unify the Islamic world, and em-
braced the 1979 revolution in Iran as a model of action. Hamas, in contrast,
remains committed to the Muslim Brotherhood and considers itself the
Palestinian wing of the Brotherhood. Although a number of other radical
Palestinian Islamists inspired by the Islamic Republic in Tehran adopted
the name Islamic Jihad as a cover for terrorist activity, the faction started by
Shiqaqi is the one that flourishes today.47

Following the assassination of Egyptian president Anwar Sadat in 1981,
Shiqaqi was expelled from the country and returned to Gaza, where he for-
mally established Islamic Jihad. Unlike Hamas, which grew out of the so-
cial welfare network it ran as the Palestinian Muslim Brotherhood even
prior to its founding under the name Hamas, Islamic Jihad made little ef-
fort to develop a social and educational infrastructure or attract a mass fol-
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lowing. Shiqaqi believed that a campaign of spectacular terrorist attacks
against Israel in the name of revolutionary Islam would inspire a popular
revolt. After securing funding from Iran’s mullahs, who had ended their
early flirtation with the PLO and were anxious to sponsor like-minded (if
Sunni) Palestinian revolutionaries, Shiqaqi began developing the group’s
military apparatus, the Jerusalem Brigades (Saraya al-Quds), which started
carrying out attacks against Israeli soldiers in the mid-1980s. The most no-
torious was the Gate of Moors operation in October 1986, when Islamic
Jihad operatives threw hand grenades at military recruits attending an in-
duction ceremony near the Wailing Wall in Jerusalem, wounding seventy
and killing the father of a soldier.

In 1988, after spending two years in an Israeli prison for smuggling
arms into Gaza, Shiqaqi was deported to Lebanon and the following year
established a headquarters in Damascus, Syria. This transition brought Is-
lamic Jihad leaders into direct contact with Iranian officials for the first
time through the Islamic Republic’s embassies in Beirut and Damascus. Un-
like Hamas, which strove to spread its external political and military infra-
structure across several different countries in the 1990s and came to depend
primarily on Syria only after its activities were curtailed elsewhere, the Is-
lamic Jihad presence abroad has always been concentrated in Syria and
Syrian-occupied Lebanon. Islamic Jihad operatives soon began training at
Hezbollah camps in Lebanon, under the supervision of Iranian Revolu-
tionary Guards stationed in the country, and carried out some joint opera-
tions with Hezbollah against Israeli forces in south Lebanon during the 1990s.

Islamic Jihad and Hamas were fierce rivals in the late 1980s and early
1990s, largely a result of ideological differences relating to Islamic Jihad’s
affinity for—and Hamas’ rejection of—Iranian Khomeinism and the prin-
ciple of waliyat al-faqih, that is, rule by the jurisprudent (entrusting gover-
nance to clerics). Moreover, while both groups grew out of the Muslim
Brotherhood, Islamic Jihad marginalized the role of social activity in favor
of militant activity, while Hamas gave prominence to social welfare activity
and proselytizing (dawa), even as it too engaged in a simultaneous terror
campaign.

After the signing of the 1993 Oslo Accords, however, both Hamas and Is-
lamic Jihad joined the Damascus-based Alliance of Palestinian Forces (APF)
and—for the most part—set aside their differences. By 1995, Hamas joined
Islamic Jihad in establishing its operational headquarters in Damascus (its
political office was then still in Amman) and, at the behest of Iran and facil-
itation of Hezbollah, the two groups coordinated their terrorist activities.
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Competition between the groups largely arose over issues such as Is-
lamic Jihad’s perceived infringement on Hamas’ social welfare turf or on
Hamas reaching out to radicalized Israeli-Arabs (which had traditionally
been a constituency of Islamic Jihad). Periodically, Hamas’ ideologues
would take issue with the intimacy of Islamic Jihad’s relationship with
Shi’a Iran—especially during the rare cases when Islamic Jihad members
converted to Shi’ism.

One of the most visible periods of tension between Hamas and Islamic
Jihad occurred in 1994 and 1995 when, even as they continued to conduct
joint operations, the groups engaged in a mild but public competition over
Islamic Jihad leaders’ short-lived decision to establish a dawa social welfare
network of their own to compete with that of Hamas. Even then, however,
Hamas and Islamic Jihad sought to work through their differences. For ex-
ample, according to the indictment of several Islamic Jihad operatives in
the United States, it was around this period that “the members of the con-
spiracy would and did work with PIJ and its leaders in coordinating its ac-
tivities with Hamas, including the possibility of Hamas and PIJ reconciling
their differences and engaging in joint terrorism operations.” According to
U.S. prosecutors, in early 1995 Islamic Jihad members “continued to dis-
cuss PIJ recruitment, the interrelationship between PIJ and Hamas, and the
possibility of joining forces.”48

While competition over dominance in the realm of social welfare ac-
tivity was short-lived, Islamic Jihad does run a small number of dawa or-
ganizations that fill logistical and financial support functions and build
grassroots support for the group. Most important among these are the al-
Ansar Charity Association and the al-Ihsan Society (also known as the Birr
Elehssan Society) in Gaza. However, Islamic Jihad no longer aspires to
build the kind of widespread dawa infrastructure that would challenge the
Hamas dawa apparatus, thus removing a key bone of contention between
the two groups.49

Following the October 1995 assassination of Islamic Jihad leader Fathi
Shiqaqi in Malta, the group managed to execute only a brief spate of attacks
in early 1996 before its terror attacks dropped off so dramatically that in
1997 the Jerusalem Post reported “a void in the organization so deep that
the group barely functions today.”50

With the beginning of the Palestinian uprising in September 2000,
however, Islamic Jihad sprang back to life. Since then, it has claimed re-
sponsibility for scores of terrorist attacks. In part, this has reflected the
group’s greater coordination with other Palestinian groups, especially
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Hamas. But lacking a social network and political activism on which to fall
back, Islamic Jihad shunned the idea of participating in Palestinian elec-
tions in late 2005 and early 2006 and rejected requests to honor a tahdiya,
or period of calm, in the period leading up to those elections. A critical fac-
tor in the group’s revival was a dramatic increase in Iranian funding. Ac-
cording to American officials, Tehran began paying Islamic Jihad millions
of dollars in cash bonuses for each attack against Israel. This was necessary
in large part because Islamic Jihad lacked the kind of grassroots institu-
tions established by Hamas through which it could launder and transfer
significant amounts of funds raised abroad to operatives in the West Bank
and Gaza Strip. In contrast, Hamas fundraisers in North America, Europe,
and the Persian Gulf have a large selection of Hamas-run charities, social
service organizations, and communal institutions through which they can
send funds to Hamas.51

THE ORIGINS OF HAMAS IN THE UNITED STATES

The development of Hamas in the United States sheds additional light 
on the metamorphosis of the Palestinian Muslim Brotherhood into the
paramilitary-political terrorist group we know today as Hamas. Moham-
mad Salah is a self-confessed Hamas member and military commander
from the Chicago suburb of Bridgeview, Illinois, who was indicted in Au-
gust 2002 in U.S. federal court on terrorism charges based on his Hamas ac-
tivities. In December of that year Salah and a group of co-defendants were
found liable for Hamas activity—specifically, the 1996 murder of U.S.-
Israeli dual national David Boim—in a civil case also tried in Chicago.
Salah was reportedly first recruited into the Muslim Brotherhood by
Sheikh Jamal Said, the imam of a mosque in Bridgeview and a leader of the
Palestinian wing of the Muslim Brotherhood in the United States. Shortly
after Salah joined the Brotherhood, Mousa Abu Marzook—who would later
become the overall head of Hamas’ political bureau—personally recruited
Salah into a Hamas precursor group based in the United States called the
“Palestine Organization.”52 An Israeli military indictment against Salah de-
scribes the Palestine Organization in more detail:

The defendant joined an organization called “Palestine,” which was an
independent organization connected with the Muslim Brotherhood
organization. The man in charge of this organization was Mussa Abu
Marzuq. The organization’s goal was the unification of all Palestinians
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in the United States in support of the Muslim Brotherhood organiza-
tion, particularly its military and political wings, for the escalation of
the struggle against Israeli rule in the Judea-Samaria regions [i.e., West
Bank].53

Akram Harubi, a former professor at George Washington University in
Washington, D.C., would later serve as an official of the Holy Land Foun-
dation for Relief and Development, exposed as a Hamas-fundraising front
organization and shut by U.S. authorities in December 2001. Later still,
Harubi served as a member of the Hamas coordinating committee in the
West Bank. In a statement to Israeli police that would subsequently be ad-
mitted as evidence in a civil proceeding against Hamas activists in a U.S.
court, Harubi told of being recruited by Marzook’s personal secretary,
Nasser al-Khatib:

In the end of 1989 or beginning of 1990, while I was working at a uni-
versity in the United States, I was approached by a man named Nasser,
with whose details I am not familiar. He was about thirty years old,
involved in commerce and was usually appear [sic] in the company 
of Mousa Abu Marzook. Nasser proposed to me to join the Moslem
Brothers in the U.S. I accepted his proposal and officially joined. I
asked Nasser what my job would be, and he said it would be to host
people from the Moslem Brothers (Organization) who came from out-
side the U.S.54

When Hamas was officially founded in December 1987, the Palestin-
ian Muslim Brotherhood faction in the United States changed its name ac-
cordingly—though the membership remained largely unchanged. Over
time, they would build an extensive Hamas support network in the United
States responsible for financial, logistical, propaganda, and even military
activities. A key node in this network, Harubi returned to the West Bank
from the United States, and couriered funds for Hamas from Jordan to the
West Bank, maintaining direct contact with Hamas leaders abroad (includ-
ing Khaled Mishal and Mousa Abu Marzook) and coordinating meetings—
usually held in his own home—between regional Hamas committees across
the West Bank. In October 1993, as Hamas came under increased scrutiny
for its violent opposition to the peace process that was then gaining mo-
mentum, Hamas leaders in the United States met in Philadelphia to de-
velop a coordinated strategy to undermine the Israeli-Palestinian peace
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process, and to streamline Hamas fundraising and other activities in the
United States. To conceal their association with Hamas, the participants
would refer to Hamas as “Samah” (Hamas spelled backwards) or simply as
“The Movement.”55

THE DISTINCTION BETWEEN HAMAS 

AND THE MUSLIM BROTHERHOOD

Ideologically, the Muslim Brotherhood remains the primary self-identifying
affiliation for most Palestinian Islamists. An academic study based on in-
terviews of jailed terrorist operatives found that the “pre-recruitment” so-
cial environment for members of Islamist groups like Hamas “was dominated
by the mosque, religious organizations and religious instruction.” For the
Islamist groups, the study found, “almost 50 percent [of members] cite the
mosque, Moslem Brotherhood or other religious influence as central.”56

But there is a critical philosophical distinction between Hamas and the
Brotherhood. Hamas disputes the Brotherhood view that the Muslim na-
tion (umma) must first be brought back to the true path of Islam before it
can engage in a violent jihad against infidels, especially Israel. Indeed, it is
this divergence of opinion that explains why the founders of a great many
Sunni Muslim terrorist groups, including Egyptian Islamic Jihad, Gama’ah
al-Islamiyah (Islamic Group), Palestinian Islamic Jihad, and Hamas, have
separated from their shared Muslim Brotherhood roots.

Unlike the Gama’ah al-Islamiyah and the Egyptian and Palestinian vari-
ants of Islamic Jihad, however, Hamas never fully broke from the Brother-
hood. Hamas is not a splinter group; rather, it is the Palestinian branch of
the Muslim Brotherhood, but with an explicitly violent agenda. When
Hamas was established, former Muslim Brotherhood activists were simply
redirected from merely promoting Islamic observance to engaging in vio-
lent anti-Israel activities. Khaled Mishal acknowledges that “inside, we had
several names: the Islamic Movement [Hamas]; Muslim Brotherhood, Is-
lamic Front, the (Islamic) Youth Center and the Islamic Bloc. It was one or-
ganization with different names.”57

With the invention of the name “Hamas” in the winter of 1987, Yassin
and his associates created, as one scholar puts it,“a front group for the Mus-
lim Brethren, participating as that group’s proxy in the illegal and clandes-
tine activities of the uprising.” In so doing, Hamas sought to safeguard the
legal status of the Muslim Brotherhood, its parent organization. Despite its
divergence from the priorities of the Brotherhood, Hamas has always ex-
isted as a dependent of the Brotherhood hierarchy. Indeed, four years be-
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fore Hamas was even established the Palestinian Muslim Brotherhood group
was already plotting terrorist attacks. Khaled Mishal recounts that “in 1983,
we carried out our first military experience under the leadership of Sheikh
Ahmed Yassin; the 1983 organization that sought to gather weapons to pre-
pare groups for military training and launch the jihad project.” Mishal
adds, “It is no secret that the 1983 arms deal was funded from abroad;
Hamas was still forming.” Hamas has always maintained a fluid relation-
ship between its “internal” leadership in the Israel-occupied territories, and
Brotherhood and Hamas leaders on the “outside.” According to Mishal, “a
number of Hamas leaders,” including both “inside” and “outside” leaders,
attended a 1983 meeting at which “the decision to found the Palestinian
Islamic project for the cause and preparing the requirements for its success
was taken.” While the internal leadership recruits on campuses, in the
mosques, and among social service organizations, the outside leadership
plays, according to Mishal, “a political, media and financial role.”58

This leadership rejects peace with Israel on religious, nationalist, and
ideological grounds. As its covenant makes clear, “The Islamic Resistance
Movement believes that the land of Palestine is an Islamic Waqf endow-
ment consecrated for future Moslem generations until Judgment Day. It, or
any part of it, should not be squandered: it, or any part of it, should not be
given up.” It follows logically, as the Hamas charter explains, that “there is
no solution for the Palestinian question except through Jihad.” In other
words, while Hamas engages in military, social, and political activities alike,
the strategic purpose of each of these tactics is the same jihadist principle
of destroying Israel under the ideological framework of confronting the
perceived enemies of Islam, and Islamizing Palestinian society. It should,
therefore, not surprise that even after its sweeping electoral victory in Par-
liamentary elections Hamas leaders did not soften their rhetoric. Instead of
allowing participation in the political process to co-opt them into modera-
tion, Hamas leaders underlined their intention to continue attacking Israel
and make Palestinian society more Islamic. Hamas leader Mahmoud Zahar
insisted the group’s Qassam Brigades “will remain, they will grow, they will
be armed more and more until the complete liberation of all Palestine.”
Under Hamas, Zahar predicted, the new Palestinian government would
promote “martyr tourism” to draw tourists interested in the history of
armed Palestinian resistance and the ministry of culture would produce lit-
erature about jihad. If elected, a Hamas candidate from Rafah promised,
Hamas would enact legislation consistent with Islamic Shariah (religious
law). “We would present to the ummah [Muslim nation] and the Palestin-
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ian people the laws and legislation compatible with the Islamic Shariah and
would do our best to nullify the non-Islamic ones.” This would come hand
in hand, the candidate promised, with enhanced social services courtesy of
the Hamas dawa.59

THE CENTRALITY OF DAWA TO HAMAS PARAMILITARY ACTIVITIES

According to the statements of its own leadership, Hamas’ dawa activities
have always been its most important tool for furthering the organization’s
goals of destroying Israel, undermining the Palestinian Authority, and re-
cruiting grassroots and operational support. It is no coincidence that the
first security body established by Hamas was referred to as “jihad and
dawa,” and officially called “Majd.” The dawa is the secret to Hamas’ suc-
cess, as it were. “We started getting involved in charity before Hezbollah
did,” says Ismail Abu Shanab. “Our obligation as Muslims is comprehen-
sive. This is the meaning of the phrase ‘Islam is the solution.’ The PA doesn’t
understand this. They don’t provide social welfare.”60
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2

terror and the hamas political leadership

Despite evidence to the contrary, there persists in the minds of many ob-
servers an ethical distinction between the social-political branches of
Hamas, popularly known for opposing peacemaking with Israel and for
welfare projects that aid needy Palestinians, and its military wing, known
for suicide bombers that target Israeli civilians. In fact, the links between
members of the Hamas political wing and terrorist activities are symbiotic
and have been intertwined since the founding of Hamas in 1987. The goal
of this chapter is to describe and provide evidence for links between Hamas’
political and military activities, with the aim of debunking the myth that
there are “good” and “bad” wings within Hamas. The relationship between
the social and military wings is the subject of subsequent chapters.

The relationship between Hamas political leadership and terrorism takes
many forms. Hamas political leaders—arrayed across the West Bank and
Gaza Strip, Israel, Syria, Jordan, elsewhere in the Middle East, and in Europe
and the United States—recruit terrorists, equip them with weapons, raise
money for operations, and function as outright military commanders. In
the following pages we will meet some of the Hamas political leadership
and explore their intimate involvement in terrorist activities. This is by no
means intended to be an exhaustive compendium of known Hamas politi-
cal leaders and their explicit terrorist activities; rather, these personalities
are chosen because, as a representative cross sample, they best illustrate the
myriad ways in which virtually every Hamas political and social activity is
inextricably bound up with its terrorist mission. We devote particular at-
tention to Hamas founder Sheikh Ahmed Yassin, because his 2003 assas-
sination by Israel aroused considerable sympathy for the spiritual leader
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and the organization he founded. While the killing of an aged, wheelchair-
bound religious figure might naturally stimulate a compassionate or out-
raged reaction, that reaction has also obscured Yassin’s significant military
role within Hamas.

The evidence presented here is gathered from a broad sample of intel-
ligence sources, including those from countries and analysts generally con-
sidered “anti-Israeli” and “pro-Palestinian.” By the end of the chapter, we
will have observed a broad consensus among Hamas-watchers of diverse
stripes that there is no meaningful distinction between the group’s politi-
cal, social, and terrorist leadership. As Hamas founder Sheikh Ahmed Yassin
himself said about making distinctions between the various wings of
Hamas: “We can not separate the wing from the body. If we do so, the body
will not be able to fly. Hamas is one body.”1

SHEIKH AHMED YASSIN

Ahmed Yassin was born in 1936, the second youngest of nine children, to a
middle-class farming family in the village of al-Jora near Ashqelon, just
north of Gaza in what is today Israel but was then part of British Manda-
tory Palestine. When Israel was founded in 1948, Yassin and his family
moved to the Gaza Strip’s refugee camps.2

His early life was marked by personal tragedy. In 1952, at age sixteen,
Yassin was hurt while playing on the beach; the damage to his spinal col-
umn left him paralyzed and confined to a wheelchair for the rest of his life.3

During his grade school and high school years in Gaza, Yassin spent a lot of
time at a mosque affiliated with the Muslim Brotherhood, where he was ex-
posed to the teachings of Hassan al-Banna and others. Yassin also frequented
a Muslim Brotherhood front organization called Jamiyat al-Tawhid. Dur-
ing his early adult years, Yassin focused on Islamic studies, and moved to
Cairo to study at al-Azhar University. It was there that Yassin first came into
contact with the Egyptian branch of the Muslim Brotherhood. This associa-
tion continued back in Gaza, where Yassin and other Brotherhood members
were arrested by Egyptian authorities following an attempt by the Brother-
hood to seize power in Egypt. Yassin soon became known for his work as a
teacher and spiritual leader, and in 1973 he founded al-Mujama al-Islamiya,
the Islamic Center, an umbrella organization for many religious organiza-
tions in Gaza. When not under arrest, Yassin spent the remainder of his life
in Gaza City, where he raised eleven children with his wife, Halima.4

How did this supposedly moderate political and spiritual leader—
this blind, wizened, handicapped man who was wheeled to a mosque every
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morning—earn in 2003 the ignominious distinction of Specially Desig-
nated Global Terrorist (SDGT) by the United States? Why did Secretary of
State Condoleeza Rice feel compelled to remind a television reporter, who
had quite rationally questioned the political wisdom of assassinating a sixty-
seven-year-old paraplegic sheikh by helicopter rocket, that viewing audi-
ences ought to “remember that Hamas is a terrorist organization and that
Sheikh Yassin has himself, personally, we believe, been involved in terrorist
planning”?5

The answer emerges when we look beyond the sheikh’s religious per-
sona and examine the evidence of Ahmed Yassin’s connection to terrorist
activities. Before the Palestinian branch of the Muslim Brotherhood be-
came known as Hamas, it was already plotting and carrying out terrorist
attacks. And long before Sheikh Ahmed Yassin became a political threat to
secular Palestinian leaders, he was leading those attacks. As Hamas leader
Khaled Mishal recounted in a December 2003 media interview,“In 1983 we
carried out our first military experience under the leadership of Sheikh
Ahmed Yassin.”After the group was reborn in 1987 as Hamas, Yassin led the
establishment of the logistical and financial support network known as the
dawa, the charitable infrastructure that also served his need of identifying
and recruiting new members and military operatives. Once they were re-
cruited, Yassin himself organized these Hamas cadres into small cells—often
no more than three members each—throughout the Gaza Strip.6

Yassin’s multiple arrests by Israel have yielded personal admissions of
his own direct role in managing military operations, and of the ultimate
subordination of the military branch of Hamas to the “non-military” po-
litical wing he headed. Following an abortive attempt by the Brotherhood
to seize power in 1965, many Brotherhood members were arrested in Gaza,
including Yassin. He spent forty-five days in jail and was then released.
After his arrest in 1983, Yassin told Israeli authorities that the organization
he had founded was intent on “fighting non-religious [Palestinian] factions
in the territories and carrying out jihad operations against Israel.” Then,
following his release in a 1985 prisoner exchange, Yassin hatched a plot in
1989 to kidnap and murder Israeli soldiers with the plan of using their
bodies to bargain for the release of Hamas prisoners in Israeli jails. For his
role in the subsequent abduction and murder of Israeli soldiers Ilan Sa’adon
and Avi Sasportas, Yassin was again arrested in 1989. After this arrest, Yassin
told his interrogators that it was he who had personally tasked Salah She-
hadah with establishing the Izz al-Din al-Qassam Brigades—a point con-
firmed by Shehadah in his own interrogation—and also that he, Yassin,
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personally “approved the drafting of terrorists as well as the carrying out of
terrorist attacks.” Yassin was again released from prison in 1997 as part of a
deal with Jordan’s King Hussein in the wake of Israel’s botched attempt to
assassinate Hamas leader Khaled Mishal in Jordan. The sheikh played an
increasingly proactive role in coordinating and financing Hamas attacks
until his assassination in March 2004.7

A U.S. Treasury Department assessment of Yassin in the months before
his assassination described the cleric as “the head of Hamas in Gaza.” Ac-
cording to the August 2003 report, “[Yassin] maintains a direct line of com-
munication with other Hamas leaders on coordination of Hamas’s military
activities and openly admits that there is no distinguishing the political and
military wings of Hamas.” In addition to managing Hamas military opera-
tions, Yassin was also involved in coordinating military strategy with other
Palestinian terrorist organizations. Yassin’s primary means of issuing mili-
tary directives was through Abdel Aziz al-Rantissi (see below), but the cleric
also surrounded himself with a constant entourage of “bodyguards” and
personal assistants. In addition to attending to his physical needs as a para-
plegic, this entourage facilitated Yassin’s hands-on leadership of Hamas’ ter-
rorist activities, composed as it was of militants and military operatives.
Again, according to the U.S. report: “Surrounding Yassin is an entourage of
personal ‘bodyguards,’ including many implicated in providing informa-
tion and supplies to fugitives, recruiting personnel to undertake military
operations, planning terrorist cells, attacking settlements, and manufactur-
ing weapons and explosives.”8

Indeed, of the four people killed with Yassin, two were his sons and two
were bodyguards with long records as Hamas operatives involved in acts of
terrorism. Several years earlier, in March 2000, Palestinian security officials
arrested several people from Yassin’s entourage, including two bodyguards
who led PA authorities to explosives hidden in a Gaza kindergarten that
were intended for an attack against Israelis. Those Palestinian arrests were
carried out with information gathered in an Israeli raid on a Hamas safe
house in the Israeli-Arab town of Taibeh—a raid that had foiled a major
terrorist attack. Israeli authorities determined that one of Yassin’s body-
guards, Nasser al-Bughdadi, had dispatched the would-be bombers and
gave the go-ahead for the foiled attack.9

In addition to spearheading Hamas coordination with other Palestin-
ian militant groups, Yassin was also directly involved in the one documented
case of operational crossover between Hamas and al-Qaeda. In 1997 a group
of five Hamas dawa activists traveled to Pakistan for religious training. One
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of them, Nabil Awqil, was recruited there by a Palestinian jihadi for military
training, first in the Pakistani-controlled Kashmiri area and then in al-
Qaeda camps in Afghanistan. After completing his training in April 1998,
Awqil returned to Gaza, where he visited Sheikh Yassin and announced his
plans to establish a terrorist cell in Gaza. Yassin appointed Iyad al-Beihk, a
Hamas operative, to serve as an intermediary between himself and Awqil,
and then provided Awqil with $5,000 seed money to finance his cell. Later,
when Awqil and one of his recruits planned to travel back to Pakistan and
Afghanistan for additional training and meetings, Yassin provided another
$5,000 and prepared a cover story for the militants that would disguise
their trip as a journey to Jordan for medical treatment. A month before his
August 2001 arrest in Israel, Awqil played host in Gaza to al-Qaeda recruit
Richard Reid. The following year, Reid would become known as the “shoe-
bomber” for his attempt to detonate a bomb hidden in the sole of his shoe
while flying from Paris to Miami.10

The “internal” leadership of Hamas in Gaza (and, to a lesser extent, the
West Bank) often appears relatively moderate in tone when compared to
the “external” leadership based primarily in Syria (see section on Mousa
Abu Marzook, below). From the comfort of its Syrian safe haven, the
Damascus-based leadership can give full voice to its extremist ideology,
without fear of consequence. The internal leadership, however, must con-
sider the crackdowns Israel (and, periodically, the PA) imposes in the wake
of terrorist attacks, as well as the likely impact those attacks have on the
grassroots support of Palestinians forced to deal with closures, roadblocks,
and more. The relative moderation of Gaza-based leaders like Yassin, how-
ever, should not be interpreted as a disavowal of violence; rather it is pru-
dent tactical planning based on a strategic commitment to violence. Until
his death Yassin remained committed to the group’s terrorist agenda as ar-
ticulated in the Hamas charter, which declares,“There is no solution for the
Palestinian question except through Jihad.”11

ABDEL AZIZ AL-RANTISSI

Abdel Aziz al-Rantissi was born in 1947 in a village near the present-day Is-
raeli city of Jaffa. A year later, after the establishment of Israel, al-Rantissi’s
family moved to a refugee camp in the Gaza Strip town of Khan Yunis. A
gifted student, al-Rantissi was top of his class at Egypt’s Alexandria Uni-
versity medical school, where he earned a medical degree. It was here that
he first made contact with the Muslim Brotherhood, already banned by
Egypt as a radical Islamist organization.12
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Al-Rantissi returned to Gaza in 1973 and co-founded the Islamic
Center—a mosque, social service center, and charity—together with Yassin
and other Brotherhood leaders. He returned to Egypt to obtain an m.a. in
pediatrics, settling back in Gaza in 1976. When the Islamic University in
Gaza opened in 1978, al-Rantissi lectured there on general science, genet-
ics, and parasitology (the science of parasites). He later worked as head of
pediatrics at Nasser Hospital in Khan Yunis until 1983, when he was dis-
missed from his position by Israeli authorities for refusing to pay taxes—
one of his first overt political gestures. Al-Rantissi helped establish Hamas
during the first Intifada in 1987, but his name wasn’t widely known until
he became the spokesman for 418 suspected Hamas and other Palestinian
militants deported to Lebanon in 1992. Al-Rantissi and his fellow militants
were deported for supporting or participating in armed attacks on Israel.
After his return from Lebanon in 1993, al-Rantissi was briefly held by Is-
rael, and was subsequently arrested and detained multiple times by the
Palestinian Authority for facilitating Hamas military activity. He rose to
prominence after Sheikh Ahmed Yassin’s release from an Israeli prison in
1997, when the two Hamas founders worked closely together to direct the
organization’s military and other activities. According to the U.S. govern-
ment, Hamas leader al-Rantissi operated directly under Yassin and main-
tained “a direct line of communication for the coordination of military
operations” with the Hamas leader. For this role, the U.S. Treasury Depart-
ment designated al-Rantissi as a Specially Designated Global Terrorist en-
tity. After Yassin’s assassination by the Israeli Defense Forces in March 2004,
al-Rantissi assumed the reins of Hamas, a position he held for four weeks, until
he, too, was assassinated by the IDF on April 17, 2004. He was married, with
two sons and four daughters.13

According to an Israeli report released in October 2003, al-Rantissi was
more than a Hamas mouthpiece. During interrogations, Hamas operatives
have said that al-Rantissi actually directed Hamas terrorist policy. His pub-
lic statements, according to the captured militants, were sometimes coded
“instructions for terrorists to carry out attacks.”14 Consider the following
examples in light of this conclusion:

In the fall of 2001, al-Rantissi participated in an online question-and-
answer session on an Islamist website, bahrainonline.org. A person using
the online handle “Ismahan” asked al-Rantissi how a person from Bahrain
might volunteer for a suicide mission in Palestine or otherwise contribute
to the Palestinian jihad. Al-Rantissi answered by first praising the suicide
operations. Then he wrote:
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As to a person from outside of Palestine who wishes to carry out a sui-
cide operation, there might be a need for that in the future. As to one
who wishes to donate money for those who were harmed in this battle,
here is the bank account—the Arab Bank in Gaza, account no. 36444,
on the name of Sheikh Ahmad Yassin. As to the support by propa-
ganda, this dialogue is part of it, in addition to the participation in the
satellite channels in favor of the Mujahidin against the aggressive Jews,
and to the writing of articles, managing festivals, etc.15

In an interview with BBC radio the following year, al-Rantissi announced
that Hamas was planning new attacks. “The resistance is still strong,” he
said on the air. “We will hear about operations in the coming few weeks or
days.” Speaking about the group’s decision not to sign a new ceasefire agree-
ment after a lull in Hamas suicide attacks, al-Rantissi told Reuters in De-
cember 2003 that “martyrdom operations come as waves so there are gaps
between the waves. We are just in the period of a gap between waves.”16

Al-Rantissi didn’t always use the press to communicate with Hamas
militants; when he could, he would issue orders to them directly. In a 1993
interview with Israeli authorities, several Hamas operatives identified al-
Rantissi “as the individual who they were in contact with in regard to
Hamas activity, which included assistance for military activists, the trans-
fer of letters and the coordination of nominating activists for different po-
sitions in the Movement.” Also according to Israel, “Rantissi was in contact
with central military Hamas activists in the Gaza Strip and served as the
person responsible for the supervision and establishment of covert military
squads for terror activity.”17

Al-Rantissi was an articulate and effective spokesman for Hamas who
usually remembered when speaking to the press to perpetuate the myth of
a formal separation between the political and military branches of Hamas.
But he occasionally slipped. In 2001, al-Rantissi told a Reuters reporter that
the Hamas military wing operates at the pleasure of the political bureau,
and is subordinate to it.“The Hamas political leadership has freed the hand
of the [Izz al-Din al-Qassam] brigades to do whatever they want against the
brothers of monkey and pigs,” al-Rantissi said. The article concluded that
“Hamas’ political wing determines overall policy for the movement.” Else-
where, al-Rantissi conflated the fundamental nature of the political and
military wings, eschewing the rhetorical distinction: “The political and mili-
tary wings both are struggling,” he told Harvard scholar Jessica Stern.“That
is the meaning of jihad.”18
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On at least one occasion, al-Rantissi publicly acknowledged his own
personal involvement in military activities. In October of 2002, the Egypt-
ian newspaper al-Hayat reported that al-Rantissi claimed personal respon-
sibility for the assassination of a Palestinian Authority police colonel.19

MOUSA ABU MARZOOK 

The eighth of nine children, Mousa Mohammad Abu Marzook was born in
1951 in the Gaza Strip town of Rafah. After receiving his bachelor’s degree
in engineering from Cairo’s Ein Shams University in 1976, Marzook moved
to Abu Dhabi.20 There he became an increasingly prominent political ac-
tivist in the Muslim Brotherhood.

In 1982, Marzook arrived in the United States on a student visa to
begin work on his doctorate in industrial engineering from Columbia State
University in Louisiana. While he traveled to Jordan periodically, Marzook
and his wife, Nadia, and their six children remained in the United States
until 1995. Following his graduate studies, Marzook moved his family to
northern Virginia and began working as political director of the United As-
sociation for Studies and Research (UASR), a Muslim think tank with close
ties to Hamas. He also helped establish and endow the Islamic Association
of Palestine (IAP) and the Holy Land Foundation for Relief and Develop-
ment, two organizations accused of raising money for Hamas.21 (These or-
ganizations and their ties to Hamas are considered in detail in Chapter 6.)

Following Sheikh Ahmed Yassin’s arrest by Israel in 1989, Marzook,
then in the United States, effectively took over the leadership of Hamas and
oversaw the organization’s growth in fundraising, military operations, and
social services infrastructure. When the Hamas political bureau was estab-
lished in the early 1990s Marzook was appointed as its head. In 1995 Mar-
zook was deported from the United States and repaired to Jordan. Four
years later, when Jordanian authorities shut the Hamas offices there and ex-
pelled Marzook and several other Hamas leaders, Marzook and his col-
leagues moved to Damascus, Syria.22

Much of what we know of Marzook came out during his 1995 extradi-
tion case in the United States. In July of 1995, Marzook and his family were
held for questioning when they attempted to reenter the United States after
a visit to Jordan. When security agents discovered he was listed in what was
then the Immigration and Naturalization Service’s (INS) Look-Out sys-
tem, Marzook was deferred for a secondary inspection. He attempted to
conceal a small suitcase and an attaché case from inspectors; when discov-
ered, these were found to include financial and personal records, as well as
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an address book INS agents would later describe as “crucial.” According to
the affidavit of FBI Special Agent Joseph Hummel, who interviewed Mar-
zook, “we asked Marzook several times during the course of the interview
whether he possessed any telephone/address books. Marzook consistently
denied possessing any telephone/address book.” Marzook also insisted that
his wife, Nadia, was carrying no address book. Nadia was escorted to a pri-
vate room with two female immigration agents, for a search of her cloth-
ing. As she was removing her underwear, a small address book fell to the
floor.23 Among the names included in this book were:

• Hassan al-Turabi, then the radical leader of Sudan who provided safe
haven to radical terrorists, including Hamas members;

• Ahmed Mohammad Yusef, a former member of the Sudanese mission
in New York who had participated in plots to assassinate the president
of Egypt and to bomb the United Nations;

• George Habash, head of the Popular Front for the Liberation of Pales-
tine (PFLP), a secular Palestinian terrorist group;

• Ahmad Jibril, leader of the Popular Front for the Liberation of Pales-
tine’s General Command (PFLP-GC), another secular Palestinian ter-
rorist group;

• The Islamic Call Society in Islamabad, Pakistan, an organization that
the FBI believes is used to move money to terrorists.24

(In his interviews with law enforcement agents, Marzook also acknowl-
edged knowing Yihye Ayash, a Hamas bomb-maker known as “the Engi-
neer” who perfected the suicide-bombing belt. Marzook described Ayash as
a “hero, a great man.”) Though he insisted he was merely a “mid-level po-
litical activist” within the political wing of Hamas, the FBI recognized Mar-
zook as “actually the head of the political arm of Hamas.”25

The detention of Mousa Abu Marzook by INS agents in New York and
consequent investigation would yield a trove of information about the con-
nection between the Hamas political leadership and the organization’s other
activities. The evidence would lead an American court to concur with the
previously held Israeli assessment that “the [political] bureau operates as the
highest ranking leadership body in the Hamas organization, setting policies
and guidelines respecting Hamas’ activities. In addition to its other func-
tions, this bureau has responsibility for directing and coordinating terrorist
acts by Hamas against soldiers and civilians in Israel and the territories.”26

During the first half of the 1990s, Marzook oversaw from his home in
the United States the international funding effort for both the Hamas dawa
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and the terrorist operations of its Qassam Brigades, activities that are de-
tailed in Marzook’s personal correspondence. For example, in October 1992
Hamas activist Bassem Musa wrote to Marzook requesting financial assis-
tance: “The truth is, Abu Ammar [Marzook], that we did not receive from
you the allowance for the ‘al-dawa’ society, and what derives from it, but for
the ‘positive’ [i.e., military, operational], the sum of 100,000 only [currency
unstated]. While the actual budget we need to cover all our activities and
plans for the three months is no less than 700,000.” According to another
letter asking Marzook for funds, Bassem Musa indicates that Marzook per-
sonally negotiated an arms deal for Hamas involving thousands of weapons:
“I called Chicago several times, but have not received anything despite the
promises that it will be soon,” writes Musa. “I am ashamed to write to 
the mediator of the deal [of the ten thousand weapons] because I don’t
have the money except for what [I will receive] if I sell my car and my prop-
erty and get organized.” As recently as January 2004, Marzook himself con-
firmed that the Hamas political leadership oversees the compensation of
families of Hamas suicide bombers and remains in touch with their fami-
lies. Speaking of the many Palestinians who “choose freedom for their
country and they sacrifice themselves for the sake of it,” Marzook noted,
“They are certainly taken care of and their families are compensated. No-
body could neglect those martyrs and their families, they are in our hearts,
all of us: Hamas, Fatah and all the Palestinian factions. We all stand by their
families and compensate them and take care of them and keep the memory
of the martyrs.”27

The extra-political activity of this leading Hamas politician was not
limited to moving money and buying weapons but extended also into the
hands-on realm of terrorist recruiting. Much of what we know about Mar-
zook’s recruiting and fundraising activity comes from Mohammad Salah,
a Hamas agent arrested by Israel in 1993 whom Marzook personally re-
cruited into a Hamas precursor paramilitary group based in the United
States called the “Palestine Organization.” Not only did Marzook oversee
fundraising activity and Qassam Brigades operations from his Virginia
home, but he also initiated the recruitment and training of Hamas opera-
tives on U.S. soil. According to Salah, pursuant to the initiative and super-
vision of Abu Marzook, around 1990 Salah “hand selected ten people to
serve on a military team and had them trained in the United States by
Muslim instructors from the United States and Lebanon who had military
expertise.” As a result, Israeli intelligence concluded, “various operatives
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[in the United States] learned how to prepare explosive charges. These ac-
tivists were planned to come to Israel and join the military activities of the
Hamas there.”28

According to Salah, Marzook dispatched him to the West Bank and Gaza
four times between 1989 and 1993 to fund the Hamas military wing fol-
lowing major disruptions to its operational abilities, such as the 1988 arrest
of 260 Hamas and other radical activists, and the 1992 deportation of 418
of Hamas and other radical Islamists to Lebanon. At Marzook’s request,
Salah went to Israel on two occasions in 1989 and 1990 to assess the situa-
tion in the territories. He then went on two later trips in August 1992 and
January 1993 to organize and finance Hamas activities and to assess the
military situation on the ground.29

Salah’s role in financing Hamas terror cells on behalf of Marzook offers
a critical window into how Hamas has managed its affairs from the United
States. FBI analysis of bank and airline records, together with Salah’s own
statements to Israeli authorities, has led U.S. investigators to conclude that
“between June 18, 1991, and December 30, 1992, Mohammad Salah ex-
pended in excess of $100,000 in direct support of Hamas military activities.”
Salah confirmed to Israeli officials that Marzook and Ismail Elbarrase, an-
other Hamas activist in the United States, provided the money he funneled
to Hamas. “It is true,” Salah told his interrogators, “that the money was
passed on by means of brother Musa Abu Marzuk and brother Ismail Al-
Barusa [sic].” From his U.S. base, Marzook also weighed in on the planning
of military operations in the occupied territories. For example, at one point
Salah suggested to Abu Marzook that the former murder Sari Nusieba, a
prominent Palestinian intellectual, for his role in the peace talks. In another
case, Marzook instructed Salah to designate one of the new Hamas opera-
tives Salah was training to replace the head of the Hamas military wing in
Ramallah.30

KHALED MISHAL

Khaled Mishal was born May 28, 1956, in the conservative village of Selwad
in the Ramallah district, then under Jordanian rule. His father moved to
Kuwait in the 1960s for work, and Khaled and the rest of the family joined
him after the 1967 war. Deeply influenced by his father’s stories about re-
sisting the British mandate, Mishal befriended several Muslim Brother-
hood members while a student at Kuwait’s Abdullah al-Salem High School
and eventually joined the organization himself in 1971 at age fifteen.A strong
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student, Mishal went on to earn a B.S. in physics from Kuwait University in
1978. His interest in Palestinian national issues intensified at university,
and he led the Palestinian Islamic group there and participated in found-
ing the Islamic Bloc, which competed for control of the General Union for
the Palestinian Students at Kuwait University. After graduation, Mishal
started a teaching career and married in 1981. He became involved with
Hamas during the early years of the organization’s conception during the
first half of the 1980s. Mishal and his family (he has seven children) stayed
in Kuwait until 1990, when the monarchy expelled all Palestinians as retri-
bution for the PLO’s support of Saddam Hussein’s invasion of Kuwait in
1990. During Mishal’s formative years in Kuwait he forged relationships
with like-minded students and fellow professionals there, many of whom
would end up in key positions in Hamas’ political bureaucracy. There is
some resentment of these Mishal-led Kuwaidia (the Kuwaiti group) for their
dominance of Hamas’ political bureau, particularly by followers of Mousa
Abu Marzook, whose own faction is largely populated by people whose
seminal years, like his, were spent in Gaza. Despite simmering resentment,
the two factions do work very closely together.31

Mishal relocated to Jordan in 1990, where he assumed responsibility
for Hamas’ international fundraising efforts out of the Amman office.Though
he has been a member of the Hamas Political Bureau since its creation, it
was not until after the 1995 arrest of Mousa Abu Marzook that Mishal was
elected bureau chairman. From that point on Mishal has assumed respon-
sibility for Marzook’s organizational portfolio and for the terror activities
undertaken by the Qassam Brigades. He splits his time between Damascus,
Syria, and Doha, Qatar.32

Mishal was the target of a failed Israeli assassination attempt in 1997.
On the morning of September 25 he was attacked in Amman by two Mossad
agents, one of whom injected a toxic substance into Mishal’s pores without
actually penetrating his skin. Jordanian authorities apprehended the agents.
Two hours later Mishal felt the impact of the poison and eventually lost
consciousness; he was revived only when the Israeli prime minister, under
intense diplomatic pressure, sent an antidote. The botched assassination
was a catastrophe for Israel—both for its operational failure and the diplo-
matic row that followed—and resulted in the release of Sheikh Ahmed Yassin
from an Israeli prison.33

Among the Hamas political leaders marked by the United States as
Specially Designated Global Terrorist entities—including Sheikh Ahmed
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Yassin, Imad al-Alami, Osama Hamdan, Khaled Mishal, Mousa Abu Mar-
zook, and Abdel Aziz al-Rantissi—Mishal is noteworthy for heading up the
Hamas Political Bureau. He is perhaps the most explicitly “political” of
Hamas leaders, and his personal involvement in the group’s terrorist opera-
tions is evidence of the military wing’s subordination to the political wing.
From his office in Damascus, Mishal personally oversees Hamas terrorist
cells and supervises their operations. According to U.S. authorities, not only
are there “cells in the military wing based in the West Bank that are under
Mishaal’s control,” these cells “have been implicated in efforts by Hamas to
plan large attacks that would undermine the road map peace plan.” Ac-
cording to an August 2003 Treasury Department report, “Mishaal has been
responsible for supervising assassination operations, bombings and the
killing of Israeli settlers. To execute Hamas military activities, Mishaal
maintains a direct link to Gaza-based Hamas leader Abdel Aziz al-Rantissi.
He also provides instructions to other parts of the Hamas military wing.”34

Mishal’s office in Damascus is essentially a reincarnation of the Hamas
political committee he and Mousa Abu Marzook ran in Amman for most
of the 1990s. Jordanian documents related to Mishal and Marzook’s expul-
sion from Amman in 1999 shed light on the nature of “political” activity
historically practiced by the Hamas Politburo. On September 22, 1999,
Mishal was arrested at Jordan’s Queen Alia International Airport along
with Marzook, Hamas spokesman Ibrahim Ghosheh, and four other aides
upon their arrival in Jordan from Iran. Marzook, a Yemeni national, was
the only one of the seven who was not Jordanian and was immediately sent
back to Iran on the same airplane that brought him to Jordan. Mishal and
Ghosheh were taken into custody and charged with being members of a
militant Palestinian group outlawed by Jordan. Mishal was also charged with
possession of an unlicensed pistol.35

Several weeks later Mishal and Ghosheh were indicted on additional
charges of possessing “three unlicensed Kalashnikov rifles, illegal posses-
sion of a hand grenade, forging a public administration stamp, fraud, and
raising funds for a non-authorized association,” and pled not guilty. War-
rants for the arrest of Marzook, Mishal, and Ghosheh had been issued by
Jordan in late August 1999 after Jordanian police raided and shut down the
Hamas offices there.36

The reason for Jordan’s crackdown on Hamas offices in Amman ap-
pears to be related to Hamas’ increasingly brazen and public presence there
following Israel’s botched assassination attempt of Mishal in 1997. Accord-
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ing to former Jordanian Prime Minister Abdul-Elah al-Khatib, Jordan’s
outrage over the assassination attempt—and consequent demand that Is-
rael release Sheikh Ahmed Yassin from an Israeli prison—was misinter-
preted by Hamas supporters as King Hussein’s tacit approval of Hamas op-
erations in Jordan. “Hamas misunderstood Jordan’s reaction to the Mishal
affair,” said al-Khatib.37

As a chief spokesman for the group, Mishal continues al-Rantissi’s tra-
dition of exhorting militants and would-be militants to action at political
rallies. “Great people of Palestine,” Mishal told the crowd at a Hezbollah-
organized rally in Beirut in 2000, “burn the ground under the feet of the
invaders. Ramadan is a great month to escalate.” More recently, he has spo-
ken explicitly on behalf of Hamas’ military wing, saying, “The Qassam Bri-
gades swear that their retaliation will be 100 martyrdom attacks in the
heart of your homes. We will burn the earth under your feet.”38

Mishal’s day-to-day contribution to Hamas’ terrorist operations in-
cludes not only oversight of terrorist activity but also forging close rela-
tionships with political leaders sympathetic to Hamas’ cause and managing
fundraising operations that furnish money directly to Hamas operatives.
For many years Mishal served as Hamas’ official liaison to Muslim and
Arab organizations. In December 1993 he participated in a conference in
Sudan hosted by the government’s radical Islamist government, which as-
sembled an opposition front of Islamist radicals and Arab Marxists to op-
pose the 1993 Oslo Accords. Mishal also led several Hamas delegations to
Muslim countries for fundraising efforts and has met regularly with Iran-
ian leaders, including several meetings with then President Mohammad
Khatami in Tehran in 1999. Mishal also met Khatami outside Iran. In May
1999 they met in Damascus at a high-level meeting at the Iranian Embassy
at which leaders of several militant Palestinian factions were present.39

In April 2001, Mishal attended a two-day, pro-Intifada conference in
Tehran, attended by Iranian leaders, Hezbollah’s Sheikh Hassan Nasrallah,
and Islamic Jihad’s Ramadan Abdullah Shallah, among others. At the con-
ference, Mishal explained that “what we want is: one, a political decision
that accepts the responsibility of the Palestinian resistance; two, financial
support; and three, armed support.”40

Mishal also visited Baghdad in 1996 to meet with Taha Yassin Ra-
madan, the former vice president of Saddam Hussein’s regime. After the
2004 assassinations of Ahmed Yassin and al-Rantissi, Mishal sought in-
creased funding from Iran and a direct channel to Iranian Revolutionary
Guards Corps (IRGC) in an effort to reinvigorate Hamas’ operational cells.41
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He was appointed the new overall leader of Hamas on March 24, 2004, fol-
lowing the assassination of Sheikh Yassin.

JAMAL TAWIL

Our previous examples have highlighted how well-known Hamas political
leaders have also been managers, facilitators, and executors of military ac-
tivities. The example of Jamal Tawil illuminates the opposite: a Hamas mili-
tary commander from Ramallah who takes on political or dawa-related
roles as a way to camouflage and enable the violent operations that are his
primary duty.

Israeli security forces arrested Jamal Tawil during Operation Defensive
Shield, a major Israeli operation in the West Bank in April 2002 that was
precipitated by a string of Hamas suicide bombings. Then thirty-nine,
Tawil was a senior Hamas military commander in the West Bank believed
to have planned multiple suicide bombing attacks, including a car bomb-
ing in a Jerusalem pedestrian mall that killed twelve Israelis and wounded
nearly two hundred. After this, his third arrest by Israel since 1996, investi-
gators would learn that Tawil—under the guidance of more senior Hamas
leaders—had adopted political and dawa roles in order to facilitate and
conceal his military activities. Among the revelations was that the head of
the Hamas propaganda bureau in Lebanon, whose nom de guerre is Abu
Ahmad, had instructed Tawil to become the Hamas spokesman in Ramal-
lah. Abu Ahmad taught Tawil how to use e-mail for publicity and commu-
nication purposes but also to maintain contact with Khaled Mishal and
other senior Hamas political officials in Lebanon and Syria. Tawil told his
interrogators that in March 1998 Abu Ahmad began to wire monthly bank
transfers of $12,000 for Hamas activities—first into Tawil’s personal account
and later into the local account of the al-Islah Charitable Society—the
Hamas charity Tawil was instructed to found in Ramallah. (Israeli authori-
ties believe Abu Ahmad is really Ismael Srour, who oversees money trans-
fers from Hamas leadership in Syria to operatives in the West Bank and
Gaza.)42

Tawil was also told to head up a Hamas prisoners committee charged
with supporting the families of Hamas prisoners and providing canteen
money to the prisoners themselves. In this role, Tawil instructed Hamas in-
mates to have bank accounts opened for them into which Hamas could de-
posit funds. He also collected and forwarded information on prisoners to
Hamas political leaders in Lebanon. When he failed to secure a PA license
for his prisoners committee, Tawil was advised by other Hamas leaders to
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found a branch of the al-Islah charity in Ramallah, “to camouflage the ac-
tivities of the prisoners committee and to enable it to expand and receive
donations from Islamic charitable societies abroad.”43

Tawil also received letters from Hamas leaders abroad, meeting an anony-
mous messenger at prearranged meeting places and using code words to
identify each other. Fellow Hamas operative Mohammad Omar Hamdan
told Tawil how this cover system of passing couriered messages would work:

[Tawil was told] to wait near al-Bireh’s municipal hall at a certain time
to meet the messenger who would bring him the letters. He told him
that the messenger had his (Tawil’s) cellular phone number and that he
would call and say he was from the Tahan family and interested in en-
rolling his children in al-Urduniyyah school (where al-Tawil was prin-
cipal), and then he knew he was to go to the meeting place.

As of February 2005, he remains in an Israeli prison.44

THE INTERNATIONAL CONSENSUS ON THE LINK 

BETWEEN HAMAS POLITICIANS AND TERRORISM

Israel

Much of the available evidence linking Hamas political leaders to terrorist
activity comes from Israeli sources, so it will come as no surprise that Is-
raeli military intelligence has concluded that the Hamas political bureau
“determines terrorism policy, draws conclusions from terrorist attacks al-
ready perpetrated and relays them to activists, assists Hamas fugitives, sup-
ports terrorist attacks, encourages additional terror and praises the move-
ment for ‘having advanced the Intifada from the stone age to suicide
attacks.’” (These “political” functions, notably, not only are highlighted by
Israeli authorities, they are also explicitly listed in the Hamas publication
al-Risala.) 45

Palestinian Authority

Perhaps more surprising is that the Israeli intelligence assessment is con-
firmed by Palestinian intelligence. A Palestinian report dated December 10,
2000, documents operational links between Damascus-based Hamas lead-
ers such as Mousa Abu Marzook, Imad al-Alami, Osama Hamdan, and
Khaled Mishal, with Hamas political leaders on the ground in the West
Bank and Gaza such as Ismail Abu Shanab, Ismail Haniyeh, and Sheikh
Jamal Salim. According to the report,“The Hamas movement in Syria pub-
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lished instructions for the [Izz al-Din] al-Qassam Battalions ‘inside,’ ac-
cording to which they should immediately send a financial situation pic-
ture report and a situation assessment of the military squads ‘inside.’ [The
Hamas leaders in Syria] gave a green light to the military arm headquarters
to carry out military operations against Israeli military targets, without being
committed to any decision of the Hamas’ military arm ‘inside.’ [In fact], the
Battalions were also told to distance themselves from the Hamas leaders
who are coordinating their activity with the Palestinian Authority.” Long
before that report was published, Palestinian Brigadier General Nizar Ammar
was highlighting the overlap between the Hamas political, social, and mili-
tary wings. According to Ammar,“We learned from interrogations that some
of the people involved in operations inside Israel had been in the political
wing only forty-eight hours before the operation. This is a big problem for
the PA interrogators because people jump between the political and mili-
tary wings at a moment’s notice.”46

Jordan

The Jordanian General Intelligence Directorate (GID) shares the view that
Hamas is a dangerous terrorist organization. In August 1999 a royal decree
formally banned Hamas from operating in the kingdom and led to the clo-
sure of the Hamas political offices in Amman and the arrest of several Hamas
leaders. Jordanian raids of Hamas political offices produced unlicensed per-
sonal weapons and documentary evidence that Hamas had been actively
smuggling weapons to Hamas militants in the West Bank through Jordan.
Prime Minister Abdel Rauef al-Rawabdeh said Hamas’ presence in the
country appeared to be “threatening the kingdom’s stability.” Other Jor-
danian officials said at the time that Hamas had been “conducting para-
military training, raising funds for subversive purposes, using forged Jor-
danian passports, and recruiting in Jordan’s Palestinian refugee camps and
universities.” According to Jordanian counterterrorism officials, “Hamas
officials in Jordan were involved in weapons smuggling plots and infiltra-
tion efforts through northern Jordan and they were cooperating with Hizbal-
lah to send weapons and recruits to the West Bank from Syria via Jordan.”
In addition, evidence was found that the four political Hamas leaders had
authorized the collection of intelligence on Jordan and Jordanian officials.47

North America

U.S. officials, too, concur with the Israeli assessment. Not only have the FBI
and Department of Homeland Security (DHS) both included the Israeli
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affidavits cited above in court documents filed in support of criminal ter-
rorism cases and deportation proceedings, but information collected by
U.S. intelligence and law enforcement agencies also corroborates the Israeli
information. Thus, in its August 2003 announcement designating five char-
ities and six senior Hamas political leaders as terrorist entities, the U.S.
Treasury Department asserted that “the political leadership of Hamas directs
its terrorist networks just as they oversee their other activities.” Noting the
active role Hamas political leaders play in funding and overseeing Hamas
terror attacks, the U.S. Treasury Department has designated Hamas politi-
cal leaders Sheikh Ahmed Yassin, Imad al-Alami, Osama Hamdan, Khaled
Mishal, Mousa Abu Marzook, and Abdel Aziz al-Rantissi as Specially Des-
ignated Global Terrorist entities.48

Likewise, Canadian intelligence has determined that Hamas political
offices in Damascus also serve as militant recruitment centers. A Canadian
intelligence report notes that along with Iran, Lebanon, and Sudan, where
Hamas maintains training camps, “Syria also contributes with the provi-
sion of safe houses and offices used for recruitment.” The Canadian and
U.S. information appears to corroborate Israeli claims that terrorist ele-
ments in Damascus, where the political leadership of groups like Hamas
operate, are “conveying clear and precise instructions to perpetrate terror
attacks in the West Bank and Gaza” and are “transferring cash to banks in
Nablus to fund these operations.”49

Europe

The military wing of Hamas has been identified by the European Union as
a terrorist organization since 2001, but European countries have been his-
torically reluctant to issue blanket condemnations of all Hamas-related
groups—preferring instead to distinguish between ostensibly “charitable”
and “political” Hamas factions and explicitly military ones. In 2003, there
emerged a European consensus that such distinctions are no longer tenable
given available evidence of the interdependence between such groups. In
that year, British Foreign Secretary Jack Straw led a campaign to convince
EU member nations to include the political wing on the terrorist blacklist
as well. “I think the case against Hamas—its so-called political wing as well
as its military wing—is now overwhelming,” Straw told reporters. After
public endorsements of the British position by Italy and the Czech Repub-
lic, France dropped its long-standing opposition to the ban, and the EU
banned all Hamas wings, including charitable and political factions. EU
foreign policy chief Javier Solana has said that a precondition for European
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recognition of Hamas as a legitimate political player in the Mideast peace
process is total rejection of terrorism.“Everyone would very much like, we’ve
said many times, to have Hamas as a political organization, breaking . . . ties
with terrorist activities and at the same time becoming a political party,”
said Solana. In the summer of 2005, following Hamas victories in several
rounds of municipal elections, Straw again stressed that “the fact that a ter-
ror organization stands in elections doesn’t mean it ceases to be a terror or-
ganization. Hamas will stay on the [British] list of terror groups until it 
has renounced terrorist violence in action as well as in words.”50 A month
later, French president Jacques Chirac concurred, asserting that “Hamas is
a terrorist organization that cannot be an interlocutor of the international
community as long as it does not renounce violence and does not recognize
Israel’s right to exist. This is the unambiguous position of the EU and it will
not change.”51

Academics and NGOs

The general consensus of agreement on the role Hamas political leaders
play in the group’s terror activity extends beyond international intelligence
services. Terrorism scholars also generally recognize that, as Harvard’s Jessica
Stern has noted, the Hamas political leadership, notably people like Khaled
Mishal and Mousa Abu Marzook in Damascus, “send the funding and pro-
vide overall direction from their safe houses elsewhere in the Middle East.”52

Human Rights Watch, an international human rights non-governmental
organization, also agrees with this assessment. A Human Rights Watch re-
port concluded that Hamas functions as a unified entity, with the military
operatives subservient to the political leadership:

In the case of Hamas, there is abundant evidence that the military wing
is accountable to a political steering committee that includes Shaikh
Ahmad Yassin, the group’s acknowledged “spiritual leader,” as well as
spokespersons such as Ismail Abu Shanab, ‘Abd al-’Aziz al-Rantissi,
and Mahmud Zahar. Yassin himself, as well as Salah Shehadah, the late
founder and commander of the ‘Izz al-Din al-Qassam Brigades, have
confirmed in public remarks that the military wing implements the poli-
cies that are set by the political wing.53
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3

economic jihad: how hamas finances terror

Behind every successful suicide bombing lies a network of recruiters, train-
ers, bomb makers, facilitators, and financiers. Providing these and other
means of logistical support are functions of the Hamas dawa.

The next three chapters, then, focus in detail on how the dawa supports
(indeed, makes possible) the paramilitary terrorist activity for which the
group is infamous.We will present evidence showing that the dawa—though
ostensibly a charitable, non-political, non-military network of social ser-
vice organizations—facilitates terrorism in five primary ways:

• Raising the massive budgets required to fund terrorist operations;
• Laundering and transferring funds to terrorists via charitable and reli-

gious fronts;
• Recruiting, employing, and hiding Hamas militants;
• Providing essential administrative support to terrorist cells;
• Engendering popular Palestinian (and broader Muslim) support for

terrorism.

This chapter focuses on the first two items, those relating to the financial
contribution to terrorism made by the dawa. The cost of running a para-
military terrorist operation like Hamas’ is enormous. Without leveraging
the charitable instincts deeply ingrained in Muslim cultures—and the veil
of legitimacy these cultural institutions afford their malefactors—Hamas
as we know it today would be unthinkable.1

THE COST OF RUNNING HAMAS

The cost of running Hamas encompasses interdependent but separate op-
erational, political, and dawa expenses. Operational costs include expenses
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for weapons and ammunition, explosive precursors, chemicals for bombs
and poisoning, safe houses, communications, travel, transportation, bribes,
intelligence payments, and training. They are contingent on political and
dawa costs. These expenditures comprise propaganda, print collateral, and
political campaigns in the political realm, and salaries, overhead, payments
to orphans and widows, education, health, and food in the social welfare
service domain. These dawa costs are far more expensive than purely opera-
tional costs, accounting for large-scale and long-term infrastructure invest-
ments. This infrastructure forms the foundation not only for Hamas’ social
welfare but its political, guerilla, and terrorist activities as well. And, money
being fungible, the funds raised by and for this dawa infrastructure benefit
individuals, organizations, and activities throughout Hamas and its com-
ponent parts.

Speaking before a gathering of G-7 finance ministers in February 2005,
U.S. Treasury Undersecretary John Taylor highlighted the critical role that
combating terror-financing plays in undermining terrorist groups’ long-
term capabilities. “By breaking the financial backbone of terrorist groups
and insurgents,” he said, “we can encumber and thwart their short-term
ambitions while rupturing their long-term agendas. Choking off funds 
that aid terrorists can lead to the ultimate ruin of terrorist organizations.”2

Still, some experts maintain that terrorism costs little money. An Ivy
League professor made this misleading conclusion in her October 2003 tes-
timony before the U.S. Senate Committee on Banking, Housing, and Urban
Affairs. Terrorism is “cheap,” she testified, arguing that although the spec-
tacular September 11 attacks are estimated to have cost half a million dol-
lars, it takes “a great deal less to buy some fertilizer, rent a truck, and bring
down a building.” Moreover, terrorists do not need generous state sponsors,
such as Iran, to fund their operations, the professor said. The tactical ap-
peal of terrorism is that “one can get so much bang for one’s buck. It is
cheap and easy and lends itself to dramatic impact.”3

While it is true that any given terrorist attack may be relatively inex-
pensive, the actual funding of discrete operations accounts for a small frac-
tion of a terrorist group’s expenses. Bullets and bombs are cheap, and a sui-
cide bombing can cost as little as a few thousand or even a few hundred
dollars. But this manner of accounting neglects to account for the high cost
of maintaining the financial and logistical support network that terrorists
carrying out such attacks must draw upon time and again. Terrorist organi-
zations incur many long-term costs, including renting safe houses, buying
loyalties, maintaining the physical infrastructure of their networks, paying
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member salaries, printing posters and banners, and other costs. As a U.S.
General Accounting Office report found, the cost of funding an actual
operation accounts for “a small portion of the assets that terrorist organi-
zations require for their support infrastructure such as indoctrination, re-
cruitment, training, logistical support, the dissemination of propaganda,
and other material support.” When we fail to account for more than just
bullets and explosives, we may well come to the mistaken conclusion that
terrorism is an inexpensive business. Such an assumption may lead even
concerned observers to conclude that most of the massive funding raised by
Hamas goes toward its political and public-service projects; in fact the so-
cial and political wings of Hamas play essential—and expensive—roles in
maintaining the group’s operational terrorist capacity.4

So how much money does it take to run Hamas? Obviously, it’s im-
possible to say with certainty. Hamas is not a publicly held corporation
subject to transparent accounting obligations, independent audits, and gov-
ernment oversight. It is an organization that engages in covert activity de-
signed to thwart precisely such an analysis. What information we have about
Hamas’ finances is the result of investigations that necessarily rely some-
times on uncooperative sources. Nevertheless, Hamas’ nefarious activities
have made it a subject of intense examination by intelligence and criminal
justice experts around the world, yielding troves of useful and dependable
data. The following analysis is an attempt to summarize what we do know—
and make logical and reasonable extrapolations from that knowledge—
with the ultimate aim of debunking the myth that terrorism is inexpensive.

The Cost of an Attack

Estimates of Hamas’ total annual budget range from $30 million to $90
million a year. According to FBI testimony before Congress in 2003, the
U.S. government believes that Hamas’ annual budget is at least $50 million.
Hamas receives an estimated $25 million to $30 million of foreign funding
through its charitable dawa network each year. This money goes to terror
activities, social welfare, and ambiguously overlapping areas such as money
paid to the families of suicide bombers. According to the Jordanian General
Intelligence Directorate, it costs $2.8 million per month, or $33.6 million a
year, just to run Hamas activities in the Palestinian territories. Israeli Shin
Bet experts believe that this figure accounts merely for the money passing
through Jordan, and that the total figure from all sources is much higher.5

There is a range of opinion regarding what constitutes the cost of a
Palestinian terror attack. In a 2002 interview, Salah Shehada, the founder of
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the Izz al-Din al-Qassam Brigades, claimed an operation could cost from
$3,500 to $50,000. A Hezbollah member has put the figure of a terror at-
tack at $665–$1,105 (3,000–5,000 NIS). Another terrorist from Palestinian
Islamic Jihad, Ahmad Sari Hussein, received $2,210 (10,000 NIS) for his
terrorist activity, while Wael Ghanam, a Tanzim activist from the Tulkarem
refugee camp, said he received $7,000 to manufacture explosive charges.
Others have claimed that a suicide bombing mission could be set up for as
little as $150, consisting essentially of a bomb of chemicals (sugar or fertil-
izer), a battery, a light switch, wire, and a belt. Still others figure the cost of
each bomb belt at $1,500 to $4,300.6

Operation Defensive Shield, a large-scale military operation carried out
by the IDF in April 2002 against Palestinian targets in the West Bank, un-
covered useful information about the cost of a representative attack. On
November 27, 2001, a joint Palestinian Islamic Jihad–Fatah/al-Aqsa Mar-
tyrs Brigades shooting attack was carried out at the central bus station in
Afula, a city in northern Israel. Two Israeli civilians were killed and forty-
eight wounded. According to a letter from one Islamic Jihad operative to
another that was seized by Israeli soldiers, money earmarked for this attack
was transferred from the Islamic Jihad headquarters in Damascus. The
document states that “the remainder of the action’s expenses” was a sum of
$31,000. Another example revealing the broader costs of a terrorist attack
comes from a bombing on July 31, 2002, at Jerusalem’s Hebrew University,
an attack that murdered seven civilians, including five Americans, and
wounded eighty-six others. At a mall rally in Amman, Jordan, leaders of the
Jordanian Islamic Action Front (IAF) honored the suicide bombing and as-
serted that the attack cost $50,000.7

While some terrorism experts claim that suicide bombers are the most
cost-effective weapons available to terrorists, maintaining an infrastructure
with the ability to deliver an unremitting campaign of such suicide attacks
remains costly. While suicide bombers do make ultimate “smart bombs”—
able to make calculated decisions and make undercover corrections en route
to their targets—they are not inexpensive to deploy. To be accurate, finan-
cial estimates of terrorist attacks should also account for the costs of estab-
lishing and maintaining logistical support networks, such as recruitment
and bomb making. The more money you have, the smoother your particu-
lar terrorism machinery operates. Moreover, Hamas and other Palestinian
groups invest money in aggressive intelligence collection—primarily brib-
ing officials—in an effort to penetrate the Palestinian Authority or other
targets. For example, a Palestinian intelligence document dated February
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2002 details the activities of Hamas and Islamic Jihad cells in the Jenin area
and openly concedes that both groups “have penetrated into the security
apparatuses in Jenin, including the General Intelligence, through money
payments.” In one instance, for the sum of $1,500 to $3,000, Hamas and Is-
lamic Jihad obtained intelligence from officers affiliated with the Palestin-
ian General and Preventive Intelligence services, including advance warn-
ing of pending arrests.8

Here is how one Hezbollah member itemized the expenses for a typi-
cal Palestinian terrorist operation:

• M-16 A2 assault rifle: $6,642 (30,000 NIS)
• M-16 A1 assault rifle: $4,428–$5,313 (20,000–24,000 NIS)
• AK-47 assault rifle: $1,550–$2,210 (7,000–10,000 NIS)
• Sanobal (locally made) rifle: $1,105 (5,000 NIS)
• Handgun: $1,439–$1,771 (6,500–8,000 NIS)
• Bullets for AK-47: $2.20 (10 NIS) each
• Bullets for Sanobal gun or rifle: $0.55 (2.5 NIS) each
• Bullets for M-16: $0.44 (2 NIS) each
• Stolen vehicle or a vehicle without licenses: $656–$1,550 (3,000–7,000

NIS)
• A cellular phone chip: $11 (50 NIS) 9

The Cost of Maintaining the Dawa

The general deprivation of the Palestinian people in the Israeli-occupied
territories predisposes them to favor the much-needed social support that
Hamas provides. The Palestinian Authority, known more for its corruption
than its social services, created over time a humanitarian vacuum filled—
and exploited—by Hamas. But as in any good racketeering syndicate, no
favor comes without an expected favor in turn. Whether this comes in tacit
or tangible support, Hamas counts on the Palestinian people to support its
terrorist activities in exchange for social services. In addition to purchasing
goodwill, charities also create a built-in logistical support umbrella under-
neath which terrorist operations are sheltered and operate. Because the
dawa network is used to aid terrorist activities, it is an essential component
in any accounting of the cost of Hamas terrorism.

There are two types of foreign charitable foundations that finance Hamas
from abroad: those directly tied to Hamas and those that support any num-
ber of radical Islamic elements worldwide, including Hamas. As indicated
above, an Israeli report estimates that charities tied directly to Hamas raise
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$25 million to $30 million a year and include groups like Interpal and the
al-Aqsa International Foundation, both of which are banned by the U.S.
government as terrorist organizations.10

As they are a major component of Hamas’ overall fundraising appara-
tus, the budgets of the dawa are illustrative of the high level of costs re-
quired to fund the organization. For example, the Holy Land Foundation
for Relief and Development (HLFRD) collected $57 million between 1992
and 2001, according to a federal indictment. It transferred over $6.8 mil-
lion to Palestinian charities from January 1997 to September 2000, and its
transfers to Hamas charities increased each year, from $900,000, in 1997, to
a projected $2.4 million in 2000. At least one of these charities, the Sanabil
Association for Relief and Development in Lebanon, was later designated
by the U.S. government as a Specially Designated Global Terrorist entity.
According to its 2000 tax return, the HLFRD’s total revenue exceeded $13
million, up from about $1 million in 1993–1994. (At the time, its Jerusa-
lem bureau was using $80,000–$120,000 per year just on routine office ex-
penditures.) In a detailed forty-nine-page memorandum, the FBI claimed
that HLFRD funds were used by Hamas to support schools that sometimes
indoctrinated children into careers as suicide bombers. The FBI reached a
similar conclusion about charitable money dispersed by HLFRD to fami-
lies of suicide bombers: “by providing these annuities to families of Hamas
members, the HLFRD assists Hamas by providing a constant flow of sui-
cide volunteers and buttresses a terrorist infrastructure heavily reliant on
moral support of the Palestinian populace.”11

Documents found in the offices of the Ramallah-al-Bireh branch of
the al-Islah Charitable Society offer a window into the financing priorities
of Hamas charitable organizations—and insight into the larger question of
how much it costs to run Hamas. One document, an expense report record-
ing al-Islah’s spending over a forty-one-day period in November and De-
cember 2000, is particularly revealing. A breakdown of the charity’s main
expenses falls into several clear-cut categories:

• Aid to families of Hamas “martyrs,” prisoners, and wounded operatives;
• Administrative costs tied to running the Hamas charity’s office and

similar expenses; and
• Social welfare support to Hamas social service organizations.

Over the course of these forty-one days, the charity dispersed $4,990 in fi-
nancial aid to the families of martyrs (including suicide bombers), $16,257
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directly to prisoners, $17,275 for prisoner’s families, and $3,833 for wounded
militants. The charity even spent money on gifts to families commemorat-
ing their suicide bomber relatives; papers seized from the al-Islah charity
show a series of small gifts—$100 each—presented to the families in cele-
bration of the three-day Eid al-Fitr holiday in 2001. Spending on support-
ing terrorists and their families represented 46 percent of al-Islah’s spending
over that time period, compared to 43 percent ($39,537) on social welfare.
The charity also spent $9,719 on office space, equipment, travel, and salary.
Extrapolating this data over a one-year period suggests that al-Islah’s an-
nual expenses would amount to $508,265 for the support of terrorists and
their families, and $474,450 for Hamas social welfare institutions. Even if
these figures are slightly inflated (the projections are based on a forty-one-
day period that overlapped with the Islamic month of Ramadan, when
Muslim charitable giving and social spending peaks) they are nonetheless
instructive as ballpark expenditure figures, and for the insight they provide
into the breakdown of the Hamas charity’s disbursement priorities.12

Hamas contributes a substantial amount of money to martyrs’ fami-
lies, prisoners, prisoners’ families, and wounded operatives in relation to
the average monthly wages of the typical Palestinian worker. For example,
in 2005 the average monthly salary for an average worker in the Gaza Strip
was $372 and $516 for an average worker in the West Bank. By comparison,
over the forty-one-day period in 2000, the al-Islah Charitable Society pro-
vided an average stipend of $328 to the families of martyrs, $170 to de-
tained prisoners, $201 to the families of prisoners, and $508 to wounded
operatives.13

A document found in the Tulkarm charity committee office marked
“Arab Bank”outlined financial requests the Hamas charity made to the Union
of Good, a consortium of more than fifty Islamic charities around the
world. The document included the cost of food and financial aid for fami-
lies: a minimum of 5,000 food packages per month and financial aid for
2,000 families. Money was also needed for 17,000 school bags, school uni-
forms, and school fees. The Tulkarm committee also requested money for
several construction projects, including schools, cultural centers, mosques,
orphanages, and for hospital equipment and treatment costs. They also
requisitioned money to subsidize Palestinian agriculture. While these uses
might themselves be considered attempts at harvesting grassroots support,
the Tulkarm charity also requested money for public relations, comprising
funds for public libraries, dawa publications, audiocassette tapes used for
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indoctrination, and a local TV station. Notably, it asked for more money to
be provided to prisoners and the families of martyrs or suicide bombers.14

The Cost of Compensating Terrorists’ Families

Speaking in 2001, Hamas founder Sheikh Ahmed Yassin asserted that
Hamas distributes $2 million to $3 million in monthly handouts to the
relatives of Palestinian suicide bombers, “martyrs” killed in attacks on Is-
raelis, and prisoners in Israeli jails. An Israeli government report found that
families of Hamas activists killed or wounded while carrying out terror at-
tacks—and of those imprisoned for their involvement in such attacks—
“typically receive an initial, one-time grant of between $500–$5,000, as
well as a monthly allowance of approximately $100.” Significantly, the Is-
raelis found that “the families of Hamas terrorists usually receive larger
payments than those of non-Hamas terrorists.”15

Documents captured during Operation Defensive Shield revealed that
the al-Tadhoman Charitable Society, another charity operating under the
Union of Good umbrella, also provided funds for the families of Palestini-
ans “martyred” in suicide bombings or clashes with Israeli forces. One docu-
ment featured a table listing all the suicide bombers and other “martyrs”
from the Nablus district between January and March 2002. Most of these
were Hamas operatives, though the list also included operatives from the
al-Aqsa Martyrs Brigade, Palestinian Islamic Jihad, the Popular Front for
the Liberation of Palestine, and even members of the various Palestinian
security organizations. The last column of the table describes the circum-
stances of the terrorist operation carried out by each qualifying operative,
making clear that the employees of both al-Tadhoman and the Union of
Good fully understood that funds from their charities were used as rewards
for the families of suicide bombers. Another document, entitled “Table of
Al-Tadhoman Martyrs in Nablus for whom an allotment of 500 Jordanian
dinars was not paid,” further illustrates the dynamic of providing economic
benefits to terrorists and their families. The ages of the terrorists in this list
ranged from 15 to 42, the average age being 25.9 years old. When compared
to the average monthly wage in the Palestinian territories—roughly 1,500
Israeli shekels (under $400) per month—payments of up to $5,000 repre-
sent more than a year’s pay and therefore serve as an important financial
incentive for Palestinians to conduct attacks. While the amounts of money
transferred to the family of wounded and killed operatives vary, they still
serve the same function. The dawa essentially removes one disincentive
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from the psychology of a suicide bomber by providing sustenance for the
families of terrorists.16

Seized lists of people supported by the Holy Land Foundation for Re-
lief and Development revealed that “favored individuals” received more
generous stipends (of $300 or more). An analysis of these lists notes that
these more fortunate recipients included “numerous individuals involved
in Hamas activity.” They include:

• The mother of Ahmad Shukri, a Hamas terrorist sentenced to a life
term for murdering an Israeli and attempting to force a public bus off
the road in 1989;

• The father of Mohammad Shawan, a Hamas terrorist who murdered two
grocers in 1993 and was killed in a shootout with Israeli forces in 1994;

• The wife of Abd al-Rahman Aruri, a Hamas terrorist killed in a clash
with Israeli forces in late 1993;

• The family of Suleiman Idan, a Hamas terrorist who died in a car bomb
attack in 1993;

• The mother of Ashraf Ba’aluji, sentenced to a life term for murdering
three Israelis in 1992;

• The wife of Jamil al-Baz, a Hamas terrorist sentenced to a life term for
running over an Israeli soldier in Gaza in 1991;

• The wife of Majdi Hamad, a Hamas terrorist sentenced to a life term for
killing fellow Palestinians—presumably suspected informers—in Gaza;

• The family of Yasser Hajaj, a Hamas terrorist sentenced to a life term for
placing a bomb on a Tel Aviv beach that killed a Canadian tourist;

• The brother of Raid Zakarna, a Hamas terrorist who carried out a sui-
cide attack at a crowded bus stop in Afula on April 6, 1994, killing eight
people and wounding over forty others, including many children.17

The Cost of Other Dawa Projects

Other dawa projects, such as the construction of the nine-story “orphan’s
village” that Hamas’ Orphan Care Society built in Bethlehem, can also be
very expensive. The structure, completed in 2004, was intended to house
1,000 orphans, as well as a Hamas school, clinic, kindergarten, libraries, and
more. It is impossible to quantify the logistical benefits (recruitment, radi-
calization, building grassroots support, supporting the families of killed or
captured terrorists) Hamas accrues from such an investment, nor is it pos-
sible to put a price on the operational benefits provided by such a facility
(such as use as a safe house, dead-drop, or weapons cache). No algorithm
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calculating the cost of carrying out an attack can account for the monetary
value to terrorism of long-term dawa investments like the Hamas orphans’
village.18

Hamas operatives have been vocal about the centrality of dawa activity
in Hamas’ overall strategic vision, and some figures are available on the cost
of running such wide-ranging and large-scale social welfare projects. In
1992, for example, a Hamas activist wrote to Mousa Abu Marzook seeking
funds and bemoaning the financial distress the group was enduring at the
time. “We have many large projects and projects of the dawa which have
been affected by the tardy allowances,” one letter states.“We are in dire need
of every cent we are supposed to get,” it continues, “in order to support our
brothers and our dawa.” The theme is reiterated in another letter:

As to the budget, we hope that Allah gives us generous support and 
releases us from the distress we are in, which constitutes a genuine
tragedy we are now living through. Because the money is the dawa’s
life-line and without it there is no giving or doing. We are therefore
asking you to hurry and send us the funds and what we require from
you as a budget for the past months and for the current month, a con-
siderable sum which would enable us to solve all our problems and re-
turn all our debts, which are accumulating and worrying us day and
night, since they are hampering our progress and forcing us to calcu-
late everything.19

According to another letter, “the monthly budget for the dawa alone is not
less than 150 thousand for all the regions, beside their apparatuses, that re-
ceive some of the budgets monthly.” (The currency was not specified, but
presumably was either U.S. dollars or Israeli shekels since the letter was sent
from Bassem Musa in the West Bank to Marzook in the United States.)20

Hamas’ prolonged terror campaign is not a thrifty operation. Consid-
ering the costs of bomb belts, payments to terrorists and their families, and
even bribery, Hamas’ outlays are far greater than the price of a cheap ex-
plosive. This is why the dawa is so critical to Hamas’ survival: not only does
it provide legitimate cover in which to operate, launder money, and recruit,
but it promotes suicide and other operations by removing the deterrent of
leaving one’s family destitute.

ECONOMIC JIHAD: TITHING FOR TERROR

Dawa organizations are key nodes in what radical Islamist leaders frequently
describe as the “economic jihad” (al-Jihad bil-mal), a phrase that features
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prominently in their fundraising techniques. The concept is simple in prac-
tice. Radical leaders claim their followers have a religious duty to engage in
jihad—either by physically fighting Islam’s enemies or by supporting those
who do. Proponents of this logic ground their position in a Koranic verse
in Surah 9 (al-Tawbah) Verse 41: “Fight with your possessions and your
souls in the way of Allah.” Typically, “possessions” translates into “money,”
for purposes of expediency.

Zakat: How Alms Become Arms

Charities in general, and zakat (charity) committees in particular, are espe-
cially susceptible to abuse by terrorists and their supporters for whom
charitable or humanitarian organizations are particularly attractive front
organizations. Indeed, terrorist groups have long exploited charities for a
variety of purposes. Charities offer a veil of legitimacy for terrorist fund-
raising, attracting unwitting donors who are unaware that monies they do-
nate for humanitarian purposes fund terror. Those social welfare organiza-
tions funded by the terrorist groups engender grassroots support for said
groups and create fertile spotting and recruitment grounds.

Charities are also ideal money laundering mechanisms. They tend to
operate in zones of conflict and traditionally involve the flow of money in
only one direction, both of which are characteristics that would arouse
suspicion in other organizations. They enable terrorist groups to move
personnel, funds, and matériel to and from high-risk areas under cover of
charity work, and provide terrorist operatives with day jobs that provide
both salary and cover, facilitating their terrorist activities. Moreover, terror-
ists co-opt charitable giving through a range of diverse tactics. Some chari-
ties are founded with the express purpose of financing terror, as authorities
believe was the case with the U.S.-based Benevolence International Foun-
dation (al-Qaeda), the Holy Land Foundation for Relief and Development
(Hamas), and the Islamic Committee for Palestine (Palestinian Islamic Jihad).
Others are infiltrated by terrorist operatives and supporters and co-opted
from within. For example, the Islamic Red Crescent has been infiltrated by
al-Qaeda and Palestinian terrorists. Recognizing that analysis of this parti-
cular preferred means of terror financing demands a discerning and dis-
criminating level of analysis approach, Ambassador Francis X. Taylor, then
the State Department’s Coordinator for Counterterrorism, noted in 2002
that “any money can be diverted if you don’t pay attention to it. And I believe
that terrorist organizations, just like criminal enterprises, can bore into any
legitimate enterprise to try to divert money for illegitimate purposes.”
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Not only are donors more willing to give to humanitarian causes, but
in the Muslim world they often do so as part of their religiously mandated
annual zakat contributions. Such donations have long been known to lend
themselves to abuse, and not only by terrorists. In Pakistan, for example,
scholars note that zakat recipients have included “orphans” with living par-
ents, “impoverished women” decorated in gold jewelry, and “old people”
who had long since died. The mixing of funds across different Hamas wings
also shields the group’s terrorist activities under a veil of political and hu-
manitarian legitimacy, as discussed in more detail below.21

Jihadist Rhetoric: A Call to Alms

The call to wage economic jihad is a staple of statements from Islamist lead-
ers of various stripes. For example, speaking of the need to support Pales-
tinian militants in a “Jerusalem Day” speech in December 2003, Hezbollah
leader Sheikh Hassan Nasrallah said, “All the institutions, committees, par-
ties, private and collective initiatives throughout the Moslem world must
be spurred on to collect money, everywhere in the world, and to bring that
money to Palestine. With it they will buy bread and rebuild their houses.
The money will bandage their wounds. With that money they are assured
of the ability to buy weapons, for the men and women of Palestine will not
be weakened. The [challenge] of our era is found today in Palestine. . . . If
we cannot give them arms, we can give them the money to buy them.”22

Sheikh Nasrallah’s position mirrors that of Hezbollah’s benefactor,
Iran’s Ayatollah Khomeini. A Syrian Ministry of Information publication
records Khomeini as saying that it is the duty of all Muslims “to get rid of
that germ corruption [Israel] in any way possible,” and that to achieve that
goal “it is not enough to extend practical support to [Palestinians to achieve]
the goal but to direct resources to that end from the zakat and other Islamic
charity monies.”23

Sheikh Yusef Qardawi, a prominent Muslim Brotherhood theologian
who founded the Union of Good, has also issued numerous calls for eco-
nomic jihad. Though better known for his religious rulings (fatwa) calling
on Muslims to murder American and other civilians in Iraq and justifying
Hamas suicide bombings against Israeli civilians, Qardawi has also decreed
that it is more important that Muslims donate money to “support Pales-
tinians fighting occupation and other struggles of Muslim populations,
such as in Bosnia” than that they make the Hajj (the pilgrimage to Mecca
required of every able Muslim at least once in his or her life). In an inter-
view with the Palestine Times, he said of Islamist resistance in Lebanon and
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the Occupied Territories,“if we can’t carry out acts of jihad ourselves, we at
least should support and prop up the mujahideen financially and morally
so that they will be steadfast until God’s victory.” A more calculating varia-
tion on Qardawi’s theme was played by Sheikh Omar Bakri Mohammad
(whose fundraising for Hamas is also discussed in Chapter 6). Speaking to
followers in his hometown of London, the sheikh said, “The market of
jihad has opened. Now all we need is the people who are the merchandise,
the ones who want to buy jennah (paradise). If you cannot do it physically,
do it verbally, do it financially, but do it.”24

In addition to proclamations and exhortations by individual religious
leaders, the call to wage economic jihad is tacitly endorsed or explicitly ex-
pressed by foreign governments, most notably by elements within the gov-
ernment of Saudi Arabia. According to a 2005 report released by the non-
governmental organization Freedom House, titled “Saudi Publications on
Hate Ideology Fill American Mosques,” clergy at Saudi-sponsored mosques
in the United States have encouraged worshippers to send money to foreign
jihadists. Freedom House’s researchers discovered a fatwa promoting eco-
nomic jihad at the Islamic Center of Washington, a high-profile Saudi-
funded mosque that was visited by President George W. Bush in the week
following the September 11 terrorist attacks. Prepared by the Saudi gov-
ernment’s so-called Permanent Committee for Scientific Research and the
Issuing of Fatwas, the decree was in response to an inquiry as to whether
the transfer of charitable donations (zakat) from the United States to Is-
lamic countries is permissible. The Saudi committee wrote, “Transfer of
zakat from country to country is allowed when legitimate, such as when
those to whom it is transferred are in greater need or in legitimate jihad.”
In another document, in which a senior Saudi cleric ruled that Muslims
should not, as a general rule, use banks that offer interest on their accounts,
the scholar ruled that “there is an exception if the banks offer interest with-
out prior agreement or knowledge on the Muslim depositor’s part, it is
proper to take the money provided it is spent on helping the poor or those
engaged in Jihad against the infidels.”25

Even secular Muslim leaders have echoed the call of economic jihad.
Former Iraqi dictator Saddam Hussein argued in 2002 that Arab leaders
should shun further peace plans and commit “to support the Palestinian
people in armed fighting.” He added, “If we are incapable of offering aid to
the armies, our support should be by [giving] money or buying them arms,
or by giving Muslims and Arabs the option of volunteering [to help the
Palestinian people].”26
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Economic Jihad and Palestinian Radicalism

Palestinian groups such as Hamas have perfected the technique of raising
funds by calling on supporters to engage in an economic jihad. For ex-
ample, the Halhoul charity committee—which received over the years at
least $100,741 from the Holy Land Foundation for Relief and Development—
issued a letter of thanks to the U.S.-based foundation in May 2000. This
letter was subsequently included in a booklet marking the foundation’s
“Ten Years of Achievement.” Quoting a saying of the Prophet Mohammad
(hadith), the letter expressly echoed the theme of economic jihad: “[The
Prophet Mohammad,] may Allah bless him and grant him salvation, said:
‘Whoever strives for the widow and the poor is like a person engaged in a
holy war [jihad] in the way of Allah.’” Similarly, a pamphlet produced by a
Koranic memorization center sponsored by the Ramallah-al-Bireh charity
committee lists thirty ways to enter heaven, including “Jihad for the sake of
Allah by fighting with one’s soul and money.”27

Fawaz Damrah took a page from the same radical Islamist book in his
fundraising pitches to U.S. audiences of radicalized Muslims. Damrah was
the imam of Cleveland’s largest mosque and a major fundraiser for Pales-
tinian Islamic Jihad before his conviction in 2004 of unlawfully obtaining
citizenship via false statements to immigration officials, including failure
to note affiliations with terrorist groups. His investigation by federal au-
thorities provides a model of how an Islamist fundraiser used religious
rhetoric to drum up financial support for Palestinian terrorism. Transcripts
of phone conversations between Damrah and senior Islamic Jihad officials
and fundraisers along with videos of Damrah sharing the dais with them at
Islamic Jihad conferences were key pieces of evidence at the trial.28

For example, at a “Round Table Discussion About Jihad and the In-
tifada” held in Cleveland, Ohio, on April 7, 1991, Damrah was videotaped
saying,“God says, . . . ‘[w]hoever equipped a raider for the sake of God, has
himself raided.’ Whoever donates for a mujahid so that he may throw
stones, as if he too is fighting the Holy War, and will be rewarded like him,
even if he stays home.”29

When he lobbied for donations at fundraisers, Damrah often promised
that the funds would go to Islamic Jihad.“O brothers,” he said at one event,
“I would like to open the door to donations . . . to the Intifada, to Islamic
Jihad in Palestine.” At another fundraiser he enticed potential donors to
give in the name of an Islamic Jihad martyr: “I ask you to donate to Islamic
Jihad,” Damrah said, “Nidal Zalloum, of Islamic Jihad, who grabbed a dag-
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ger and stabbed four Jews in the courtyard of the Holy Sanctuary. Nidal
Zalloum, from Islamic Jihad, is saying to you, ‘Be compassionate upon my
blood. Avenge my blood.’ And that mujahid, who took the bus and killed
more than twenty Jews. He is from Islamic Jihad. This is the Islamic Jihad
movement. I say to you donate so that this money will serve you with God.
I am offering the chance for this medal so that a brother steps forward and
donates for the sake of God.” Damrah then presided over an auction of a
medal in honor of the martyrs.30

While fundraisers frequently frame their fundraising pitch in terms of
the terrorist group’s humanitarian support activities, sometimes—espe-
cially before the extra scrutiny brought on by the attacks of September
11—they have also called on donors to fund overtly violent, militant activi-
ties. Such calls to economic jihad include comments made by Damrah and
other Islamic Jihad officials at a conference hosted by the Islamic Commit-
tee for Palestine (ICP, a since defunct front organization for Islamic Jihad)
in Chicago in December 1989. Responding to a question from the audi-
ence, Islamic Jihad co-founder Bashir Nafi said, “If the problem, as far as
you are concerned, is the problem of weapons . . . how would weapons
reach the Occupied Territories, then meet me outside the conference.”
Damrah himself explained at the same conference that “The first principle
is that terrorism, and terrorism alone, is the path to liberation. . . . The
second principle is that ‘settlement is decided by the sword.’” At another
point, Damrah clarified, “If what they mean by jihad is terrorism, then we
are terrorists!”31

In November 2002, Hamas took the concept of economic jihad one
step further, issuing a communiqué on one of its websites calling on sup-
porters worldwide to atone for their sins and ensure themselves a place in
heaven by helping to finance Hamas. “We call on you,” the statement read,
“my brother the Jihad fighter and my sister the Jihad fighter to donate part
of your money to the Jihad fighters who are protecting the honor of the Is-
lamic nation. . . . Even if you cannot participate yourselves alongside us in
the Jihad, your [financial] donation to us from the money that Allah gave
you is not less important [than participating in the Jihad].”32

Such techniques are used not only by radical leaders and fundraisers
seeking support for Hamas, Hezbollah, and Islamic Jihad but by al-Qaeda
boosters as well. Indeed, as highlighted in the case of Sami Omar al-Hussayen,
radical individuals and organizations often issue calls for an economic jihad
on behalf of both Hamas and al-Qaeda. Though he was ultimately acquit-
ted (primarily on technical legal grounds), the trial evidence left no doubt
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that the websites al-Hussayen managed directly supported terrorism and
violence, specifically in Israel, the West Bank and Gaza Strip, and Chechnya.
On the one hand al-Hussayen sent a “Monthly Reminder” to all members
of a virtual e-mail group—as he regularly did at the beginning of each
month—in which he urged readers to donate money to support those par-
ticipating in violent jihad, “providing them with weapons and physical
strength to carry on with the war against those who kill them.” On the other
hand, a page devoted to violent jihad in the Palestinian territories found on
the Islamway website al-Hussayen managed expressly called on readers to
donate funds to Hamas.33

Of course, Hamas not only is focused on securing major donations; it
also places collection boxes in storefronts and mosques. The Holy Land
Foundation distributed charity boxes in the United States, and Palestinian
security officials noted that Hamas charities in the West Bank and Gaza
Strip did the same. For example, the Orphan Care Society distributed as
many as 450 collection boxes—decorated with a small child stretching out
a hand for donations—in the Bethlehem area alone.34

FROM MOSQUE TO MORGUE: FOLLOWING THE HAMAS MONEY

Hamas operatives and organizations in the West Bank, Gaza, and abroad
form a vast financial support network. This network not only performs the
yeoman’s work of raising funds for Hamas, it also provides the equally cru-
cial service of laundering and transferring those funds—from the United
States, Europe, and the Persian Gulf to Hamas leaders in Syria and Lebanon,
and ultimately to terrorist operatives in the West Bank and Gaza Strip. As
one concerned columnist writing in the Arabic daily al-Sharq al-Awsat noted
in October 2004, “Money laundering has not stopped and it will continue
in the future, by means of [collecting funds] for humanitarian purposes for
the poor and the needy, fast-breaking dinners, dialyses and excavation of
wells; however, these funds ultimately end up in terrorists’ houses. Even
though officials [in the Arab world] say they have established rules and set
inspectors, it will be almost impossible to monitor hundreds of associa-
tions and thousands of donors and collectors.”35

If money is the lifeblood of a terrorist network, then stanching its flow
is naturally a priority of those who oppose terrorism. Numerous investiga-
tions into Hamas activity in the United States have led American law en-
forcement to conclude that chasing down the money flowing through the
dawa system can be particularly effective in preventing Hamas attacks.
Even tracking small financial transactions suspected of supporting terror-
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ism is important because terror funds are usually transferred around the
world in small denominations. Such transfers are intended to evade detec-
tion, and often do, and therefore require no large-scale laundering opera-
tions. As one U.S. expert put it, “the most serious threat to our well-being
was now [post-9/11] clean money intended to kill, not dirty money seek-
ing to be rinsed in a place of hiding.”36

In September 2003, FBI Assistant Director John Pistole testified before
Congress that FBI investigations into the financial activities of terrorist
supporters in the United States helped prevent four different terror attacks
abroad. According to Pistole, at least a portion of contributions made to
Hamas charities directly support the group’s military wing, while the re-
mainder of raised funds indirectly support Hamas attacks. By Pistole’s rea-
soning, “any contribution to Hamas, for any purpose, frees up other funds
for its planned violence.”37

This logic is borne out by Hamas leaders themselves, who acknowledge
using social services funds for military purposes and vice versa when nec-
essary. Consider the letter Hamas operative Bassem Musa wrote to Mousa
Abu Marzook in October 1992. Complaining of a lack of funds, Musa
lamented the financial shortfall for both the dawa and the military, or
“positive.” Musa wrote: “We take not less than 50,000 from the monthly al-
lowance of the ‘dawa’ for the ‘positive.’ This is what we did before this
apparatus received its own budget. Moreover, the monthly budgets we al-
located to the ‘positive’ from ‘al-dawa’ are much larger than that the part
[sic] we give to ‘dawa’ from their allowance in most cases.” At another point
in the letter, Musa reported receiving 370,000 for “the positive,” but he
added, “we were forced to allocate some of it for the ‘dawa’ because their
budget was late, otherwise the funds for the ‘positive’ would have reached
their destination without complications.”38

To be sure, even when not facing a shortage of funds, Hamas launders
money to terrorist cells through its charity organizations. Jamal Tawil, the
Hamas military commander in Ramallah introduced in Chapter 2, readily
acknowledged founding the al-Islah charity as a purportedly legitimate front
through whose accounts he could launder the monthly fund transfers he
received from Hamas. A report produced by the Palestinian Authority Gen-
eral Intelligence in Gaza in late 2000 notes that several Hamas leaders—not
just Tawil—made a strategic decision to transfer to the Qassam Brigades
charitable funds originally earmarked for social services. Another Palestin-
ian intelligence report dated December 10, 2000, notes that Hamas officials
decided that charitable donations “will not be sent to the PA, but deposited
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in the accounts of Usama Hamdan [the Hamas representative in Lebanon]
and Khaled Mishal [Secretary General of Hamas].” Part of these funds, the
report made clear, “will be allocated to support the Hamas’ military arm
‘inside.’”39

In another case, Palestinian security officials determined that the Ra-
mallah-al-Bireh zakat committee laundered and transferred funds raised
abroad (particularly from Jordan, Saudi Arabia, the United Arab Emirates,
and Qatar) through local banks, moneychangers, and businesses with ties
to Hamas. Palestinian security officials found that “the committee works
with a number of banks in Ramallah, particularly the Arab [Bank] of Jor-
dan and Beit al-Mal.” (In the United States, federal investigators opened an
investigation into the Arab Bank in 2004, the same year victims of Hamas
attacks filed suit against the bank for its reported ties to Hamas. As de-
scribed in greater detail below, Beit al-Mal was banned by Israel in 1998
and the United States in 2001 because of its ties to Hamas.) Beit al-Mal and
its officials have appeared in several investigations. Palestinian investigators
identified a company called Sunuqrut and the al-Ajouli moneychangers as
“among the most important companies the committee works with” to
launder and transfer funds. According to Israeli experts, Ghazi Ajouli is a
well-known West Bank moneychanger tied to Hamas, and Sunuqrut is a
company owned in part by Mazen Sunuqrut, a Hamas activist who also
served as president of the board of directors for Beit al-Mal—and was ap-
pointed PA Minister of Economy in February 2005.40

Fungibility of Funds: How Hamas Is Designed 

for Internal Money Laundering

In 2003, Assistant Secretary of State E. Anthony Wayne told a congressional
committee, “If you are funding the organization [Hamas], even if there are
many charitable activities going on, there is some fungibility between funds.
You are strengthening the organization.” It is precisely this ease and readi-
ness with which Hamas transfers money from putatively charitable or po-
litical funds to military ones that belies any moral separation between the
organization’s various branches. Hamas’ ability to shift funds across its var-
ious wings is critical to its mission, because it facilitates the organization’s
most effective means of raising funds for terrorist purposes: through hu-
manitarian channels. The mixing of funds across different Hamas wings
also shields the group’s terrorist activities under a veil of political and hu-
manitarian legitimacy. The coordinator of the Justice Department Terror-
ist Financing Task Force highlighted this phenomenon, noting that people
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who support groups like Hamas or Palestinian Islamic Jihad in the United
States typically choose charities as their front organization of choice be-
cause charities “give them the cover of apparent legitimacy and the benefit
of tax deductions to their donors.”41 Finally, mingling funds across the or-
ganization allows for maximum cash flow and enables Hamas to spend
available money on the particular needs of the moment. Because of these
advantages, Hamas leaders promote fungibility of funds and do not require
local cells or departments to create financial reports or receipts for how
monies are spent. In part, this is because mingling funds is legitimate in the
eyes of Hamas, which sees the social services it provides as a jihadist exten-
sion of its terror attacks. This shared mission was on full display on the
“Islam Online” website in July 2002, which featured a special page glorify-
ing suicide attacks. The page stressed the need not only to support Pales-
tinian armed struggle but also youth education, social activity, and eco-
nomic assistance as a means of participating in the “economic jihad.” The
site then provided a long list of European, American, South African, and
Arab social organizations, whose function, according to the site, is to trans-
fer funds to the charitable associations Hamas recommends.42

Terrorist Fundraising via Criminal Enterprises 

FBI investigations in the United States reveal that Hamas also draws fund-
ing and support from criminals who are either directly associated with
Hamas members or who harbor sympathies toward its ideology. According
to the FBI, “these investigations have uncovered a myriad of criminal ac-
tivities used to generate funds, a portion of which is then forwarded to
NGOs associated with Hamas. Some examples include, but are not limited
to, drug trafficking, credit card fraud, counterfeit products, fraudulent
documents, cigarette tax fraud and stolen infant formula.”A Drug Enforce-
ment Administration (DEA) investigation into a pseudoephedrine smug-
gling scam in the American Midwest led investigators as far as Jordan,Yemen,
Lebanon, and other Middle Eastern countries, including bank accounts tied
to Hezbollah and Hamas. DEA chief Asa Hutchinson confirmed that “a sig-
nificant portion of some of the sales are sent to the Middle East to benefit
terrorist organizations.” As noted in a U.S. General Accounting Office
(GAO) report published in November 2003, according to officials from the
Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives, “Hizballah, Hamas,
and al-Qaeda have earned assets through trafficking in contraband ciga-
rettes or counterfeit tax stamps.”43

Hamas and other groups also fund themselves with the proceeds of pi-
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rated multimedia. Copying intellectual property brings in millions of dol-
lars a year from “royalties” collected from criminals engaged in the coun-
terfeit multimedia business. Hamas, Fatah, and even senior members of the
Palestinian Authority are suspected of participating in such activities in the
West Bank and Gaza. In the United States, law enforcement officials opened
an investigation into a variety of criminal enterprises suspected of funding
Middle East terrorist groups, including the stealing and reselling of baby
formula, food stamp fraud, and scams involving grocery coupons, welfare
claims, credit cards, and even unlicensed t-shirts. Hamas activists are also
suspected of engaging in credit card fraud to fund their activities. In Octo-
ber 2005, a man described as “a suspected Palestinian supporter of Middle
Eastern terrorist groups” posted credit card numbers online with instruc-
tions on how to steal active credit card numbers off American businesses’
databases.44

U.S. officials believe “a substantial portion” of the estimated many mil-
lions of dollars raised by Middle Eastern terrorist groups come from the
$20 million to $30 million annual illicit scam industry in the United States.
In South America, widespread criminal activity also finances terror. The
GAO report noted above also reports that much of the financial support
activity on behalf of Hamas (and Hezbollah) conducted in the so-called
Tri-border area, where the borders of Brazil, Argentina, and Paraguay con-
verge, involves criminal activity. Likewise, the DEA identified Hamas as one
of several terrorist groups suspected of drug trafficking in the Tri-border
region. Ali Nizar Dahroug, together with his uncle and a key Tri-border
Hamas activist, Mohammad Dahroug Dahroug (believed to have since re-
turned to the Middle East), is suspected of financing Hamas through the
proceeds of counterfeit goods.When Ali Nizar was arrested in the Paraguayan
border town of Ciudad del Este in June 2002, authorities found “numerous
counterfeit goods, false packing devices, and documents showing wire
transfers to his uncle.” Authorities there say Ali Nizar transferred between
five and ten million dollars to accounts worldwide in 2000 and 2001. (In a
disturbing twist, Mohammad Dahroug’s name was found in the address
book of senior al-Qaeda commander Abu Zubayda.)45 In January 2004,
U.S. law enforcement agencies uncovered another typical case of criminal
activity tied to Hamas. According to the Directorate of Border and Trans-
portation Security (BTS) Daily Operations Report for January 10, 2004,
four days earlier agents from the Bureau of Immigration and Customs En-
forcement (ICE) and the Los Angeles Joint Terrorism Task Force (JTTF)
had arrested a group of Jordanians involved in a scheme to sell adulterated
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oil. According to the report, officials believed one of the Jordanians was also
a member of Hamas:

On 6 January, in Los Angeles, ICE and JTTF agents arrested Jordanian
nationals Hussam Ahmad Khalil, Emad Takleh Khalil and Hattim
Haleem for violating state trademark regulations related to adulterated
oil. Reportedly, Khalil has gained substantial profit from this venture
and has sent $30,000–$40,000 per month to the Middle East. Khalil,
who is believed to be a member of Hamas (a designated foreign terrorist
organization), is also suspected of involvement in wire fraud, trade-
mark violations, alien smuggling, harboring of illegal aliens, narcotics
smuggling, and visa fraud. Agents also arrested Omar Okour, Mah-
moud Khalil and Ziad Saleh for unlawful presence in the United States.
Khalil and Saleh claim to have paid $10,000 to a smuggler in Mexico to
transport them into the U.S.46

EVIDENCE OF TERRORIST MONEY-LAUNDERING BY HAMAS

Much of what we know about the transfer of money from Islamic charities
to Hamas military cells comes from various U.S. investigations into such
laundering activities, investigations concluding that donations to charities
frequently find their way directly to the Qassam Brigades, where they are
used to fund Hamas attacks. The State Department has determined that
“there can be no doubt . . . that donations to Hamas for charitable pur-
poses free up funds for use in terrorism.” In an example cited by the U.S.
Treasury Department, Ali Muqbil, described as “General Manager of the 
al-Aqsa International Foundation office in Yemen and a Hamas official,”
transferred funds to Hamas and other Palestinian groups to assist “Pales-
tinian fighters,” while recording these disbursements as “contributions for
charitable projects.” Similarly, according to information cited by the U.S.
government, Osama Hamdan, a “senior Hamas official based in Lebanon,”
and Khaled Mishal, the head of Hamas’ political bureau in Damascus, both
received “funds transferred from charitable donations to Hamas for distri-
bution to the families of Palestinian ‘martyrs’” that were transferred to
their personal bank accounts, and then “used to support Hamas military
operations in Israel.” Hamas leader Mousa Abu Marzook is also “impli-
cated in receiving funds for Hamas terrorist attacks, funds that have been
used to mobilize activity inside Israel and the West Bank/Gaza.” Then there
is the case of Haldon Barghouti, a Syrian citizen of Palestinian descent, who
delivered $80,000 from Hamas officials in Damascus to a Qassam Brigades
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cell in Ramallah. Barghouti personally couriered some of these funds in
cash he carried across the Allenby Bridge connecting Jordan to the West
Bank, while the rest was sent as a wire transfer to an account in Barghouti’s
name in Ramallah. The Ramallah cell used the funds Hamas leaders in
Damascus sent via Barghouti “to acquire war materiel, vehicles, cellular
telephones, etc. and to disburse to its members [sic].” Following are several
case studies of individuals who used Hamas-connected charities to launder
money to terrorist operatives.47

Abdelhaleem al-Ashqar

One especially blatant case of a Hamas charity funding the group’s terror
cells is that of Abdelhaleem al-Ashqar, head of the defunct al-Aqsa Educa-
tion Fund (AAEF). According to an internal FBI communication dated
February 8, 1993, the Bureau had “reason to believe that instant subject [al-
Ashqar] is or may be engaged in international terrorism or activities in
preparation therefore, or knowingly aiding or abetting a person in the con-
duct of these activities, at the direction of a foreign power.” Al-Ashqar
opened a Suntrust Bank account under the name “Abdelhaleem Hasan
Ashqar for Al-Mojamaa al-Eslami—Gaza Strip, account 16811688.” As we
have seen in the previous chapter, al-Mujama was one of the primary
Hamas dawa precursors operated by Sheikh Ahmed Yassin. FBI files in-
clude statements of Hamas militants arrested by Israeli authorities who de-
tailed al-Ashqar’s activities on behalf of—and his senior role in—Hamas.
According to one such statement cited by the FBI, “Ashqar arranged a
transfer of Hamas funds totaling 41,200 Jordanian Dinars to [Hamas mili-
tant Sufian Abu] Samara through a resident of [the West Bank town of] Sa-
jaiyah.” In two other cases he transferred $35,000 and $300,000 respectively
(the latter in two installments of $200,000 and $100,000). Al-Ashqar made
a point of detailing how the transfers totaling $300,000 should be spent,
telling Samara that the transfers were for “Hamas activity.”48

Mahmud Rumahi

Another self-confessed Qassam Brigades activist in the West Bank, Mah-
mud Rumahi, was recruited into Hamas by his brother-in-law, who gave
him al-Ashqar’s U.S. telephone and fax numbers “so he could obtain ‘money
and pamphlets’ from Ashqar,”according to an FBI memorandum. Al-Ashqar
also sent a representative from the U.S. “to obtain detailed reports on
Hamas activities in his [Rumahi’s] region.” Rumahi visited the U.S. in July
1991 to meet with al-Ashqar, who also facilitated a meeting between the
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Hamas operative and Mousa Abu Marzook at a Tennessee airport where
Rumahi reported on his cell’s terror activities. A year later, in April 1992,
Rumahi was dispatched on a forty-five-day international trip for Hamas,
including a stop in London where he gave Hamas operatives named Said
and Ibrahim “a full report about Hamas activities in the occupied territo-
ries,” and then made additional stops in Italy and the United States. Ac-
cording to Rumahi, he participated in a meeting in Washington, D.C. “I
want to mention,” Rumahi stressed to Israeli police interrogators, “that this
was a meeting with the Hamas leaders in the USA.”49

Rumahi’s confession offers one of the most clear-cut admissions that
funds sent from Hamas fronts abroad directly fund the group’s terror at-
tacks. In his statement, included in FBI files on Hamas activities in the
United States, Rumahi said that “until April 1992 the money that financed
my activities arrived in the name and account of Ala Anwar Aql, 28 years
old, from al-Bira, recruited by Hamas. His role was to take the money from
his account and give it to the militants in my area. Ala was recruited to
Hamas by Mahmud Qazim, my brother-in-law. After a while, the money
started to be transferred to my account, $10,000 each month, for a total of
$100,000.”50

Mohammad Salah

According to the FBI, even as Marzook and several colleagues, including
Nasser al-Khatib and Ismail Elbarrase, were investing seed money in the
Holy Land Foundation for Relief and Development (HLFRD) and other
Hamas charities based in the United States, they were also providing funds
to the Izz al-Din al-Qassam Brigades via Mohammad Salah. As previously
noted, Salah was convicted in Israel of funding Hamas terror squads and
designated a Specially Designated Terrorist by the U.S. government in
1995. At the time of his arrest in Israel in January 1993, Salah had $97,000
in cash in his possession and admitted to already distributing approxi-
mately $140,000 to Qassam Brigades activists. Salah had already provided
funds to a Hamas military cell the previous year. Salah Arouri, the Hamas
recruiter and commander to whom Mohammad Salah provided these funds,
admitted receiving “approximately $96,000 to procure weapons from Abu
Ahmed [Salah] in August 1992” and providing “$45,000 to Musa Muham-
med Salah Dudin to be used for weapons to conduct attacks.” Dudin pur-
chased several weapons from Sheikh Hussein Awada, including one M-16
rifle, two Kalashnikov rifles, two Uzi submachine guns, two or three 8mm
and 9mm pistols, one Carbine rifle, and rounds for each. Dudin and others
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then used these weapons in attacks on Israelis, including the murder of
Yuval Tutange on December 12, 1992. Informed that another one of his 
associates, Mohammad Bashirat, “would mount a suicide attack” with an
M-16 rifle he provided, Arouri prayed that “Allah should help you perpe-
trate the attack and that you not die and that Allah will protect you” but
also assured Bashirat that “we the Hamas, and I being responsible in the
Hamas, will help your family, don’t worry.” Salah had been employed at the
Quranic Literacy Institute (QLI), whose founder, Ahmad Zaki Hammad,
was an early Bridgeview mosque prayer leader. In December 2004 a Chi-
cago court found QLI liable for financing Hamas in a civil case and ordered
the institute and other defendants, including Salah, to pay $156 million to
the victim’s family. In December 2003, the Family Bank and Trust Co., the
Bridgeview mosque’s main bank in suburban Chicago, closed all accounts
associated with the mosque due to its connections to terrorist financing.51

Sufian Abu Samara

Starting in 1989, in the wake of an Israeli crackdown on Hamas, Marzook
traveled to Gaza and personally recruited new cadre to replace the scores of
Hamas activists recently arrested. One of these recruits, Sufian Abu Samara,
was himself arrested by Israeli forces in early 1991 and gave a full confes-
sion. Samara headed the Hamas security apparatus responsible for the
group’s counter-intelligence efforts and for dealing with collaborators. He
also told Israelis that he established terror cells, and “aided in transferring
money to the families of the movement’s detainees.” According to his state-
ment, “after the wave of arrests inflicted on Hamas he [Marzook] initiated
approaching many people to fill up the vacuum created after the arrest of
the organization’s activists. . . . Mousa [Abu Marzook] also warned against
the collapse of the movement if no new infrastructure is established.” Mar-
zook recruited Samara and others, instructing them on how to receive
money from operatives abroad, including Abdelhaleem al-Ashqar.

During one such meeting with his new recruits in Gaza, which Mar-
zook held to “reestablish the connections and set up Hamas again,” Samara
said that Marzook “requested that we at first carry out some operations”
and leave the propaganda effort of distributing leaflets to others for the
time being. Given responsibility for Hamas operations in “Gaza South,”
Samara proceeded to recruit two teachers at the Islamic University of Gaza,
Mahmoud Muqdad and Zuhadi Abu Nameh, and tasked them each to re-
cruit more operatives. Samara was told the locations of Hamas dead letter
boxes for secret communication with other operatives and cells. Almost all
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of these were located in mosques run by the Hamas dawa, including the
Great Mosque in Bureij, the mosque in the al-Amal quarter in Khan Yunis,
the al-Huna or al-Auda mosques in Rafah, and the al-Yarmuq mosque on
al-Yarmuq Street and the al-Rahman mosque on al-Ansar Street, both in
the Nasser neighborhood of Gaza City, among others. Samara detailed how
operations funded by activists like Marzook and al-Ashqar were frequently
planned by jailed Hamas commanders in Israeli prisons who communi-
cated through letters smuggled out by relatives working for Hamas. For ex-
ample, Munir Qatifan’s instructions arrived from jail via his brother, Hanu;
Hassan al-Sibi passed messages through his brother, Bassam.

Sufian Abu Samara also told Israeli authorities that Marzook gave him
signed checks drawn from U.S. banks and that Marzook “used to deposit
funds into the checking accounts that he left us.” According to Samara,
Palestinian moneychangers like Salah Harzallah or unnamed Jewish money-
changers then cashed these checks. Samara admitted receiving over two
hundred thousand dollars in this manner, which he then transferred on to
regional Hamas leaders like Abu Anas al-Faluji, Zuhadi Abu Nameh, and
Mohammad Maqdid, “who are the ones in charge in the Gaza district of
distributing them [the funds] to the families of Hamas detainees.”

Samara also recounted meeting a Hamas operative who, at the direc-
tion of Hamas political and dawa leaders like Marzook and al-Ashqar, pro-
vided him a bag full of cash totaling 41,200 Jordanian dinars.“Another way
to get money,” Samara explained, “is getting money from [West Bank or
Gaza] residents traveling abroad [who, while] outside the country they get
money from the movement.” Despite the evidence of his frenetic activity fi-
nancing Hamas operations, Marzook commented self-deprecatingly in a
1997 interview, conducted while he was imprisoned in New York on immi-
gration charges, that fundraising was beyond his ability. “As to fundraising,
this is not my work. . . . I don’t know how to do it, I don’t have the skills or
personality to do it.”52

Mohammad Qassem Sawalha

Marzook’s efforts to revitalize the Hamas military wing through dawa ac-
tivists included a European angle that made news as recently as early 2005.
Mohammad Qassem Sawalha, a Hamas activist and longtime Muslim leader
in Britain, was appointed a trustee of the radical Finsbury Park mosque in
London in February 2005. The mosque was closed in 2004 because it had
come under the influence of Abu Hamza al-Masri, a radical Islamic cleric
arrested in Britain and charged with sixteen offenses, including incitement
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to murder and possession of a document useful to someone plotting ter-
rorism, among other counts. Sawalha was named one of five trustees des-
ignated to lead the mosque when it was reopened in early 2005. His appoint-
ment, however, was not likely to mark a change in direction from al-Masri’s
leadership, if Sawalha’s own decade-long history of supporting Hamas ter-
rorist operations was any indication. An August 2003 indictment against
Hamas activists in the United States named Sawalha as a co-conspirator. He
was accused of providing assistance to those indicted on racketeering and
conspiracy, among other charges. According to the indictment, before
Sawalha moved to London in the early 1990s he was a Hamas leader in the
West Bank. The indictment goes on to cite several cases in which Sawalha
allegedly conspired with others to support Hamas terrorist operations.

For example, while in London Sawalha met with Mohammad Salah
(one of the defendants) and Mohammad Jarad, who were passing through
London en route to Israel. According to the indictment, Sawalha provided
the two men with instructions on “Hamas-related activities they were to
carry out while in Israel, the West Bank, and the Gaza Strip.” The indict-
ment further describes how, in August 1992, Sawalha met with Marzook
and Salah to discuss the need to “revitalize Hamas terrorist operations in
the West Bank.” At that meeting Sawalha suggested specific Hamas mem-
bers in the West Bank on whom Salah and Jarad might rely to help energize
Hamas’ terrorist activities. Less than six months later, in January 1993,
Sawalha and Salah met yet again in London. At this meeting Sawalha spe-
cifically directed Salah to “provide money to various Hamas members in
the West Bank and Gaza Strip.”53

Ahmad Mohammad Abdallah al-Sharuf

In another case, Hamas operatives made use of a Palestinian furniture store
owner’s frequent travels between Bethlehem and the northern Israeli-Arab
town of Um el-Fahm to raise funds for Hamas among Israeli-Arabs—and
transfer those funds back to the West Bank. According to a 1998 intelli-
gence report produced by the Bethlehem Directorate of the Palestinian
Preventive Security Headquarters, based on “information passed on to us
from one of [our] sources in the Hamas movement,” Hamas activists affili-
ated with charitable front organizations in the West Bank and Israel used
the al-Nubani furniture store to further Hamas fundraising efforts. The
storeowner was Ahmad Mohammad Abdallah al-Sharuf, a Hamas activist
and assistant director of the Bethlehem Orphan Care Society, identified by
Israeli and Palestinian authorities as a Hamas front organization. Al-Sharuf ’s
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frequent travels into Israel on behalf of his furniture business provided
cover for regular meetings in Um el-Fahm with al-Haj Abd al-Latif, a leader
of the Islamic Movement in Israel and head of the Orphan and Prisoner As-
sociation. (The northern wing of the Islamic Movement, headquartered in
Um el-Fahm, is closely tied to Hamas. In fact, Israeli authorities shut the Or-
phan and Prisoner Association in 1996 for serving as a Hamas front.) After
these meetings, according to the report, al-Sharuf would take money raised
by the Islamic Movement and turn it over to Hamas via his furniture sales-
man, who also happened to be the treasurer of the Bethlehem Orphan Care
Society. According to another Palestinian intelligence report dated July
1997, al-Sharuf “is politically oriented toward Hamas” and “all his children
belong to Hamas.”54

Mazen Sunuqrut

As noted above, Palestinian intelligence reports document their belief that
the Sunuqrut Global Group was “among the most important companies
the [Ramallah/al-Bireh zakat] Committee works with” to launder funds for
Hamas. But Mazen Sunuqrut, part owner of the company, did not only use
the family business to benefit Hamas, he also used personal bank accounts
in London for that purpose. According to a retired Israeli intelligence offi-
cial, Sunuqrut “was arrested in the early 1990s, during the first Intifada, and
in his interrogation confessed that he used his private bank accounts in the
UK to transfer money for Hamas. He gave many details about the finance
[sic] of Hamas at that time. Due to his cooperation in the interrogation 
he was not tried and was released.” In a similar case, an Israeli report on the
raid of the Holy Land Foundation Jerusalem office notes that money raised
in the United States “was transferred to the [recipient] zakat committee by
means of [Hamas activist] Salah Harzallah’s account in London.”55

Jamil and Salah Sarsour

Other Hamas supporters also used London as a transit point for Hamas
communications and funding. In 1990, Hamas operative Sheikh Moham-
mad Abu Tair moved to Great Britain. After a trip to the West Bank to visit
his family in 1994, Hamas supporter Jamil Sarsour—a co-owner in a fam-
ily furniture store in Milwaukee—was asked to take a package back to his
home in the United States and mail it from there to Abu Tair in Great Britain.
Asked why he was requested to do this, Sarsour replied, “I don’t know 
why, but when people ask for a favor, one should try to help them out.” In-
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deed, Hamas relies heavily on this sentiment in its efforts to draw logistical
support from everyday Palestinians and Hamas supporters alike.56

Israeli authorities later arrested both Jamil and his brother Salah Sar-
sour, for supporting Hamas. Salah Sarsour and Adel Awadallah were cell-
mates in an Israeli prison and became close friends. At the time, Adel and
his brother, Imad, headed the Qassam Brigades in the West Bank. Accord-
ing to Jamil Sarsour, “I had already declared that I have given [Hamas]
money in 1991. Adel Awadallah asked me to help out with money again,
and told me Israel and the Palestinian authorities were after him. I passed
money over to Adel Awadallah several times, and my brother sent money
to him through me several times too.” The Sarsour brothers passed the
Awadallah brothers $2,000 to $3,000 at a time drawn on their furniture
store’s business account because “we didn’t want to use personal checks
from either of one of us so that the government shouldn’t trace the checks
back to us personally. We did it this way so we could take checks abroad and
send money to Adel Awadallah.”57

As detailed in Chapter 4, the role of the Hamas dawa in the group’s ter-
ror attacks was especially evident in the string of suicide bus bombing at-
tacks in February and March 1996. In the wake of this series of attacks, Is-
raeli authorities identified specific Hamas logistical support networks that
facilitated the attacks. Prime Minister Shimon Peres told the Israeli Knes-
set: “Hamas has established charitable organizations in order to camouflage
its true nature. These charitable organizations raise funds abroad, suppos-
edly to aid orphans, but in fact they use the contributions to purchase ex-
plosives.” Indeed, these charities—and the funds they raise—also recruit,
employ, and hide Hamas militants and provide essential administrative
support to terrorist cells.58
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4

the logistics of terror: 

tactical uses of the dawa

In addition to financing Hamas attacks, dawa activists frequently play es-
sential tactical roles in Hamas terrorism. Among their tactical functions are
collecting pre-operational intelligence on potential targets, leading suicide
bombers to target sites, and bolstering the cover identity of suicide bombers
en route to attacks. Following a Hamas suicide bombing at Jerusalem’s Ma-
hane Yehuda outdoor market in July 1997, the Israeli Shin Bet (Israel Secu-
rity Agency) wrote an intelligence estimate on the types of preventive mis-
sions the agency should conduct “for the purpose of preventing and foiling
a bombing attack.” The report found that time and again investigations into
Hamas “military infrastructures” revealed that military cells “were aided and
prepared for their missions by the [logistical] infrastructures.”1

Starting from the beginning of 1996, Hamas infrastructures in Jerusa-
lem and Judea [the southern West Bank] were exposed which were
involved in a number of far reaching plots. The infrastructures were in-
volved over the years with the setting up of a wide logistical network
which produced explosive materials, located suicide bombers, pre-
pared safe houses, rented and bought vehicles, helped transfer wanted
suspects, and purchased electrical, electronic, and chemical equipment
for the purpose of preparing an explosive device. The infrastructure
included Hamas operatives from all levels of operations that are known
to us inside the Hamas organization, starting with individual opera-
tives from the mosque and dawa levels and up to the core of wanted
suspects, each of whom was essential in the military operations that led
to the bombing attack.2
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The report concluded, “there exists an essential need to strike/foil the
human infrastructure of Hamas in the area in all its echelons and opera-
tional levels” (emphasis in original). Though frequently misrepresented as
Hamas’ “civilian” wing, to distinguish from its explicitly military cells, the
Hamas dawa serves as the ideal logistical and support infrastructure for a
terrorist network. By its very nature the dawa operates overtly, offering an
extensive and entrenched network of charities, social service organizations,
mosques—and employees, members, donors, and service recipients—avail-
able to facilitate Hamas activities. Many dawa employees and beneficiaries
enthusiastically support Hamas terrorist operations; others do so unwit-
tingly or as a quid pro quo for charity or social services. Either way, as noted
in a report on suicide bombings in the Economist,“because [terrorist groups]
are corporate enterprises, disrupting or preventing attacks is not just a
question of catching the bomber: there are also recruiters, trainers, recon-
naissance agents, bomb-makers and safe houses.” In this chapter, we bor-
row the magazine’s corporate metaphor and examine how the dawa fulfills
many of the logistical, human resource, and infrastructural needs of the
group’s primary terrorist mission. We conclude with a case study of the West
Bank al-Tadhoman Charitable Association, a model of how a Hamas social
services organization serves an integral tactical component of the group’s
military mission.3

HUMAN RESOURCES

The network of charitable organizations affiliated with Hamas fulfills three
primary human resource functions critical to its military success: recruit-
ing, employing, and providing a cover of legitimacy for terrorists. To fully
appreciate how effective Hamas’ network of charitable organizations is at
fulfilling these functions we must first understand just how extensive this
network is. While the network has grown significantly since then, a non-
comprehensive list of Hamas organizations presented by a Hamas official
in 1993 marks a useful starting point. Speaking at a meeting of Hamas lead-
ers from North America held in Philadelphia, Hamas operative Muin
Shabib, visiting from the West Bank, offered a presentation on “the situa-
tion in Palestine” and the status of “Islamic works” tied to Hamas. Accord-
ing to the FBI transcript of his lecture, Shabib described the institutions
tied to Hamas as falling under the following classifications: educational
(schools, universities), social and charitable (refugees, orphans, relief), cul-
tural, health institutions (clinics, medical centers), public syndicates, tech-
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nical institutions, sports clubs, media, religious institutions, and women’s
institutions.4

Shabib then proceeded to list specific institutions tied to Hamas, which
he described as “our institutions.”5

In the Gaza Strip:

1. The Islamic University
2. The Islamic Complex
3. The Islamic Association
4. Al-Salah Association
5. The Young Woman Association
6. Al-Wafa Association for the Elderly
7. The Orphans Center
8. Some al-Zakah [zakat] committees
9. Some general service committees that received new licenses, such as

the organization of the Truth and the Law

In the West Bank:

1. Al-Zakah Committee (Shabib did not specify which zakat committee,
but he did add that “it has investments and other activities. In reality,
we, the Islamists, do have much presence in this committee.”)

2. Al-Tadhoman Al-Eslami Committee
3. Al-Tadoman Charitable Association
4. Al-Zakah Committee in Jenin (which “established a hospital” and is

“controlled by the Islamists”)
5. Al-Aqsa Institutions (which “should have a big role and we can benefit

from controlling these institutions”)
6. The Association of Islamic Studies and Cultures in Jerusalem
7. Al-Zakah Committee in Ramallah (where “we have [additional] active

institutions”)6

Shabib also cited the Ramallah Islamic syndicate and the Islamic Youth As-
sociation as Hamas institutions, adding that employees of Hamas-run or-
ganizations such as these have been arrested or deported for getting “mixed
up” in Hamas “organizational work.” In the discussion that followed Shabib’s
lecture, the al-Islah charity, student unions (described as “completely con-
trolled by us”), and commerce syndicates were also mentioned as Hamas or-
ganizations. Taken together, Shabib’s rundown of “our” organizations and
the list of typical syndicates and unions run by Hamas provide a clear pic-
ture of the pervasiveness of Hamas institutions that are available to facili-
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tate the group’s recruitment of future members and its provision of em-
ployment and cover for existing ones.7

Recruitment

The charity committees, mosque classes, student unions, sport clubs, sum-
mer camps, and other organizations run by Hamas are places where re-
cruiters (usually themselves dawa activists) recruit Palestinian youth into
Hamas—whether into other dawa positions, or for suicide and other ter-
ror attacks. As a senior U.S. State Department official noted, funding any
part of Hamas enhances the group’s credibility and provides it “the oppor-
tunity to recruit people through its charitable activities.”8

In their analysis of interviews with jailed terrorists, including Hamas
members and others, academics Jerrold Post, Ehud Sprinzak, and Laurita
Denny found that the “pre-recruitment” social environment for members
of Islamist groups like Hamas “was dominated by the mosque, religious or-
ganizations and religious instruction.” According to their report, “For the
Islamist groups, almost 50 percent cite the mosque, Moslem Brotherhood
or other religious influence as central. Another 20 percent cite their expe-
rience at the university or other professional school as of primary impor-
tance.” Moreover,“the recruitment process is predominantly a casual or in-
formal process among both secular and Islamist groups,” to the extent that
“over half the members of each group type knew their recruiter prior to re-
cruitment.” In the words of one Islamist interviewed for the above study:

My initial political awareness came during the prayers at the mosque.
That’s where I was also asked to join religious classes. In the context of
these studies, the sheik used to inject some historical background in
which he would tell us how we were effectively evicted from Palestine.
The sheik also used to explain to us the significance of the fact that
there was an IDF military outpost in the heart of the camp. He com-
pared it to a cancer in the human body, which was threatening its very
existence. At the age of 16 I developed an interest in religion. I was ex-
posed to the Moslem Brotherhood and I began to pray in a mosque
and to study Islam. The Koran and my religious studies were the tools
that shaped my political consciousness. The mosque and the religious
clerics in my village provided the focal point of my social life.9

The above confession could have been uttered by any number of Hamas
militants. Hamas bomb maker and head of the Jenin charity committee
Ahmed Saltana acknowledged recruiting young men into Hamas while they
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were working for the charity committee. Saltana is a prime example of the
dual social activist/militant operative common in Hamas. He was impris-
oned between 1993 and 1995 “for his activities in the Izzedine al-Qassam
Battalions, Hamas’ terrorist-operational wing” and was a contact person
for Hamas financiers in Saudi Arabia. Like Saltana, Nasser Khaled Ibrahim
Jarrar, a founder of the Jenin charity in charge of its orphans department,
also split his time between social activism, terrorist recruitment, and fund-
raising. According to Israeli intelligence, Jarrar “was active in recruiting ter-
rorist-operatives and in locating and dispatching suicide bombers, and
planned a series of deadly attacks against Israeli targets.” On top of his
other activities, Jarrar also traveled abroad on behalf of the charity com-
mittee to raise funds for Hamas.10

The soccer team of the Hamas-affiliated Jihad mosque in Hebron was
another breeding ground for militants. From its athletic ranks came several
Hamas terrorists, responsible for a string of attacks conducted over the first
six months of 2003. Five of these were suicide bombings executed by team
members. (The team shirt featured a picture of a hand holding an axe with
an inscription reading, “Prepare for the enemy and to fight the occupa-
tion.”) Another sports club is infamous for producing six different suicide
bombers. To facilitate such recruitment opportunities Hamas sponsors not
only individual teams but soccer tournaments as well. Under the heading
of “various activities of Hamas in the area,” a 1999 Palestinian security sur-
veillance report noted, “a soccer [tournament] was organized in the Beit
Sahour region by the Islamic Revival club.”11

Palestinian security officials have long observed the Hamas trend of dawa
installations serving as recruitment centers. In Gaza, the Dab al-Rakmah
school is located in a large building that doubles as a cultural center. But the
school is widely known to be tied to Hamas, which uses the building as a
place to spot new recruits.12 Fares Sarfandi, a Hamas operative recruited by
Qassam Brigades commander Imad Awadallah, acknowledged participating
in dawa activities through the al-Ayn mosque even as he engaged in paral-
lel terrorist operations. Additionally, Sarfandi noted he “was charged with
finding suitable Hamas candidates from among the mosque activists.”13

The PA’s General Nizar Ammar explains how Hamas spots potential
recruits at local mosques:

Hamas members are there and notice him looking anxious, worried,
and depressed and that he’s coming every day. It’s a small society here—
people tend to know each other. They will ask about him, discover his
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situation. Gradually they will begin to recruit him. They talk to him
about the afterlife and tell him that paradise awaits him if he dies in the
jihad. They explain to him that if he volunteers for a suicide bombing,
his family name will be held in the highest respect. He’ll be remem-
bered as a shadhid (martyr, hero). He’ll become a martyr and Hamas
will give his family about $5,000, wheat flour, sugar, other staples, and
clothing. The most important thing is that the family’s status will be
raised significantly—they too will be treated as heroes. The condition
for all this: he is not allowed to tell anyone.14

Hamas spotters also recruit new members on university campuses. In
a statement to Israeli police in January 1993, Qassam Brigades member
Salah Arouri noted that he, like many others, was first recruited into Hamas
at Hebron University. Arouri recounted for Israeli police his [first] meeting
with recruiter Muin (Muayn) Shabib in 1991: “Muayn told me that there
was authorization for military activity and gave me a code word for an
anonymous person that would come to him which was ‘Abu Hani sends
you his regards and wants to make a license.’” When the unnamed man ar-
rived in July or August 1991, Arouri continued, he made contact at the uni-
versity. “He came to the University in Hebron and gave me the code word,”
Arouri recalled, and then assigned Arouri “to recruit a squad in Hebron
and to obtain weapons.”15

Arouri’s experience at Hebron University is hardly surprising; the uni-
versity faculty contains several Hamas activists. Since June 1999 Sheikh
Azzam Naman Abd al-Rahman Salhoub has been the head of the Islamic
Law department there. In 2002, Salhoub was arrested by Israeli authorities
for Hamas activity, including holding regular meetings with other Hamas
operatives like Sheikh Yunes al-Assa al-Ubeidi, a senior Hamas leader in
Bethlehem.16

Employment

Hamas terrorist operatives frequently hold day jobs within the dawa system.
In addition to providing a salary, these jobs offer militants both legitimate
standing as employees of charitable and humanitarian organizations, as
well as cover for activities related to plotting and carrying out terror at-
tacks. An Israeli analysis concluded that one of the ways Hamas dawa insti-
tutions serve as the group’s terrorist support apparatus is “by creating jobs
and employment opportunities for them (and sometimes also for their
family members) in many ‘charitable societies’ and other institutions which
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comprise its civilian infrastructure.” In so doing, the group provides the
operatives an apparently legal cover. In one example cited by Israeli intelli-
gence officials, Hamas operatives were listed as employees of a tailor shop
that paid them regular salaries although they never showed up to work.
Further investigation revealed that Hamas, not the tailor shop, paid the sal-
aries. In another instance, documents seized from the offices of the Islamic
Relief Agency (IRA) in raids conducted in July and November 1995 re-
vealed that the salaries of ten West Bank Hamas military activists were
being paid through the charity. The placement of such battle-hardened op-
eratives in key dawa positions also streamlined the organization’s ability to
skim and launder funds from charities and social service organizations to
military operations. Operating under the cover of legitimate employment
is critical for terrorist operatives engaged in covert activity. For example, in
Nablus a homeowner rented an apartment to someone he was told was a
schoolteacher. In fact, the schoolteacher proved to be a Hamas fugitive bomb
maker who used the apartment as a safe house and bomb production lab.
The pretense only became clear after the apartment was wrecked and the
tenant killed when the explosives he was handling detonated prematurely.17

The importance of such cover was underscored in a 2002 ruling handed
down by an American court that found Iran responsible for a 1996 Hamas
suicide bus bombing that killed American citizen Ira Weinstein. The court
determined that Iranian money “supported Hamas terrorist activities by,
for example, bringing Hamas into contact with potential terrorist recruits
and by providing legitimate front activities behind which Hamas could
hide its terrorist activities.”18

Indeed, intelligence agencies have identified many current and former
members of the Qassam Brigades—active militants who have participated
in suicide bombing and other attacks—who hide in plain view by melting
into the community through employment in Hamas dawa organizations,
including local zakat committees. For example, Nur al-Din Kamal Asad
Tahaina, the computer specialist for the Jenin charity committee, was ar-
rested in 1994 for aiding a Hamas suicide bomber who carried out an attack
in the northern Israeli town of Afula. Fadel Mohammad Salah Hamadan, a
member of the Ramallah charity committee, was “directly connected with
the planning of suicide attacks and the spiritual preparation of suicides (in-
cluding the Mahane Yehuda attack in July 1997).” Under interrogation, de-
tained Hamas activists have identified many other Hamas members em-
ployed by charitable organizations tied to Hamas in the West Bank and
Gaza. One particularly fruitful interrogation was of Mahmud Rumahi, who
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listed eleven Hamas activists employed by a single charity. According to
Rumahi, Hamas activists were also employed by social service organiza-
tions that benefited from these charities. Among these were Ziyad al-Ghani,
the supervisor of the Tiba hospital in Jenin; Dr. Idris Abu Samaha, the super-
visor of the Tulkarm hospital; and Hafiz al-Sadr, the supervisor of the Red
Cross Station in Nablus. Rumahi added that the Hamas chief for the Ra-
mallah region, Ahmad Mustafa, also worked for an unnamed charitable or-
ganization there. Eventually, Rumahi conceded: “There is a medical center
in Ramallah that belongs to the charitable organization [tied to Hamas]. I
am the medical director at that center.”19

While employed by the Ramallah clinic, Rumahi oversaw the Hamas
military spending for the area, including providing three operatives $10,000
a month “for the funding of their activities, as well as to the arrested Hamas
militants to pay their lawyers. The families of the arrested men received
about 300– 400 [Israeli] shekel each month.” A significant amount of the
funding at his disposal came from Hamas members in the United States
who deposited money in a First Wisconsin Bank account Rumahi opened
while visiting Chicago in 1992. “Through this account Abu Ahmed [Mo-
hammad Salah] transferred me money,” Rumahi said, “and I withdrew it
through money exchange offices in Ramallah until the day I have been ar-
rested. I withdrew through them about $100,000, and I gave the money,
cash, to the militants.”20

Sheikh Hassan Yusef, a Hamas spokesman in Ramallah and a promi-
nent figure in the group’s public political and social welfare activities, pro-
vides another case study of the same phenomenon. Rumahi noted that
Yusef played an active role in restructuring the leadership of the Hamas
military wing in late 1992, even assuming the position of Rumahi’s deputy
after the previous deputy, Mazin Haga, was arrested. Khaled Mishal had
also identified Yusef as one of the “next generation” of Hamas leaders. Ac-
cording to Hamas activist Akram Harubi, in his day job Yusef served as the
representative of the central region of the West Bank to the Hamas public
relations and media committee.21

Dawa-affiliated offices abroad also employ seasoned Hamas activists in
leadership positions:

• The U.S. Treasury Department noted that Mahmoud Amru, the direc-
tor of the al-Aqsa International Foundation’s Germany offices, “is an
active figure in Hamas.”

• Abdelhaleem al-Ashqar of the defunct U.S.-based Hamas front al-Aqsa
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Educational Fund (AAEF) was so senior a Hamas official that he “sent
a representative from the United States to Israel” in April 1991 “to obtain
detailed reports on Hamas activities in [Mahmud] Rumahi’s region.”

• Haitham Maghawri, the HLFRD’s executive director, admitted to U.S.
immigration officials that he had been arrested in Lebanon several times,
once for placing a car bomb.

• Muin Kamel Mohammad Shabib, a participant at the 1993 Hamas plan-
ning meeting in Philadelphia, was identified by one of the Izz al-Din al-
Qassam operatives he recruited as “being involved in the Hamas ter-
rorist apparatus.”22

Prior to his assignment to the Hamas dawa fundraising effort, Shabib was
in charge of the Hamas central sector (Ramallah-Jerusalem), where he re-
cruited leaders for Hamas terrorist cells. According to FBI agents who inter-
viewed Shabib in Falls Church, Virginia, on March 16, 1994, “Shabib ad-
vised that he supports Hamas both financially and politically but does not
support the violence associated with Hamas.” Shabib also conceded know-
ing Hamas co-founder Sheikh Jamil Hamami, who was then traveling across
the United States raising funds for Hamas. According to the FBI report,
“Shabib advised that he has had no contact with Hamami since he has been
here. (Note: WFO [Washington Field Office] knows this to be untrue.)”23

And Shabib is no exception: Hamas social welfare activists running the
group’s local charity organizations in the West Bank and Gaza are fre-
quently current or former members of Hamas terror cells. Consider the fol-
lowing examples cited by the FBI:24

• Fadel Mohammad Salah Hamadan, a member of the Ramallah charity
committee, was “directly connected with the planning of suicide attacks
and the spiritual preparation of those about to commit suicide attacks,
including the Mahane Yehuda attack in July 1997.”

• Ahmed Salim Ahmed Saltana, head of the Jenin charity committee, was
involved in transferring bomb-making materials for the preparation of
explosives in 1992 and participated in a car bombing in 1993.

• Khalil Ali Rashad Dar Rashad, an associated member of the Orphan
Care Society in Bethlehem, was known to provide shelter and assis-
tance to Hamas fugitives, including Hamas bomb maker Muhi al-Din
al-Sharif and Hassan Salameh, the commander behind the string of
suicide bus bombings in February and March 1996.

• Nur al-Din Kamal Asad Tahaina was in charge of the Jenin charity com-
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mittee computer. Tahaina was imprisoned from July 1994 to December
1994 for “‘aiding’ one of the suicide bombers in the 1994 terrorist at-
tack against an Israeli bus in Afula” and again from January 1995 to Jan-
uary 1996 “for conducting Hamas activities.”

• Nasser Khaled Ibrahim Jarrar, another member of the Jenin charity
committee, was detained for three months in April 1994 “for recruiting
young men to the Hamas terrorist wing” and again in January 1998 “for
his connection to one of the suicide bombers in the 1994 terrorist at-
tack against an Israeli bus in Afula, as well as his assistance to other
Hamas operatives.”

• Abd al-Jaber Mohammad Ahmed Jarar, also a member of the Jenin zakat
committee, was arrested in May 1993 “for transferring weapons to
Hamas recruits who subsequently conducted terrorist attacks.”

• Fawaz Hamdan, active in both the Jenin zakat committee and the
Hamas-funded al-Ghazi Hospital there,“was imprisoned for his activi-
ties in connection with Hamas, which included aiding fugitives and
funding weapons purchases.”

• Adnan Abd al-Hafez Musbah Maswada, directorate co-chairman of the
Islamic Charity Association (a.k.a. The Islamic Charitable Society in
Hebron), was detained for several months in 1989 and again in 1994
“for Hamas activity.”According to the Government of Israel,“Maswada
is a member of Hamas headquarters in Hebron and is connected to
Hamas terrorist activities against settlers.” Maswada was therefore in-
cluded among the Hamas and Islamic Jihad leaders Israel deported to
Lebanon in 1992.

Beyond the members of the Qassam Brigades embedded within the
dawa, Hamas charities also provide the group’s terror cells a ready pool of
Palestinians unaffiliated with the Qassam Brigades but prepared to serve
logistical and operational functions such as leading suicide bombers to
their targets. Hamas operatives told one such group of logistical volunteers
supporting militant cells in Bethlehem, Hebron, and Ramallah to “wel-
come the suicide bomber, outfit him and direct him to his target.” Jamil
Sarsour, the Hamas activist from Milwaukee, not only provided Hamas with
tens of thousands of dollars, he also volunteered to help facilitate the escape
of Adel Awadallah, a Hamas terrorist commander and fugitive wanted for
his role in Hamas suicide bombings. Before flying to Israel, Sarsour report-
edly swallowed a note—presumably from Hamas activists in the United
States—instructing Awadallah on how to obtain a passport to evade Israeli
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authorities and flee the country. Sarsour also purchased four wigs for Awadal-
lah in Milwaukee, brought them to the West Bank, and, in a typical example
of how Hamas uses its dawa members to support the Qassam Brigades, had
them delivered to Awadallah by the mother of another Hamas activist.25

Hamas’ use of the dawa infrastructure to recruit militants has been es-
pecially troubling to the secular Palestinian Authority, which—as its name
suggests—is the ostensible authority over Palestinian society. When Hamas
social services organizations take care of people the PA government cannot,
or will not, the Authority has been weakened in the eyes of its constituents.
When Hamas has used its charitable network to further its terrorist mission,
the reputation of the PA is severely damaged. For this reason, Palestinian in-
telligence agencies have quite rigorously investigated the existence of Hamas
military agents embedded within so-called charitable organizations.

Consider, for example, Palestinian intelligence reporting on the Or-
phan Care Society. In April 2002, Israeli forces seized a Palestinian intelli-
gence report on Hamas institutions in the Bethlehem area. The document
noted that the Orphan Care Society in Bethlehem tended to the needs of
both average orphans and the children of Hamas “martyrs” and prisoners.
According to the document, the institution’s governing board “is com-
posed entirely of Hamas activists in Bethlehem, prominent among whom
is Dr. Ghassan Issa Mahmoud Harmas, considered to be the Hamas politi-
cal leader in Bethlehem.” As of January 2005, the association was still being
directed by senior Hamas leaders—namely, Harmas (also known as Abu
Tayib) and his deputy (and chairman of the association’s board of gover-
nors) Hajj Ahmed al-Sharouf. Harmas was included among the 415 Hamas
and Islamic Jihad members deported across the border to Marj al-Zhour,
Lebanon, in December 1992 and was briefly arrested again in 2002. Hajj al-
Sharouf is the father of two known Hamas operatives.26

Because of the Orphan Care Society’s central role in Hamas activities,
Palestinian Intelligence made it a focus of their intelligence collection ef-
forts. Palestinian Intelligence services ran sources within the Orphan Care
Society who reported that Hamas activists employed there raised funds
from various charities and foundations. One Palestinian intelligence re-
port, written by the Political Security Department of the Preventive Secu-
rity Service in Bethlehem, identified ten Hamas members affiliated with
the Society. The report notes that the Society’s objective is “to care for or-
phans and the children of Hamas members who are imprisoned and Sha-
heeds (martyrs).” In 2004, the Orphan Care Society completed construction
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of the Omar bin Khutab building, a nine-story structure described as an
“orphan’s village” intended to house 1,000 orphans, a Hamas school, clinic,
kindergarten, as well as libraries and more.27

Palestinian security also highlighted the strong Hamas affiliation of the
administrative officers at the Orphan Care Society. A Preventive Security
Service report lists the names of the Society’s members who both work
there and have “administrative authority.” Of the eleven officers, ten are
listed as Hamas operatives. The Society’s objective, according to the Pales-
tinian report, is “to care for the orphans and the children of Hamas mem-
bers who are imprisoned and martyrs.” Stacking the Society’s leadership
with Hamas operatives enables the purported charity to easily launder
funds. Thus, in a classic money-laundering maneuver, the report noted
that “the Society does not have a specific bank account number. A thor-
ough investigation revealed that some of the Society’s employees have ac-
counts at various banks in the district.” The result is that funds donated to
the Society—such as $38,435 raised in the United States and donated to the
Society by the Holy Land Foundation between January 1997 and Septem-
ber 2000—could end up funding military or any other Hamas activity just
as easily as it could fund the care of the children of killed or imprisoned
Hamas operatives.28

Palestinian intelligence reported similar concerns about the Beit Fajar
Charitable Society, also in the Bethlehem area. The head of the charity is
Dr. Issa Thawabtah, a senior Hamas activist arrested first by Palestinian and
later by Israeli authorities. Dr. Thawabtah previously served as the head of
another Hamas front, the al-Islah Charitable Society, but left in February
2001 and was replaced at al-Islah by Sheikh Anwar Zaboun, another Hamas
activist from the neighboring town of Beit Sahour. Palestinian security
officials assessed that “an office of the Beit Fajar Charitable Society in Beth-
lehem was opened as a result of intense pressure exerted by Dr. Issa Tha-
wabtah and because Dr. Issa Thawabtah plays a central role in bringing [in]
support funds to Hamas institutions in Bethlehem.”29

Palestinian authorities had no doubt about the Hamas connections of
either the Orphan Care Society or the Beit Fajar Charitable Society. Pales-
tinian intelligence officers documented a disagreement between Harmas
and Thawabtah over the allocation of Hamas funds in the Bethlehem area,
and over who should be the point of contact with foreign charities. Ac-
cording to a Palestinian intelligence report, Harmas argued that decisions
about how to spend funds received from foreign charities (most of which
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are tied to Hamas) “is exclusively the business of the Hamas directorate in
Bethlehem,” which Harmas heads. Responding to Thawabtah’s complaint
that his charity received less than its share of funding, Harmas asserted, “I
distribute the money as I see fit.”30

Hamas-run charities were a matter of concern to Palestinian intelli-
gence not only in the Bethlehem area but throughout the West Bank and
Gaza Strip. In Ramallah, Palestinian intelligence was especially interested
in the Charity and Contribution Committee of Ramallah-al-Bireh and the
Surrounding Area (Lajnat al-Zakat wal-Sadaqaat Ramallah wal-Bireh wal-
Liwaa), more commonly known as the Ramallah-al-Bireh zakat commit-
tee. Though nominally headed by Dr. Abd al-Qadir Abu Awad, a respected
physician, the Palestinian General Intelligence noted in a report that the
charity “supports the families of imprisoned and deported individuals”
and that the “higher echelons of this society and others like it belong to
Hamas, and some of them are movement [Hamas] activists.” Thus, the
committee’s expense report for November and December 2000 reveals that
among the families who benefited from the committee’s financial aid were
several senior Hamas operatives, including Abd al-Aziz Arouri, Rafat Mo-
hammad Awad, Mundhir Abd al-Jabbar, Murad Sakhafi, and Amad Atshan.
The expense report includes entries such as 10,000 Israeli shekels in “aid for
a shaheed [martyr] family in Jericho”; 2,927 shekels to rent temporary office
space for Beit al-Mal, the Hamas-run bank banned by Israel and the United
States; “aid to wounded/Ibrahim Muteir”; and “aid to family of shaheed/
Najwa al-Anati.”31

While the Ramallah-al-Bireh committee was ostensibly headed by re-
spectable figures, another Palestinian intelligence report listed its active
members (including the charity’s administrative director and accountant)
and concluded that “all the aforementioned are considered Hamas activists
and we have files on them.”After listing some of the charity’s investments and
programs, the report noted, “the committee is run by Hamas in a sophisti-
cated manner. Its main activity is transferring funds from the ‘outside’ [funds
raised abroad] into Hamas’s coffers [in the West Bank].” Yet another Pales-
tinian intelligence report features a table listing seven committee activists,
including the committee’s chairman. Under the column for “affiliation,” all
seven are listed as Hamas members, and three are marked as having been
arrested at one time or another by Palestinian security. In fact, the report
notes that after one Hamas-affiliated committee member,Mahmoud al-Rahmi,
was arrested by Israel, and after other steps were taken against committee
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activists, its activities on behalf of Hamas decreased. “Our investigation of
the Committee,” the Palestinian intelligence report concluded, “made it
clear that it was transferring funds from abroad to Hamas.” These conclu-
sions were apparently based on documents seized in their own raids, since
the reports added,“We paid a surprise visit to the Ramallah office and con-
fiscated a number of documents.”32

Meanwhile, similar Palestinian investigations were under way in He-
bron where Palestinian authorities found that senior Hamas activists ran
the Islamic Charitable Society there. Adil Numan Salm al-Junaydi was the
head of the society until his arrest for Hamas activity in December 2004.
According to the Palestinian news agency Wafa, al-Junaydi was arrested
along with six others in a sweep of fifteen houses in the Hebron area. Ju-
naydi was among the senior Hamas and Islamic Jihad leaders deported to
Lebanon in 1992. He served as the assistant administrative director for
another Hamas charity, the al-Islah Charitable Society, before joining the
Islamic Charitable Society in Hebron. Another former head of the society,
Abd al-Khaliq al-Natsheh, was also arrested for his Hamas activities. Al-
Natsheh was also among the 1992 deportees, and was imprisoned twice for
terrorist activities, once in 1996 and again in 1998. After his release from an
Israeli prison in 1998, al-Natsheh accepted an offer from Hamas political
leader Khaled Mishal to assume the position of Hamas spokesman in Heb-
ron. In this capacity, al-Natsheh would later confess, he referred several
Hamas members interested in carrying out attacks to leaders of Hamas ter-
ror cells within the Qassam Brigades. Al-Natsheh oversaw an extensive ter-
rorist infrastructure in Hebron that was responsible for many terrorist at-
tacks carried out within Israel. These include the April 27, 2002, attack
targeting Israelis in the community of Adora, which resulted in four deaths,
including the death of a five-year-old girl, as well as the attack at Karmey
Tzur on June 8, 2002, in which two were killed and five wounded.33

In 2002, Israeli authorities raided al-Natsheh’s office at the society and
found a letter from Hamas activists abroad that revealed in the clearest of
terms how critical the dawa infrastructure is to Hamas terrorist activity.
“The Intifada,” the letter stated, “needs both wings, the popular one which
supports it and the military which promotes the Intifada and the spirit of
resistance.” To facilitate continued “resistance” operations, the letter opined
that the group needed an “organizational network which would cover all
fields of necessary activity when needed, such as commerce, schools,
mosques, neighborhood affairs, societies and universities, etc.”34
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Disguise

Hamas relies on the seeming legitimacy of its dawa network to deflect in-
vestigations of Hamas front organizations as “witch hunts” or efforts to sub-
jugate Palestinian society. The organization actively campaigns for grass-
roots support on the platform of its overt social welfare programs, while at
the same time soliciting backing for its less benevolent activities. In Janu-
ary 2005, Mohammad al-Masri, a Hamas candidate in municipal elections
in the northern Gaza town of Beit Hanun, anticipated that Hamas’ strong
record in the field of dawa activities would lead to electoral success: “Every-
body knows Hamas as a resistance group but Hamas is much more than
that. We have a reputation as professionals in the social field, providing
health and education services as well as welfare support.” If the group’s suc-
cess in these municipal elections is any indicator, al-Masri is right. A Pales-
tinian Authority intelligence report notes that Palestinians appeared quite
eager to support a known Hamas charity in Bethlehem—despite its widely
know ties to Hamas terror—“because of the humanitarian slogans it both
utters and applies.”35

Indeed, it is this professional reputation—and the cover of apparent
legitimacy such a reputation provides—that has enabled Hamas institu-
tions to receive funding and support from a variety of unwitting sources.
For example, until Israeli authorities brought the issue to their attention in
January 2001, Citibank in New York maintained an affiliation with Beit al-
Mal, a bank described by the U.S. government as having “extensive ties to
Hamas.” Israel shut down the bank’s operations there in 1998 and arrested
several of the bank’s officials, including the president of its board of direc-
tors, Mazen Sunuqrut, and Sulayman Aghbariyah, an Israeli-Arab who
would be indicted a few years later on charges of financing Hamas. Ac-
cording to the U.S. Treasury Department, which designated both Beit al-
Mal and the affiliated al-Aqsa Bank as terrorist entities in December 2001,
“the majority of [Beit al-Mal’s] founders, shareholders, and employees are
associated with Hamas. Persons identified with Hamas hold a majority of
the company’s stock, and it has invested in projects in Gaza and the West
Bank that are owned or managed by Hamas activists.” Moreover, “Beit al-
Mal transfers money to and raises funds for associations that the Palestin-
ian Authority itself has identified as belonging to Hamas, and to known
Hamas activists and convicts who are members of Hamas.” In a letter to the
Treasury Department, Citibank’s parent company, Citigroup, stressed that
it had been unaware of these banks’ terrorist ties. “Let me be clear,” wrote a
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managing director of Citigroup, “Citibank would never knowingly do
business with a terrorist organization.”36

In another case, several Hamas institutions in the Palestinian territo-
ries received donations from the United Nations Development Programme
(UNDP). In at least one instance, UNDP continued to fund the Jenin and
Tulkarm charity committees—both of which are intimately tied to Hamas—
for four months after Israeli authorities raised the issue with U.N. officials.
The veil of legitimacy the Hamas dawa draws over the rest of the group’s
activities is so thick that Peter Hansen, the former head of the United Na-
tions Relief Works Agency (UNRWA)—the U.N. agency created to address
the needs of Palestinian refugees after 1948—openly conceded that Hamas
members were likely employed by UNRWA. “Oh I am sure that there are
Hamas members on the UNRWA payroll and I don’t see that as a crime,”
Hansen told the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation in October 2004,
adding,“Hamas as a political organization does not mean that every mem-
ber is a militant and we do not do political vetting and exclude people from
one persuasion as against another.” But in recent years there have been nu-
merous cases of Palestinian terrorists employed by the UNRWA or using
UNRWA facilities, equipment, and vehicles to carry out terror attacks. Be-
tween 2000 and 2004 thirteen Palestinians employed by the UNRWA were
arrested for alleged involvement in terror activities on behalf of a variety of
terrorist groups, including Hamas.37

In one example, Nahed Rashid Ahmed Attalah, director of food sup-
plies for Gaza Strip refugees in the UNRWA office there, used United Na-
tions vehicles and his U.N. free travel permit (laissez-passer) to aid the ter-
rorist activities of the Popular Resistance Committees (PRC) in Gaza, a
motley crew of radicals from a variety of groups, including Hamas. In-
dicted in September 2002, Attalah admitted to using his U.N. vehicle on
multiple occasions that summer to transport arms, explosives, and armed
PRC activists to carry out terrorist attacks. Attalah also confessed to using
his U.N. laissez-passer to travel to Egypt, Lebanon, and Syria, where he
contacted members of the Popular Front for the Liberation of Palestine
(PFLP) “in order to obtain money for transferring arms to the Gaza Strip
as assistance for the PRC.”38

PHYSICAL AND ADMINISTRATIVE RESOURCES

In addition to helping Hamas recruit, employ, and disguise militants, the
dawa also functions as the physical and administrative backbone of the or-
ganization’s terrorist operations. Hassan Salameh, the Hamas military com-
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mander behind the string of suicide bus bombings in early 1996, openly ac-
knowledged the support he received from Hamas facilitators,“from contacts
to recruiting, to locating the places and all these matters.”After sneaking into
Israel from Gaza, Hamas dawa facilitators ferried Salameh across Israel’s
midsection into the West Bank, avoiding Israeli checkpoints as they traveled
from town to town in the West Bank before arriving in Jerusalem. Accord-
ing to Salameh, Hamas operatives provided him with safe houses, scouts to
identify targets, and recruiters to find the individual suicide bombers. These
operatives were drawn from dawa activists at West Bank colleges and voca-
tional schools. The safe houses where he was sheltered included private homes
and, in at least one case, a Ramallah mosque, where Salameh met a poten-
tial suicide bomber for the recruit’s final vetting and assignment. Hamas
logistical operatives drove Majdi Abu Warda, one of the suicide bombers,
to a Jerusalem safe house where others shaved his beard and dressed him to
look like an Israeli. The following morning, Abu Warda boarded the num-
ber 18 bus on Jerusalem’s Jaffa Road and detonated his explosive vest,
killing twenty civilians (including three Americans) and wounding ten.39

Among Salameh’s logistical supporters was Muayyad Mahmud Salah
al-Din, a dawa operative active in the Hamas-dominated student council at
Bir Zeit University. According to an article in the Hamas publication Filis-
teen al-Muslima, at the time of the 1996 attacks, Salah al-Din had “joined
the student [council]’s activity in order to prepare the hearts and minds 
[of the students] to adhere to the right form of Islam.” On November 8,
2001, Salah al-Din carried out a suicide bombing of his own in an attack
near the Israeli-Arab villages of Baqa al-Gharbiya and Baqa al-Sharqiya.40

In another case, Jamal Abd al-Shamal Abu Hija, a senior terrorist op-
erative in the Jenin area, simultaneously served as a supervisor for a center
for Koran memorization and as a member of the Jenin charity committee.
According to Israeli authorities, Abu Hija “was in charge of groups respon-
sible for sending terrorists into Israel to perpetrate suicide bombing at-
tacks.” Another member of the Jenin charity committee, Ibrahim Hassan
Ali Jaber, was also involved in “planning attacks, transporting explosive de-
vices, giving military training and possessing weapons.”41

An entire logistics cell such as this was wrapped up in one night on No-
vember 30, 2003. That night, Israeli forces detained several logistical sup-
port activists “involved in assisting the senior wanted terrorists” from the
Ramallah sector. During the same security operation, Israeli forces arrested
or killed several Hamas terrorism commanders, uncovered explosives labs,
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and seized suicide bombing belts and other explosives (including bombs
concealed in basketballs).42

These cases are not aberrations; crossover between the social, political,
and military wings is common. In fact, Hamas leaders have openly called
for “civilian” (i.e., dawa) support for Hamas terrorists wanted by authori-
ties. In August 2003, Hamas leader Abdel Aziz al-Rantissi urged average
Palestinians to help Hamas fugitives, writing that “protecting the fighters
and to offer them support is part of our religion, is part of the holy war.”43

Hamas uses its civilian infrastructure as meeting places; it hides fugi-
tives in the homes of its dawa activists and supporters, and has buried
caches of arms and explosives under its own kindergarten playgrounds. In
one such case, referenced by the State Department in its annual report on
international terrorism for the year 2000, Palestinian security forces ar-
rested members of a Hamas cell from the Israeli-Arab town of Taibeh in the
nearby West Bank village of Kalil near Nablus. Under interrogation, the ar-
rested Hamas operatives informed that the explosives they intended to use
in a series of bombing attacks were cached in a Hamas kindergarten in
Gaza. Palestinian security chief Jibril Rajoub recounted that “one of the
men we arrested in Nablus confessed that they have explosives hidden in a
kindergarten in Shati [refugee] camp in Gaza. We found in that hideout 32
kilos of explosives in the kindergarten yesterday. It belongs to Hamas.”44

Hamas actively solicits the assistance of “civilian” Hamas supporters to
provide logistical support or even facilitate its terror attacks, especially
those who can make use of their places of employment to serve the needs
of the Qassam Brigades. For example, a Hamas cell led by Sheikh Ibrahim
Hamad smuggled contraband weapons in the garbage truck that one of its
cell members, Majdi Na’asan, drove for a living. The cell later plotted to
kidnap Israeli soldiers on patrol in the Ramallah area by staging an accident
with the garbage truck, hiding up to three soldiers in the garbage truck, and
decapitating any additional soldiers that would not fit in the truck. (In an
archetypal example of the crossover between dawa and terrorist activity,
Hamad is a close associate of Jamal al-Tawil, the Hamas operative and al-
Islah head in Ramallah profiled in Chapter 2.) Another Hamas military cell
caught in February 2005 was found to be using the West Bank welding shop
owned by one of its members, Atzam Shafik al-Kader Samar, as a weapons
laboratory where the cell manufactured explosives and homemade Qassam
rockets. The cell, led by Yihiya Sayid Mussa Zivad, a senior Hamas military
commander in the northern West Bank area, was believed to be directly
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funded by Hamas leaders abroad. It planned to fire Qassam rockets at Is-
raeli communities from positions within the West Bank.45

Sometimes, the support provided by Hamas dawa operatives is as simple
as printing or photocopying Hamas material. Taher Abd al-Aziz Dandis, a
member of the Islamic Charity Society in Hebron and a Hamas activist, al-
lowed the printing office he owned to be used to print Hamas material. In
1989, Hamas operatives in Gaza found themselves in need of a place to
safely photocopy Hamas pamphlets (containing claims of responsibility
for attacks, political messages, and other propaganda). The Gaza cell com-
mander ended up photocopying the materials himself “in the library on
Omar al-Muranawi Street beside the court house of appeals through a fel-
low named Nazim who works as a caretaker there as a cover for his Hamas
activity.” Hamas so valued its access to the library, and the services Nazim
was able to provide, that it worked to solidify the position of their Hamas
agent. “We helped him buy books for four hundred Dinars” for the library
and “bought a photocopying machine for 4,000 [Israeli] Shekels and saw to
it that it was taken to the library.”46

Indeed, libraries—along with hospitals and mosques—tied to Hamas
have proven to be particularly useful physical resources supporting the
group’s terrorist activities.

Libraries

Islamist libraries in Arab villages routinely sell videocassettes of radical ser-
mons featuring anti-Semitic themes and explicitly calling for terrorist ac-
tions against Israel. Recognizing the utility of libraries for logistical support,
propaganda, and radicalization efforts, the Tulkarm charity committee high-
lighted “support for the construction of public libraries and mosques”
among a list of programs for which it sought financial support from the
Union of Good, an umbrella organization for groups raising funds for
Hamas abroad. In fact, Hamas has funded several library projects in the
West Bank. These include the al-Anwar al-Ibrahimi Library in Hebron (de-
scribed by the FBI as “controlled by Hamas” and funded by the Holy Land
Foundation, a Hamas front organization shut down in December 2001),
and the Orphan Care Society’s library in Bethlehem (supervised by Walid
al-Bastanji, described by Palestinian Preventive Security as “a close associate”
of Ghassan Harmas, the head of the society and a senior Hamas activist).
The Ramallah-al-Bireh charity committee funded another library at the
Grand Mosque in al-Bireh, described by Israel as “a center for Hamas ac-
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tivity,” while the Islamic Center in the Jenin refugee camp, tied to Palestin-
ian Islamic Jihad, also ran a public library funded in part by Hamas.47

Hospitals

Among the most prized physical assets of the Hamas dawa are hospitals.
These public institutions are used by Hamas to build grassroots support,
procure chemicals used in the production of explosives, and facilitate attacks.
In the early 1990s the head of Hamas’ Jenin charity committee, Sheikh Ziad
Zakarna, approached Israeli authorities for a permit to build a hospital in
Jenin specializing in optometry. He said a Palestinian expatriate living in
Saudi Arabia was prepared to donate the land for the hospital, and that
other foreign donations were available for its construction. Israeli officials
were wary of the request, however, on two counts. First, the general hospi-
tal already functioning in Jenin at the time was both underutilized and
under-equipped. Why invest in a new, specialized hospital when the exist-
ing one was in need of funds and had open beds? Second, Hamas had re-
cently built a large social service center in Jenin, which included a mosque,
library, and medical clinic complete with an X-ray machine. Several people
affiliated with the new center had already been arrested by Israeli police for
questioning about their affiliation with Hamas, and Israeli investigations
into people affiliated with the proposed eye hospital revealed still more ties
to Hamas.48

Over the next decade, Israeli suspicions about Hamas’ use of hospitals
in Jenin and elsewhere would prove well founded. In June 2002, Israeli au-
thorities arrested Mustafa Amjad, a doctor at the al-Razi Hospital in Jenin.
Amjad had been recruited by Hamas and told to exploit his freedom of
movement as a medical professional to help smuggle Hamas suicide bombers
into Israel from the Jenin area. Like the eye hospital proposed a decade ear-
lier, the al-Razi Hospital is affiliated with the Jenin charity committee, a
Hamas charity. After his arrest, Amjad confessed to helping Hamas terror-
ists enter Israel while delivering medicines. According to information cited
by the FBI, another hospital, the Dar al-Salam Hospital, “was founded in
1995 with Hamas funds and protection. The building is located on the land
of a Hamas-associated family by the name of Al-Bata from Khan Yunis.”49

According to FBI records, between January 1997 and September 2000
Dar al-Salam Hospital received $317,222 in funding from the Holy Land
Foundation. Dr. Mufid Mahlalati, director of the Dar al-Salam Hospital,
who also ran a health center in Gaza, was identified by Israeli authorities as
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a Hamas activist, and was closely tied to the Holy Land Foundation. Simi-
larly, Israeli authorities identified Dr. Hafez Abd al-Nabi Salah Nahsha, the
director of the al-Ahli Hospital, as a Hamas activist with ties to the Holy
Land Foundation’s Jerusalem office.50

In addition to hospitals, ambulances are also frequently used by Hamas
operatives for meetings, and to transport terror-related matériel and people.
For example, Nasser Nazal, a senior Hamas operative in Qalqilya, took ad-
vantage of the fact that his brother, Nidal, enjoyed “freedom of passage”
rights as a Palestinian Red Crescent ambulance driver. Nidal transferred
weapons and messages in his ambulance from one Hamas cell to another
across the West Bank. In another case, Hamas commanders Khaled Abu
Hamed and Said Kutab recruited Rashed Tarek al-Nimr, a chemist employed
at hospitals in Nablus and Bethlehem, to procure chemicals for Hamas
bomb making. Nimr first met these and other wanted Hamas men while
they were hiding out inside hospitals where Nimr worked. Over a period of
months, Nimr provided Hamed with six containers of hydrogen peroxide,
a precursor ingredient used in the production of the TATP explosive fa-
vored by Hamas. In at least one instance, Hamed solicited Nimr’s help with
the promise that “there would be a large explosion in Israel in the near fu-
ture.” Nimr agreed to help find a safe place to store the chemicals, and of-
fered to covertly transfer them to Hamas in a Palestinian ambulance. In their
last request, made just days before his arrest in November 2003, Nimr’s
handlers tasked him with procuring nitrous acid and hydrogen sulfide,
chemicals used to make nitroglycerine explosives.51

Mosques

According to Palestinian scholar Ziad Abu-Amr, Hamas’ use of mosques
was honed during the first Intifada when “Hamas used the mosque as a
platform and turned it from a place of worship into a center of learning,
and later on a place for political organization.” In general, Abu-Amr notes,
“the mosque has been one of the most effective means of expanding Is-
lamic influence. Unlike other institutions, the mosque remains open all the
time. Being a sanctuary, the mosque could be used as a place for political
work and organization, away from the eyes of interference of the Israeli au-
thorities. Religious functions and activities are not subject to the same re-
strictions to which nationalist or political activities are subjected.” Pales-
tinian intelligence officials have highlighted the fact that mosques (as well
as universities, student organizations, and other parts of the Hamas dawa)
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serve as a prime recruitment environment.According to Israeli officials, Pales-
tinian intelligence efforts targeted such venues in “a consecutive, clinging,
and documented intelligence follow-up of the activities of a big portion of
these institutions.”52

Operational meetings are frequently held in mosques run by Hamas
members or sympathizers. For example, a Palestinian intelligence surveil-
lance team reported in 1999 that Hamas activists in the Bethlehem area
regularly met at the mosque after prayers. Israeli authorities have high-
lighted the al-Ein mosque in al-Bireh (in the West Bank, near Ramallah) as a
location “exploited by Hamas operatives as a place to hold meetings to coor-
dinate military activities.” Israel has also identified two of the al-Ein mosques’
preachers, Bassem Nihad Ibrahim Jarrar and Fadel Mohammad Salah Hama-
dan, as “senior Hamas members, well known in the region of Ramallah.” In
another case, Mohammad Salah—the Hamas leader from Chicago—met
Qassam Brigades recruits at several mosques, including the al-Bireh mosque
and the al-Nasser mosque. According to Qassam activist Salah Arouri, “I
received 96,000 American dollars from Abu Ahmad [Mohammad Salah]
which he gave me personally in the Abd al-Nasser mosque in al-Bireh. He
told me that the money was meant for our weapons procurement activity.”
As highlighted in the case of the Park Hotel suicide bombing, mosques run
by Hamas also serve as preferred locations for “dead letter boxes” (DLBs),
an espionage term referring to physical locations where matériel is trans-
ferred without direct contact between two parties. For Hamas, DLBs en-
sure secure communication between cells. Locating their DLBs in mosques
provides Hamas operatives with a drop site that is as easy for them to ac-
cess as it is difficult for Palestinian or Israeli authorities.53

Some Hamas institutions are co-located in mosques affiliated with the
group. For example, the headquarters of the Orphan Care Society in Beth-
lehem is located at the Salah al-Din mosque. Even while under Palestinian
intelligence surveillance and outlawed by Israeli authorities for its ties to
Hamas, the society utilized the mosque as a center of Hamas activity.54

Mosques associated with Hamas also serve as safe houses and meeting
places for Hamas fugitives. For example, Arouri recounted hiding Qassam
activists Bashir Hamad, Talal Salah, and Imad Aqel in the al-Hares mosque
in Hebron in 1991 after three other members of their cell were captured.
Mohammad Salah then personally ferried two of these fugitives to Ramal-
lah. From there they were smuggled into Gaza by hiding behind stacks of
toilet paper in the back of a delivery truck. In a typical example of how
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Hamas terrorists use the dawa, Salah later informed Arouri that the two
fugitives left for Egypt using false identification they procured from “a man
by the name of Salah from Gaza who studied in a nursing institute in Ra-
mallah and forged the I.D. cards of the fugitives.”55

Hamas often issues declarations and instructions to followers over
mosque loudspeakers; within a week of the publication of the Hamas char-
ter in August 1988 copies were posted in mosques throughout the West
Bank and Gaza. In fact, while the Palestinian Authority officially controls
and oversees all Palestinian mosques through the Ministry of Religious En-
dowments (which pays the salaries of most preachers), in reality it has en-
gaged in almost no supervision whatsoever. Imams (preachers) associated
with Hamas are relatively free to allow their mosques to be used as meeting
places and dead drops by Hamas operatives, to use religious classes as re-
cruiting pools at which new recruits are first spotted, and to deliver radical
sermons extolling the virtues of suicide bombers and portraying all Israelis
and Jews as mortal enemies.56

Khaled Tafesh Duweib, for example, a senior Hamas activist in Bethle-
hem and close associate of Ghassan Harmas, the head of the Orphan Care
Society, served as the imam of the Omar mosque. Duweib regularly preached
the virtues of terrorism from his pulpit, including a sermon on November
3, 2000, praising a car bombing in a Jerusalem market that killed two
people and wounded eleven the previous day.57

CASE STUDY: AL-TADHOMAN CHARITABLE ASSOCIATION

The al-Tadhoman Charitable Society is a model of how Hamas operatives
are positioned within the organization’s social-welfare institutions. Founded
by the Muslim Brotherhood in the 1950s, the al-Tadhoman operates in very
close cooperation with two other Hamas charities in the area, the Nablus
charity committee and the Jenin charity committee. Sheikh Hamid Bitawi,
a senior Hamas official, serves simultaneously as the head of the al-Tadhoman
Charitable Society and the vice chairman of the Nablus charity committee,
and the two charities’ boards of directors share many members. In a sign of
his radical Islamist worldview, Bitawi told a crowd of 10,000 Hamas sup-
porters following a suicide bombing at a Tel Aviv café in March 1997, “I
have good news. There is a suicide bombing in Tel Aviv.” He continued,
“This is the only language the occupiers understand, the language of mar-
tyrdom.” Bitawi is also the chairman of the Palestinian Association of
Islamic Scholars, which includes many Hamas members and issued a reli-
gious edict (fatwa) praising suicide attacks as “actions [that] are an exalted
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expression of jihad for the sake of Allah and are not to be considered
suicide.”58

Because of al-Tadhoman’s role as a key Hamas front organization, the
Palestinian Authority closed its main offices, its sports club, and its medi-
cal clinic in December 2001. In September 2002, the chief of Palestinian
Preventive Security in Gaza, Rashid Abu Shabak, referred a report to the
political security department and the office of Yasser Arafat regarding funds
collected for the Palestinian people in Bosnia. A $50,000 donation was ap-
parently supposed to go to the PA but had instead been sent to the Islamic
al-Tadhoman Charitable Society. “It should be noted,” the report stresses,
“that this is contrary to what was agreed upon by the [Palestinian] embassy
[in Sarajevo].” The embassy’s assumption that the donation would go to
the PA was suspect at the outset, however, since the office of the Grand
Mufti of Bosnia-Herzegovina coordinated the donation through the office
of Sheikh Ikrima Sabri, the Mufti of Palestine and a known Hamas sup-
porter, in conjunction with Sheikh Hamid Bitawi.59

The Society’s close ties to Hamas are corroborated not only by Muin
Shabib’s statement to Hamas members in the United States but by other
sources as well. For example, an Israeli analysis of al-Tadhoman’s board of
directors revealed that all the members were Hamas activists. Dr. Abd al-
Rahim Radi al-Hanbali, chairman of the Nablus charity committee and a
member of the al-Tadhoman board, is described by Israel as “a senior po-
litical Hamas activist” whose son, Mohammad al-Hanbali, was “one of the
heads of Hamas’ terrorist-operational infrastructure in Nablus.” Another
board member, Haj Adli Rafat Salih Yaish, was deported to Lebanon along
with other Hamas officials in 1992; as treasurer of the Nablus charity com-
mittee he had been involved in Hamas money transfers. Dr. Muawiyah Rizq
al-Masri was a prominent advocate for supporting families of martyrs and
“at the end of 2002 he waged a public struggle for the continuation of pay-
ments to such families.” Members of the al-Tadhoman board are involved
with related Hamas institutions too, including the al-Tadhoman medical
clinic, the al-Ansar sports club, and the Koran Memorization Committee,
among others. Israeli forces killed a former board member—Sheikh Jamal
Damouni—in a July 31, 2001, missile strike targeting the Palestinian Cen-
ter for Studies and Media (a Hamas center run by Jamal Mansour, a senior
Hamas leader also killed in the attack).60

Sheikh Hamid Bitawi is himself a telling example of the kind of Hamas
leadership embedded within the organization’s dawa infrastructure. The
head of the Association of Religious Clerics in Palestine (also known as the
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Council of Sages of Religion of Palestine, the Palestinian Islamic Scholars
Association, or the Palestine Association of Religious Scholars), Bitawi en-
joys a position of religious prestige and legal authority in the Palestinian
territories separate from that earned as the head of the al-Tadhoman Chari-
table Society. The Association of Religious Clerics was established by prom-
inent Hamas religious figures who saw the need for an organization that
would issue religious edicts in support of Hamas’ actions, thereby promot-
ing Hamas’ ideology of militancy and violence against Israel. Several mem-
bers of the association are also affiliated with al-Najah University, a Hamas
stronghold in Nablus. Several other members are officials of Hamas chari-
ties, including Ghassan Harmas, the chairman of the Orphan Care Society
in Bethlehem. Bitawi is also a preacher at the famous al-Aqsa mosque in Je-
rusalem and has held prominent judicial positions such as head of the ap-
pellate courts in Nablus and head of the Religious Judicial Council in the
West Bank.61

Bitawi’s institutional authority gives currency to his radical ideas and
broadens the Palestinian audience exposed to his message. On more than
one occasion, he has voiced his support for jihad and martyrdom—even
explaining in one interview why it is religiously permissible for children to
take part in jihad and martyrdom missions. In another interview, Bitawi re-
ferred to suicide bombers as “angels sent from heaven.” He frequently em-
ploys religious textual interpretation and edicts to support militancy. In the
wake of the death of Hamas bomb maker Muhi al-Din al-Sharif, Bitawi
told a crowd of Hamas supporters that “religious rulings dictate that the
Palestinian people must conduct acts of Jihad to rock the enemy. We call on
the Islamic movement [Hamas] to take its revenge for its martyr.” Similarly,
at a rally following the Israeli assassination of Sheikh Ahmed Yassin, Bitawi
criticized Palestinian officials who urged restraint and “peaceful Intifada,”
saying, “We want to ask those officials in the Palestinian Authority who
speak of a peaceful Intifada: will this Intifada liberate our homeland, oust
the occupiers and free our detainees?”62

Neither the al-Tadhoman Charitable Society nor Sheikh Bitawi is an
exceptional case. An FBI analysis of organizations that received funds from
the Holy Land Foundation revealed that a large number of Palestinian chari-
ties and service organizations are “controlled by Hamas.” Specifically, FBI
investigation determined that the following organizations and individuals,
employed by or affiliated with these organizations, are tied to Hamas. Each
of these organizations received funds from the Holy Land Foundation:63
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• Islamic Charity Association (a.k.a. Islamic Charitable Society in Hebron):
Mohammad Ayad Mohammad Missaq; Abdallah Najar; Hashem abd
al-Nabi Natshe; Adnan Abd al-Hafez Musbah Maswada; Izzam Naa-
man Abd al-Rahman Salhab; Hathem Mahmud Hassan Shahada; Taher
Abd al-Aziz Dandis.64

• Hebron Library Project (“presumed to be the al-Anwar al-Ibrahimi
Library”)

• Charity Committee in Ramallah (a.k.a. Ramallah Zakat Committee): Aqel
Suliman Mohammad Rabia (a.k.a. Aqal Sulayman Mohammad Ra-
biyah); Amar Mohammad Ahmed Hamadan; Ibrahim Said Hassan
Abu Salem; Fadel Mohammad Salah Hamadan; Mahmud Ahmed Abd
al-Rahman Ramhi; Nabil Abd al-Hadi Mustafa Mansur

• Jenin Zakat Committee: Ahmed Salim Ahmed Saltana; Ibrahim Hassan
Ali Jaber; Nur al-Din Kamal Asad Tahaina; Nasser Khaled Ibrahim Jar-
rar; Abd al-Jaber Mohammad Ahmed Jarar; Fawaz Hamdan; Professor
Khalid Said (a.k.a. Abu Hammam);

• Al-Razi Hospital (tied to the Jenin Zakat Committee)
• Nablus Zakat Committee: Abd al-Rahim Taha Hanbali; Hamid Sulay-

man Jaber Bitawi65

• Tulkarm Zakat Committee: Hammad Mohammed Hamed Qa’adan;
Ibrahim Mohammad Salim Salim Nir Al-Shams; Riad Abd al-Latif Abd
Al-Karim al-Ras; Husni Hassan Hussein Hawaja; Bilal Hamis Yusef
Abu Safira

• Orphan Care Society, Bethlehem: Nasri Musa Issa Abada; Ghassan Mo-
hammad Harmas; Khalil Ali Rashad Dar Rashad

• Qalqiliyah Zakat Committee: Bilal Abd al-Rahim Mohammad Hanoun;
Riad Rashid Hamed Walwil; Ibrahim Zahran; Walid Abd al-Latif Suli-
man Abu Labadah

• Halhul Zakat Committee: Tawfiq Mohammad Ali Atrash; Ahmed Abd
al-Rahman Abdallah Jahshan; Ahmed Rashid Ahmed Abu Aroush

• Hebron Zakat Committee: Majed Musbah abd al-Fatah Naser al-Din;
Mohammad Najab Kamal Sadeq Jabari

• Dar el-Salam Hospital: Mufid Mohammad Mahmud Mukhalilati; Naji
Mohammad Said Bata; Salah Mohammad Said Bata

• Islamic Aid Committee (a.k.a. Islamic Relief Agency), Nazareth, Israel

As part of the Hamas dawa, each of the above organizations was made
available to Hamas militants—some of whom are listed above—for day
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jobs, shelter, funds, or logistical support. Moreover, they each contributed
to Hamas’ proactive campaign to radicalize Palestinian society, and espe-
cially Palestinian youth, to join Hamas or at least support its activities. It is
this radicalization function of the Hamas dawa that we explore in the next
chapter.
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5

teaching terror: how the dawa 

radicalizes palestinian society

THE GOAL OF RADICALIZATION

If Hamas has one supreme objective, it is to mutate the essentially ethno-
political Palestinian national struggle into a fundamentally religious con-
flict. Accomplishing this goal entails transforming Palestinian society—a
relatively secular culture, compared with other Muslim societies in the Arab
world—into a more religiously zealous and politically strident one. Such a
project of radicalization is the goal of all violent Islamist groups, from Abu
Musab al-Zarqawi’s al-Qaeda in Iraq (AQI) to Hezbollah in Lebanon. It is
also the fundamental aspiration of other Islamist groups that—unlike
Hamas—eschew violence in favor of primarily political means to realize
their Muslim utopias. The Islamic Action Front in Jordan, for example,
“seeks political power because it believes this will help it to achieve the
over-riding long-term goal of ‘Islamizing’ Jordanian society.”1

Unfortunately, Palestinians live in an environment that by its very
nature creates social preconditions that Hamas is able to use to its advan-
tage in its radicalization campaign. Hamas capitalizes on the suffering and
frustrations triggered by Israeli settlement and occupation policies. Israeli
settlements—especially those deep in the West Bank (and, until Israel’s
complete withdrawal in the summer of 2005, in the Gaza Strip)—have long
created real and perceived geographic and resource inequities. These, to-
gether with roadblocks, curfews, and other measures that are intended to
disrupt Palestinian terrorist operations but have the same effect on the every-
day lives of average Palestinians, are themselves a significant source of
Palestinian anger and radicalization.
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Several studies, however, highlight the importance of organized radi-
calization and recruitment (let alone training and the provision of funds and
weapons) in the formation of a terrorist—that is, someone who is not only
angry but willing to act on that anger in a violent manner. A Tel Aviv Uni-
versity study of Palestinian suicide bombers reveals the critical role played
by the dawa in pushing angry and frustrated Palestinians over the homicide-
suicide edge. While they acknowledge that no single psychological profile
describes the wide variety of Palestinian suicide bombers, researchers
Shaul Kimhe and Shmuel Even developed a series of prototypical cate-
gories that combine both clinical and social psychological causes. A telling
corollary to their primary findings, however, is that whatever the typology
of the potential terrorist—“religious fanatic,”“nationalist fanatic,”“avenger,”
or “exploited”—every type requires, according to the researchers, “a so-
cial environment that is supportive of such an attack; media that dissem-
inates the information among the supportive population; spiritual lead-
ership that encourages such attacks; and financial and social assistance for
families of suicide terrorists after their death.” Together, these conditions
create a “comprehensive social environment [that] may be referred to as
the ‘culture of suicide terrorists’ that has been created within Palestinian
society.”2

Again, social preconditions by themselves do not make a suicide
bomber. While poverty, humiliation, personal suffering, shame, or loss of a
loved one can all be powerful radicalizing factors, they almost always re-
quire an established terrorist organization to channel that anger and frus-
tration into a desire to kill and maim random civilians (as opposed, for ex-
ample, to a desire simply to kill oneself). In this book, we have so far
focused on Hamas’ use of ostensibly humanitarian social and religious or-
ganizations to launder its funds and enable its terrorist activity. Now we
turn to the advantage the dawa offers to a terrorist group that is actively
seeking to radicalize its society. Following our discussion of the manifold
goals of Hamas’ radicalization efforts, we examine some of the methods by
which this radicalization is undertaken. First, though, we look at the aims
of radicalization.

BUILDING GRASSROOTS SUPPORT FOR THE ISLAMIST AGENDA

Hamas charitable and humanitarian organizations not only fund the fami-
lies of Hamas suicide bombers, they finance important health, education,
and welfare projects. Projects like these play a critical role in building sym-
pathy and support for the group among the local population. Hamas
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humanitarian projects are usually couched in Islamist terms and are de-
signed to build grassroots support for its religious agenda. Consider, for
example, a letter sent by Hosni Hassan Khawajah, head of the Tulkarm
charity committee, to the International Relief Fund for the Afflicted and
Needy (IRFAN), a Canadian NGO identified by Canadian, American, and
Israeli authorities as a Hamas front. In it Khawajah expresses thanks for
IRFAN’s funding of eighty packages of food in December 2000 and char-
acterizes the gift in a radical Islamist context. Khawajah wrote: “We would
like to take this opportunity to note that your support will increase our
motivation and make us all the more determined to continue with our self-
sacrifices and daring, to become as mountains planted firmly in the earth
[standing] opposed to the abominable occupation, which seeks to uproot
us” from the Holy Land.3

U.S. officials investigating the Holy Land Foundation noted that Hamas’
“benevolent programs are used to enhance its image and earn goodwill in
the Palestinian community.” To that end, the Holy Land Foundation pro-
vided extensive funding to charity committees tied to Hamas. It is the as-
sessment of the FBI that “the civilian [Palestinian] population is aware that
the services being provided by the zakat committees, whether it is the dis-
tribution of food, medical services or other social services, are being pro-
vided by Hamas.” According to the Treasury Department, Sanabil, a since-
defunct Hamas front organization in Lebanon, increased its influence in
Palestinian refugee camps there by first providing basic necessities to needy
families and only later requiring these families to fill out application forms
noting whether they had ever worked with Hamas. Mousa Abu Marzook
himself noted, “If you went [to the West Bank and Gaza Strip] and asked
about Hamas’ people, you would find that they are widely trusted because
of the help they have given to the community. They are the people who
built the schools, the universities, the clinics.” That exact sentiment was
echoed by a Palestinian mother of ten, who told a reporter, “All we know is
they [Hamas] are the ones who bring us food.”4

RADICALIZING HARD-TO-REACH POPULATIONS

For a terrorist organization to have Hamas’ spectacular success and influ-
ence, it needs to convert to its cause not only disaffected young men, but
also children, women, and entire families. These groups are less likely to be
attracted by the charms of a street militia, but they are easily reached—and
radicalized—by the social services network. Arab citizens of Israel are also
a hard-to-reach population that is made more accessible through the dawa.
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Children

In the Islamist society idealized by Hamas, the martyr is the most revered
citizen; Palestinian children who are caught up in the Hamas dawa are
taught to recognize the supreme virtue of death-for-Allah. Once indoctri-
nated into this belief system, they are more easily exploited as grade-school
terrorists. To wit, an Israel Security Agency (ISA) report in 2004 identified
a 64 percent increase in the number of minors involved in terrorism com-
pared to 2003. Gaza psychologist Fadl Abu Hein has lamented, “Martyrdom
has become an ambition for our children. If they had a proper education in
a normal environment, they won’t have looked for a value in death.” Be-
cause they see Palestinian children as legitimate tools in their fight against
Israel, Hamas leaders openly discuss how children should be trained and
incorporated into the group. On May 26, 2002, Salah Shehadah, a founder
of the Hamas military wing, stated in an interview on the Islam Online
website that children should be properly trained prior to the execution of
terrorist attacks, and that they should be enlisted in a special branch of the
military arm of the organization.5

Hamas is so enamored of its early education radicalization program
that it actively seeks to promote the image that its cadre of adult operatives
is composed of members who have been committed to the cause from their
early development, inserting this theme into its propaganda even when it is
not accurate. For example, before Rim Salih al-Rayashi became the first fe-
male Hamas suicide bomber, blowing herself up at the Erez checkpoint in
January 2004, the mother of two children filmed a “living will,” in which
she claimed to have aspired to become a suicide bomber since the second
grade:

God, make me a martyr for your sake. [words indistinct] I have always
wished and went too far in wishing that my body would be shrapnel
that tear the sons of Zion and to knock the door of heaven with the
skulls of the sons of Zion. By God, if you break my bones and cut off
my body, you will not be able to change my faith or change my banner.
This is my conviction. I have always told myself: Be filled with every
possible grudge for the Jews, the enemies of your religion, and make
your blood a road leading to paradise. I began to try and do my utmost
since the second preparatory grade. I searched on a daily and continu-
ous basis in the hope of finding someone who would guide or help me
in anything. By God, my search continued for years, but I did not feel
bored even for one second or retreated in my mind.6
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An Israeli investigation revealed that Rayashi’s upbringing contained
no evidence of early radicalization, and that she had been coerced into car-
rying out the attack as a gesture of repentance for committing adultery
against her husband, a Hamas member. It is possible that Hamas officials
scripted and choreographed Rayashi’s videotaped statement in the hopes
of using her attack to radicalize other Palestinian children.7

Hamas also seeks to equate in the minds of Palestinian parents famil-
ial “nurturing” with nursing hatred. In an interview with National Geo-
graphic, Miriam Farhat, who was elected to Parliament on the Hamas slate
in January 2006, admitted that it was she who instilled in her son the desire
for martyrdom and “brought them [her sons] up to become martyrs, to be
martyrs for the name of Allah.” Her “martyred” son Muhammad’s old
bedroom was adorned with posters of martyred Palestinians and featured
a photo of Muhammad on the computer screensaver. Consider also the
words of a female adherent of radical London preacher Sheikh Omar Bakri
Mohammad, speaking to a group of Muslim women at a conference: “It’s
important that our children have a passion for jihad. Make sure that you
nurture your children. A Muslim woman will say to them (the children):
we don’t have friendship with the kufr [infidel]. We want to put fear into
the hearts of the enemy. We want to make sure that our children carry the
spirit of jihad in their hearts.”8

Such rhetoric is standard Hamas fare. In October 2003, Hamas military
commander Muhammad Zakarna employed it in recruiting a twelve-year-
old Palestinian boy to carry out a terrorist attack. The boy was ordered to
courier small arms to Hamas terrorists across the West Bank, to shoot at
Israelis traveling West Bank roads, and to carry out a “sacrificial terror
attack” (a “death by cop” or “sacrificial attack” scenario in which the per-
petrator does not kill himself but expects to be killed in the process) tar-
geting the West Bank settlement of Maale Adumim. In his statement to po-
lice, the radicalized child expressed no remorse: “I have no heart, like the
Jews have no heart,” adding, “I hate Jews, and at any opportunity I have I
will kill Jews. I am a shaheed (martyr).” At the child’s hearing, the judge
commented that “from everything taken together, there emerges a picture
that in the heart of a young child influenced by the adults around him
arouses a hatred that leads him to carry out actions that are among the
gravest in the law books.”9

Desensitizing youth to violence, indeed radicalizing them to glorify
and participate in it, is a central objective of the Hamas propaganda cam-
paign targeting Palestinian children. One example is the case of a Hamas
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member recruited as a street operative in his early teenage years. Arrested
years later, the then twenty-seven-year-old Hamas operative was asked to
describe how he felt when he was chosen as a suicide bomber. His answer
offers a glimpse at the despair that makes Palestinian children susceptible
to the consequences of Hamas’ religious radicalization program: “A tall,
impenetrable wall separates you from heaven or hell, Allah promised one
of the two to each of his creations. But this way, by pushing a button, you
can immediately open the gate to heaven. It’s the quickest way there.” His
account of Hamas preparation rituals for suicide bombers shows that the
group’s religious radicalization efforts continue up until the actual attack:

We were in a constant state of ritual. We told each other that if the Is-
raelis knew how happy we were they would whip us to death. These were
the happiest days of my life. The spiritual pulls us upwards, and the
material pulls us downward. Someone who is going to become holy is
immune to the pull of the material. We floated and swam in a feeling
that we were going to enter eternity. We had no doubt. We swore an
oath on the Koran, in the presence of Allah, that we would not hesitate.
This promise of jihad is called beit al-riduan, for the heaven that is re-
served for prophets and the sanctified. I know that there are other
means of jihad, but this way is sweet—the sweetest of all. Holy acts, if
done in the name of Allah, hurt less than a mosquito bite.10

Children are desirable operatives, according to the ISA report, because
“the innocent appearance of children and young people arouses less suspi-
cion and enables them to more easily blend in crowded places. Moreover,
children and teenagers are seen by the terrorist organizations as more easily
influenced and constitute an easier recruitment base for suicide attacks.”
Children who have grown up in the context of the Intifada, whose only
point of reference is living under Israeli military occupation and whose
lives are disrupted by intermittent closures, are even more susceptible to
negative influences than the average child. Because they arouse less suspi-
cion, terrorist organizations often use children’s schoolbags and toys to
conceal explosives. In April 2002, Israeli soldiers conducted a raid on three
explosives laboratories in the West Bank town of Qaliqilya. Among the ex-
plosives, suicide belts, hand grenades, and ammunition, the soldiers dis-
covered a child’s schoolbag containing explosive charges ready for use. In
another case, Hamas operatives ran an explosives factory near a school be-
cause they believed authorities would not suspect terrorists would operate
a dangerous explosives lab so close to a Palestinian school. According to the
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Shin Bet, “Salim Haja, a senior Hamas operative arrested in Operation De-
fensive Shield, admitted during questioning that he placed a bomb labora-
tory close to a school, and that the operatives in the laboratory were dis-
guised as pupils carrying schoolbags and books.”11

Women

The chilling words of Hamas’ first female suicide bomber also offer insight
into the increasing trend of using women as terrorists. Why would a young
Palestinian woman choose to become a suicide bomber? Loss of a spouse
or a child, whether in attacks against Israel or Israeli reprisals, can be a power-
ful motivating factor. But Palestinian psychologist Iyad al-Saraj also explains
that, as with Rayashi, death is often a route to redemption, a way to “wash
away the shame that has happened to you for your personal or family prob-
lems.” This theory also helps illuminate why Jala, a young woman from the
West Bank featured in the National Geographic documentary “Female Sui-
cide Bombers: Dying to Kill,” would attempt a suicide attack. Israeli forces
caught Jala before she could execute the assault and imprisoned her for sev-
eral months. Before she began training to be a suicide bomber, Jala had
been abused by her husband—a cousin her family forced her to marry when
she was only sixteen years old. She had also been beaten by one of her
brothers and sought to escape a painful and miserable life.12

Use of female activists in terrorist operations has obvious benefits from
Hamas’ perspective. The organization can exploit cultural and religious
conventions of modesty by using women to smuggle weapons, ammuni-
tion, and explosives under their clothing. According to Israeli intelligence,
Palestinian terrorist groups deployed fifty-nine female suicide bombers in
2003 and sixty-one more in 2004. A review of these attacks revealed that “in
each instance in which women were involved, the terrorists were aware of
their need for a disguise that would allow them to blend in on the Israeli
street. The terrorists tried to give themselves an overall Western appear-
ance, including by wearing non-traditional clothing such as short clothes,
pregnancy outfits and modern hairstyles.” In February 2005, Israeli soldiers
foiled an attempt by a woman to smuggle a hundred bullets hidden in an
apple crate across a checkpoint in southern Gaza. In April 2005, Israeli au-
thorities discovered that the sister of a Hamas gunman hid his gun in her
underpants during a search of his home. Lisa Ling, host of the National
Geographic documentary, interviewed families of female bombers in the
Palestinian, Chechen, and Sri Lankan conflicts. In an interview, Ling ex-
plained the advantage of females as suicide bombers: 13
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In the occupied territories [the West Bank and Gaza Strip], for ex-
ample, the Israelis have really put up some formidable barriers. They
check and scrutinize everyone who comes across the border. But women
[suicide bombers] are much less detectable. They are like stealth
bombers. [The Israelis] often don’t check them as thoroughly. One
point we’re trying to make is that you can’t rule anyone out these days.
The stereotype of the face of terror is negligible. The people we’re least
likely to suspect, the givers of life, might be people who are dying 
to kill.14

Ling interviewed a group of Palestinian teenage girls and found each one
insisting she was willing to be a martyr, if given the chance. Asked whether
she fears death, one girl responded, “No, it’s normal for us,” and explained
that seeing the death of fellow Palestinians is enough to drive them to do
“something, anything . . . even if it’s your soul.” Fatima, a twenty-year-old
chemistry student from Rafah, echoed this sentiment to Ling, explaining,
“I’m so angry that I’m willing to explode myself” after viewing houses and
buildings that were destroyed in her home town by Israeli forces. She high-
lights the importance of martyrdom in her life, remarking: “All my life I’ve
tried to reach my goal and become a martyr.”15

While the Hamas charter expressly supports the principle that a woman
or a slave “can go out to fight the enemy without her husband’s permis-
sion,” group leaders were publicly reticent about the idea of women serv-
ing as suicide bombers, insisting this was the purview of men alone. But as
part of the organizational recruitment for which Hamas is famous, leaders
like Sheikh Hassan Yusef and Sheikh Ahmed Yassin began issuing state-
ments that women may also be suicide bombers. Sheikh Yassin included a
caveat in his opinion, insisting that a female suicide bomber must still be
accompanied by a man if the operation were to last more than a day and a
night, while Sheikh Yusef insisted “it is Muslim women’s right to fight
against occupation and no fatwa [religious ruling] forbids them from join-
ing the struggle.” Sami Abu-Zuhry, a Hamas official in Gaza, was equally
blunt: “Women must decide for themselves what their priorities are, rais-
ing children for jihad or participating in acts of martyrdom.”16

Additional examples of operational support by female Hamas aides are
readily available. For example, Ahlam Tamimi, a Jordanian woman work-
ing as a journalist in Ramallah, confessed after her capture that she led a
Hamas suicide bomber to the Sbarro restaurant in Jerusalem on August 9,
2001. She also admitted to having previously “collected intelligence infor-
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mation concerning the attack site.” She noted that she carried a camera and
spoke English to the bomber, who carried a guitar case, in an effort to look
like tourists. On June 30, 2001, just weeks after being recruited into Hamas,
Tamimi played an even more direct role in a Hamas attack by personally
placing a bomb hidden in a beer bottle at a Jerusalem supermarket.17

Of course, not all female Palestinian suicide bombers belong to Hamas.
In a particularly chilling case, eighteen-year-old Ayat al-Akhras, a member
of the al-Aqsa Martyrs Brigades, entered a market in April 2002, skirted
past a security guard, and detonated a bomb strapped to her body—killing
the guard as well as a seventeen-year-old Israeli, Rachel Levy. In an inter-
view with Ayat’s parents, who had no idea that their daughter was plotting
the suicide attack, her father explained that it was surely the Israeli occu-
pation that drove Ayat to take her own life and the lives of innocent people,
and that “the Israelis make everyone go mad out of desperation.”18

Israeli Arabs

The radicalization efforts of the Hamas dawa are not limited to the West
Bank and Gaza; Dawa activists are equally active among the Israeli-Arab
population in Israel proper. Khaled Mishal himself dates the group’s focus
on Israeli-Arabs back to 1967, when Sheikh Yassin traveled to Israeli-Arab
communities “and a communication was established between the people in
Gaza and the West Bank and the people in the 1948 territories [i.e., Israel].”
Criminal investigations by Israeli police revealed that Hamas organizations
enjoyed greater success at penetrating Israeli-Arab society than authorities
had expected. An Israeli police anti-fraud unit discovered in 1996 that two
Israeli-Arab charitable and humanitarian organizations, in Nazareth and
East Jerusalem, were financing the families of Hamas suicide bombers with
funds received from abroad. The phenomenon was feared to have spread to
Israeli-Arab political bodies, including some local Israeli-Arab councils.
Indeed, in March of that year Israeli officials detained Dr. Sulayman Ahmad
Aghbariyah, the deputy mayor of Um el-Fahm (one of Israel’s largest Arab
towns) who also served as chairman of the Hamas-affiliated Islamic Salva-
tion Committee.19

Palestinian intelligence reports note with concern contacts between
Hamas leaders in the West Bank and leaders of the Islamic Movement in Is-
rael, particularly one of its leaders, then Um el-Fahm mayor Sheikh Raed
Salah. A captain in the Palestinian Preventive Security service reported to
his superior: “[My] sources have informed me that two Hamas members,
Ghassan Harmass and Khalded Tafesh Duweib, initiated contacts with Um
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el-Fahm mayor Sheikh Raed Salah. Their aim was to aid in the collection of
contributions from Um el-Fahm, Shefaram, Kfar Kara and Kafar Manda
[Israeli-Arab cities] for the Orphan Care Society in the city [of Bethle-
hem].” The captain added that the meeting had already resulted in a
fundraising event at the Great Mosque in Haifa where $24,500 was raised.20

UNDERMINING THE PALESTINIAN AUTHORITY

The Palestinian Authority under Fatah has not shared Hamas’ Islamist ori-
entation—and therefore must be supplanted for Hamas’ vision of Pales-
tinian society to be realized. The dawa is its most successful tool for under-
mining the PA. According to the State Department, “Hamas has used its
charities to strengthen its own standing among Palestinians at the expense
of the Palestinian Authority.” What the State Department may not have
known is how actively Iran was pushing Hamas to make use of this tactic.
A Palestinian report submitted to PA Chairman Yasser Arafat in June 2000
described a meeting in Damascus at which Iranian officials and Hamas
leaders agreed “to use the dawa in the battle for public opinion.” But it was
much earlier, during a 1993 Hamas meeting in Philadelphia, where Hamas
fundraisers decided that “most or almost all” funds collected from that point
on “should be directed to enhance the Islamic Resistance Movement [Hamas]
and to weaken the self-rule government [Palestinian Authority].”21

That mission statement is as valid today as it was then. A document
found in the offices of the Jenin charity committee in October 2003 reveals
that in January of that year about $3,700 in donations from the World As-
sembly of Muslim Youth (WAMY), a Saudi charity tied to Hamas, were
transferred to the Jenin charity committee for distribution to members of
the Jenin Workers’ Union. A couple of weeks later, the Jenin charity com-
mittee received another $10,000 for the union. According to an Israeli in-
telligence analysis of these documents, “The transfer of funds (from char-
ity contributions) to workers’ unions is a familiar ploy meant to strengthen
Hamas’ influence among them, and to extend its power base within Pales-
tinian society. The union in question is one of the strongest in Jenin and is
affiliated with Fatah [the traditional backbone of the PA, then headed by
Arafat].”22

Aware of such grassroots activities, Palestinian analysts readily concur
that Hamas has a “project to impose itself as an alternative to the Palestin-
ian Authority although it kept that approach hidden and undeclared.” In
time, however, Hamas supporters began to speak more openly about their
efforts to use their social welfare activities to politically undermine the PA.
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Nazir Madi, a high school teacher in southern Gaza and a Hamas sup-
porter, showed journalists the Microsoft Excel database she maintained re-
cording every time Hamas distributed flour, olive oil, or rice to a member
of her extended family. The family subsequently used the list to distribute
Hamas campaign literature in advance of elections in which Hamas fielded
candidates.23

Indeed, the PA itself grew concerned about Hamas’ successful pene-
tration of the PA Ministry of Education and the group’s radicalization of
Palestinian youth in PA schools. Terrorist groups have not only infiltrated
Palestinian ministries, they have co-opted Palestinian intelligence officers
and have obtained critical intelligence simply by bribing Palestinian offi-
cials. For the sum of $1,500 to $3,000, Hamas and Islamic Jihad obtained
intelligence from officers affiliated with the Palestinian General and Pre-
ventive Intelligence services, including advance warning of pending arrests.
According to an account by a woman who had been employed as a secre-
tary with one of the Palestinian security services, Hamas approached her in
person and on the phone and pressed her to provide the group critical in-
telligence. After the death of her husband, a Hamas activist, she started re-
ceiving phone calls:24

The telephone calls would always begin with a recitation from the Koran
and the callers always identified themselves as members of Hamas. I re-
ceived telephone calls several times per week. Each time I received a
telephone call, the voice was different but the questions were the same.
A man or woman would ask,“Where are our prisoners?” and would tell
me, “You should join us.” Often, they would say, “This is for our coun-
try,” and,“This is for our religion.” They would urge me to take revenge
for [her husband’s] death. Specifically, these telephone callers wanted
me to provide them with information about who came in and out of the
[Palestinian security service] office; the whereabouts of Hamas prison-
ers; and any files or documents that I could steal from the office.25

Another time, a man approached this woman at her office asking for
help and for information about detained Hamas members. Following her
continued refusals, Hamas officials harassed the woman and her family, in-
cluding assaulting her and physically intimidating her family. According to
a PA intelligence report, “the Hamas movement has begun to constitute a
real threat to the PA’s political vision, its interests, presence and influence.
The influence of the Hamas movement through its teachers in the [PA]
schools is absolutely clear.”26
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FOMENTING ANTI-CHRISTIAN SENTIMENT 

IN THE PALESTINIAN TERRITORIES

Because Hamas’ military actions and political rhetoric are focused on the
Jewish state and laced with anti-Semitism, its anti-Christian tendencies are
sometimes overlooked. But the Palestinian Christian community is as much
a target of Hamas’ efforts to Islamize society as is the Palestinian Muslim
community. In Bethlehem, where about a quarter of the local population
(some 40,000 people) is composed of Palestinian Christians, Hamas ac-
tively seeks to marginalize and intimidate the Christian population and
further radicalize the Muslim population. To this end, the Saudi World As-
sembly of Muslim Youth (WAMY) funded a Koranic memorization pro-
gram run by the Bethlehem branch of Hamas’ al-Islah Charitable Society.
In a letter asking that WAMY’s funding for this program continue, the 
al-Islah charity makes a point of noting that a considerable percentage of
Christians live in the area “with their customs and traditions, the exposure
to which has a significant influence on our society.” The charity asks for
continued funding for the program, which is intended to “correct” the be-
havior of Muslim youth “which is growing lax.”27

Arab Christians living in Bethlehem feel the ill effect of living among
an increasingly radicalized Muslim population. Bethlehem Christians ex-
perience a variety of intimidation tactics, including extortion by local offi-
cials and unwarranted arrests of businessmen to coerce bribes. For example,
several years ago a Christian family alleged that their commercial property
was stolen by a Muslim family that had moved to the area from Hebron.
The family filed a claim for the return of their property through the Pales-
tinian judicial system and received a favorable ruling. The local police chose
not to enforce the ruling, and the Muslim family from Hebron eventually
took “legal” possession of the property.28

PURCHASING GOODWILL TOWARD HAMAS 

BY PROMOTING FINANCIAL DEPENDENCY

Those who benefit from Hamas’ largesse support the organization and, fre-
quently, actively facilitate the group’s attacks. In the words of an Israeli de-
fense official,“In the territories, there are no free lunches: those who receive
help from the Islamic associations pay with support for Hamas.” Indeed,
Mohammad Anati, the head of the Holy Land Foundation office near Je-
rusalem, acknowledged to criminal investigators that providing services
promotes Hamas interests and earns the support of those who benefit from
Hamas aid.29
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According to Subject [Anati], while working for the HLF, he also pro-
moted Hamas interests secretly. For example, when he helped build an
Islamic clinic in a certain area, everyone around knew that it was the
Hamas organization behind the clinic; when food was distributed dur-
ing holidays, the population knew that the Hamas was behind this, too,
since both the HLF and Hamas are Islamic organizations.30

The al-Tadhoman Charitable Society and the Nablus charity commit-
tee highlight Hamas’ ability to institutionalize grassroots dependency on
the organization’s institutions. Not only do these two institutions receive
funds from abroad—including the $147,148 the Holy Land Foundation
provided the Nablus charity committee between January 1997 and Sep-
tember 2000—they also run profitable businesses. The charities provide
jobs through businesses which they own or in which they are partners, in-
cluding the Yasfa dairy company owned by the Nablus charity committee
and the Nablus Mall in which al-Tadhoman is a part owner. They also run
several social service branches, including a medical clinic at the al-Rawdah
mosque, the al-Tadhoman school, an orphanage, a kindergarten, the al-
Ansar sports club, and a club for adults that functions as a community cen-
ter and a home for the elderly.31

The dawa network of charities, services, and employers combines to cre-
ate a “closed economy” open only to the Hamas activists who are part of this
community. An Israeli analysis walks through this Hamas micro-economy:

For example, a worker who received his salary from the Yasfa dairy
company (which belongs to the charity committee) does his shopping
at the Nablus Mall (which belongs to the dawa). His children go to 
the kindergarten or school belonging to the Islamic Riyadh al-Salihin
[“kindergartens of the righteous”] network and when he needs a doc-
tor he is treated free of charge at al-Tadhoman clinic, which was also
built by the charity committee.32

Other Hamas charities own similar businesses and operate similarly
insular Hamas support systems. The Islamic Charitable Society in Hebron,
for example, not only runs orphanages, schools, Koran memorization cen-
ters, and other typical dawa services, it also owns real estate in Hebron and
runs a dairy farm. Hamas also owns a honey bee farm in Tulkarm, a com-
pany that operates heavy equipment used in quarries in Jenin, as well as
other West Bank businesses, including textile workshops, bakeries, and a
discount supermarket.33
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Recipients of Hamas financial aid or social services are less likely to
turn down requests from the organization such as allowing their homes to
serve as safe houses for Hamas fugitives, ferrying fugitives, couriering funds
or weapons, storing and maintaining explosives, and more. Such benefici-
aries are often grateful for the opportunity to do something in return to
benefit Hamas. Consider the resident of the Jebaliya refugee camp in Gaza
who fed Hamas militants daily: “My son accused me of not paying as much
attention to him as I do the fighters,” he said. “I told him, ‘Yes and there is
a reason for that.’ These men are protecting us, and protecting him. These
men are god’s angels on earth.” In other cases, recipients simply know better
than to ask questions when asked for a favor by Hamas dawa activists.
Hamas capitalizes on this passive support, employing “unsuspecting” Pales-
tinians to unknowingly launder and transfer funds on behalf of the group.
Sheikh Ahmed Yassin himself proudly noted, “We don’t go looking for
people, they come to us.” Citing one of the many examples of people won
over by Hamas financial support, Yassin talked of a family of ten living in
one room:“We gave them 1,200 shekels (300 dollars). Sometimes it’s a sack of
flour, or at the very least the taxi fare home.” Considering how many Pales-
tinians enjoy some level of support from Hamas, the group is able to call
on a great many Palestinians for support. Consider, for example, that as of
June 2002 four thousand people in the Nablus area were reportedly receiv-
ing 100 Jordanian dinars a month from Hamas charities.34

Hamas social welfare support is largely determined by a cold cost-benefit
analysis that links the amount of aid awarded to the support it will buy.
According to Hamas founder Sheikh Ahmed Yassin, Hamas distributes $2
million to $3 million in monthly handouts to the relatives of Palestinian
suicide bombers,“martyrs” killed in attacks on Israelis, and prisoners in Is-
raeli jails. The al-Islah Charitable Society report for the year 2000 included
a picture of two Hamas activists holding a sign thanking the Hamas char-
ity and Interpal, the U.K.-based charity designated as a Hamas front by 
the United States, for their support for “the unfortunate, the orphans and
the imprisoned.” According to the FBI, “evidence strongly suggests that the
HLFRD [Holy Land Foundation] has provided crucial financial support
for families of Hamas suicide bombers, as well as the Palestinians who ad-
here to the Hamas movement.” By providing these annuities to families of
Hamas members, the FBI concludes, “Hamas provides a constant flow of
suicide volunteers and buttresses a terrorist infrastructure heavily reliant
on moral support of the Palestinian populace.” Indeed, one captured Is-
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lamist terrorist highlighted the significance Hamas aid and prestige carry
in recruiting future activists:35

Families of terrorists who were wounded, killed or captured enjoyed a
great deal of economic aid and attention. And that strengthened popu-
lar support for the attacks. Perpetrators of armed attacks were seen as
heroes, their families got a great deal of material assistance, including
the construction of new homes to replace those destroyed by the Israeli
authorities as punishment for terrorist acts. The entire family did all it
could for the Palestinian people, and won great respect for doing so. All
my brothers are in jail; one is serving a life sentence for his activities in
the Izz al-Din al-Qassam battalions. My brothers all went to school and
most are university graduates.36

Dr. Ibrahim al-Yazuri, identified as an original participant in the found-
ing of Hamas, offered a particularly candid description of Hamas’ philoso-
phy regarding charitable giving:

Everyone knows that the Islamic Resistance Movement, Hamas, is a
Palestinian Jihad movement that strives for the liberation of all Pales-
tine, from the (Mediterranean) sea to the (Jordan) river, from the north
to the south, from the tyrannical Israeli occupation, and this is the main
part of its concern. Social work is carried out in support of this aim,
and it is considered to be part of the Hamas movement’s strategy. . . .
The Hamas movement is concerned about its individuals and its ele-
ments, especially those who engage in the blessed jihad against the
hateful Israeli occupation, since they are subjected to detention or
martyrdom. The movement takes care of their families and their chil-
dren and provides them with as much material and moral support as
it can. This is one of the fundamental truths of Islamic work and thus
represents the duties of the Islamic state. . . . The movement provides
this aid through the support and assistance it gives to the zakat (Islamic
alms-giving) committees and the Islamic associations and institutions
in the Gaza Strip.37

Hamas certainly does “take care” of its own. Individuals tied to Hamas
receive more dawa assistance than those unaffiliated with the organization;
members linked to terrorist activity receive still more. A Palestinian intelli-
gence report from 1999 documents that when Hamas’ Orphan Care Soci-
ety received 200 extra portions of meat to distribute to needy families for a
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Muslim feast, “they were distributed to members and those connected to
the Hamas movement.” The previous year, Palestinian security reported
that the same Orphan Care Society distributed meat “to Hamas members”
for the Feast of Sacrifice. Meat offerings were also distributed to Sheik Abd
al-Majid, a Hamas activist and the head of the Hamas-affiliated Dheishe
Charitable Society, and his supporters, not to the poor and needy. According
to Palestinian intelligence, “The imams of the mosques were supposed to
have given [the meat] to the needy, however that is not what happened.”38

Corroborating the Palestinian findings, an Israeli government report
notes that Hamas charitable organizations “grant preference” to those close
to the movement and see to it that those in its favor receive increased fi-
nancial assistance. According to the report, families of Hamas activists killed
or wounded while carrying out terror attacks and those imprisoned for
their involvement in such attacks “typically receive an initial, one-time grant
of between $500–5,000, as well as a monthly allowance of approximately
$100.” Significantly, “the families of Hamas terrorists usually receive larger
payments than those of non-Hamas terrorists.” In late 2001, people in the
Tulkarm area who were wounded in clashes with Israel but were affiliated
with groups other than Hamas demonstrated against the Tulkarm charity
committee. Their claim: that the committee gave preference to supporting
members of Hamas.39

Materials confiscated in a May 1995 raid of the Holy Land Foundation’s
office in Beit Hanina outside Jerusalem further confirm the preference
Hamas gives to its own members. Israeli authorities seized financial records
of fund transfers from the Holy Land Foundation to the Islamic Aid Com-
mittee (a.k.a. Islamic Relief Agency, IRA) and lists of the people supported
by those funds. FBI analysis of this material revealed that individuals un-
affiliated with Hamas received relatively small monthly payments compared
to known Hamas members. Families of Hamas terrorists killed or detained
in the process of conducting terror attacks received the largest stipends.40

Lists of people supported by the Holy Land Foundation seized in the
1995 raid revealed that some “favored individuals” received more generous
stipends than others. An Israeli analysis of these lists notes that the more
generously compensated included “numerous individuals involved in Hamas
activity.”41 As detailed earlier, the extent of the list is revealing:

• The mother of Ahmad Shukri, a Hamas terrorist sentenced to a life
term for murdering an Israeli in 1989 and attempting to force a public
bus off the road on September 8 of that same year.
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• The father of Mohammad Shawan, a Hamas terrorist who murdered two
grocers in 1993 and was killed in a shootout with Israeli forces in 1994;

• The wife of Abd al-Rahman Aruri, a Hamas militant killed in a clash
with Israeli forces in late 1993;

• The family of Suleiman Idan, a Hamas terrorist who died in a car bomb
attack in 1993;

• The mother of Ashraf Ba’aluji, sentenced to a life term for murdering
three Israelis in 1992;

• The wife of Jamil al-Baz, a Hamas militant sentenced to a life term for
running over an Israeli soldier in Gaza in 1991;

• The wife of Majdi Hamad, a Hamas activist sentenced to a life term for
killing fellow Palestinians—presumably suspected informers—in Gaza;

• The family of Yasser Hajaj, who was sentenced to a life term for placing
a bomb on a Tel Aviv beach that killed a Canadian tourist;

• The brother of Raid Zakarna, a Hamas terrorist who carried out a sui-
cide attack at a crowded bus stop in Afula on April 6, 1994, killing eight
people and wounding over forty others, including many children.42

Supporting the families of Hamas suicide bombers denies counter-
terrorism officials the ability to deter potential bombers by highlighting the
hardships their families would incur by their carrying out an act of “martyr-
dom.” Along these lines, Hamas charity committees typically pay the rent
for temporary housing for the families of suicide bombers whose homes
were destroyed by Israeli forces in an effort to press families to prevent their
members from joining terrorist groups. The Jenin charity committee, for
example, in cooperation with the Committee for Humanitarian Aid in Israel
and the Union of Good in Saudi Arabia (both associated with Hamas) desig-
nated a monthly sum of over $18,000 for one such rent project in 2003. The
dichotomy—as portrayed by Hamas—is striking: whereas Israel destroys
these Palestinian homes to deter future recruits from joining Hamas, Hamas
provides temporary shelter and rebuilds new homes, endearing themselves
to the population and creating greater incentive to join or support Hamas.43

Secretary of State Colin Powell highlighted the twisted nature of such
benevolence, saying,“I think it’s a real problem when you incentivize in any
way suicide bombings.” Knowing their families will be provided for after
their “martyrdom” by Hamas enables Hamas suicide bombers to focus on
their deadly missions. They can carry out their attacks on buses and cafés
with the peace of mind that their own families will enjoy the benefits of
what amounts to a life insurance policy for Hamas bombers.44
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METHODS OF RADICALIZATION

The process of becoming an adherent of radical Islam is fundamentally a
didactic process, as is the indoctrination to any ideology—whether politi-
cal, philosophical, or religious. From a very young age, Palestinians who
participate in the Hamas dawa, both as agents and subjects, are instructed
in the language of radical Islam, schooled in its rationalizations and apolo-
gies, and taught its supreme virtue and boundless promise. Such an educa-
tion program requires the student to be constantly supervised, mentored,
cajoled, threatened, and praised. No wonder, then, that Hamas invests so
heavily in institutions of secular and religious instruction. Campuses and
mosques are controlled environments where impressionable minds are
formed, and where people go for salvation, redemption, hope—answers.
Our focus in the remainder of this chapter will be on dawa institutions of
secular and religious education.45 At the end of the section, we will also touch
upon Hamas’ use of traditional and new media to transmit its militant-
religious ideology.

Primary Education

In 2001, the Islamic Society (al-Jamiya al-Islamiya) in Gaza held a gradua-
tion ceremony for the 1,650 children who attend its forty-one kindergartens.
Photographs of the graduation ceremony show preschool-age children wear-
ing uniforms and carrying mock rifles; a five-year-old girl dips her hands
in red paint to mimic the bloodied hands Palestinians proudly displayed
after the lynching of two Israelis in Ramallah; another child is dressed as
Hamas founder Sheikh Ahmed Yassin and surrounded by other children
costumed as suicide bombers; yet another child plays the role of Hezbollah
leader Sheikh Hassan Nasrallah. The ceremony began with the recitation of
Koranic verses and an oath “to pursue jihad, resistance and Intifada.”After-
ward, individual kindergartens performed for the audience. Preschool stu-
dents from the al-Imam kindergarten put on a play highlighting the dan-
gers of “the Zionist settlement” and the “obligation to avenge the blood of
the shuahda [martyrs] and pursue resistance and Intifada.” Children from
the al-Rahman kindergarten were divided into groups named after Pales-
tinian martyrs killed in the Intifada, and then read excerpts from Sheikh
Nasrallah’s recent speeches, while waving Hezbollah flags. Hamas makes no
secret of the point of such ceremony. After his capture, Hamas activist
Ibrahim Abd al-Fatah Shubaka told Israeli authorities that the Islamic Chari-
table Association in Hebron maintains two orphanages and schools which
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“instill the pupils with Hamas values, and their graduates include opera-
tional Hamas activists.”46

The radicalization campaign continues through the course of a Pales-
tinian student’s academic career, employing materials produced and distrib-
uted by the dawa. The Hamas Islamic Student Movement in the Bethlehem
area distributed to young students so-called Instruction Cards, bearing the
pictures of Hamas suicide bombers and others killed carrying out terrorist
attacks and encouraging Palestinian youth to follow in their footsteps.
Other “educational material” produced by dawa activists and distributed
by Hamas charity committees includes collectable postcards featuring Hamas
and Islamic Jihad suicide bombers with rhythmic Arabic inscriptions such
as “Oh, Mother, the time for leaving [this world] is quickly approaching,”
and “Oh, Mother, do not speak of me should I fall and lie dead on the
ground.” Other cards extol the virtues of the “martyr”-bomber, like the
card featuring Issa Khalil Shawkah, a Hamas bomb maker killed when a
bomb he was assembling exploded in his hands. An inscription above
Shawkah’s picture on the Hamas postcard reads, “There is nothing more
certain other than that Glory bows down before [the Izz al-Din al-Qassam
Brigades, the military wing of Hamas], and only before them.” To the 
right and left of the photo, the captions read, “You were the first to die the
holy death of a martyr. You shall always remain the first in the heart 
of the [Palestinian] people.” Hamas propagandists ensure such messages
are a part of normal childhood routine. In the al-Fawwar refugee camp,
key chains and children’s trading cards are handed out featuring suicide
bombers. Teenage singing groups like “The Martyrs” sing the praises of
their namesakes.47

In addition to operating schools, Hamas dawa organizations run sum-
mer camps at which Palestinian children are saturated with the group’s
propaganda and even given semi-military training. On July 22, 2001, Pales-
tinian television broadcast a program on Hamas summer camps that fea-
tured a boy reading a poem he learned at camp:

I dedicate this poem to the prisoners, martyrs and the wounded
Oh nation, oh, my people, make your roar and the sounds of thunder

heard
Strike the rock, explode, stop the soldiers’ advance
Make your scream of anger heard by everyone everywhere
They planted the enemy amongst us from the days of Solomon and

David
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They are our treacherous enemy
Who does not honor treaties and does not recognize the truth
Jerusalem, ask us and we will sacrifice our souls
Today we have been redeemed and bound the wound with shrouds
The decision is in our hands, our only possession
But Sharon, Sharon is intoxicated with power
Perhaps, perhaps he will learn a lesson he will never be able to forget
We have a leader and the entire nation is with him
He commands and all the youth are his redemption
You, mother, make songs of mourning heard
Torches will light the way until we have achieved our purpose.48

In July 2003, Hamas hosted a summer camp in Gaza called “The al-
Aqsa Intifada Martyrs Summer Camp.” The camp was run by Sheikh Ahmad
Bahar, head of the Hamas-affiliated Islamic Society in Gaza, which spon-
sored the camps. Combining childhood recreation with radical indoctrina-
tion, the camp environment exposed the children to both active program-
ming in the form of classes on radical Islam and passive indoctrination
through the pervasive images of suicide bombers plastered on walls through-
out the camp. While all Hamas camps imbue children with radical Islamist
ideals, some reportedly also provide young campers with small-arms train-
ing. Moreover, many Hamas camps and aftercare programs are run through
mosques throughout Gaza, where the curriculum intermingles the reli-
gious with secular, recreational with violent: Koran and computers, sports
and military training. In the words of Imam Jasser al-Mashoukhi of the al-
Farouk mosque in the southern Gaza city of Rafah, “we hire professional
captains and teachers to polish up the physical and mental skills of our
children, who, God willing, will liberate Palestine.”49

Donations from dawa charities enable Hamas to provide its campers
with luxuries, such as new uniforms, shoes, and books, making the camps
especially attractive to parents. Benefits like these draw campers to Hamas
summer camps from religious and secular families alike.According to Sheikh
Bahar, Hamas summer camps are especially successful at indoctrinating
young people. Bahar has explained that teaching children the history of
Islam while they are surrounded by pictures of martyrs instills “seeds of
hate against Israel.”50

A reliable indication of the ulterior motives behind Hamas summer
camps is the organization’s attempt to hide their true nature. In a letter
dated May 18, 2003, the Northern West Bank coordinating office of the
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Union of Good requested that the Jenin charity committee “formulate a
proposal for summer centers” which the coordinating office would then
forward on to Interpal, the U.S.-designated Hamas front organization in
London. In the letter, the coordinating office suggests:

• The term “summer centers” should be replaced by “guidance training
centers.”

• The [summer] centers should be limited to educational, cultural and
sports activities only.

• Islamic emblems and flags should not be hung [in the centers].51

The Union of Good’s coordinating committee requested the obfuscation,
in both Arabic and English, “in light of the current embarrassing situation
of the [charitable] societies in Europe”—an oblique reference to the legal
challenges then facing accused Hamas charities in Britain and Germany.
The Jenin charity committee’s activities were also funded by the Holy Land
Foundation, which provided the committee $194,459 between January
1997 and September 2000. Aside from Hamas-run zakat committees, other
Hamas institutions operate summer camps at which Palestinian children
are inculcated with radical Islamic beliefs. For example, not only do Hamas-
affiliated centers for Koran memorization (discussed below) operate sum-
mer camps, but the Palestinian security service reported that in 1999 the
Women’s Hope League, a subsidiary of the Orphan Care Society, “has
begun supervising some of the summer centers which the Hamas move-
ment used to supervise under the cover of the League.”52

Polling data suggest that Hamas’ efforts to radicalize children are in-
deed successful. According to an April 2001 survey conducted by the Islamic
University in Gaza, 49 percent of children ages nine to sixteen claimed to
have participated in the Intifada—and 73 percent said they hoped to be-
come martyrs.53

Higher Education

Radicalization of Palestinian youth is no less prominent at Palestinian in-
stitutions of higher learning. Hamas propaganda—pamphlets, posters,
and myriad other printed collateral—literally litters Palestinian university
campuses. A timetable for university lectures at one campus featured pic-
tures of Hamas suicide bombers. A class schedule distributed at various
college campuses included a photo of Qassam Brigades member Karim
Nimr Mafarja above the inscription, “The shahids [martyrs] are with their
Lord and light shines from them.” A typical Hamas student kit distributed
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to students by the Islamic Bloc features pictures of Hamas leaders like
Sheikh Yassin and their sayings, such as Yassin’s wish that God “allow us to
die with [the] honor [reserved for] whoever fights in a holy war [mujahid].”
The Islamic Bloc held a fair at al-Najah University in September 2004 to
hand out school supplies. Banners at the fair pictured Hamas leaders like
Yassin and al-Rantissi alongside Muslim Brotherhood founder Hassan al-
Banna. During student elections at Bir Zeit University in 2003, Hamas can-
didates reenacted suicide bombings by blowing up models of Israeli buses.
They also wore mockups of Qassam rockets on their shoulders. In one Bir
Zeit campus debate, a Hamas candidate taunted his Fatah challenger by
boasting,“Hamas activists in this University killed 135 Zionists. How many
did Fatah activists from Bir Zeit kill?”54

On special occasions, prominent leaders of Palestinian terrorist groups
participate in student rallies. For example, on November 13, 2001, the day
after student council elections at al-Najah university, Ramadan Shallah of
Islamic Jihad addressed the students via telephone, praising the results 
of the election: “Yesterday’s student council elections were a vote in favor of
the Intifada, a vote in favor of the Jihad and the struggle, a vote in favor 
of the blood of the fallen heroes . . . a vote in favor of the heroic suicide
bombers of the [Hamas] Iz Adin al-Qassam battalions and the [Palestinian
Islamic Jihad] Jerusalem squads. This is the righteous choice; this is the 
true referendum . . . a test the students of Al-Najah passed with flying col-
ors.” Hamid Bitawi, a top Hamas official, also visited al-Najah to speak at a
gathering.55

With an estimated 11,000 students enrolled during the 2004 –2005
school year, al-Najah University in the West Bank city of Nablus is the larg-
est university in the Palestinian territories. It has produced numerous sui-
cide bombers, including:

• Hasham Najar, who conducted a suicide attack with an explosive belt at
a restaurant frequented by Israeli soldiers and Jewish settlers in Mehola
on December 22, 2000, wounding three;56

• Hamed Abu Hijla, who detonated a car bomb carrying an estimated
twenty kilograms (forty-four pounds) of explosives in Netanya on Janu-
ary 1, 2001, injuring nineteen bystanders;57

• Jamal Nasser, who detonated a car bomb next to a school bus on April
29, 2001;58

• Muayad Salah, who prematurely blew himself up en route to a suicide
operation on January 8, 2001;59
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• Asam Reihan, who attacked a bus near Emanuel with a roadside bomb
and automatic weapons, killing ten and wounding thirty;60

• Darin Abu Aisha, who blew herself up at the Makabim checkpoint on
February 27, 2002, wounding three people;61

• Muhammad al-Ghul, who blew himself up on a Jerusalem bus on June
18, 2002, killing nineteen and wounding over seventy people.62

The terrorist recruitment, indoctrination, and radicalization of students
for which al-Najah is known typically takes place via various student groups.
By far the most prominent of these student associations is the Hamas-
affiliated Kutla Islamiya, or Islamic Bloc. Funded in part through Hamas
charities like the Islamic Association of al-Bira, the Bloc has long been a
critical component of the Hamas dawa infrastructure. One reason for the
success of the Islamic Blocs located on university campuses throughout the
West Bank is their history. Even before the Palestinian Muslim Brother-
hood adopted the name Hamas, the Islamic Bloc played an important part
in the Brotherhood’s structure and activities, as Hamas political bureau
head Khaled Mishal acknowledged: “Inside, we had several names: the Is-
lamic Movement [Hamas], Muslim Brotherhood, Islamic Front, the (Is-
lamic) Youth Center and the Islamic Bloc. It was one organization with dif-
ferent names.”After the founding of Hamas, the Islamic Blocs continued to
operate under that name (Kutla Islamiya) but with an overt affiliation with
Hamas.63

One night in December 1986, Israeli forces raided a room that was
being used as a mosque on the campus of al-Najah University in Nablus. By
that time Israeli authorities were already conducting searches at al-Najah
on a regular basis, despite lacking a clear policy on how to deal with the rise
in radical Islamist elements in general and on college campuses on partic-
ular. That night, soldiers confiscated radical books, posters, leaflets, and
more related to what Israeli authorities now describe as “pre-Hamas Is-
lamist incitement material.” Authorities found posters featuring images
they had never seen before in the Palestinian context, including one of a
globe draped in an Islamic green flag, a ship with the sails of Islam, and pic-
tures of Sheikh Izz al-Din al-Qassam (the namesake of the future military
wing of Hamas). Identical material would later be produced under Hamas’
name, but this particular raid revealed material that predated the organi-
zational foundation of the group under the name Hamas.64

As the student group’s emblem suggests—a globe atop a Koran, assault
rifle, and jihad flag, with a map of historic Palestine in the background—
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the Bloc is deeply involved in militant activity, and many of its members
have led Hamas terror cells. Of the thirteen members of al-Najah’s 2004
student council, eight—including the chairperson—belong to Hamas’ Is-
lamic Bloc. Some of the most notorious Hamas terrorists have held senior
positions in the al-Najah faction, including Qais Adwan, a former Islamic
Bloc leader and head of the al-Najah student council, who was also the
head of the Qassam Brigades in the northern West Bank. Adwan personally
prepared suicide bombers for their missions and was involved in the pro-
duction of homemade explosives and rockets.65

Hamas sees the Islamic Bloc student groups as breeding grounds for
future terrorists, and has described al-Najah University as a “greenhouse
for martyrs.” The accuracy of the description was evident in July 2004 when
Israeli forces exposed and arrested a Hamas terrorist cell planning kid-
nappings, shooting attacks, and a suicide bombing in either Netanya or
Ariel. The leader of the cell was Alaa Zuharyr Nimr Jayusi, a leader of the
Islamic Bloc at al-Najah. Other members of the cell were also Islamic Bloc
activists.66

Less than a year later additional attacks were thwarted when Said
Ikhras, another Islamic Bloc leader at al-Najah, was arrested as he was pre-
paring an explosive device in February 2005. Ikhras had planned a previ-
ous suicide bombing attempt targeting Rosh Ha’ayin, near Tel Aviv, which
authorities prevented in July 2004.67

Membership in the Islamic Bloc is often the first step in a career in the
dawa, as typified by the case of Mohammed Anati, head of the Holy Land
Foundation office near Jerusalem. Already a low-ranking Hamas activist
when he enrolled in the al-Oumah College in the West Bank village of
Dahiat al-Barid, Anati was enlisted to help establish the Islamic Bloc at his
new campus. Among his fellow members of the Islamic Bloc at al-Oumah
College were several other prominent and up-and-coming Hamas activists,
including Muhammad Rajub and Abd al-Karim Bader. (Rajub was a Hamas
fugitive wanted at the time by Israeli authorities. Bader was a member of
the Qassam Brigades who had already been involved in several Hamas op-
erations. He would be killed in 1994 by Israeli forces raiding a Hamas safe
house where Bader and other gunmen were holding Nachshon Wachsman,
a kidnapped Israeli-American.) Like many other heads of Hamas charities,
Anati was recruited to head the Holy Land Foundation office directly after
graduating college. Similarly, Muhammad Talaji Jaber, who was in charge
of orphans at the Organization for Islamic Studies and Education, had
been an Islamic Bloc activist together with Anati in college.68
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The Islamic Bloc’s principal activity on Palestinian campuses is foment-
ing pro-Hamas sentiment among students, both to encourage them to par-
ticipate in Hamas attacks and to be supportive of such attacks. Radicaliza-
tion efforts take many forms. For example, a new student enrolling in the
economics department at al-Najah University received a “greeting certifi-
cate.” Bearing the logo of the “Martyr’s Bloc” (Kutlat al-Shuhadah), the
document welcomed the student, a Fatah commander before enrolling in
the university. In February 2005, the Islamic Bloc at Hebron University
held a “Palestinian Book Week” featuring Hamas material and pictures of
Hamas leaders. After Bloc chairman Hamed Abu Hajlah carried out the
Netanya suicide bombing, the group produced an article about him, describ-
ing him as a fifth-year engineering student who was devout, popular, and 
a lover of art. A poster of the members of the al-Najah student council,
including Hajlah, employs Jerusalem’s Dome of the Rock as a backdrop,
complete with rivers of blood flowing from its doors and forming the
inscriptions,“There is no God but Allah” and “And Muhammad is his Mes-
senger” on either side of a broken Star of David. The Bloc’s official website
at al-Najah features a selection of songs, some of which, such as “Ya Sha-
heed” (O Martyr), glorify martyrdom. One song exalts Hamas leader Sheikh
Ahmed Yassin:69

Ahmed Yassin, the one who stood up despite the disability
You will stay in our souls the highest example
You taught us that the Jihad is our path
You taught us that the issue without effort will not resolve
You taught us despite our sorrow not to despair

Other songs explicitly glorify violence:

Write your life in blood
Be silent
Do not speak
Silence speaks louder than the ring tones

Such songs and images were present at a 2005 Islamic Bloc rally at Bir
Zeit University in Gaza, traditionally a Fatah stronghold. Scheduled to
commemorate the anniversary of the death of Yihye Ayash, a notorious
Hamas bomb maker known as “the Engineer,” the rally also coincided with
the Palestinian Central Election Committee’s press conference to announce
the electoral victory of Mahmoud Abbas as Yasser Arafat’s successor. In
front of an audience of hundreds, a five-man chorus sang, “Oh suicide
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bomber, wrap yourself with an explosive belt and fill the scene with blood.”
Backed by Hamas banners and posters, speakers told the crowd, “Ayyash is
alive and don’t say he’s dead,” and described the bomb maker as “the engi-
neer of death for those who deserve to die.”70

The Islamic Bloc is fond of such theater and performance. At al-Najah,
rallies include operatives marching with weapons and student actors demon-
strating how to carry out suicide and other attacks. In 2001, the entrance to
an Islamic Bloc rally was a recreation of the Sbarro pizzeria in Jerusalem,
the scene of an August 2001 Hamas suicide bombing. The attack, at the
busy corner of King George Street and Jaffa Road in downtown Jerusalem,
was executed by Hamas member Izzadin Masri just before 2 p.m. as the
restaurant was full of diners, including many children. Fifteen people were
killed, including seven children and an American woman, and approxi-
mately 130 others were injured.71

The Islamic Bloc not only publicizes the statements of Hamas leaders,
it issues violent messages of its own. In late 2002, for example, the Islamic
Bloc at al-Najah University issued a statement declaring Hamas would con-
tinue to conduct attacks against Israelis and describing Jews in general as
“pigs” and “satans.”72

The Bloc faction at al-Najah maintains its own official website as a
vehicle for dissemination of propaganda and the glorification of Hamas
martyrs who attended the school. The site links to a variety of terrorist-
affiliated websites, including that of the Izz al-Din al-Qassam Brigades, the
Muslim Brotherhood website, the Palestine Information Center website,
and the web pages of Hamas student groups at other Palestinian universi-
ties, such as Beir Zeit University. One page, titled “Kutla Islamiya Martyrs,”
includes a list of approximately thirty-five martyrs. Each martyr is listed
with photos, a brief biography, and sometimes his written will. Many of the
photos feature the martyrs in their Qassam Brigades uniform.73 Consider,
for example, just two of these featured martyrs.

On December 12, 2001, Assem Rihan, twenty-three, an engineering
student at al-Najah University, was killed when he and two other terrorists
attacked an almost full Dan No. 189 bus on the outskirts of Emmanuel. The
bus was coming from Bnei Brak, an Orthodox Jewish neighborhood near
Tel Aviv. Two bombs exploded alongside the bus, then the terrorists opened
fire. Ten died and thirty were wounded in the attack. Three days earlier,
Assem Rihan was filmed reading his will, wearing green army fatigues and
a helmet and holding a gun. This video is featured on the Islamic Bloc web-
site.74 An excerpt of the will:
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Thank God that made me a Jihadist in his path
Thank God that has made me join the Martyrs ranks
Thank God that made me part of this holy land
Thank God that made me part of Palestine and its Jihadist soldiers
Dear Brothers in the land of Palestine
I cannot but salute you
I congratulate myself and you of the approaching victory
In this holy month, in its last days
I present myself to defend the sand of Palestine
To revenge my brother Mohammad and the hero commander

Mahmoud Abu Hannoud
I say to Sharon the bastard and all of those that call us terrorist
We are proud that we are engaged in God’s path
May all the calls for a cease-fire come to an end
May the sound of bombs grow louder
It’s either victory or martyrdom
God is great
Victory to Islam
The living martyr Assem Rihan
Forces of Iz al-Din al-Qassam
Hamas Movement 75

Also featured on the Islamic Bloc website is a student diary glorifying
a Qassam Brigades operative from al-Najah. In January 2002, Karim Nimr
Mafarja, a former student of the Islamic Law faculty at al-Najah and a for-
mer student council member, was killed in an IDF operation in Nablus.
Mafarja, a member of the Qassam Brigades, had been an aide to Yusuf Sur-
kaji, at one time a senior member of Hamas’ terrorist network in Nablus,
himself involved in the planning and preparation of terrorist attacks. Ma-
farja’s martyrdom was glorified by the Islamic Bloc in various ways, in-
cluding a student diary featuring Mafarja’s photo on the cover, with the
caption “Qassam Martyr Karim Mafarja.” A printed timetable of lectures
features a photo and biographical notes on Mafarja, with a photo of hooded
Hamas activists marching in the background.76 A short poem lauding sui-
cide appears at the bottom of the page:

My life, although one of suffering and strife,
My path crossing places where troubles are rife,
Still I am oblivious to fear and the wicked do not scare me 
Since my flesh, like wolves, will tear apart its prey.77
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Surrounding Palestinians with messages extolling Hamas suicide bombers
carries over from campuses to charities. For example, assembly lines of
Palestinian men and teenage boys packing food items at the Islamic Char-
ity Society in Hebron do so to the tune of inspirational music praising
Hamas. An Associated Press journalist who observed such a scene reported
that the lyrics announced “the holy war is calling” and pledged, “We will
continue the resistance, the Hamas revolution.” The charity, the AP re-
porter notes, “is believed to be tied to Hamas.” And while Islamist activists
contend that “politics and charity are two separate matters,” the reality is
that “the connection is hard to ignore.”78

RELIGIOUS EDUCATION

Even more than the academic campus, the religious campus is the most in-
fluential and important battleground for the hearts and minds of Pales-
tinians, young and old. Complementing the traditional mosque environ-
ment are “Koranic memorization centers” that mimic in a religious setting
the tight clique-like structure of the terrorist cell.

Mosques

Sheikh Ibrahim Mudeiras’ sermons from the Sheikh Ajlin mosque in the
Gaza Strip are often broadcast live on Palestinian television. On January 10,
2003, he called for parishioners to “rise up against the Jews and their allies!
Let us rise up against the United States of America and its allies. Oh Allah,
cleanse [the] al-Aqsa [mosque] from Jewish pollution.” Mudeiras insists that
“the resurrection will not take place until the Muslims fight the Jews, and
the Muslims kill them. The Muslims will kill the Jews, rejoice [in it], rejoice
in Allah’s victory. The Muslims will kill the Jews, and he [the Jew] will hide.”
On January 7, 2005, Mudeiras told his television audience that “the Jews are
a cancer spreading in the body of the Arab nation and the Islamic nation,
a cancer that has spread and reached the Arab institutions, the villages and
the refugee camps.”79

Of course, anti-Israeli and anti-Semitic themes are not surprising from
a preacher affiliated with Hamas whose brother, Nabil Mudeiras Awqil, is a
Hamas operative schooled in al-Qaeda training camps in Afghanistan. A
bit more surprising are the virulent anti-American messages Sheikh Mu-
deiras includes in his sermons. “The day will come,” he preaches, “when,
from the pulpits of the mosques, we will proclaim the fall of that evil na-
tion, America, which pretends to rule the world. If America continues its
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cruelty and oppression, and if it continues to support our enemies against
us and against our holy places, with the help of Allah, it will disappear.” In
May 2005, after several of Mudeiras’ anti-Semitic sermons were publicized
by non-governmental organizations, the Palestinian Authority finally an-
nounced its “concern” with Mudeiras’ sermons.80

Examples of mosques that function as radical soapboxes are common-
place. In early 2005, Sheikh Yusuf Abd al-Wahab Mahmoud Abu Snina, a
Hamas-affiliated preacher at Jerusalem’s al-Aqsa mosque, denounced talk
of an approaching ceasefire, declaring it “oppressive and cruel to our
people and the people of our nation” because it “means our blessed lands
will forever be occupied.” Such sermons, especially when delivered in such
historic locations, may drive parishioners to both support Hamas and
carry out attacks on its behalf. Such was the case, at least, with Zaher Yusuf
Diav Ali, an Israeli-Arab from the Galilee studying for a master’s degree at
the Hebrew University in Jerusalem. According to an Israeli Security Agency
press release, “While in Jerusalem, he attended various Hamas-affiliated
frameworks for Islamic studies on the Temple Mount and at other sites,
which preached about perpetrating terrorist attacks against Israel. It was in
these frameworks that Ali made contact with Hamas terrorists, including
Na’al Jalad.” An Israeli investigation into Jalad led them to Ali, who was
scouting potential sites for suicide bombings in Jerusalem, including cafés
near his university, a popular park, bus routes and bus stops, and a wedding
hall that later was targeted by a suicide bomber.81

In addition to the radical rhetoric issued from their pulpits, mosques
run by Hamas members and sympathizers are often a bulletin board of
propaganda, their walls plastered with posters and pamphlets glorifying
suicide bombers and jailed Hamas militants. For example, Israeli forces
raiding the al-Ein mosque in al-Bireh in September 2003 found posters of
suicide bombers on the mosque’s front door as well as on walls and notice
boards throughout the mosque. One such poster commemorated Hamas
suicide bomber Ramez Fahmi Izz al-Dina Salim, who detonated his suicide
belt at a Jerusalem café on September 9, 2003, killing seven people and
wounding more than fifty others. With Salim depicted in front of the al-
Aqsa mosque, the poster’s caption reads: “When al-Aqsa mosque cries out:
I beg you, come to my aid—all the blood in my veins answers the call.”
Soldiers also seized a wealth of leaflets and other Hamas propaganda call-
ing for “many spectacular suicide bombing attacks” against U.S. forces 
in Iraq.82
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Usra: Religious Study Cells

Religious study groups held at Hamas-affiliated mosques—including the
al-Aqsa mosque—have also been identified as sources of recruitment and
radicalization. Known as an usra (literally, “family”), such a group is typi-
cally led by a teacher (emir) who is a Hamas member or sympathizer, and
is therefore in a unique position to identify members responsive to radical
and Islamist messages. Mohammad Anati, the head of the Holy Land Foun-
dation office near Jerusalem, acknowledged being recruited by Hamas op-
erative Musa Acari, the emir of an usra that met in places like the al-Aqsa
mosque and the Abu Obeideh mosque in the Shuafat refugee camp outside
Jerusalem. Tawfiq Mohammad Ali Atrash, a member of the charity com-
mittee in Halhoul, was placed under administrative arrest by the Palestin-
ian Authority for about seven months in 1996 for inciting violence as the
emir of an usra.

There are different levels of usras. Intelligence sources believe individ-
uals recruited at a “public” usra may be later selected to participate in a
“closed” usra composed of select Hamas members and recruits. For ex-
ample, over time Anati was gradually invited to participate in more covert
usras. The leader of the third usra he was invited to join, an emir named
Mahmud Issa, was arrested in 1994 for participating in the kidnapping and
murder of Israeli policeman Nissim Toledano. Israeli authorities found
Anati’s phone number among Issa’s belongings and called him in for ques-
tioning. Under questioning, Anati attempted to hide either man’s partici-
pation in a “closed” usra, insisting that he knew Issa only by virtue of work-
ing in the same geographic area. An official report of Anati’s interview states,
“He did not say that he had been in the usra together with Mahmud Issa.”83

Mosques and Children

When Hamas members spotted a thirteen-year-old boy who demonstrated
a proclivity for fiery sermons, they arranged for him to speak at more than
forty mosques. Referred to as “the young sheikh” and “the wonder boy of
Hamas,” the child was endorsed by both Hamas and Islamic Jihad. But
moderate Palestinian parents are often unaware of the degree of Hamas
rhetoric to which their children are exposed. One mother recounted how her
son’s behavior changed when he started going to the mosque regularly.84

At first I thought it was normal when my son Mohammed, who is 18,
started going to the mosque frequently, but when I found out he was
watching films about suicide attacks I was worried. . . . My son was
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going to the mosque late at night and early in the morning, adding to
our fears. . . . His behavior changed, He became introverted, which
made his father and me search his room and spy on his comings and 
goings. . . . We even locked the door to stop him going out. . . . We later
found out that those in charge of the mosque are members of Hamas,
which teaches children about jihad and shows them documentaries
about suicide bombings.85

The father of fifteen-year-old Hamas recruit Musa Ziyada told a simi-
lar tale. Originally pleased with his son’s growing faith, Hisham Ziyada did
not realize Hamas had begun radicalizing his son when the boy was just ten
years old and sweeping the mosque floors. Musa would later tell reporters
that Hamas “taught me about the heroes of Islam who were killed as saints
and how they are now in heaven beside God. . . . I also learned that the Jews
have no right to exist on this land, which belongs to Muslims.” It is not un-
common for Palestinian parents to lament Hamas’ efforts to radicalize and
recruit their children. After a thirteen-year-old boy failed to come home at
his usual time one day, his mother asked neighborhood children if they had
seen him. Several replied they saw him get into someone’s car after school.
When he returned that evening, he acknowledged that someone had picked
him up after school and taken him to the Jamal Abd al-Nasser mosque and
that “the future did not matter because it was his future to become a mar-
tyr and to go to heaven.” The mother said:

This was the first time I heard [my son] say any of these things, and I
became afraid that he was being somehow brainwashed. [He] told me
the people who took him to the mosque gave him an audio tape, and
told him that it would give him courage to fight the Jews. The audio
tape is entitled “The Pearl of Al-Aqsa Martyrs” and it contains six songs
with lyrics like: “No to the Jews, the descendents of monkeys”; “Peace
is meaningless”; “War is Medicine and Death is Eternity”; “Hamas, the
Light of the Eye, the Pearl of Jihad”; and “After the stone, a knife, and
after that martyrdom.” Between what [my son] had told me and the
songs on the audio tape, I realized that Hamas had targeted my son for
recruitment.86

Palestinian parents often seek professional psychiatric help to depro-
gram their radicalized children. Some have gone so far as to report their
children to Palestinian or Israeli authorities for fear they have been re-
cruited as suicide bombers and are about to take their own—and others’—
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lives. Dr. Mahmud Sehwail, the general director of the Treatment and Re-
habilitation Center for Victims of Torture in Ramallah, commented in May
2002 that “this has been happening more and more often in the last few
months as the Palestinian resistance has deepened.” Sehwail noted that “the
parents say they have detected a significant change in the behavior of their
children and they desperately want to know if their children are candidates
to become human bombs.”87

The account of Palestinian police officer Hisham Ziyada, whose son
Musa was recruited by Hamas spotters in a local mosque, is particularly
telling. According to Ziyada, Musa was selected for a mission, along with at
least five other Palestinian boys, and wrote a letter to his family explaining
that “he would execute the attack in order to ensure himself a comfortable life
in heaven.” In retrospect, Ziyada recalled that a few weeks earlier Musa’s be-
havior had changed and he started talking about a desire for “a week long
vacation from school in order to spend time with his uncle in the al-Berij
refugee camp. This was a red warning light for me,” Ziyada noted, since “we
[Palestinian police] had been monitoring one of the mosques in al-Berij for
quite a while. Hamas instructors lead discussions there with youth candi-
dates for suicide attacks in Israel.”88

Indeed, the increasing trend in which children are used to carry out
acts of terrorism has not been lost on scholars studying trends in political
violence. Groups like Hamas have recruited children as young as thirteen
to be suicide bombers; eleven-year-olds have been used to smuggle explo-
sives and weapons. According to one scholar’s calculation, Palestinian youths
carried out more than thirty suicide bombings between the onset of the al-
Aqsa Intifada in September 2000 and January 2005.89

Koranic Memorization Centers

Koranic memorization centers (Dar al-Quran) in the Palestinian territories
are institutions that teach Muslim children about their religious heritage.
They are also a key component in Hamas’ general indoctrination project,
one that targets children in particular. Such centers are often the benefi-
ciaries of funding by Hamas front organizations abroad and are usually 
run out of mosques tied to Hamas. For example, the Ramallah-al-Bireh
charity committee ran a Koranic memorization center out of the Grand
(Abd al-Nasser) Mosque in el-Bireh, a mosque known as a hotbed of Hamas
activity.90

In the late 1980s and early 1990s Israeli intelligence received informa-
tion that Hamas was establishing Koranic centers in villages throughout
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the West Bank. In most cases these were located in or next to mosques run
by Hamas and were growing in importance as centers of incitement, radi-
calization, and recruitment. Such centers proved difficult to close, however,
because they frequently posed publicly as sports clubs. Authorities would
find Hamas posters and many copies of the Koran, but also basketballs and
judo equipment. Such was the case, for example, when police raided the
Dar al-Quran operated by the Salt al-Khuriya charity committee north of
Jenin. But by 1993–1994, raids of Koranic centers began to produce more
tangible evidence of Hamas activity. A search of the al-Aya mosque and Ko-
ranic center in al-Bireh, for instance, revealed Hamas posters, extensive lit-
erature, and brochures used for recruitment. More importantly, police in-
spected the mosque itself and discovered notes hidden in the lip of the
carpeting in places where the carpet extended an inch or two up the wall
from the flooring. The notes contained secret communications between
Hamas operatives. Further investigation revealed that mosque carpeting
served as a prominent dead-drop in several West Bank mosques and Koran
centers where operatives knew to leave messages for one another.91

Hamas used Koranic institutions as cover for the organization’s activi-
ties in other contexts as well. The Quranic Literacy Institute (QLI), a non-
profit organization involved in translations of Koranic texts, was tied to
Hamas in the United States. Purportedly established to promote Koranic
memorization and translate sacred texts into English, the Chicago-based
group also served as a money-laundering clearing house for funds from
leaders of the Hamas political committee, especially Mousa Abu Marzook,
to military commanders tasked with resurrecting the Hamas military wing
in the wake of mass deportations of Hamas and other terrorists from the
West Bank and Gaza to southern Lebanon in December 1992. One of these
commanders, Chicago resident Mohammed Salah, received funds from
Marzook and traveled to the West Bank and Gaza to recruit and train a new
generation of Hamas terrorists. In Chicago, Salah was employed by QLI,
which arranged for him to receive compensation from Yassin al-Qadi, a
wealthy Saudi designated as a terror financer by the U.S. government.92

MEDIA JIHAD

In October 2004, several dozen Hamas activists responsible for promoting
the group in the media met in what they believed was a closed forum. In
fact, the meeting was recorded on videotape. On the tape, Hamas commu-
nication chief Fathi Hamad complained bitterly to the group about Islamic
Jihad’s propaganda dominance, its success at infiltrating the media, and its
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control of “the agenda.” Hamad opened his lecture by describing the media
as “the decisive weapon.” This is an echo of the Hamas charter, which high-
lights the importance of having “educators and teachers, information and
media people” involved in awakening the masses and resistance. The char-
ter goes on to state that “the book, the article, the bulletin, the sermon, the
thesis, the popular poem, the poetic ode, the song, the play and others” are
all important vehicles for ideological mobilization. Accordingly, Hamas
prints newspapers and leaflets, runs Internet sites, operates a television and
a radio station, controls mosques, and even supports singing groups—
all of which praise Hamas and espouse its ideology. Three of the Hamas
operatives who carried out the 2002 Passover suicide bombing at the Park
Hotel in Netanya were members of a Hamas singing troupe.93

Losing the battle of the “media jihad” to the smaller Islamic Jihad was
therefore viewed as a serious failure in the eyes of the Hamas communica-
tion committee. “We outnumber them,” Hamad lamented to the propa-
ganda group.“We have many more mosques, and much more commitment,
but they are ahead of us in the satellite TV stations, and their websites are
much bigger than the group itself.” He continued,“They are stealing attacks
from Hamas, exaggerate the number of the killed, and inflate the numbers
of their street demonstrations as if they are a domestic group, even though
they are supported by Hizballah. The media has turned them into the
equals of the Muslim Brotherhood [i.e., Hamas].”94

For Hamas, the media is an important component of its goal of Is-
lamizing the Israeli-Palestinian conflict and radicalizing Palestinian soci-
ety. In an interview with a Hamas periodical, Dr. Mamun Jarar, head of the
Islamic Literature office in Amman, Jordan, explained that “the dissemina-
tion of the jihad literature is one of the most serious reasons for the con-
tinuation of the active resistance.” What is needed, Jarar continued, is for
Muslim writers to “enslave their pens . . . to the service of the Islamic prob-
lem in Palestine by inspiring the spirit of jihad and of active resistance to
surrender.” In January 2006, just days before the election that brought
Hamas to power, the group launched al-Aqsa Television. Like Hamas’Voice
of al-Aqsa radio station, the television broadcasts aim to spread the group’s
message to Palestinians and eventually, via satellite, a global audience. The
station broadcasts Koranic readings, discussions of Islamist issues, and shows
for young viewers like Uncle Hazim, a children’s program featuring men in
animal suits articulating Hamas’ message for Palestinian preschoolers.95

Along with posters and other media extolling the virtues of suicide
bombers, another typical radicalization tool employed by Hamas social
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service organizations is the distribution of the last will and testament, or
“living will,” recorded by suicide bombers—and often broadcast on Arab
satellite television networks after the attack. In a typical example, Israeli
forces who raided the offices of the Islamic Charity Society in Hebron found
a booklet called “In Memoriam” (al-Tadhkirah) featuring the living will of
Majdi Abu Warda, the Hamas suicide bomber who blew up a Jerusalem bus
at rush hour on February 25, 1996, killing twenty-four people and wound-
ing forty-four more. In his statement, Abu Warda praised “the way of
jihad,” discussed his intent to blow himself up in “a Zionist bus full of pas-
sengers,” and explained that “the real reward is the reward of paradise.”96

NEW MEDIA JIHAD

Hamas publishes a weekly online children’s magazine—just one of ap-
proximately twenty Internet sites the group produces—called al-Fateh (The
Conqueror). Launched in September 2002, the site links to other Hamas
websites and runs benign children’s stories alongside articles preaching the
value of carrying out acts of terror—casting suicide bombers as ideal role
models for young children, and encouraging hatred of Israel and Jews.
Issue 38, for example, featured a photograph of the decapitated head of Zay-
nab Abu Salem, a female suicide bomber from the al-Aqsa Martyrs Brigades
(not Hamas) who detonated her suicide bomb belt on September 22, 2004,
at the French Hill intersection in Jerusalem, killing two and wounding sev-
enteen. The caption below the gruesome picture reads: “The perpetrator of
the suicide bombing attack, Zaynab Abu Salem. Her head was severed from
her pure body and her headscarf remained to decorate [her face]. Your
place is in heaven in the upper skies, oh, Zaynab . . . sister of men.” Inter-
estingly, the fact that Salem was not a Hamas member did not preclude
members of the media committee from using her severed head to desensi-
tize Palestinian youth to acts of violence. Al-Fateh frequently runs the wills
of Hamas suicide bombers recorded before their attacks, in which they glo-
rify the act of suicide-murder they are about to commit. For example, it
published the will of Sa’id Hasan al-Houtari, the Hamas suicide bomber
who killed twenty-six civilians and wounded eighty-three more—almost
all of them teenagers—at the Dolphinarium discotheque in Tel Aviv.97

Al-Fateh is only one of many Hamas websites, which typically feature
statements and interviews with the group’s leaders, martyr photo galleries,
as well as articles, posters, and photographs demonizing Israel and glorify-
ing suicide bombers. In some cases, the sites feature video clips of Hamas
operatives reciting their living wills. In one such segment, Tarek Hamid reads
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the text of his living will while sitting on his knees in front of a Hamas flag,
holding a rifle in one hand and a Koran in the other. “Today I will drive my
detonated car in the name of God almighty,” Hamid pledges.“I shall avenge
the death of my master, the martyr Sheikh Ahmed Yassin.” The clip then
cuts to the actual operation, showing a jeep crashing into an armored mili-
tary vehicle and blowing up.98

In addition to incitement, Hamas websites perform the important func-
tion of claiming credit for attacks, for attribution purposes by the news
media. Hamas even glorifies attacks carried out by other groups as a means
of radicalizing its readership. For example, following a suicide bombing in
Tel Aviv carried out by Islamic Jihad member Abdallah Badran, a Hamas
website featured pictures of the suicide bombing and of Badran posing
with a young child. The caption described Badran as “the heroic shaheed
[martyr].”99

Hamas also uses the Internet to recruit new supporters and members.
While some Hamas recruitment efforts are active and tangible, such as
spotting potential recruits at mosques and religious classes, the Internet
enables groups like Hamas to conduct a virtual recruitment drive that,
while passive and intangible, has the capacity to reach out to a far larger
audience—one that can be reached at any time of day, in any weather,
under any conditions (i.e., even when neighborhoods are under curfew or
closure), and anywhere—not just the West Bank and Gaza Strip, but the
world entire. To this end, Hamas operates websites in Arabic, English, Rus-
sian, French, Farsi (Persian), Urdu, and Malay, which are run off servers in
the United States, Russia, Ukraine, and Indonesia.100

Through an impressive combination of all these means—including sec-
ular and religious institutions, grassroots activism, and globalized media—
Hamas successfully radicalizes Palestinians not only to support but to
participate in the group’s terrorist attacks. And the fact that Hamas, an or-
ganization that prides itself on being a local “resistance” organization, tar-
gets foreign audiences from America to Malaysia with its web-based mes-
sages should not surprise: the vast majority of Hamas’ operating budget is
raised abroad.
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6

foreign funding of hamas

Most of the money—tens of millions of dollars—raised every year on be-
half of Hamas comes from outside the Palestinian territories. A table of
donors seized in 2004 in the offices of the Ramallah-al-Bireh charity com-
mittee offers a typical example of the disproportional representation of
foreign fronts that fund the Hamas social welfare and terrorism network.
Of the fourteen donors listed, two are Israeli-Arab charities, one is an “in-
ternal” sponsor from the West Bank, and the rest are foreign-based foun-
dations, from Jordan, Qatar, Kuwait, Saudi Arabia, Britain, Germany, United
States, United Arab Emirates, Italy, and France. In this chapter, we turn our
focus to the precise sources of Hamas’ foreign funding. As we might expect
from an organization that bills itself as a primarily charitable enterprise, most
Hamas money is raised by foreign charities that focus on their donors’ sin-
cere sympathy for the plight of Palestinian refugees; in some cases they
focus more specifically on sympathy for the ideological claims of radical
Islam and jihad. But Hamas also raises money around the world directly
from wealthy individuals, corporations and criminal enterprises, eventu-
ally tapping into the larger financial networks that support other inter-
national terrorist groups, including al-Qaeda. Each of these financial
founts is treated in turn. We conclude with a discussion of the moral cul-
pability of foreign donors, whose “charitable” contributions are so central
to Hamas’ terrorist project.1

FOREIGN CHARITIES

An Israeli analysis breaks down into categories the foreign charitable funds
and foundations that finance Hamas. The first category includes those fronts
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that are directly tied to Hamas. These typically employ Hamas activists, are
established with the assistance of the Hamas political leadership, and see the
vast majority of their raised funds dispensed to Hamas charities in the West
Bank and Gaza. Such charities bring in an estimated $15 million to $20 mil-
lion a year and include groups like Interpal and the al-Aqsa International
Foundation. The second category includes fronts that support radical Is-
lamist elements generally, but are not Hamas-specific. Most of the fronts in
this second category are based in Persian Gulf states, especially Saudi Ara-
bia, and most of the funds they send to the West Bank and Gaza are also
channeled through Hamas organizations there.2

Of the various means terrorist groups use to raise funds, holding fund-
raising events and soliciting charitable donations are among the most suc-
cessful. Some donors know they are funding terrorism, while others believe
they are supporting legitimate organizations that merely tend to the hu-
manitarian needs of the needy. Whatever the motivation, abuse of the col-
lection of zakat (an obligatory 2.5 percent charitable tithe of a Muslim’s
earning) is an effective way to raise and launder money for use by Islamist
militant organizations. According to a report authored by a research asso-
ciate at an Islamist think tank in Virginia identified by the U.S. government
as tied to Hamas,“pro-Hamas Islamists, in coordination with the [Muslim]
Brethren, collect zakat via local committees.” Charity work, according to the
report, “is conducted in cooperation with other Islamic centers sympathetic
to Hamas.” As a U.S. government analysis of Hamas concluded, “charitable
donations to non-governmental organizations are commingled, moved be-
tween charities in ways that hide the money trail, and then often diverted
or siphoned to support terrorism.” There’s no better proof of the efficacy of
charities at raising terrorist dollars than the sheer size of the global Hamas
charity-fundraising network itself. And the evidence of such a network’s
existence is overwhelming.3

A CIA report on charitable organizations that finance terror refers to
Hamas operatives and front organizations operating throughout Europe,
including the United Kingdom, Denmark, Austria, and Croatia. Made pub-
lic in 2003, the report was written in 1996, revealing that already in the
1990s American authorities were aware that Hamas fronts like Human Ap-
peal International (HAI, Hayat al-Amaal al-Khayriyah) were operating of-
fices in Europe, the Middle East, Asia, and Africa. Also in 1996, Western
intelligence services determined that the International Islamic Relief Orga-
nization (IIRO) and the World Assembly of Muslim Youth (WAMY), both
Saudi charities associated with al-Qaeda, were funding Hamas through In-
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terpal, a U.S.-designated Hamas front organization in London discussed 
in detail below. Other examples of purportedly charitable organizations
cited by the CIA for financing Hamas (and, more often than not, other ter-
rorist groups as well) include the Kuwaiti Joint Relief Committee, the Saudi
High Commission (in Bosnia), and the Qatar Charitable Society (Jamiyyat 
al-Khainyyah).4

Documents seized by Israeli forces in West Bank raids confirm the CIA
conclusion that Hamas is largely financed by global charities. Some chari-
ties, like the United Arab Emirate Friendship Association, explicitly funded
the families of martyrs and demanded that a copy of the death certificate
accompany each application form. Other prominent Middle Eastern chari-
ties whose ties to Hamas are clear from these seized documents include the
Kuwaiti al-Mounasara Fund (and many of its Middle East branches such as
the Aid Committee, or Lajnat al-Mounasara, in Jordan); the Palestine Char-
ity Committee (PCC) of the Kuwait-based International Islamic Charitable
Organization (IICO); and the Fund for the Care of Families (Wakfiat Ria’at
El Usra) in Lebanon.5

HAMAS CHARITIES IN THE UNITED STATES

Despite his assertions that “Hamas itself has never collected or received
money in the United States or any other country,” former Hamas chief
Mousa Abu Marzook was personally involved in establishing the Hamas
fundraising infrastructure in the United States. On December 4, 2001, the
United States shut the Holy Land Foundation for Relief and Development
(HLFRD), designating the foundation a terrorist entity for being the major
front organization for Hamas then operating in America. Five days before
the September 11 attacks, the FBI raided the offices and froze the assets of
Infocom, an Internet company located across the street from the HLFRD
that shared personnel, office space, and board members with HLFRD. The
two organizations were formed in California around the same time, and
both received seed money from Marzook. At the same time that he was
providing startup funds for Hamas fundraising organizations in the United
States, Marzook was already funneling significant sums of American money
to Hamas himself. According to Israeli information cited by the FBI, “In
early 1989, Abu Marzook sent some tens of thousands of dollars . . . from
the U.S. with his brother-in-law Bashir Elashi who is also a Hamas activist.”
Bashir Elashi’s brothers, Bayan, Ghassan, Basman, Hazim, and Ihsan, would
all be indicted in 2002 on terrorism charges related to the Infocom inves-
tigation.6
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After their arrests, the Richardson mosque—also known as the Dallas
central mosque—hosted fundraising events with the goal of collecting
$500,000 for the Elashi brothers’ defense fund (established as the Muslim
Legal Fund of America two weeks after the government shut down HLFRD).
The fund distributed a leaflet, produced by a company run out of the home
of Shukri Abu Baker, HLFRD’s former CEO, calling for a “Cash & Gold for
Justice” drive and urging members of the local Muslim community to raise
$500,000 in five months. The mosque had been a client of Infocom’s, and
had personal ties with at least two of the Elashi brothers: Basman Elashi
was a former board member of the mosque, and Ghassan Elashi was active
in an affiliated Islamic school. This same house of worship would later be
implicated in the distribution of Islamist material produced and distrib-
uted by extremist Saudi sheikhs. In December 2003, a document was found
at the mosque titled “Patriotism and Its Requirements In Light of Islamic
Teachings,” which told faithful Muslims: “[W]e consider ourselves to be in
a continuous war against the Zionist enemy in every way until we achieve
the hopes of the Arab nations driving the occupier out.”7

The Holy Land Foundation for Relief and Development 

and the al-Aqsa Education Fund

According to its 2000 tax return, HLFRD’s total revenue exceeded $13 mil-
lion that year. In a detailed forty-nine-page FBI memorandum, the U.S.
government determined that these funds were used by Hamas to support
families of suicide bombers and to finance Palestinian schools that teach
reverence and sympathy for suicide bombers.“By providing these annuities
to families of Hamas members,” the report asserts, “the HLFRD assists
Hamas by providing a constant flow of suicide volunteers and buttresses a
terrorist infrastructure heavily reliant on moral support of the Palestinian
populace.” Citing information from the Treasury Department, a General
Accounting Office report agreed with the FBI, concluding that “evidence
shows that Hamas used some of the money that the Holy Land Foundation
raised to support suicide bombers and their families.”8

The Holy Land Foundation operated in conjunction with the rest of
Hamas’ international fundraising machine. The FBI tied HLFRD to Interpal
(the U.S.-designated Hamas front in London discussed in the following
section), discovering, for example, that “a review of the HLFRD’s financial
records shows that on April 11, 2000, the HLFRD wired Interpal $66,000.00.”
Beyond the links to Interpal and other European charities that authorities
have tied to Hamas, investigations tie the HLFRD to a long list of other ter-
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rorist operatives and fronts. For example, financial transactions link the
HLFRD to an al-Qaeda-associated front in Chicago called the Global Relief
Foundation, and to the chief Hamas fundraiser in the Tri-border area of
South America, Ayman Ghotme.9

Although it was the largest and most successful, the Holy Land Foun-
dation is by no means the only U.S.-based organization to have raised, laun-
dered, and transferred significant amounts of money to Hamas. According
to Israeli police interviews cited by the FBI, Abdelhaleem Hasan al-Ashqar
“transferred hundreds of thousands of dollars on behalf of Hamas” in the
late 1980s and early 1990s at the direction of Sufian Abu Samara, an admit-
ted West Bank member of the Izz al-Din al-Qassam Brigades. At the time,
al-Ashqar was head of the al-Aqsa Educational Fund (AAEF) in the United
States, an organization that played a central role in the Hamas dawa. In Oc-
tober 2003, al-Ashqar was indicted on criminal contempt charges in Chi-
cago for refusing to testify before a grand jury on Hamas activities in the
United States. More recently, he ran as a candidate in the January 2005
Palestinian presidential elections even as he faced criminal charges of sup-
porting Hamas in an updated federal indictment. FBI electronic surveil-
lance of al-Ashqar and others revealed that in 1994 Mousa Abu Marzook
ordered curtailing the AAEF as the primary Hamas fundraising entity in
the United States and replacing it with the HLFRD. The decision to shutter
the AAEF and streamline Hamas fundraising in the United States under the
HLFRD was highly successful: Holy Land Foundation blossomed into the
largest Islamic charity in the United States until the U.S. Treasury Depart-
ment froze its assets in 2001.10

The Philadelphia Meeting

One of the earliest known incidents of Hamas fundraising activity in the
United States is a 1993 conference in Philadelphia at the Marriott Court-
yard Hotel on Bartram Avenue minutes from Philadelphia’s international
airport. According to an FBI report describing the conclave, the seventeen
attendees “discussed the ‘Holy Land Fund’ and the ‘El-Aqsa Fund’” and also
held a brief discussion about “collecting money in an effort to support up-
risings in the West Bank and Gaza.” The participants decided on five cen-
tral goals: (1) “Support the holy struggle, Jihad”; (2) publicly distance their
movement from Hamas “to avoid media criticism and negative public per-
ception”; (3) effect “Mass mobilization”; (4) “Actively solicit contributions
and fundraising” for Hamas; and (5) “Influence the public opinion and the
news media in the United States.”11
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The participants at the Philadelphia meeting were individuals described
by the FBI as “senior leaders of Hamas,” including heads of organizations
believed to be fronts for Hamas like the HLFRD and the Islamic Associa-
tion for Palestine (IAP). They included Abdelhaleem Hasan al-Ashqar,
Akram Kharroubi, Mohammad al-Hanooti, Ismail Elbarasse, Muin Kamel
Mohammad Shabib, HLFRD CEO Shukri Abu Baker, executive director
Haitham Maghawri, chairman of the board (and later vice president of in-
ternational marketing) Ghassan Elashi, and others. During the meeting,
these participants took great pains to disguise their association to Hamas
by making a concentrated effort not to refer to the organization by its full
name or its more recognized acronym. Instead they referred to it simply as
“the Movement” or as “Samah” (Hamas spelled backwards).12

According to a summary and analysis written by an FBI translator who
listened in on the meetings, the participants “believe that the Palestinian
cause is only a small part of the Islamic cause. They believe that somehow,
their cause are (sic) connected with the Islamists causes in Egypt, Algeria
and Tunisia. They believe that the trust of the new world order which was
promoted by the [first] Bush administration is to destroy Islam.” Accord-
ingly, the participants agreed that future funds should be allocated only to
Islamic causes, and not to “certain funds [or] activities that will enhance
economic position [sic] of the self rule administration [i.e., the Palestinian
Authority] such as the needy, the poor, the refugees, the camps and the
like.” In their words,“the objective is to weaken the self rule administration,
not to strengthen it. Therefore the funds should be directed towards the Is-
lamic projects that follow, enhance, promote (sic) the Islamic cause such as
Islamic universities and Islamic schools.”13

The Philadelphia group determined to be more discreet than had been
Sheikh Omar Abdel Rahman, the so-called Blind Sheikh convicted in plots
to bomb New York landmarks, including the United Nations headquarters.
The Philadelphia participants had no issue with Rahman’s goals, but with
his “method,” which was “wrong, unsophisticated. It resulted in labeling
him a terrorist.” One participant commented that Rahman “didn’t commit
crimes”; his problem was that “he was not able to defend himself against
the media.” Another point made during the discussion was concern that
American and Israeli investment in Palestinian areas was “absorbing the
Palestinian anger, desperation, revolution by raising the standards of living
of the Palestinians.” It was the hope of the men assembled in Philadelphia
that “the failure of the self rule administration to solve the problems of the
Palestinian population and providing the needed services to them will be
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detrimental to the peace accord.” To hasten the fall of the Palestinian Au-
thority and the peace process they concluded “to defeat the [Oslo] accord
we [Hamas] should make services available to the population.” Such char-
ity would be doled out primarily to Islamist organizations within the Pales-
tinian public: “Our relation has to be good with everyone,” noted one par-
ticipant,“but we can give the Islamists 100,000 and 5,000 to the others.” An
FBI summary of another speaker’s remarks reveals an even more explicit
commitment to raising U.S. money with the explicit aim of financing Hamas
terror attacks. The FBI translator’s summary noted:14

He said we should concentrate our efforts on supporting Jihad (holy
war) in the occupied lands. This can be done, he said, through concen-
trating our financial resources on those directly connected with Jihad,
such as to injured, the martyrs, their families and the prisoners. Other
needed services can be provided by other organizations, those who re-
ceive assistance from the United States and UN agencies. But we should
focus on those people who are directly connected with Jihad.15

The Islamic Association for Palestine

In its effort to Islamize the Palestinian national struggle, Hamas invests sig-
nificant resources in Palestinian popular culture and society. Indeed, ex-
perts have noted that giving the Palestinian cause an Islamic flavor is part
of Hamas’ effort “to link the particular Palestinian struggle with the wider
Islamic wave in the Muslim world.” In the United States, authorities believe
the Islamic Association for Palestine (IAP) is the primary organization re-
sponsible for fulfilling this function, though it also raises funds for Hamas
in cooperation with HLFRD.16

The IAP has operated under the name of several related entities, in-
cluding the American Muslim Society (AMS) and the American Middle
Eastern League for Palestine (AMEL). The IAP is intimately tied to the most
senior Hamas leadership; in fact it was originally formed in 1981 by Dr. Aly
Mishal at the personal direction of Khaled Mishal (who was then a senior
Muslim Brotherhood activist and would later become secretary general of
Hamas). The founding of the IAP six years prior to the official formation
of Hamas is still further indication of Hamas’ roots in the Muslim Brother-
hood. When the group’s leaders in Gaza made the decision to officially
found Hamas in 1987, the IAP became the group’s mouthpiece in North
America. For example, the FBI noted that IAP officers were among the “sen-
ior leaders of Hamas” who participated in the 1993 Hamas planning meeting
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in Philadelphia. At one time Hamas leader Mousa Abu Marzook was him-
self a member of the IAP’s Board of Directors. In January 1990, Marzook—
who was then living in northern Virginia—opened a bank account in the
name of IAP. At the same time that Marzook was providing seed money to
the HLFRD and operational funds for Mohammad Salah to deliver to Hamas
operatives in the West Bank, he was also providing startup funds for the
IAP. Bank records show that over the course of 1990 and 1991 seven checks
totaling $125,000 were deposited into this account.17

Since the creation of Hamas in 1987, the IAP has published Hamas
communiqués calling its followers to jihad. It published and distributed the
Hamas charter, which included the address of the Occupied Land Fund,
HLFRD’s former name. It also held conventions and conferences at which
pro-Hamas speakers and singers rallied support for Hamas. For example,
the 1988 IAP conference in Oklahoma City featured Abdallah Azzam, Osama
bin Laden’s spiritual mentor. The 1989 IAP convention in Kansas City, Mis-
souri, held in honor of Azzam, who had recently been killed by a rival Is-
lamist faction, featured a hooded Hamas activist who called for financial
assistance for terror attacks and Yusef Qardawi, the Islamic cleric who is-
sued a fatwa (religious edict) permitting Muslim women to engage in sui-
cide attacks. A banner at the front of the room proclaimed: “Islamic Pales-
tine from the river to the sea” in Arabic, while another banner bore Hamas’
name in Arabic. A video tape of the 1989 IAP convention ends with a so-
licitation to send donations to the Occupied Land Fund (HLFRD). Sheikh
Mohammad Siyam, an admitted Hamas leader whose fundraising trip to
the United States was paid for by the HLFRD, also spoke at the 1989 IAP
conference. The IAP also organized support rallies for jailed Hamas mem-
bers, including Hamas leader Mousa Abu Marzook and Chicago operative
Mohammad Salah.18

In the United States, the Hamas magazine Filisteen al-Muslima (Mus-
lim Palestine)—which pays glowing tributes to Hamas suicide bombers,
justifies their attacks, and suggests they be models for future suicide
bombers—was distributed by the IAP. The IAP distributed many fliers and
communiqués, some on behalf of Hamas and others supporting and rais-
ing funds for Hamas. A December 1989 communiqué, for example, states
that “the only way to liberate Palestine, all of Palestine, is the path of Jihad,”
and declares that “Hamas is the conscience of the Palestinian Mujahid
people.” It goes on to invite its readers “to perform jihad for the sake of God
with your money and donate as much as you can to support the Intifada in
Palestine” and directed donors to send funds to the Occupied Land Fund
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(HLFRD). Another communiqué, issued in February 1989, was distributed
on IAP letterhead but signed “The Islamic Resistance Movement (HAMAS),
Palestine.”Part of this statement, printed in the United States, demanded that
“our brothers in the PLO stop the dialogue with the American enemy.”19

While the IAP’s primary function was to serve as the public voice of
Hamas in the United States, it also assisted HLFRD in its fundraising ef-
forts. For example, the IAP included solicitations for HLFRD in many of its
letters and publications, and negotiated fundraising contracts by which the
HLFRD paid the IAP $40,000 a year for the IAP’s fundraising services. In
February 1996, an FBI source reported being told by a Hamas activist who
had been affiliated with the IAP for about a decade that the IAP “donates
to the Palestinian arena approximately $3 million per year. These donations
were reportedly sent to the Holy Land Foundation in Palestine, and the
money goes to Hamas.”20

KinderUSA

Even after the closure of the Holy Land Foundation in 2001, other U.S.-
based charities continue to fund Hamas. One organization that has ap-
peared to rise out of the ashes of the HLFRD is KinderUSA. According to
one of its press releases, KinderUSA was formed in early 2002,“in response
to dual challenges posed by the state of Muslim charities in America and
the rapidly deteriorating humanitarian picture in Palestine.” In January
2005, the group suspended its activities for fear it was under FBI surveil-
lance. “In recent weeks,” a press release read, “we have discovered that the
federal government has targeted KinderUSA for investigation. This has taken
the form of unwarranted and obtrusive surveillance by the FBI, wiretapping,
attempts to bribe and subvert our employees (which has caused them to re-
sign in fear), spreading of malicious disinformation about the organiza-
tion, and the possible invasion of our office space.”21

Ties between KinderUSA and HLFRD are evident in their shared lead-
ership. For example, Dalell Mohmed, executive director of KinderUSA, was
HLFRD’s project coordinator. Likewise, Dr. Riad Abdelkarim, KinderUSA’s
president, was a member of HLFRD’s governing board. Both were arrested
in Israel in May 2002 (and subsequently released and deported) after Moh-
med filed to register KinderUSA as a charitable organization there on May 3,
2002, and opened a bank account in its name in Jerusalem. Israeli authori-
ties denied the request and deported Abdelkarim and Mohmed, believing
the group was tied to Hamas. The formation of KinderUSA highlights an
increasingly common trend: banned charities continuing to operate by in-
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corporating under new names, either in response to designation as terror-
ist entities or in an effort to evade attention. This trend is also seen with
groups raising money for al-Qaeda.22

Council on American-Islamic Relations

KinderUSA’s Abdelkarim also worked as the western region communica-
tions director for the Council on American-Islamic Relations (CAIR). Sev-
eral CAIR officials have been identified as Hamas supporters, including
CAIR executive director Nihad Awad and Holy Land Foundation’s vice
president of international marketing, Ghassan Elashi, who also founded
CAIR’s Dallas office.23

CAIR, which describes itself as “established to promote a positive image
of Islam and Muslims in America,” was co-founded by Omar Ahmed.
Ahmed also co-founded the Islamic Association for Palestine (IAP)—the
same organization that first published the Hamas charter in English—
together with Hamas leader Mousa Abu Marzook. CAIR takes pro-Hamas
and pro-Hezbollah positions, regularly rising to the defense of terrorism
suspects and openly supporting designated terrorist groups. For example,
Nihad Awad, CAIR’s executive director and a former IAP employee, is a
self-identified “supporter of the Hamas Movement.” But the group’s ties to
terrorism are not limited to mere lip service. CAIR employee Randall “Is-
mail” Royer was indicted in 2003 for his role in a northern Virginia jihad
network that visited terrorist training camps in Pakistan and conspired to
fight Indian forces in Kashmir. Royer and Elashi are not the only CAIR of-
ficials to be arrested or indicted since September 11, 2001. In another case,
Bassem K. Khafagi, then CAIR’s community affairs director, was arrested in
New York in January 2003 for his alleged role in a terror financing plot in-
volving the Islamic Assembly of North America.24

Other Hamas Fundraisers in the United States

Federal investigators have uncovered a surprisingly large number of front
organizations supporting Hamas in the United States. On September 30,
2003, U.S. authorities detained and indicted Abdurahman Mohammad
Alamoudi, head of the American Muslim Foundation (AMF) and also as-
sociated with several other charities, on charges of engaging in financial
transactions with Libya, a state sponsor of terrorism subject to U.S. sanc-
tions. Alamoudi was already a known quantity among terror supporters 
in the United States, especially after his comments at a rally outside the
White House in 2000, where he announced:“We are all supporters of Hamas.
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Allahu Akhbar! [God is great] . . . I am also a supporter of Hezbollah.”
Alamoudi is also known to have attended a conference of major Islamic
terrorist groups in Beirut in January 2001. The case that led to his eventual
incarceration, however, is particularly revealing. According to court docu-
ments, $340,000 in cash was seized from Alamoudi on August 16, 2003, as
he attempted to board a plane in London bound for Damascus. An uniden-
tified Libyan had delivered the cash to Alamoudi in his hotel room the pre-
vious night. According to the U.S. Bureau of Immigration and Customs
Enforcement (ICE), the money may have been “intended for delivery in
Damascus to one or more of the terrorists or terrorist organizations in
Syria.” Alamoudi has publicly lauded Hezbollah and Hamas, expressed his
preference for attacks that “hit a Zionist target in America or Europe or
elsewhere but not like what happened at the Embassy in Kenya,” and was
an officer of charities in northern Virginia tied to Hamas and al-Qaeda. In
an allusion to Hamas, one of Alamoudi’s prosecutors said, “in addition to
dealing with Libya, [Alamoudi] has a more direct connection with terror-
ist organizations designated by the United States government.” In request-
ing that Alamoudi be held without bail, the U.S. government further charged
that Alamoudi had laundered and transferred hundreds of thousands of
dollars through charities to terrorist groups, including al-Qaeda and Hamas.
In 2000, for example, a group that received $160,000 from a charity run by
Alamoudi was subsequently implicated in the millennial terrorist plot foiled
in December 1999. Later, in 2002, two of Alamoudi’s other organizations
(the Success Foundation and the Happy Hearts Trust) sent $95,000 to Hamas
front organizations in Jordan and Israel. Court documents assert that tens
of thousands more dollars were funneled through other Alamoudi-led or-
ganizations to Hamas.25

In June 2004, Alamoudi pled guilty to charges of violating sanctions
against Libya. Alamoudi’s agreement revealed that he was also involved in
a Libyan plot to assassinate Saudi Crown Prince (now King) Abdullah in
2003. The plot involved Alamoudi, Libyan intelligence officials, and Saad
al-Faqih, a Saudi dissident tied to al-Qaeda who was based in London.
Alamoudi was sentenced to twenty-three years in jail, fined $750,000, and
had to forfeit $910,000 in monies gained due to these illicit activities. Later,
in July 2005, the U.S. Treasury Department revealed that in 2003 Alamoudi
contributed approximately $1 million to the Movement for Islamic Reform
in Arabia (MIRA). MIRA, a Saudi oppositionist organization based in
Britain, was run by Saad al-Faqih, the al-Qaeda associate who was also in-
volved in the plot to assassinate the Saudi crown prince. Faqih was himself
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designated as a terrorist supporter by the United States in December 2004.
On July 14, 2005, the U.S. Department of Treasury added MIRA to its list
of terrorist organizations and froze its U.S. assets. According to the Trea-
sury Department, Alamoudi’s 2003 arrest in the United States was a serious
blow not only to Hamas but to al-Qaeda because of his ties and financial
support for both groups.26

In court documents stemming from another terrorism case, this one in
Boise, Idaho, the U.S. government charged that the Islamic Association of
North America (IANA) “provided a number of Internet websites and other
internet-related outlets for disseminating information regarding Islam, as
well as for soliciting and receiving donations of monies both from within
the United States and without.” The websites “included materials intended
to recruit and to raise funds for violent jihads,” including the one pursued
by Hamas against Israel. According to the indictment, the website, titled
www.islamway.com and registered to the IANA, “included a specific solici-
tation of donations to the Islamic Resistance Movement, also known as
Hamas, and provided a link for that purpose to a website it characterized
as the official mouthpiece of Hamas.” There is reason to believe IANA knew
such donations would fund Hamas’ terrorist activities; the website’s direc-
tor and administrator, Sami Omar al-Hussayen, was discovered in receipt
of an e-mail purporting to be from the Hamas Qassam Brigades, “stressing
the need for money in order to arm fighters against the ‘Zionist occupiers.’”
While al-Hussayen was ultimately acquitted on technical legal grounds of
charges that he provided material support to terrorist groups, this evidence
was never disproved.27

HAMAS FRONTS IN EUROPE

At the 1993 Hamas meeting in Philadelphia, one participant stressed that
while the United States “is a secure place for the movement . . . Europe also
can play the same role.” Hamas support networks are indeed active across
Europe, where their ostensive social welfare mission is more sympatheti-
cally received by governments that oversee rapidly increasing (and increas-
ingly disaffected) Muslim immigrant communities.28

Al-Aqsa International Foundation

One useful gauge of terrorist-fundraising trends is law enforcement activ-
ity. By that measure, the al-Aqsa International Foundation in Europe was a
critically important financial conduit for Hamas. Over the course of 2003,
authorities in the United States, United Kingdom, Germany, Denmark, the
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Netherlands, Luxembourg, and Switzerland all took action against the foun-
dation (also referred to as the al-Aqsa Fund or the al-Aqsa Charitable Foun-
dation). With operations in Europe, South Africa, Pakistan, and Yemen, al-
Aqsa was during its heyday a major Hamas fundraising front and raised
millions of dollars per year. The organization was first outlawed in Israel in
1997 and declared a terrorist organization there the following year. Ac-
cording to a statement issued by Britain’s Treasury Ministry in May 2003,
“strong evidence from international law enforcement agencies links al-
Aqsa Foundation with terrorist activity.” A Canadian intelligence report also
lists al-Aqsa as a charity providing “fundraising and propaganda activities
for Hamas.”29

In January 2003, the head of al-Aqsa’s Yemen office, Sheikh Moham-
mad Ali Hassan al-Moayad, was arrested in Germany. According to court
documents filed in support of his arrest warrant, Moayad offered an FBI
informant a receipt showing that he had transferred $70,000 to Interpal,
the U.S.-designated Hamas front in London, as proof of his ability “to get
money to the Jihad.” Moayad also told FBI informants he had provided
$3.5 million to Hamas and $20 million to al-Qaeda. A Palestinian intelli-
gence document dated July 2000 and seized by Israeli authorities two years
later included the al-Aqsa Charitable Foundation in a list of foreign insti-
tutions that support Hamas. Indeed, documents seized from the offices of
Hamas charities in the West Bank revealed significant funding was received
from the al-Aqsa Foundation. While some of these documents refer to other-
wise innocuous donations such as “food packages” and “holiday packages,”
many specifically note “the project of assistance to the families of the mar-
tyrs, the wounded and those who sustained damage.” In one case, evidence
uncovered at the al-Islah Charitable Society in Bethlehem documented do-
nations for thousands of dollars earmarked for the families of martyrs. The
money was described as coming from the al-Aqsa offices in Germany, Hol-
land, and South Africa, as well as from Interpal (which also coordinated the
donations).30

Al-Aqsa has had a rather dramatic history in Germany. In August 2002
the German Ministry of Interior issued a decree banning al-Aqsa’s activi-
ties because of its ties to Hamas. A German court repealed the ban in July
2003, in response to an appeal by the foundation. Then, in December 2004,
the higher Administrative Court overturned the lower appeal court’s rul-
ing and upheld the government’s original ban, effectively shutting down
the al-Aqsa Charitable Foundation in Germany. The Administrative Court
found that the al-Aqsa Foundation “supported the activity of an organiza-
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tion [Hamas] outside the Federal Republic that instigates and supports
killing of people and damage to property.” The ruling continued:31

By its continuing and extensive financial support to welfare organi-
zations that belong to Hamas, the Palestinian resistance movement
[Hamas], the Petitioner [al-Aqsa Foundation] disrupted the under-
standing and peace between the Israeli and Palestinian peoples. In that,
it concurrently supported Hamas’ violent activities against the Israeli
people. While it is impossible to prove that the funds transferred to the
welfare organizations were used (in part) indirectly by Hamas’ military
activity, Hamas must be viewed as a single structure, with no distinc-
tion between its social work and the military sphere.32

After being banned in Germany, al-Aqsa shifted the bulk of its Euro-
pean fundraising operations to Holland, “where it raised approximately
600,000 Euros in 2002 and $650,000 in 2001,” according to an Israeli gov-
ernment report. It continued to operate in the Netherlands throughout
2003, but changed its name to ISRA to avoid scrutiny by local law enforce-
ment. By December 2004, ISRA’s funds in Denmark and Holland had been
added to the European Union’s list of terrorist organizations and were pro-
hibited from transferring money to the Palestinian territories. The most
significant impact on the fund’s Dutch branch may have less to do with
government action and more do to with the public pressure that ensued
after the Dutch television station Nova TV ran a segment investigating the
group in 2001.33

Evidence of al-Aqsa financing of Hamas is extensive. In the second half
of 2003, Israeli authorities detained two al-Aqsa employees who arrived in
Israel to meet with and/or fund Hamas charities. On May 1, 2003, Israeli
authorities arrested Lis Ben Khaled, a French citizen of Algerian descent,
who “arrived in Israel with 11,000 Euros and contact details for someone in
Jenin.” Under questioning, Khaled provided detailed information regard-
ing the activities of the various al-Aqsa Foundation offices, including their
money transfers and other connections to Hamas charities in the West Bank
and Gaza.34

The evidence tying al-Aqsa and its most senior officers to Hamas is also
extensive. Particularly damning information was provided to Israeli au-
thorities by Abd al-Hakim Mohammad abd al-Fatah Abd al-Rahman, a
Hamas activist from the Palestinian village of Bir Naballah near Jerusalem,
in 1993. Under interrogation, Abd al-Rahman revealed that before he left
for Germany to pursue his studies, he approached Sheikh Jamil Hamami—
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a senior Hamas leader in the West Bank—about joining Hamas. Hamami
instructed Abd al-Rahman to contact Mahmoud Amru, the head of the al-
Aqsa Foundation in Germany, who Hamami described as a senior Hamas
activist in Aachen, Germany. Abd al-Rahman contacted Amru though the
local Islamic center, and continued to be in touch with him throughout the
course of his studies in Germany. Amru served as his contact with other
Hamas activists in Germany, provided him with ideological materials, and
helped him contact Hamas activists in Jordan.35

Al-Aqsa also served as a clearinghouse for smaller organizations sup-
porting Hamas. U.S. officials noted in May 2003 that the Islamic League in
Norway sent funds, gold, and jewelry it collected to the al-Aqsa International
Foundation offices in Sweden “to be provided to Hamas.” In another in-
stance, in late 2001, the Islamic League sent funds to the al-Aqsa Founda-
tion office in Sweden via human courier. Unlike many other Hamas fronts
whose leaders are publicly circumspect about the final destination of the
funds they solicit for Hamas, the Islamic League openly acknowledged such
funds were intended to support terrorism. At its May 2002 annual confer-
ence, the League’s secretary general called on “all Muslims to provide sup-
port and to participate in continuing the suicide operations against Israel.”36

Interpal

Like many European charities tied to Hamas, the al-Aqsa International
Foundation operated in close cooperation with Interpal, identified by U.S.
and other international services as an influential Hamas front in London.
Founded in 1981 as the Palestine and Lebanon Relief Fund in Manchester,
the group assumed the name Palestine Relief and Development Fund, or
Interpal, in November 1994 and is now headquartered in London. Beyond
the funds Interpal raises on its own—its 2001 income was in excess of £4
million—authorities believe the organization serves as a global “clearing-
house” for charitable money earmarked for Hamas that is raised in West-
ern Europe, Saudi Arabia, and other Gulf states.37

On August 22, 2003, the U.S. Treasury Department added Interpal and
several other Hamas charities in Austria, France, Switzerland, and Lebanon
to its terrorism list. The other charities were the Comité de Bienfaisance 
et de Secours aux Palestiniens (CBSP) in France, the Association de Secours
Palestinien (ASP) in Switzerland, the Palestinian Association in Austria
(PVOE), and the since-defunct Sanabil Association for Relief and Devel-
opment in Lebanon. On November 21, 2003, Australia followed suit and
listed these same Hamas fronts, along with six Hamas leaders, as terrorist
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entities and seized their funds. Canada has also cited Interpal and CBSP as
Hamas fronts. The ties between Interpal and Hamas front organizations in
the West Bank, Gaza, and Israel have been established not only through re-
ceipts found in Hamas charities, but also via telephone intercepts intro-
duced in the case of Sheikh Raed Salah, an Israeli-Arab leader charged with
funneling money to Hamas. Transcripts reveal that Salah communicated
extensively with Interpal officials while laundering and funneling money
received from Interpal through charities to Hamas institutions in the West
Bank and Gaza.38

Virtually all the money raised or filtered by Interpal ends up—usually
via bank transfer through the Arab Bank—at West Bank and Gaza chari-
ties affiliated with Hamas. According to an Israeli analysis of a 2002 Inter-
pal trustees report, every one of Interpal’s twelve “local partner” charities
listed in the report is “affiliated with Hamas or works on its behalf, not only
with regard to humanitarian issues but as part of its terrorism-supporting
apparatus.” Overall, Interpal appears focused on the Intifada against Israel,
not on the humanitarian crisis faced by Palestinian refugees generally;
though it officially claims to operate in refugee camps in Lebanon and Jor-
dan, Interpal’s website lists forty “local partners” in Palestine and only five
in Jordan or Lebanon.39

Despite extensive public evidence of its ties to Hamas, Britain’s Char-
ity Commission for England and Wales gave Interpal a clean bill of health
in 2003—just weeks after Interpal was designated a terrorist entity by the
United States. Coming on the heels of the European Union’s September 6,
2003, decision to include Hamas on its list of banned terrorist groups, the
U.K. Charity Commission’s decision to unfreeze Interpal’s accounts was
considered by many a setback to the international effort to sideline Hamas
and resurrect the Middle East peace process. The British Charity Commis-
sion claimed U.S. authorities failed to provide evidence to substantiate charges
that Interpal had financial ties to Hamas. “In the absence of any clear evi-
dence showing Interpal had links to Hamas’ political or violent military ac-
tivities,” the Commission concluded, Interpal’s accounts deserved to be un-
frozen. But the Commission arrived at this conclusion despite having found
that Interpal received funds from the al-Aqsa Foundation in the Nether-
lands, already banned as a Hamas front by several countries—including
Britain. The Commission excused the transaction because “the funds re-
ceived were in respect of humanitarian work already carried out by Inter-
pal and then invoiced to The al-Aqsa Foundation.”40
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Apparently what inhibited Commission action against Interpal was the
conventional wisdom that the charitable, political, and military wings of a
terrorist group are morally distinguishable. But even if Interpal were not
tied to Hamas’ political and violent activities, Interpal’s support for the ter-
rorist group’s social service infrastructure ought to have been reason enough
to ban Interpal; as observed in previous chapters, the Hamas dawa is the
bedrock of Hamas’ terrorist activities. At the very least, the sheer quantity
of funds funneled from Britain to Hamas might have given the Commis-
sion pause. According to a Palestinian General Intelligence report from the
late 1990s titled “Who Finances Hamas?” about $12 million of Hamas’ es-
timated $60 million to $70 million annual income came from Britain.41

Evidence of the central role Interpal plays in Hamas financing con-
firms the Palestinian estimate. For example, Interpal transferred $33,800
through the City Bank of New York to the Hamas-controlled al-Islah Chari-
table Society in Ramallah. Among the documents seized from the charity’s
office was a receipt dated January 15, 2001, for this donation—the receipt
was printed on Interpal stationery and signed by Jamal Mohammad Tawil,
a senior Hamas operative and founder of the al-Islah charity. As noted
above in Chapters 2 and 3, Tawil received funding for Hamas terrorist op-
erations directly from Hamas leaders in Damascus through the al-Islah
charity; he used the charity to launder funds for Qassam Brigades opera-
tions in which he was personally involved. More than perhaps anything
else, Tawil’s own history puts the lie to contrived distinctions between Hamas
charity and Hamas terrorism; he was involved in planning several suicide
bombings, including the car bomb attack in Jerusalem’s Ben-Yehuda ped-
estrian mall in December 2001, which killed 12 people and wounded 180
more.42

Other interesting papers seized from the al-Islah charity document a
series of small gifts—$100 each—presented by Interpal and the World As-
sembly of Muslim Youth (WAMY) to the families of suicide bombers in
celebration of the three day Eid al-Fitr, marking the end of the holy month
of Ramadan in 2001. Over two dozen families received the holiday gift, in-
cluding families of Hamas and Islamic Jihad operatives—among them sev-
eral suicide bombers. Interpal’s ties to Hamas charities not only are widely
documented by Israeli and American intelligence reports but have war-
ranted special attention from Palestinian authorities. A Palestinian intelli-
gence report dated July 1, 1999, details the Orphan Care Society in Bethle-
hem and its “connections with Hamas.” The report, which highlights the
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activities of Hamas activists Ghassan Harmas (a representative of the Or-
phan Care Society) and his ties to other Hamas charities like the Islamic
Charitable Society in Hebron, concludes by adding, “It should be noted
that the Islamic Charitable Society in Hebron receives support from Inter-
pal in London, where Essam Yussuf, who lives in London, is its head.”43

As noted above, United States and German investigators have also tied
Interpal to Sheikh Mohammad Ali Hassan al-Moayad, the head of the
Yemen office of the al-Aqsa International Foundation. Al-Moayad was ar-
rested in Germany, in large part for providing money, arms, communica-
tion gear, and recruits to al-Qaeda. As proof of his ability “to get money to
the Jihad,” al-Moayad offered an FBI informant a receipt from early 2001
showing that he had transferred $70,000 to Interpal. In contrast to Arafat’s
Fatah party, which al-Moayad stressed he did not consider “to be Muslim
followers,” al-Moayad highlighted Interpal as an example of an organiza-
tion through whom money goes to Hamas. When the informant confused
the Hamas front Interpal with the European law enforcement agency In-
terpol, al-Moayad corrected him, saying, “No, no, no, it’s Interpal, it’s a re-
spectable company, which I visited in London and I sat with them, they’re
doing well.”When the hotel room service knocked on the door just seconds
later al-Moayad immediately gathered up the receipts and told the others
in the room, “remove everything, remove them,” instructing them to look
like all they had been doing was translating the Koran together.44

Other European Charities in the “Union of Good”

Other, less well known European charities and humanitarian organizations
are also suspected of serving as Hamas front organizations, such as the 
Associazione Benefica di Solidarieta con il Palestinese (ABSPP), the Italian
branch of the U.S.-designated Hamas front CBSP operating in France.
French officials have long resisted banning CBSP, creating little incentive
for officials in places with CBSP-affiliated offices, like Italy, to take action
themselves. As with Britain’s attitude toward Interpal, French officials cite
Hamas’ social welfare work as the reason for their refusal to act against local
Hamas fronts, even after the EU has banned them. A French government
position paper sites “reticence” to ban Hamas among “a certain number of
EU member countries,” including France, and highlights “the movement’s
social activities, which partially but significantly make up for some of the
Palestinian Authority’s difficulties in guaranteeing essential services to Pales-
tinian society.” Despite the EU ban, the paper explains, “France continues
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to oppose the inclusion on the list of the Committee for Palestinian Char-
ity and Aid (CBSP), which raises funds for social actions in the Palestinian
territories. Several administrative and judicial investigations have pro-
duced no evidence that this group uses such funds for terrorist purposes.” In
contrast, U.S. officials maintain they have provided “indisputable” evidence
of the links between Hamas and European fronts like the CBSP. Israeli au-
thorities point to documents seized in raids in Jenin and Ramallah show-
ing bank transfers between the CBSP and Hamas-run welfare groups. The
transfers reportedly include the transfer of i45,000 in the first half of 2004
alone. Moreover, other intelligence services, including the Canadian Secret
Intelligence Service, have also highlighted CBSP’s ties to Hamas.45

Both the French and Italian branches of CBSP, as well as Interpal in
London, the al-Aqsa International Foundation branches throughout Eu-
rope, and many others, belong to an umbrella organization called the Union
of Good (I’tilaf al-Khayr, also known as the Charity Coalition). It was
founded in October 2000 by Sheikh Yusef Qardawi, the radical Islamist
sheikh highlighted in Chapter 3 for his religious rulings (fatwas) legitimiz-
ing suicide bombings against Israeli civilians, and for calling for attacks on
Americans—military and civilian alike—in Iraq. The date of the organi-
zation’s inception is significant, coming as it does right on the heels of the
outbreak of the al-Aqsa Intifada, the second Palestinian uprising that
followed the breakdown of the Camp David peace talks in September 2000.
The timing provides insight into the organization’s underlying purpose,
which is “to serve as an umbrella organization for a global Islamic fundrais-
ing drive for Palestinians in the PA-administered territories.” Noting its ties
to Hamas, Israel outlawed the Union of Good in February 2002.46

Sheikh Qardawi’s vision was to place the Palestinian cause squarely
into the context of global Islamic radicalism, thus opening Hamas, Pales-
tinian Islamic Jihad, and other groups to the financial largesse of radical Is-
lamists worldwide. In transcripts of covertly recorded conversations, Mo-
hammad Ali Hassan al-Moayad, the head of the al-Aqsa Foundation office
in Yemen, described Qardawi and his assistant, Issam Kashashani, as people
who “support the entire Jihad movement.” In a different exchange with an
undercover American source, or cooperating informant (marked CI-1),
Moayad and his assistant, Sheikh Mohammad Zayed, discussed Qardawi
and his support for a variety of jihadist organizations:

Moayad: Yusef . . .
Zayed: He’s a religious scholar.
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CI-1: And he is a good, religious man and he is supporting, uh . . .
He also supports Hamas?

Moayad: He supports all of Islam. He works toward the unanimity of
all Muslims.

CI-1: He is supporting Hamas and the other Islamic Jihad—
Moayad: Jihad.
CI-1: —movements.47

The Union of Good began life as a limited 101-day fundraising drive
chaired by Qardawi. It was so successful, however, that it became an in-
stitution unto itself and now works with over fifty Islamic foundations
worldwide. According to Palestinian intelligence, “The Union [of Good] is
considered—with regard to material support—one of the biggest Hamas
supporters.” Qardawi recruited Essam Yusef, until then the head of Interpal
in London, to serve as the Union’s operative director (Yusef retains his af-
filiation with Interpal, serving as its vice chairman of the board of trustees
as well as its managing trustee). In a 2001 television interview Yusef re-
portedly described Sheikh Qardawi as “Sheikh al-Mujahideen” (sheikh of
the holy warriors). And in a telling indication of the cooperation between
Hamas fronts abroad, one of Sheikh Moayad’s deputies at the al-Aqsa
Foundation, Ali Muqbil al-Jawabirah, is described in a Palestinian intelli-
gence document as the “director-general” of the Union of Good in Yemen.48

Also affiliated with both the Union of Good and Interpal is a smaller
Islamic charity called Muslim Aid. Founded by former pop music icon and
Muslim convert Islam Yusef Islam (formerly Cat Stevens), Muslim Aid and
Interpal have collectively raised funds for the Hamas-run Ramallah-al-
Bireh charity committee. Citing suspected financial ties to Hamas and Sheikh
Omar Abdel Rahman (the “Blind Sheikh” serving a life sentence for plot-
ting to bomb New York landmarks), the United States denied Yusef Islam
entry into the United States in September 2004. He had been denied entry
to Israel in 2000 on similar grounds.49

Funds raised under the auspices of the Union of Good and its con-
stituent organizations like Interpal and Muslim Aid make their way to
Hamas through local charity committees, the vast majority of which are af-
filiated with Hamas. According to an Israeli assessment, by December 2004
the Union of Good had transferred tens of millions of dollars to the Pales-
tinian territories, via local Hamas charities. These purportedly charitable
donations were then “exploited by Hamas to finance its apparatus (i.e., fi-
nancial and material support given to the families of martyrs and prison-
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ers), as well as the welfare and health projects which reinforce its status
among the Palestinian population.” To facilitate such large-scale funding,
the Union of Good split its operations in the Palestinian territories into
four administrative districts with one in Gaza, and three in the West Bank.
While the organization has its own representative office in Gaza to distrib-
ute aid there, its operations in the three West Bank districts are run through
the offices of local Hamas charity committees. The al-Tadhoman organiza-
tion in Nablus coordinates distribution in the northern West Bank, while
activities in the central West Bank are run through the al-Islah committee
in Ramallah and in the southern West Bank through the Hebron Islamic
Charity Society. As discussed in previous chapters, each of these organiza-
tions is intimately tied to Hamas. Al-Tadhoman, for example, is headed by
senior Hamas official Sheikh Hamid Bitawi, who also serves as one of three
Union of Good trustees in the West Bank. Also on the organization’s board
of trustees are Sheikh Ikrima Sabri, the Mufti of Palestine and frequent
preacher at Jerusalem’s al-Aqsa mosque, and Sheikh Raed Salah, the head
of the Israeli-Arab Islamic movement in northern Israel who was convicted
of transferring funds to Hamas via charities he ran.50

Even projects funded by the Union of Good with no direct tie to
Hamas, such as the group’s financing of large infrastructure projects, func-
tion to bolster the terrorist group’s reputation in Palestinian eyes. “The
projects are carried out through [Hamas-affiliated] institutions and im-
prove [Hamas’] standing among the population,” according to an Israeli
report, “helping Hamas to present itself as a potential radical Islamic alter-
native to the more secular-oriented Palestinian Authority.” But some of the
funds dispersed by the Union of Good are explicitly funneled to Hamas op-
eratives. Under interrogation by Israeli authorities, Hamas activist Ashraf
Muhi al-Din Mohammad Sawafteh described receiving money from the
Union of Good. A Hamas political leader in the Jenin area, Sawafteh had al-
ready planned to join the group’s Qassam Brigades when he was arrested.
Sawafteh further laundered the funds he received through a branch of the
Palestinian Association of Workers, General Services and Manufacturing
Institutions, which he headed. The Union of Good boasts ties to a litany of
known and suspected terrorists, including Hamas activists, radical Arab
leaders (including a former Sudanese president, a Jordanian minister, and
the speaker of the Yemeni parliament), and other radical Islamist individ-
uals and organizations tied to global jihadist groups. Included in this last
category, for example, is Sheikh Abdel Majid al-Zindani, a Specially Desig-
nated Global Terrorist accused by the U.S. government of “actively recruit-
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ing for al-Qaeda training camps” and playing “a key role in the purchase of
weapons on behalf of al-Qaeda and other terrorists.”51

WEALTHY INDIVIDUALS AND CORPORATE DONORS

While most Hamas money raised abroad comes by way of charities that
rely on relatively small donations from hundreds or thousands of Palestin-
ian sympathizers, significant funds also come from the personal resources
of individual terror financiers—and the coffers of the corporations they
run. According to Hamas spokesman Ibrahim Ghosheh, “the fact of the
matter is that Hamas receives modest support from many Muslims in the
Gulf states, Saudi Arabia, Iran, Jordan, Yemen, Turkey, and many others.”
For example, Yassin al-Qadi, a prominent Jedda businessman and head of
the now-defunct Muwafaq Foundation, is accused of supporting a variety
of terrorist groups, from al-Qaeda to Hamas. According to U.S. court docu-
ments, in 1992 al-Qadi provided $27,000 to U.S.-based Hamas leader Mo-
hammad Salah and lent $820,000 to the Quranic Literacy Institute (QLI).
Based on these connections to Hamas, the U.S. government froze the assets
of both Salah and QLI. Many of the individuals who finance Hamas do so
from the proceeds of their otherwise legitimate businesses. Businessmen
like Yassin al-Qadi are able to draw on extensive business holdings and in-
vestments, but less prominent funders also make serious contributions to
Hamas. For example, in January 2003 Jamil Sarsour, a grocer from Mil-
waukee who owns several properties there, was charged in the U.S. with
money-laundering offenses related to his funding of Hamas military ac-
tivists in the West Bank. Sarsour pleaded guilty and served four years’ time
in an Israeli jail for providing $40,000 to Adel Awadallah, a Qassam Brigades
fugitive wanted for planning suicide bombings. These funds are suspected
to have come, at least in part, from the Sarsour family’s business holdings.
When Israeli authorities first arrested Sarsour in October 1998, they found
almost $10,000 in cash and over $60,000 in personal checks, cashier’s checks,
and money orders, as well as two American passports in his name. Sar-
sour’s brother, who runs a furniture business in one of the family proper-
ties, was also arrested in Israel for funding Hamas with family money.52

Hamas has proved itself well aware of the advantages of capitalist en-
terprise, going so far as to establish its own banks and financial houses. For
example, investigators revealed that Beit al-Mal Holdings, a public invest-
ment company in the West Bank and Gaza, is controlled by Hamas and
funds the group’s activities. The U.S. government has concluded that “al-
though its stated business activities are making loans and investing in eco-
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nomic and social development projects, Beit el-Mal has extensive ties to
Hamas.” A majority of the bank’s founders, shareholders, and employees
are Hamas associates, while the bank has funded projects in the Palestinian
territories “that are owned or managed by Hamas activists,” according to
the United States. The al-Aqsa Bank, described by U.S. authorities as “a fi-
nancial arm of Hamas,” is partly owned by Beit el-Mal, with which it also
shares senior officers and directors. Like Beit al-Mal, a majority of the 
al-Aqsa Bank’s shareholders and senior officials have ties to Hamas. Ac-
cording to U.S. officials, “Individuals associated with the Bank have been
previously arrested and charged with financing Hamas activities in the
Middle East. Soon after the bank opened in 1998, its connection to Hamas
extremists became evident and a number of banks refused to clear its
transactions.”53

In the United States, Beit al-Mal operated under the name Beit al-Mal,
Inc., or BMI. Founded by Soliman Biheiri in 1985, the New Jersey–based
holding company operated several subsidiaries, including BMI Leasing,
Inc., BMI Real Estate Development, Inc., and BMI Trade and Investment,
Inc. One of Biheiri’s real estate companies invested in housing develop-
ments on behalf of Hamas and its leader, Mousa Abu Marzook, including
a housing complex in the Maryland suburbs of Washington, D.C. (U.S. law
enforcement officials reportedly refer to the Oxen Hill development as
“Hamas Heights.”) Marzook, also identified as the president of Mostan, an-
other company tied to Biheiri, confirmed the investment to a U.S. govern-
ment informant.54

Other businesses, like Infocom—the telecommunications company
jointly established by Mousa Abu Marzook and the founders of the Holy
Land Foundation—not only funded Hamas but also provided services to
Hamas members, front organizations, and supporters. Infocom engaged in
regular financial dealings with Marzook (and his wife, Nadia Elashi), laun-
dered money through the company, provided computer services to several
organizations linked to terrorist groups, and exported technology to Libya
and Syria in violation of U.S. export control regulations.55

Individuals, charities, and banks tied to the ruling class in Saudi Ara-
bia are among the most prolific supporters of Islamist extremism, both
Palestinian and global. Members of the al-Raji family have been tied to
Hamas funding, as have other members of the Saudi elite, such as Khari al-
Agha and Abd al-Rahim Nasrallah, who is believed to have laundered and
transferred funds through charitable organizations fronting for Hamas in
Europe. Nasrallah was reportedly in direct contact with Ziad Mahmoud
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Abd al-Rahim Salameh Zakarna, the head of the Jenin charity committee—
a central node in the Hamas dawa in the northern West Bank. Together, Za-
karna and Nasrallah may have arranged for the transfer of hundreds of
thousands of dollars to Hamas. Individual contributions from Saudi Ara-
bia were instrumental in Hamas’ development of the Qassam rockets it
routinely shoots into Israel from Gaza. In December 2001, Israeli authori-
ties arrested Hamas operative Osama Zohadi Hamed Karika as he attempted
to leave for Egypt via the Rafah border crossing at Gaza. On his person were
documents detailing the development of the Qassam rockets. Under ques-
tioning, he admitted that he was on his way to Saudi Arabia to brief unidenti-
fied persons on the development of the rockets and to obtain their contin-
ued funding for the project. Karika also told his Israeli interrogators that
Saudi Arabia was where he had personally secured initial funding for the
rocket program.56

In October 2002, Treasury Department undersecretary for enforce-
ment Jimmy Gurule traveled to Europe armed with a list of “about a dozen
of al-Qaeda’s principal financial backers, most of them wealthy Saudis.”
Gurule went to present his European counterparts with “specific informa-
tion on selective, high-impact targets” in an effort to have them “designated
terrorist financiers and have their assets blocked.” Many of these individu-
als also fund Hamas, prompting Gurule to press his European counterparts
“to reconsider the common European and official E.U. distinction made
between political or social wings and military or terrorist wings of organi-
zations such as Hamas.”57

Aware that authorities in Europe, the Middle East, and elsewhere fre-
quently turn a blind eye to such activity, prominent Islamist leaders openly
call for financing Hamas. For example, the day after the July 31, 2002, Hamas
bombing at Jerusalem’s Hebrew University (which killed seven civilians,
including five Americans, and wounded eighty-six others), the Jordanian
Islamic Action Front (IAF) sponsored a mass rally in Amman. IAF leaders
proudly and publicly lauded the university bombing as a “bold, heroic op-
eration” and highlighted the IAF’s commitment to supporting Hamas.
Speakers asserted that the Hebrew University attack cost $50,000, adding
that “this necessitates giving large financial aid to the Palestinian people to
carry out more operations of this kind.” Jordanians and the larger Arab na-
tion were urged “to contribute generously to the Palestinian people so that
they could buy the weapons and necessary equipment for confronting the
Israeli arrogance.”58

Fundraising for Hamas by wealthy individuals also occurs outside the
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Middle East. A Canadian intelligence report declares that “Hamas support-
ers and fundraising activity also appear to be present in the tri-border area
of Brazil, Paraguay, and Argentina. . . . Reporting indicates funds are regu-
larly sent to groups in the Middle East, including Hamas, from supporters
in the tri-border area.” U.S. officials agree, noting that a prominent Sunni
cleric in the Tri-border area, Sheikh Khaled Taqi al-Din,“is primarily affili-
ated with Hamas.”59

FUNDING FROM OTHER TERRORIST NETWORKS

Hamas funding also comes from sources more closely tied to other groups,
especially al-Qaeda, substantiating the comments of terrorism scholar Rohan
Gunaratna that al-Qaeda’s “modus operandi is fully compatible with that
of other terrorist groups such as the Tamil Tigers and Hamas.” Indeed, de-
spite their not sharing any formal affiliation, there is enough significant
overlap in Hamas and al-Qaeda’s financing networks that informal person-
to-person cooperation in this area is probably inevitable. Take for example
Muhammad Zouaydi, a senior al-Qaeda financier in Madrid whose home
and offices were searched in April 2002. Spanish investigators found a five-
page fax dated October 24, 2001, revealing that Zouaydi was not only fi-
nancing the Hamburg cell responsible for the 9/11 attacks, but also Hamas.
In the fax, which Zouaydi kept for his records, the Hebron Muslim Youth
Association solicited funds from the Islamic Association of Spain. (Accord-
ing to Spanish prosecutors, “the Hebron Muslim Youth Association is an
organization known to belong to the Palestinian terrorist organization
Hamas which is financed by activists of said organization living abroad.”)
Spanish police also say Zouaydi gave a total of almost $6,600 marked “Gifts
for Palestine” to Sheikh Helal Jamal, a Palestinian religious figure in Madrid
reportedly tied to Hamas.60

A particularly interesting link between al-Qaeda and Hamas was re-
vealed when U.S. immigration officials briefly detained Muhammad Jamal
Khalifa, Osama bin Laden’s brother-in-law and a senior International Is-
lamic Relief Organization (IIRO) official and al-Qaeda financier, in San
Francisco in December 1994. Among the material found in his belongings
“were extensive discussions of assassination, the use of explosives, military
training and jihad as well as details of Islamist movements such as Hamas
and Palestinian Islamic Jihad.” Even after he left the Saudi charity to open
a branch of the Muwafaq Foundation in the Philippines, Khalifa apparently
maintained relations with Hamas members working for the IIRO there.61

The al-Taqwa banking system has also financed the activities of multiple
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terrorist organizations, including Hamas and al-Qaeda. Al-Taqwa was added
to U.S. terrorism lists in November 2001 for “provid[ing] cash transfer
mechanisms for Al-Qaida,” and European intelligence services confirm “al-
Taqwa used Hamas funds in the late 1990s.” Subsequent investigation has
determined al-Taqwa was established in 1988 with financing from the
Egyptian Muslim Brotherhood. According to the U.S. Treasury Depart-
ment, “$60 million collected annually for Hamas was moved to accounts
with Bank al-Taqwa.” Al-Taqwa shareholders include both known Hamas
members and individuals linked to al-Qaeda. Ghalib Himmat, noted for
his ties to the Kuwaiti-based International Islamic Charity Organization
(IICO), is also an executive of the al-Taqwa banking network. Moreover, a
1996 report by Italian intelligence further linked al-Taqwa to Hamas and
other Palestinian groups, as well as to the Algerian Armed Islamic Group
(GIA) and the Egyptian al-Gama’a al-Islamiyya (Islamic Group).62

Further evidence of crossover between Hamas and al-Qaeda financing
was exposed in the case of Soliman Biheiri, discussed above in connection
with his defunct New Jersey investment company, BMI. Described by U.S.
officials as “the U.S. banker for the Muslim Brotherhood,” Biheiri’s original
investors include Hamas and al-Qaeda figures, among them Yassin al-Qadi
and Hamas leader Mousa Abu Marzook (both listed as Specially Desig-
nated Global Terrorists by the U.S. government), as well as Abdullah Awad
bin Laden (Osama bin Laden’s nephew and the former head of WAMY in
the United States).63

THE MORAL CULPABILITY OF FOREIGN DONORS

Having established the massive quantities of American, European, and
Middle Eastern “charity” money flowing into Hamas coffers, the logical
follow-up question is: do the foreign elements who empty their pocket-
books for Hamas and other radical Islamist networks know they are fund-
ing terrorism? An analysis of the index of documents seized by Israeli forces
from charity committees across the West Bank reveals that the group’s
foreign benefactors are often full partners in the use of charitable dona-
tions for terrorist purposes. While individual donors are often duped into
funding extremism and violence under humanitarian pretexts; the actual
fundraisers—and many of their larger donors—frequently fund terrorism
knowingly. The index reveals that donors from Italy to South Africa to
Qatar contributed millions of dollars through charities that often specified
recipients as “the families of martyrs.” Hamas front organizations in Eu-
rope are prominently featured in these documents, which include account-
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ing spreadsheets, personal letters, and more. The donations themselves came
from front organizations in Europe, North America, South Africa, Qatar,
and elsewhere, and were usually transferred through local branches of Middle
Eastern banks. Interpal, the al-Aqsa International Foundation, the Holy
Land Foundation, and many more charities all featured prominently in the
material Israeli forces seized in the West Bank.64

For example, when Israeli forces raided the Tulkarm charity commit-
tee, they found material lauding Hamas suicide attacks and records showing
the Saudi International Islamic Relief Organization (IIRO) had donated at
least $280,000 to the Tulkarm charity committee and other Palestinian or-
ganizations linked to Hamas. Israeli authorities found that many of the
checks made out to Hamas organizations were drawn from the corporate
account of al-Rajhi Banking and Investment at Chase Bank. Several chari-
table and banking institutions tied to the al-Rajhi banking family (includ-
ing the SAAR Foundation in northern Virginia) are under investigation as
terrorist fronts.65

In another case, Israeli authorities found Saudi texts praising suicide at-
tacks in the West Bank offices of the Koran and Sunna Society—Palestine,
which, along with the Dar al-Arqam Model School in Gaza, received funds
from the Saudi-based World Assembly of Muslim Youth (WAMY). Accord-
ing to Israeli officials, both Palestinian organizations are tied to Hamas.
While authorities determined WAMY was funneling money to Hamas
through Interpal as early as 1996, a Palestinian report from 1999 asserts
WAMY also funneled money directly to Hamas organizations in the West
Bank. “There is a charity located in Saudi Arabia/Riyadh, the World As-
sembly of Muslim Youth, which supports Hamas members through the
school in Hebron which belongs to the Islamic Charitable Society.”WAMY,
the report continued, “aids and supports the poor, orphans, widows and
the families of martyrs and the imprisoned who belong to the Hamas
movement.” In 2002, the same year Israel outlawed WAMY, Hamas leader
Khaled Mishal was an honored guest at WAMY’s annual conference in Saudi
Arabia.66

In the offices of the Islamic Charity Society in Hebron, a Hamas-run
charity, Israeli forces uncovered letters demonstrating that Islamic charity
money transferred from abroad knowingly and intentionally finances at-
tacks targeting Israel. In one letter, Hamas fundraisers abroad highlight
their efforts to “invest efforts in transferring large sums of money for you
[Hamas activists in the territories] by charity activity and emergency budg-
ets which we are still attempting to develop. . . . We promise to make efforts
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to transfer money to the casualties (shuhada) and the prisoners by transfer
to charity institutions.” In another letter confiscated from the Islamic Char-
ity Society, Hamas social welfare activists explain to their benefactors that
foreign largesse has enabled Hamas to set up a “special apparatus for the
popular resistance.” The Hamas activists stress that “this would be coordi-
nated with the military activity, based on the notion that the Intifada needs
both arms, the popular supportive arm and its activities, as well as the mili-
tary arm, which promotes the Intifada and its spirit of resistance, and at the
same time spurs the public’s motivation in case of calm.” One goal, the
writers explain, is “to prepare the ground for creating new waves of the In-
tifada in case it dies down.”67
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7

state support for hamas

Beyond the tens of millions of dollars raised by Hamas each year from for-
eign charities, individuals, businesses, and criminal enterprises, the terrorist
organization is also a massive beneficiary of support from foreign govern-
ments. State supporters of Hamas have included Saudi Arabia, Iran, Syria,
Lebanon, Libya, Sudan, Yemen, and Qatar. Each country’s support of Hamas
is different in nature; some nations, like Iran, provide direct state funding,
while others help out by providing military training or a safe haven for
wanted activists—or by merely turning a willful blind eye to Hamas activ-
ity within their borders. Of the countries listed above, Iran, Syria, Libya,
Sudan, and Iraq under Saddam Hussein have been designated by the
United States as state sponsors of terrorism. Saudi Arabia,Yemen, Lebanon,
and Qatar are not so designated by the State Department and are perhaps
most accurately described as “facilitators” of Hamas terrorism.1

Saudi Arabia and Iran account for the majority of the group’s overall
financial support, including support for the Hamas dawa, though Iranian
support comes directly through state institutions as a function of the gov-
ernment and Saudi support comes primarily through private organizations
and individuals—some close to or members of the royal family—whose
actions have been tolerated to varying degrees by the regime. Beyond the
money raised in the Gulf states, much of the money raised by Hamas insti-
tutions elsewhere is funneled to the group’s institutions in the West Bank and
Gaza via charities based in the Gulf. This accounts for the tremendous
number of financial transfers to Hamas from Gulf charities, as highlighted
above in Chapter 4.
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STATE SPONSORS OF TERRORISM

Iran

The Islamic Republic of Iran is described by the CIA as “the foremost state
sponsor of terrorism” and is Hamas’ most important and explicit state spon-
sor. Israeli, British, Canadian, and Palestinian intelligence all concur with
the U.S. conclusion that Iran directly aids Hamas with money, training
camps, and logistical support.2

Estimates of Iran’s financial assistance to Hamas vary, but there is
unanimity on one score: the sum is significant. According to Israeli esti-
mates, as of 2005 Iran contributes around $3 million a year in direct aid to
Hamas. Canadian intelligence cites assessments that Iran transfers some-
where between $3 million and $18 million a year to Hamas. According to
the Canadian Secret Intelligence Service,“in February 1999, it was reported
that Palestinian police had discovered documents that attest to the transfer
of $35 million to Hamas from the Iranian Intelligence Service (MOIS),
money reportedly meant to finance terrorist activities against Israeli tar-
gets.” Palestinian sources estimate Iranian assistance to Hamas “at tens of
millions of dollars.” According to experts testifying in the case of Diana
Campuzano et al. v. The Islamic Republic of Iran, Iranian financial support
to Hamas in 1995 totaled $30 million and ranged from $20 million to $50
million annually between 1990 and 2000. Expert testimony in another case
involving a Hamas attack, Susan Weinstein et al. v. The Islamic Republic of
Iran et al., concluded that “the Islamic Republic of Iran gave the organiza-
tion at least $25–50 million in 1995 and 1996, and also provided other
groups with tens of millions of dollars to engage in terrorist activities. In
total, Iran gave terrorist organizations, including Hamas and others, be-
tween $100 and $200 million per year during this period.”3

Whatever the specific sum, it fluctuates given circumstances on the
ground; Iran is known to employ a performance-based approach to deter-
mining the level of funding it is willing to provide terrorist groups. As a U.S.
court noted in Weinstein v. Iran, the period of 1995–1996 “was a peak period
for Iranian economic support of Hamas because Iran typically paid for re-
sults, and Hamas was providing results by committing numerous bus bomb-
ings such as the one on February 25, 1996.” Iran’s pay-for-performance
funding policy is also evident from its interactions with Palestinian Islamic
Jihad. Until Palestinian officials released imprisoned Islamic Jihad bomb
makers and terrorist recruiters in 2000 and 2001 (following the collapse of
Israeli-Palestinian peace talks), it had been years since Islamic Jihad carried
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out a successful attack. Islamic Jihad conducted several suicide bombings
in 1995 and then not again until September 2000 with the exception of the
November 6, 1998, double bombing in the Mahane Yehuda market that in-
jured twenty. Plot after plot failed, either because of terrorist incompetence
or successful counterterrorism operations. But once their key operatives
were released from jail, Islamic Jihad terrorist activity quickly picked up.
In early June 2002, Iran’s Ayatollah Ali Khamene’i met with Islamic Jihad
leader Ramadan Shallah on the sidelines of a Tehran conference convened
in support of the Palestinian Intifada. Khamene’i pledged to separate Iran’s
funding for Islamic Jihad from that of Hezbollah and to increase Islamic
Jihad funding by 70 percent “to cover the expense of recruiting young Pal-
estinians for suicide operations.” U.S. officials note that in the period fol-
lowing the onset of violence in September 2000, Tehran instituted an in-
centive system in which millions of dollars in cash bonuses to Islamic Jihad
were conferred to the organization for successful attacks. Tehran often de-
mands of its terrorist beneficiaries videotapes or other evidence of success-
ful attacks.4

Iranian funding of Hamas is also affected by the affairs of other states.
In the wake of a 2004 internal Saudi crackdown on al-Qaeda terror financ-
ing, funding for Hamas from the Kingdom all but dried up for a time. (As
it turned out, many of the financiers of al-Qaeda were supporters of
Hamas, as well.) Reeling from the loss of Saudi funds, Hamas is believed to
have accepted an emergency budgetary supplement from Iran to tide the
organization over until alternative means could be found to transfer funds
from within the Kingdom to Hamas. This financial support was likely
forthcoming thanks to Hamas’ successful militarization of the Intifada that
followed the failure of Israeli-Palestinian peace talks in 2000. Similarly,
Iranian funding to Hamas increased following the U.S.-led coalition’s over-
throw of Iraq’s Saddam Hussein—thereby drying up the generous Iraqi
grants to families of Palestinians killed, wounded, or jailed in the course of
attacking Israelis. As Israeli journalist Zeev Schiff wrote in the Ha’aretz
newspaper in May 2004,“Intelligence information also suggests that Iran is
passing over millions of dollars to Palestinians via Hizballah contacts. Iran,
in effect, is a replacement for former Iraqi leader Saddam Hussein, who
subsidized families of Palestinian suicide bombers or those injured in the
fighting. In the [Palestinian] territories, the funding is being managed by
various Islamic welfare organizations.”5

Hamas jealously guards its operational independence, and was initially
reluctant to accept too much money from Iran and risk becoming—like
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Hezbollah and Palestinian Islamic Jihad—a tool of Tehran’s Ayatollahs.
But the increase in Iranian funding for Hamas in May 2004 not only co-
incided with the removal of the Baathist regime in Iraq, it also came just
weeks after the Israeli assassination of Hamas leader Abdel Aziz al-Rantissi.
Coming on the heels of the assassination of Hamas founder Sheikh Ahmed
Yassin, al-Rantissi’s death left Hamas with no clear internal leadership. In
Damascus, Khaled Mishal reportedly sought increased funding from Iran
and a direct channel to the Iranian Revolutionary Guards Corp (IRGC) in an
effort to contain the impact of the loss of Yassin and al-Rantissi and reinvig-
orate Hamas’ operational cells.6

Unlike much of the financing examined so far in this book, Iranian
funding of Hamas is generally not laundered through the dawa but directed
straight to operational units. According to a December 2000 Palestinian in-
telligence report confiscated by Israeli authorities, Iran had transferred
$400,000 directly to Hamas’ Qassam Brigades to specifically support “the
Hamas military arm in Israel and encouraging suicide operations,” and an-
other $700,000 to other Islamic organizations opposed to the PA. Accord-
ing to a former Jordanian prime minister, “grassroots fundraising is really
not enough for big Hamas operations. Most of the support [for such oper-
ations] is from Iran. Iran’s money is more influential.” A senior Fatah offi-
cial and member of the Palestinian Legislative Council offered a similar as-
sessment, saying that while “some of Tehran’s money over the past three
years [2001–2004] may go to supporting health and humanitarian services
in Gaza,” the bottom line is that the “money from Tehran that goes to
Hamas is for the political leaders of Hamas and for the bombings, not for
the Palestinians.” Iran, the official stressed, “is not really interested in the
Palestinian cause.” Indeed, “the Palestinian agenda and the creation of a
Palestinian state is not in Iran’s interests.”7

Palestinian leaders have good reason to resent Iranian influence and
pressure on radical Palestinian groups. Consider the contents of a Palestin-
ian report on a May 2000 meeting in Damascus between the Iranian am-
bassador to Syria and representatives of Hamas, Islamic Jihad, and Hezbol-
lah. According to the report, the Iranian ambassador demanded that the
terrorist groups “carry out military operations in Palestine without taking
responsibility for these operations.” According to another Palestinian intel-
ligence document dated October 31, 2001, officials from Hamas, Islamic
Jihad, and Hezbollah had been meeting in Damascus “in an attempt to in-
crease the joint activity inside [i.e., in Israel, the West Bank, and Gaza] with
financial aid from Iran.” The meeting was held “after an Iranian message
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had been transferred to the Hamas and Islamic Jihad leaderships, accord-
ing to which they must not allow a calming down [of the situation] at this
period.” The Iranian funds, the document added, were to be transferred by
Hezbollah. Not surprisingly, U.S. courts have concluded that “Iran provides
ongoing terrorist training and economic assistance to Hamas” and found
that Iran has “provided material support and resources to Hamas and its
operatives, for the specific purpose of carrying out acts of extrajudicial
killing.”8

Jordan’s King Abdullah II highlighted one such Iranian-funded opera-
tion when he visited President Bush on February 1, 2002. The king report-
edly presented the president with evidence that Iran had sponsored no
fewer than seventeen attempts to launch rockets and mortars at Israeli tar-
gets from Jordanian soil. This was, according to the king, an Iranian plot
aimed at undermining the Jordanian regime and opening a new front against
Israel. Detained Hezbollah, Hamas, and Islamic Jihad terrorists reportedly
admitted to having been trained, armed, and funded by Iranian instructors
at Hezbollah camps in Lebanon’s Beka’a Valley. This story was raised in pass-
ing at a hearing of the House International Relations Committee on Feb-
ruary 6, 2002, when Rep. Benjamin Gilman asked Secretary of State Colin
Powell to respond to the above reports. Powell replied that the United
States was taking the issue seriously: “We are going to make sure that the
Iranians understand that this is inappropriate and that there are conse-
quences to bear. . . . We’re using the channels that are available to us to
bring pressure on the Iranians.” In light of the exposure of Iranian-funded
Hamas operations on Jordanian soil, it is understandable that a senior Jor-
danian diplomat conceded being “nervous about Hamas in Jordan” and
concerned about the “dirty game” being played by Iran. “Iran plays an in-
direct role in Jordan,” the official said, “mainly through Lebanon. And of
course Iran influences Hamas.” This is a particular problem, the diplomat
noted, because of the large percentage of ethnic Palestinians in Jordan: “If
someone sneezes in Gaza, we get the flu here [in Jordan].”9

Iranian involvement in the weapons smuggling incident of the Karine-
A—a ship loaded with Iranian weapons that was intercepted by the Israeli
navy en route to Gaza in 2002—is also well documented. The White House
described evidence of Iran’s role in the Karine-A incident as “compelling,”
a conclusion echoed in the statements of CIA head George Tenet, senior
State Department officials, and even European officials. Speaking before
the European Parliament in Strasbourg in February 2002, European Union
head of foreign affairs Javier Solana described the Karine-A as a “link be-
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tween Iran and the PA,” adding that “such a connection had not existed for
many years.” Hezbollah’s role in the affair is also well known; not only did
Iran arrange for Hezbollah external operations commander Imad Mugh-
niyeh to purchase the Karine-A, but Mughniyeh’s deputy, Haj Bassem, per-
sonally commanded the ship that met the Karine-A at the island of Kish
(south of Iran) and oversaw the ship-to-ship transfer of the Iranian
weapons. But the link extends to Hamas as well.10

According to U.S. officials, Iran offered the Palestinian Authority a sub-
stantial discount on the arms in return for being allowed to run a hospital
in Gaza and other social welfare organizations in the Palestinian territories.
By these means, Iran hoped to gain a foothold of its own in the Palestinian
territories, through which it could build grassroots support, propagate its
anti-Israel message, collect intelligence on the activities of U.S. officials,
and provide direct support to Hamas and Islamic Jihad. Outreach to the
Palestinians in this fashion would follow efforts by Iran elsewhere to use
humanitarian and diplomatic footholds as a cover for the Islamic Revolu-
tionary Guard Corps or MOIS operatives collecting intelligence and sup-
porting local terrorist groups. In 1997, a Defense Intelligence Agency re-
port detailed a similar Iranian initiative in Tajikistan; the MOIS had been
collecting information on the U.S. presence there and possibly engaging in
“terrorist targeting.” In 1998, another such plan came to light in Kazakh-
stan, where three Iranians were arrested for espionage, possibly in support
of a terrorist attack against U.S. interests.11

The Karine-A episode stood out not only because of the magnitude
and audacity of the scheme (more than fifty tons of weapons valued at over
$2 million were destined for Palestinian militants in this one plot), but
because of the quality of the weapons. The weapons seized aboard the
Karine-A have been described as “force multiplier weapons systems” that
would have drastically shifted the balance of power between Israeli forces
and Palestinian militant groups. They included 107 mm and 122 mm rock-
ets and launchers with ranges of up to twenty kilometers, antitank launch-
ers, and 120 mm mortars and mortar bombs, antipersonnel mines, small
arms and ammunition, and more. Some of these arms still bore serial
number markings revealing they were produced in Iran in 2001, including
PG-7 Tandem and PG-7 Nader antitank rockets, and YM3 antitank and
YM1 antipersonnel mines. While executed by Hezbollah, the entire opera-
tion was financed by Iran.12

The Karine-A is by no means the only Palestinian weapons-smuggling
plot financed by Iran. Hezbollah and the Popular Front for the Liberation
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of Palestine-General Command (PFLP-GC) were both involved in other
maritime smuggling efforts involving the Santorini and the Calipso-2 ships,
which between them made three successful smuggling runs to Gaza and the
Egyptian Sinai before a fourth attempt was thwarted by the Israeli navy in
May 2001. Money from Tehran is believed to have financed these and other
plots to arm Palestinian militants. For example, in May 2003, the Israeli
navy intercepted the Abu Hassan, a fishing vessel on which Hezbollah was
attempting to smuggle to Palestinian militants thirty-six CD-ROMs featur-
ing bomb-making instructions, detonators, and a radio activation system
compatible with rockets, suicide bombs, and remote-controlled explosives.
The commandos also captured Hamad Abu Amar, a Hezbollah explosives
expert, on board the boat.13

As part of its agenda to undermine prospects for Israeli-Palestinian
peace, Iran actively trains Palestinian terrorist recruits, both directly and
via Hezbollah, its primary terrorist proxy. Perhaps the best-known case is
that of Hassan Salameh, the Hamas commander who was the mastermind
of a string of suicide bus bombings in Israel in February and March 1996.
In his statements both to Israeli police and to CBS’s 60 Minutes, Salameh
described that after undergoing ideological indoctrination training in Sudan
he was sent to Syria and from there transported via an Iranian aircraft to a
base near Tehran. Osama Hamdan, Hamas’ representative to Iran at the
time, met Salameh in Tehran, after which Salameh underwent three months
of military training by Iranian experts. With the help of a translator (Sala-
meh did not speak Farsi and his trainers did not speak Arabic well), Sala-
meh learned to handle explosives, automatic weapons, hand grenades, and
shoulder-fired missiles. He was trained in ambush techniques, deactivating
land mines and extracting their explosive material, and building trigger
mechanisms for bombs. By his own admission, Salameh received all his
military training in Iran.14

Iran also runs terrorist training camps of its own in Lebanon, aside
from the Iranian-funded camps Hezbollah operates there. In August 2002,
Tehran was reported to have financed camps under General Ali Reza Tam-
zar, commander of the IRGC activity in Lebanon’s Beka’a Valley. These
camps were designed to train Hezbollah, Hamas, Palestinian Islamic Jihad,
and PFLP-GC terrorists in the use of the short-range Fajr-5 missile and the
SA-7 antiaircraft rocket. The IRGC training program, which reportedly
costs Iran $50 million annually, was said to include training for Lebanese
and Palestinian terrorists to carry out “underwater suicide operations.”
While training terrorists in the Beka’a Valley, the IRGC and MOIS simulta-
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neously run several terrorist camps in Iran. As of August 2002, more than
seventy foreign recruits—mostly Arabs—were reportedly undergoing vig-
orous training under the command of the IRGC’s Qods Force in two camps.
At least fifty were being trained at the Imam Ali Garrison in Tehran while
another twenty-two were being trained at the Bahonar Garrison, a Qods
Force base located north of Tehran. Trainees were instructed to hide their
connection to Iran and were warned by a Qods commander that “subse-
quent to September 11, our activities have become more sensitive.”15

In an indication of the Iranian leadership’s promotion of anti-American-
ism and legitimization of acts of terrorism, Iranian hardliners constructed
a monument in Tehran at the Behesht-e Zahra cemetery commemorating the
Hezbollah suicide truck bombing that killed 241 U.S. servicemen in Leba-
non in 1983. The Committee of the Commemoration of Martyrs of the
Global Islamic Campaign sponsored the monument and is dedicated to reg-
istering “martyrdom seeking” volunteers (i.e., suicide bombers). Within one
year the group registered 35,000 volunteers. During one recruiting drive,
Maryam Partovi, thirty-one, a mother of two, said, “As a Muslim, it is my
duty to sacrifice my life for oppressed Palestinian children.” Over 400 “vol-
unteers”signed up at that event, and President Khatami’s adviser on women’s
affairs and a representative of Khamene’i were present, giving official back-
ing to the event. According to the Committee’s officials, the group said they
would carry out attacks only if Ayatollah Khamene’i authorized them,
highlighting the Iranian leadership’s direct connection to Iranian-sponsored
terror attacks.16

Iraq

The former regime of Saddam Hussein disbursed and pledged money to
the families of Palestinian terrorists; these funds amounted to an annuity
or life insurance policy for Hamas terrorists and served as a financial in-
centive for Palestinians to engage in acts of terror. Iraq paid $25,000 to the
families of suicide bombers, as well as smaller rewards of $5,000 to $10,000
to the families of operatives killed or injured in the course of other terror
operations targeting Israel. The funds were disbursed through two pro-
Iraqi Palestinian groups, the Palestine Liberation Front (PLF) and the Arab
Liberation Front (ALF), both of which maintained headquarters in Bagh-
dad and long enjoyed Iraqi state sponsorship. While these funds were nei-
ther distributed by nor earmarked for Hamas—suicide bombers affiliated
with any group or, theoretically, a lone suicide bomber operating on his
own, would qualify—families of Hamas terrorists directly benefited from
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Saddam’s largesse. Indeed, Hamas likely benefited more from Iraqi state aid
than other groups, given that it has always been the most active and deadly
of the various Palestinian terrorist outfits. Evidence sized from ALF offices
in the West Bank documents payments made to the families of the follow-
ing Hamas terrorists:

• Imad Kamal Said Zabidi (who carried out a suicide bombing in Kfar
Saba on April 22, 2001, killing one and wounding 38);

• Ashraf Mohammad Sabhi al-Seid (who carried out a suicide car bomb-
ing in the Jordan Valley on August 8, 2001, wounding one person);

• Izz al-Din Shuhayil Ahmad Ismail (who carried out a suicide bombing
at a Jerusalem pizzeria on August 9, 2001, killing 15 and wounding 85);

• Ra’id Nabil al-Barghuti (who carried out a suicide bombing in Jerusa-
lem on September 4, 2001, wounding 11);

• Mu’ayad Mahmud Eyadah Salah al-Din (whose suicide bomb exploded
prematurely on November 8, 2001, when Israeli police officers ap-
proached him as he was on his way to conduct an attack);

• Osama Mohammad Id Bahr and Nabil Mahmud Jamil Halbiyyah (who
carried out a double suicide bombing in Jerusalem on December 1, 2001,
killing 11 and wounding 152);

• Fuad Ismail Ahmad al-Hurani (who carried out a suicide attack at a Je-
rusalem café on March 9, 2002, killing 11 and wounding 16);

• Shadi Zakariyyah Rida Tubassi (who carried out a suicide bombing in
Haifa on March 31, 2002, killing 15 people and wounding 33);

• Nizam Mohammad Sabir Rashid Abu Hamdiyyah (who was wounded
in gunfight with Israeli forces on June 3, 2002, and died of his wounds
three days later).17

The ALF organized public disbursement ceremonies at which families of
suicide bombers and other terrorists would pick up their checks and pub-
licly thank Iraq. One such ceremony was held on July 18, 2002, in the Ja-
baliya refugee camp in the Gaza Strip and broadcast on international news
networks. Families of dead terrorists from Hamas, Islamic Jihad, and other
groups picked up their checks—$10,000 for the families of ordinary ter-
rorists and $25,000 for the families of suicide bombers. Notable at this
event was the participation of the Palestinian Communications Minister,
Imad al-Faluji, a former Hamas member, as well as representatives of other
militant Palestinian factions. The al-Tadhoman Charitable Society, a Hamas
charity in Nablus, also served as an important intermediary for disbursing
Iraqi payments. A letter addressed to the ALF found in the charity’s files ex-
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plained that two “martyrs” had not yet received their $10,000 payments
and requested that ALF “please take care of this matter.”18

Hamas leaders openly supported the Saddam regime and publicly ex-
pressed gratitude for Iraq’s financial support. In June 2002, the ALF wrote
a letter to a Ba’ath party official recording “the distribution of grants of the
Fighting Saddam Hussein in Gaza.” The letter reports on a distribution
ceremony held on June 11, 2002, which was attended by several militant
groups, including Hamas. According to the ALF account, “the Hamas dele-
gate opened by greeting the families and praising the strong stand of the
Palestinians against the Zionist war supported by the Big Satan, the U.S. He
also praised the firm stand of the Iraqi people and its leader Saddam Hus-
sein in view of the siege they are under by the imperialist Americans and
the Zionists that are attempting to ruin the achievements of the Iraqi
people and its scientific development.” At a January 2003 rally in Gaza’s Ja-
balya refugee camp, Hamas leader Abdel Aziz al-Rantissi called on Iraqis to
emulate the Palestinian suicide bombers Saddam’s regime had funded. “I
call on Iraq to prepare an army of would-be martyrs and prepare tens of
thousands of explosive belts,” al-Rantissi said. “Blow yourselves up against
the American army. Bomb them in Baghdad. I call on Arab nations to burn
the ground underneath the feet of the Americans in all capitals.” Saddam
Hussein was equally vocal about his determination to support Palestinian
terrorism. “The Intifada demands steadfastness. We have asked the [Arab]
politicians not to pretend to know better than the Palestinian people what
they want and what the fighters want, but to cooperate with them. . . . It is
their duty to be [the Palestinians’] partners in blood, money and weapons,
as a common fate.” Saddam insisted that “the Palestinian people does not
need more [peace] plans. We are not interested in [more] plans. Our basic
plan is to support the Palestinian people in armed fighting.”19

At least some of the Iraqi money used to support Hamas and other
Palestinian groups came from the proceeds of illegal kickbacks paid to Sad-
dam’s regime in violation of the terms of the United Nations’ Oil-for-Food
program. According to hearings held by the House International Relations
Committee in November 2004,“Saddam paid $25,000 rewards to the fami-
lies of Palestinian suicide bombers through the Iraqi ambassador to Jordan
out of accounts in the Rafidain Bank in Amman which held kickback money
Saddam demanded from suppliers to his regime.” A chart displayed at the
hearings demonstrates how funds from several sources, including a 10 per-
cent kickback payment from companies granted Iraqi contracts under the
U.N.’s Oil-for-Food program, were deposited into an account at the Rafidain
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Bank in Amman under the name of the Central Bank of Iraq and another
account at the Rafidain Bank under the name of Iraq’s ambassador to Jor-
dan, Sabah Yaseen. Funds for the families of Palestinian suicide bombers
were sent directly from Ambassador Yaseen’s personal account, sometimes
after being transferred to his account from the account held by the Central
Bank of Iraq.20

Syria

According to the State Department, at least five of the forty terrorist groups
recognized by the United States receive some level of sponsorship and sup-
port from Syria. Moreover, a number of Specially Designated Terrorists,
such as senior Hamas official Mousa Abu Marzook and Palestinian Islamic
Jihad leader Ramadan Abdullah Shallah, both work and reside in Damas-
cus. From their Syrian headquarters, the groups and leaders incite, recruit,
train, coordinate, and direct Palestinian terrorism. Indeed, since September
11, no fewer than five Damascus-based organizations—Hamas, Islamic
Jihad, the Popular Front for the Liberation of Palestine (PFLP), the Demo-
cratic Front for the Liberation of Palestine (DFLP), and Hezbollah—have
undertaken operations, from suicide bombings to assassinations, resulting
in the deaths of dozens of civilians and an Israeli cabinet minister. Despite
official protestations that terrorist groups are allowed to maintain only
“political offices” in Damascus, Syrian officials actively support the full
spectrum of these groups’ activities. Consider, for example, the May 21,
2001, meeting between Syrian Defense Minister General Mustafa Tlas and
Nayef Hawatmeh, head of the Democratic Front for the Liberation of
Palestine (DFLP). According to a DFLP official, the discussions centered
not on political or media issues, but “covered ways of supporting the Pales-
tinian uprising and resistance in occupied Palestine against the Zionist
aggressions.”21

While it is far from certain 2002 ceasefire talks would have succeeded,
it is certain that the Damascus-based leaders of Palestinian rejectionist
groups—especially Hamas and Islamic Jihad—torpedoed efforts to broker
a ceasefire between the Palestinian Authority and various Palestinian fac-
tions. The Damascus leaders pressured their groups’ representatives in the
Palestinian territories to not accede to any deal that proscribed suicide and
other terrorist attacks. In fact, Syrian officials urged Hamas and Islamic
Jihad to step up attacks. In May 2002, Damascus reportedly offered Hamas
direct Syrian financial aid if it renewed suicide bombings. Syria’s hosting of
these group’s leaders—providing them with some semblance of political
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cover, and facilitating their financing and operational planning—regularly
frustrated U.S. efforts to de-escalate Israeli-Palestinian violence, establish
calm, and initiate reform within the Palestinian Authority. Syria also played
a key role in the Santorini and Calipso-2 weapons-smuggling plots, which
were prepared and launched from Syria and Syrian-controlled Lebanon.22

If early trends are an indication of things to come, Syrian efforts to
promote Hamas terrorism are expanding under the rule of Bashar al-Assad.
Since Bashar took office, Israeli authorities have uncovered more than
twenty Hamas activists who were recruited in various Arab countries and
sent to Syria for terrorist training. The recruits received weapons training,
as well as lessons in the preparation of explosives, intelligence activities,
hostage taking, and suicide operations. The cases of three Hamas recruits
who were sent to Syria for military training are particularly revealing. What
follows is a summary of their confessions after their capture by Israeli se-
curity forces.23

In May 2001 Mohammad Abd al-Malk Abd al-Qadr al-Hur mentioned
to a friend that he was interested in joining Hamas’ Qassam Brigades and
executing a suicide attack. By August, the friend had arranged for al-Hur to
go to Syria for military training, explaining that al-Hur would then return
to the West Bank ready to carry out attacks. Once in Syria, al-Hur and three
other recruits were taken to a training camp near Damascus operated by
the PFLP-GC. There the trainees underwent basic training in the use of
small arms, producing and using explosives, electrical circuitry, and cam-
ouflage. In an effort to conceal that his terrorist training took place in Syria,
al-Hur was then sent to Saudi Arabia with a cover story—and returned to
the West Bank via Jordan. During his stopover in Amman, al-Hur met with
Khaled Mahmud (also known as Fares), a Hamas operative assigned to
serve as al-Hur’s supervisor before crossing back into the West Bank.24

In another case, Hamas operative Majdi Abd al-Azim Sadeq Tabesh
confessed to completing two sets of terrorist training courses in Syria.
While information on his first training experience is unavailable, it was
likely a “Terrorism 101” introduction similar to that undergone by al-Hur.
Tabesh’s second training, in July 2001, was a higher-level course focused
specifically on sabotage and operational security. Conceptual learning was
done in an apartment near Damascus in the Yarmouk refugee camp, where
Hamas, Hezbollah, Islamic Jihad, and several other terrorist groups main-
tain offices. Practical training was provided at the Durayj army camp, a
Syrian army garrison near Damascus. Tabesh learned how to construct im-
provised explosive devices (IEDs) and how to arm them with either thirty-
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minute-delay mechanisms or cellular phone activation. He also trained to
surreptitiously track and trail suspects and practiced these newly acquired
techniques in exercises carried out on the streets of Damascus. Following
this second course, Tabesh was officially recruited into Hamas’ Qassam
Brigades by his Hamas instructor in Syria, Yihye al-Fayad. Tabesh then re-
turned to the West Bank via Jordan with instructions to carry out terrorist
operations.25

Hussein Zaghal, from a village near Jenin, was also recruited to Hamas
and sent to Damascus for military training. In August 1998, Zaghal regis-
tered as a Ph.D. student in Islamic Studies at a school in Damascus. For a
month and a half, he underwent a thorough curriculum of Hamas theo-
retical and practical training, averaging three days a week. Zaghal’s training
mirrored that of al-Hur and Tabesh. He studied the art of conducting and
eluding surveillance, surreptitiously detecting and emptying caches (dead-
drops), map reading, and secure communications. This regimen was fol-
lowed by small-arms training at a Syrian army base forty minutes by car
from Damascus. Later the following year, Zaghal went to another two-week
training course at which previously covered material was reviewed and in-
struction was provided in the use of light antitank weapons.26

Hamas training in Syria is not merely a matter of historical record. In
March 2005, Hamas recruit Osama Mattar told journalists how Hamas
spotters recruited him at a Gaza mosque in 2003 and in December 2004
sent him to Syria. His mission: to be trained as a trainer for other recruits
in Gaza. A former student at Damascus University, Mattar re-enrolled as a
cover and waited twenty-five days to be contacted by Hamas operatives
who instructed him in basic security procedures. He was then taken to a
camp outside Damascus where he was trained “by nine instructors in every-
thing from electronics to weapons.”According to Mattar himself, Syrian of-
ficials “know very well about the presence of Hamas [in Syria]. What they
may not have known about was the presence of a guy from Gaza coming to
train at the training camp in Syria.”27

While Syrian support for Palestinian terror comes primarily in the form
of providing groups like Hamas a safe haven and a base for operational
planning and training, the state also provides some amount of direct fi-
nancial support. According to reports in the Arab press in January 2005, re-
gional government authorities in the northern province of Aleppo were
said to have instituted an automatic deduction of fifty Syrian pounds (about
one dollar) from the paychecks of government employees to support “Pales-
tinian insurgency groups based in Damascus.” Syria has steadfastly resisted
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most international calls to desist its support for terrorism. In the wake of
an Islamic Jihad suicide bombing in February 2005, White House spokes-
man Scott McClellan announced that “Syria continues to support terror-
ism; Syria continues to allow its territory to be used by terrorists. We have
firm evidence now that the Palestinian Islamic Jihad out of Damascus was
involved in planning the attack in Tel Aviv. It is unacceptable that terrorists
are allowed to operate out of Syrian territory.” Even in the wake of this
attack, Syria declined to shutter the offices of Hamas, Islamic Jihad, and
other terrorist groups in Damascus. As recently as April 2005, Syria was re-
ported to have pressed these groups to lower their public profile there and
to refrain from any activity that could “embarrass” the Syrian regime but
was not demanding the groups close their Damascus offices.28

Sudan

A U.S.-designated state sponsor of terror since 1993, Sudan has long sup-
ported a laundry list of international terrorist groups, including Hamas. In
the past, Khartoum provided safe haven for secular and radical Islamist ter-
rorist groups, supported these groups with travel documentation and safe
passage, and condoned Iranian fundraising and assistance to these groups
in Sudan. In June 2003, Foreign Minister Mustafa Osman Ismail claimed
Sudan would limit Hamas to conducting political activities. However, Su-
danese President Umar al-Bashir, in a 2003 interview with al-Arabiyah tele-
vision, said that Sudan retained a political relationship with Hamas and,
therefore, could not banish Hamas from the country. In October 2003, an
article on Hamas’ website quoted Ibrahim Ahmed Omar, the secretary gen-
eral of the ruling National Congress Party in Sudan, through SUNA, Sudan’s
official news agency, as saying, “Sudan’s position toward Hamas and Jihad
is clear: these are two Islamic forces struggling for the sake of (liberation
of) their homeland. . . . They are not involved in any terrorist activities.”29

Despite paying lip service to the idea, there is no indication that the
Sudanese government has meaningfully limited Hamas’ activities within Su-
dan’s borders. Hassan Salameh, the convicted Hamas bomber and terror
instructor who led a wave of terrorist attacks on Israel in 1996, received
training in Sudanese camps before traveling to Iran for still more training
arranged by Hamas leaders there. There he learned to handle weapons,
construct and plant bombs, and harvest intelligence. He was also able to
obtain a forged passport. Salameh acknowledged both to police and the
media that before receiving three months of intense military training in
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Iran he traveled to Sudan, where he first received ideological indoctrination
to prepare him for his terrorism training and missions.30

In 1998, Hamas spiritual leader Sheikh Ahmed Yassin visited Sudan
and was promised Hamas would receive access to an office, land, and a farm
in Khartoum State to support the “Palestinian struggle.” The state’s gover-
nor, Majzub al-Khalifa, went on to say, “The assistance is in appreciation of
Sheikh Yassin’s contribution to reviving the Jihad.” Since October 2003,
Hamas has also had a small public relations office in Khartoum, called “al-
Aqsa for Media.” The office is run by a Hamas “information officer,” Ghalib
Hussein, and is overseen by the Hamas “representative” to Sudan, Jumaa
Abdel-Fattah. The office sponsors conferences, lectures, and written mate-
rials, and functions mainly as a conduit in Sudan for promoting the Hamas
position on Palestinian issues and the “Zionist-Palestinian conflict.”31

Sudan also hosts charities with extensive ties to terror. One of these is
the Islamic African Relief Agency (IARA), which funds not only Hamas but
also al-Qaeda. In October 2004, the Treasury Department designated the
IARA a terrorist organization, as well as five IARA employees—including
Mohammad Ibrahim Sulaiman, the secretary general at the group’s head-
quarters in Khartoum. At one point the IARA had an office in Columbia,
Missouri, and received donations from former NBA all-star Hakeem Olaju-
won’s own Islamic charity, Islamic Da’Wah Center, which donated $81,250
to the IARA in hopes of helping needy Africans. In another prominent ex-
ample, a deposed Sudanese president, ‘Abd al-Rahman Siwaral-Dhanab, is
second-in-command of the Union of Good charity umbrella, which, as
discussed in Chapter 6, funnels money and goods to Hamas-affiliated en-
tities in the Palestinian territories. Dhanab has publicly stressed the impor-
tance of “financial jihad,” or financial support in furthering violence in the
Palestinian-Israeli conflict.32 Another Hamas-affiliated charity, HRI, also
maintained an office in Sudan, underscoring that African country’s con-
venience as a terrorist meeting place. According to Khaled Mishal, the last
time he met Sheikh Ahmed Yassin in person was during a 1998 meeting 
in Sudan, part of a regional fundraising tour the movement organized 
for Yassin.

Sudan has also been a primary recruiting ground for Hamas. Many
volunteers and university students studying in Sudan have been recruited
and given basic military training and religious instruction in forty-five-
day-long “jihad” camps in Sudan. As an Israeli military intelligence report
notes, “Most of the [Hamas] activists [sent for training in Arab states] are
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students recruited to the Hamas during their studies in Syria, Yemen, Sudan
and other Arab universities.” In the wake of the global war on terror, fewer
operational spaces are openly available for training in Sudan. Terrorist
training for Palestinian students recruited into Hamas continues there, but
reportedly on a smaller scale. Despite the war on terror, however, Hamas
continues to use Sudanese passports to facilitate its operatives’ travel across
international borders. Moreover, Israeli intelligence officials believe at least
some of the weapons Hamas smuggles into Gaza from Egypt originate in
Sudan. In 2002, Israeli authorities arrested Muntasar Talab Salamah Frej, a
twenty-year-old Gazan who joined Hamas as a dawa activist at age fifteen
and transferred to the group’s Izz al-Din al-Qassam Brigades when the In-
tifada began in 2000. According to his indictment, Hamas arranged and fi-
nanced Frej’s academic studies abroad as cover for his tour of terror train-
ing camps in Jordan (despite a Hamas statement that “there are no Hamas
military people at all in Jordan”) and Sudan. In conversations recorded by
the FBI, Hamas officials from the United States, the West Bank, and Sudan
discussed the logistics and costs of funding Palestinian students “who come
from the inside,” meaning the West Bank and Gaza. Concerned that Hamas
officials in Sudan had no way to verify that applicants from the West Bank
and Gaza were in fact Hamas members, the three Hamas officials noted
that a decision had been made to screen students in advance, to weed out
non-Hamas members. The Hamas representative to Sudan at the time,
Mohammad Siyam, warned that Hamas activists in Sudan “will not accept
anyone coming from the inside without a recommendation for those in
charge abroad.” According to Siyam, Hamas officials in Sudan and Yemen
were “working to avail opportunities” for Hamas activists in the West Bank
and Gaza so that when Hamas students studying in Sudan return to the
Palestinian territories “they will act as our eyes and ears.”33

Other groups have recruited students in Sudan as well, as highlighted
by the December 21, 2004, suicide bombing of a U.S. army base in Mosul,
Iraq, that killed twenty-two people. The attack, claimed by the al-Qaeda af-
filiated Ansar al-Sunna, was executed by a Saudi who was a second-year
medical student at Sudan’s Khartoum University. Radicalized at the uni-
versity, the student told his family of his intentions to drop out of school
and fight in Iraq and did so despite their protestations.34

Libya

Libya is perhaps best known for orchestrating the terrorist operations against
Pan Am flight 103 (1988) and UTA flight 772 (1989), which killed 270 and
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170 people respectively. Throughout the 1990s, Libya also made several
public statements in support of violence against Israel. In 2001, the State
Department noted in its annual Patterns of Global Terrorism report that
Libya had “contact with groups that use violence to oppose the Middle East
Peace Process.” The State Department still lists Libya as a state sponsor of
terrorism, even though the most recent report cites improvement. The 5,000
Libyans who assembled in Tripoli to protest the assassination of Hamas
leader Sheik Ahmed Yassin suggest that strong sympathies for Hamas still
exist in Libya today.35

The most clear and recent case of Libyan sponsorship of terrorism is
dictator Moammar Gadhafi’s involvement in ordering the plotted assas-
sination of Saudi Crown Prince Abdullah. Abdurahman M. Alamoudi ad-
mitted in his plea agreement with a U.S. court that he was ordered by Gad-
hafi to help orchestrate the assassination and was provided by the Libyan
leader with $340,000 toward that end. Alamoudi also served as a conduit
for Libyan funds intended for Hamas. When Alamoudi was caught, he ad-
mitted that he had previously received funds from the World Islamic Call
Society (WICS), usually in the range of $10,000 to $20,000. WICS was origi-
nally established by Gadhafi to function as a way to export Libya’s particu-
lar brand of radical Islamic-socialist ideology abroad. A portion of WICS’s
endowment stems from the Jihad Fund, which was a Libyan payroll tax first
levied in 1970 to provide assistance to the Palestinian struggle against Is-
rael. Alamoudi himself was a member of the World Islamic Call Council,
which is charged with the duty of implementing the programs drafted by
the WICS conference.36

Alamoudi deposited funds he received from WICS in banks located in
Saudi Arabia. This money would be laundered back to accounts in the
United States in smaller sums to be used at the discretion of Alamoudi and
the various organizations with which he was associated. A draft letter from
Alamoudi (writing as president of the American Muslim Foundation) to
Mohammad Ahmed al-Sharif, secretary general of the International Is-
lamic Dawa Association (another name for WICS), states that the AMF
used such funds to purchase an office building in May 2002. The building
was to serve as the permanent headquarters of the AMF, the American
Muslim Council (AMC), and the Hajj Foundation, all organizations under
Alamoudi’s influence and all suspected of ties to Hamas. The building was
bought with interest-free loans from the Saudi Islamic Development Bank
and the Saudi Economic Development Company (SEDCO). Money was
also transferred from the Success Foundation and Happy Hearts Trust—
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two organizations that were also housed in AMC’s building and on whose
boards Alamoudi sat—to the Humanitarian Relief Association, an organi-
zation shut down on suspicion of funneling money to Hamas. Bank records
for the Happy Hearts Trust also revealed that funds were transferred to ac-
counts in the names of Human Appeal International-Jordan (HAI) and As-
sociation de Secours Palestinien (ASP). HAI has a close relationship to Hamas
and the Holy Land Foundation for Relief and Development (HLFRD),
which gave large amounts of money to HAI. ASP is the leading Hamas
fundraising organization in Switzerland.37

Libya has ties to other Hamas activists in the United States as well. The
five Elashi brothers involved in the Infocom case (U.S. v. Bayan Elashi),
who were charged with laundering funds to Hamas, illegally shipped com-
puters to Libya. One of their cousins, Nadia, is the wife of Hamas leader
Mousa Abu Marzook; the Marzooks initially invested $250,000 in the com-
pany. Interestingly, Marzook and Alamoudi both worked at the Virginia-
based United Association for Studies and Research (UASR) in Springfield
at the same time. UASR describes itself as a Muslim American think tank,
but federal prosecutors and congressional investigators have demonstrated
its links to Hamas. Finally, despite recent Libyan efforts to rejoin the inter-
national community and escape the shadow of its history of supporting
terrorism, Israeli intelligence officials believe that some of the weapons
Hamas continues to smuggle into Gaza from Egypt may originate in Libya.38

STATE FACILITATORS OF TERRORISM

Saudi Arabia

In 2003, a senior U.S. official assessed that as much as half of Hamas’ in-
come may come from the Persian Gulf, much of it from the Kingdom of
Saudi Arabia. Indeed, Israeli intelligence analysts calculated in 2002 that at
the time as much as 40 percent to 50 percent of the Hamas budget came
from the Gulf. According to Israeli information dating from 2003, Saudi
Arabian aid to the Hamas dawa alone—aside from any other covert aid di-
rectly to Izz al-Din al-Qassam military elements—totaled $12 million a
year. Such support came from a variety of sources, including official Saudi
government coffers, the accounts of the royal family, and from the largess
of wealthy and influential members of the Saudi elite. Whatever the speci-
fic source, financing Hamas and other terrorist groups has been possible
only because such activity is tolerated by the Saudi regime.39 As a report au-
thored by the Center for Strategic and International Studies concluded:
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Little or no effort was made to monitor the extent to which foreign
“charities” raised money for political movements in Europe, the Middle
East, and Asia that were far more extreme (and sometimes violent)
than would have been tolerated in Saudi Arabia. The government turned
a blind eye to the flow of funds to movements like Hamas that mixed
charitable with terrorist activities in Israel. Extremists and terrorists
learned to exploit this situation, using formal charities or personal re-
quests for charitable aid to obtain money they would never have got-
ten if they announced their real purpose in seeking funds. At the same
time, some real charities had a strong political orientation and often
supported extremist movements and some donors knowingly gave
money to “charities” that were extremist fronts. This was particularly
true in the case of money going to Palestinian causes, after the begin-
ning of the Second Intifada in the fall of 2000. Saudis saw Israel as an
occupying nation constantly using excessive force against Palestinian
freedom fighters—virtually the opposite image from Americans who
saw them as terrorists. The exploitation of individualized charity resulted
in massive amounts of money flowing out to extremists, and some-
times terrorist movements, through sheer negligence, fraud, or under
the guise of charity.40

As early as 1994, Palestinian sources noted that “the widespread belief is
that Hamas has received money [from] the governments of Saudi Arabia
and some Gulf states,” adding that such support was believed to have con-
tinued after the Persian Gulf War “as a way of punishing the PLO for its
support of Iraq during the Gulf crisis.” In 1997, Italian press reports cited
unnamed Palestinian officials who complained, “Riyadh’s help to Hamas
has grown with the opening of new [financial] channels,” and revealed that
“over 140 billion lire has been collected in Saudi Arabia and the other oil
monarchies.” In September 2003, U.S. officials noted in congressional tes-
timony that despite some success in curbing terror financing,“by no means
have we crossed the bridge of the issue of terrorist financing emanating
from Saudi Arabia.” In testimony on efforts to target Hamas financing, a
senior Treasury official noted that not only is it “not a crime to give to
Hamas in Saudi Arabia,” but also that “Hamas during the Hajj alone raises
enormous amounts of money and sends their political director there.” The
official went on to confirm that the Saudi royal family “established by royal
edict” special accounts for humanitarian assistance to Palestinians called
“Accounts 98.” These accounts, according to U.S. officials testifying in Sep-
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tember 2003,“are alive and well” and are still feared to be sources of Hamas
“blood money.”41

Beyond raising funds at the Hajj, Hamas also recruits Palestinians
making the religious pilgrimage to the Saudi Arabian city of Mecca. For ex-
ample, in July 2003, Israeli officials arrested four members of a Hamas cell
in the Galilee, two of whom were Israeli Arabs recruited in Mecca. Other
Palestinian terrorist groups have also used the Hajj as a recruitment venue.
For example, in October 2001, the Israeli Shin Bet arrested Hezbollah mem-
ber Suleiman Ahmad Suleiman Rizek of Jerusalem for allegedly spying on
Israel and recruiting other terrorists. It came out after his arrest that Rizek
was recruited by Hezbollah while attending the Hajj in February 2001. A
year after Rizek’s arrest, the Shin Bet arrested a Hamas member in the Gaza
Strip named Ahmed Awiti, who was also recruited by Hezbollah during the
Hajj and subsequently underwent military training in Lebanon. Palestinian
Islamic Jihad recruited an Israeli-Arab making a pilgrimage to Mecca in
2002, and upon his return to Israel, the man in turn recruited his cousins
to assist him in scouting locations for suicide attacks. The cousins were ar-
rested in March 2003.42

Canadian intelligence identifies Saudi Arabia as a crucial source of
Hamas’ foreign funding. A 2002 Canadian Secret Intelligence Service (CSIS)
intelligence report, Terrorist Group Profiler: Hamas, notes that “financial
support is also received from the government of Saudi Arabia, as well as
charities in France, Britain, Germany and North America.”According to Is-
raeli intelligence analysts, some charities in Saudi Arabia and elsewhere in
the Gulf fund Hamas out of affinity with the group’s Muslim Brotherhood
ideology. In other cases,“Hamas members [are] believed to have infiltrated
humanitarian organizations in the Gulf.”43

Palestinian sources have long complained about Saudi funding of Hamas,
which both bypassed and undermined the Palestinian Authority. In January
1999, Palestinian security officers reported to their superiors that Hamas’s
Orphan Care Society in Bethlehem “received the sum of $35,000 from Saudi
Arabia without informing the [Palestinian] Ministry of Endowments.” In
response, the officers were instructed a few days later to “thoroughly inves-
tigate the information and supply us with your results as soon as possible,
since the matter is extremely important.” In 2000, long before his brief
tenure as Palestinian prime minister or his subsequent election as Palestin-
ian president, Mahmoud Abbas complained to Saudi authorities about the
Kingdom’s direct funding of Hamas. Israeli forces uncovered a letter from
Abbas to Prince Salman, the governor of Riyadh, complaining about Saudi
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funding for Hamas. In the letter, dated December 2000 and marked “per-
sonal,” Abbas noted that “the Saudi committee responsible for transferring
the contributions to beneficiaries is sending large sums to radical committees
and associations including the Islamic Association [al-Jamiya al-Islamiya]
which belongs to Hamas, the al-Islah Society, and brothers belonging to the
Jihad in all areas.”44

While much financial aid for Hamas from within the Kingdom is not
directly tied to the government or the royal family, some of it is. Among the
documents seized by Israel were thank-you letters from heads of Hamas-
affiliated West Bank charity committees addressed to Saudi officials, in-
cluding King Fahd, thanking the regime for its support for the orphans of
martyrs and for fighters wounded in the Intifada. Israeli forces also found
an internal Palestinian Preventive Security Apparatus memorandum dated
February 2001 noting that “about a month ago, financial aid was trans-
ferred to detainees in prisons [in Israel]. The source of this aid is in Saudi
Arabia. Saudi Arabia refused to give this money to the Palestinian Author-
ity out of fear that the money may not reach the detainees.” The Saudi
Committee for the Support of the al-Aqsa Intifada, a governmental com-
mittee established in September 2000 and headed by Saudi Interior Minis-
ter Prince Nayef bin Abdel Aziz, reportedly raised more than $100 million
in its first two years of operations, much of which went directly to Hamas.
According to a sworn declaration by the chief banking officer of the Arab
Bank made on November 11, 2004, “beginning in December of 2000, the
Saudi Committee made approximately 200,000 payments into Palestine
through Arab Bank branches totaling over US$90,000,000.” The Com-
mittee’s website declared that it provided $5,333 to the family of every
Palestinian killed in the Intifada—regardless of whether those killed were
victims or died in the process of trying to kill others—totaling disburse-
ments of $133 million as of May 2002. The Committee raised most of its
funds through fundraising drives in Saudi Arabia but was also a member of
the Union of Good, the umbrella organization funding Hamas.45

Between the time of its founding and August 2000, the Saudi Commit-
tee for the Support of the al-Aqsa Intifada transferred funds to Palestinian
families either directly into the bank accounts of the families of martyrs,
prisoners, and wounded, or through Hamas charitable fronts in the PA-
administered territories, which served as intermediaries. The al-Tadhoman
Charitable Society, a Hamas organization in Nablus, was one of the inter-
mediaries used by the Saudi Committee to disburse funds to families in the
Nablus area. Al-Tadhoman’s collaboration with the Saudi Committee is
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evident from documents contained in an al-Tadhoman folder detailing the
transfer of funds from the Saudi Committee to Palestinian families. Tables
found in this folder include lists of martyrs’ names, personal information
about the martyrs, the beneficiaries’ names, the bank in which the money
was deposited, and how much money the beneficiary was awarded. For ex-
ample, among the beneficiaries of the Saudi committee were Ashraf Mo-
hammad Subhi Mahmoud Sayyid and Hamed Falah Mustafa Abu Hajlah.
Sayyid killed an Israeli civilian in a Hamas suicide bombing in the Jordan
Valley on August 8, 2001. Abu Hajlah wounded sixteen Israeli civilians in a
suicide car bombing in Netanya on January 1, 2001.46

In early 2002, Crown Prince Abdullah was reported to have officially
withdrawn the Kingdom’s support for Hamas. But the “Accounts 98,” cre-
ated by the government to funnel money to Palestinian organizations, con-
tinued to fund groups like Hamas. In fact, ten months after the crown prince
supposedly withdrew his support for Hamas, the group’s leader, Khaled
Mishal, was an honored guest in Saudi Arabia at the annual conference of
the World Assembly of Muslim Youth. The following year the crown prince
personally attended the Sharm al-Sheikh peace summit convened by Pres-
ident Bush. There the president stressed the need for Arab states to crack
down on funding and other support for terrorist groups like Hamas. Bush
specifically thanked the Saudi crown prince for attending the summit and
noted that all the leaders at the summit “declared their firm rejection of ter-
ror, regardless of its justifications or motives.” The president added, “they’ve
also committed to practical actions to use all means to cut off assistance,
including arms and financing to any terror group, and to aid the Palestin-
ian Authority in their own fight against terror.” But later that same month,
Saudi spokesman Adel al-Jubeir conceded that “a lot of the [Palestinian] in-
stitutions” that continued to be funded by Saudi Arabia “may be run or
managed by the political wing of Hamas.”47

Ironically, the Saudi decision to tolerate (and at times participate in)
Hamas fundraising in the Kingdom turned out to be a double-edged sword.
By turning a blind eye to the jihadist militarism they were supporting, Saudi
authorities indirectly contributed to the radicalization of Saudi society and
the proliferation of violent jihadists within their own borders. In the wake
of the September 11th attacks, and especially after the al-Qaeda attacks in
Saudi Arabia in May and November 2003, the ramification of this policy
came full circle. As a report by the Center for Strategic and International
Studies notes, “The Saudi security services failed to fully appreciate the
threat posed by the flow of Saudi money to Palestinian groups like Hamas,
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and Palestinian Islamic Jihad, and other hard-line or violent Islamic elements
in countries like Egypt, and failed to detect a significant flow of arms, ex-
plosives, and terrorist supplies into Saudi Arabia from neighboring coun-
tries like Yemen.”48

A 2004 Council on Foreign Relations report on terror financing notes
Saudi progress in the war on terror financing, but adds that “in Saudi Ara-
bia, whose people and organizations may contribute as much as 60 percent
of Hamas’s annual budget, the government still does not recognize Hamas
as a terrorist organization, notwithstanding important recent steps, such 
as the announced cessation of official efforts to raise money for the fami-
lies of Palestinian suicide bombers.” Writing in October 2004, well after the
onset of a severe Saudi counterterrorism campaign targeting militants and
curbing terror financing, the Arab columnist Abd al-Rahman al-Rashed
wrote, “Now, many cases have been uncovered where the people’s money
was found in the terrorists’ pockets—[Saudi] Riyals and Dollars—some of
it still inside charity boxes labeled ‘Palestine’ and ‘Chechnya.’” Predicting a
long and difficult road ahead in the war on terror financing, the journalist
concluded: “In the Persian Gulf countries, as long as the preachers associ-
ated with those [terrorist] movements are able to find sufficient money and
enthusiastic youngsters, they will have the means to perpetrate acts of ter-
rorism against those who previously assisted them.” A former senior U.S.
official in charge of combating terror financing described Saudi coopera-
tion on terror financing in the period leading up to the May 2003 al-Qaeda
attack in the Saudi capital this way: “selectively cooperative leaning on the
disingenuous.”

Following that and subsequent terrorist attacks within the Kingdom,
Saudi authorities took action against al-Qaeda financiers and, consequen-
tially, severely curtailed the funding these financiers provided to Hamas as
well. By restricting Islamist charities that fund both al-Qaeda and Hamas,
like the World Assembly of Muslim Youth (WAMY) and the International
Islamic Relief Organization (IIRO), funding for Hamas from the Kingdom
all but dried up for a while. According to an Israeli report, in the second half
of 2004 “Saudi authorities began severely limiting charitable money trans-
fers from their country to Hamas institutions in the PA-administered ter-
ritories.” But while Saudi authorities did take several proactive steps against
terror financing—including restricting charities to maintaining a single
account from which funds can be withdrawn, and eliminating cash dis-
bursements from charitable accounts—many of their most significant anti-
terror promises were not implemented. Saudi authorities had committed to
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setting up a Financial Intelligence Unit (FIU) but failed to do so; an over-
sight commission for charities was also promised but was not established.
In any event, the commission would have been of limited use even if estab-
lished because some of the most significant charities in need of oversight,
including WAMY and the Muslim World League, were expressly excluded
from the commission’s purview.49

Funding for terrorist groups, including Hamas, continues to flow from
within the Kingdom—albeit at a slower pace. Thus in April 2005, while the
president hosted the crown prince at his Texas ranch, a bipartisan coalition
of twenty-two legislators sponsored a bill in the United States Congress
sanctioning Saudi Arabia for failing to put an end to the financing of ter-
rorist groups from within the Kingdom. “Saudi Arabia has pledged for
years to put an end to its support of terror,” the coalition’s statement read.
“But Saudi Arabia provides more than 50 percent of funding to the Pales-
tinian terrorist organization Hamas, as well as financial support to the fami-
lies of Palestinian suicide bombers.”50

If anything, Hamas activity within the Kingdom appears to be on 
the rise. In September 2005, Israeli authorities announced the arrest of an
Israeli-Arab Hamas activist who played central militant, political, and fi-
nancing roles for the group in coordination with a “Hamas command in
Saudi Arabia.” Until he was arrested in August 2005, Yakub Mohammad
Yakub Abu Etzev was in contact with senior Hamas officials in Saudi Ara-
bia via e-mail. According to Israeli authorities,“Abu Etzev confessed that he
received hundreds of thousands of dollars from the Hamas HQ in Saudi
Arabia as well as instructions that he passed on to Hamas field operatives.”
These funds entered the West Bank through human couriers and money
changers, often under the cover of charity work. The Hamas office in Saudi
Arabia reportedly instructed Abu Etzev to open a “communications office”
to report on developments on the ground to Hamas operatives abroad. The
group’s leaders in Saudi Arabia provided the funding for this venture, as
well as funding for the families of suicide terrorists and imprisoned terror-
ists and a variety of Hamas institutions.51

Yemen

Hamas maintains an official representation office in Yemen, which functions
openly as a legal entity there. The office enjoys close ties to senior Yemeni
officials and its head is treated like an ambassador. The office was headed
for several years by Sheikh Mohammad Siyam and then by Muneer Sayid.
Siyam was described by the head of Hamas’ al-Aqsa International Founda-
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tion office in Yemen as “the spokesman of Hamas” and was known to travel
the world raising funds for the group. Yemen’s cozy relationship with
Hamas is hardly surprising, given the ideological positions of President Ali
Abdullah Salih. In an interview with the al-Jazeera satellite television sta-
tion just days before the attacks of September 11, Salih acknowledged that
his government supports all Palestinian factions, including Hamas and Is-
lamic Jihad, because their “struggle is legitimate.” The Yemeni president re-
jected the premise that Hamas is a terrorist organization and, asked if
Yemen supplies Palestinian terrorist groups with weapons, responded, “We
supply the Palestinians with money.” Answering a caller’s question about
the Palestinian Intifada, Salih said Arabs should support the Palestinians fi-
nancially so they may purchase weapons. In 2002, Salih hosted a visiting
delegation of Hamas leaders, including Khaled Mishal, Mousa Abu Mar-
zook, Khaled Nazzal, and Muneer Sayid. The delegation met with many
other senior Yemeni officials as well, including the vice president, premier,
foreign minister, and parliament speaker. Khaled Mishal described Hamas
as enjoying “close ties and continuous contacts” with President Salih and
“strong ties” with senior Yemeni Sheikh Abdallah al-Ahmar.52

The Islah party, the main Islamist party in Yemen, regularly collects do-
nations for the Palestinian cause in the context of helping Palestinian “mu-
jahideen.” Support for Palestinian militancy is a regular theme at the party’s
rallies, such as the 10,000-person-strong rally just a month after September
11th at which demonstrators asked “Arab and Islamic leaders to open the
doors for Jihad, stressing it is the only way to restore al-Quds (Jerusalem).”
When Sheik Yassin was killed, thousands of Yemenis demonstrated in soli-
darity, including at a huge protest rally held at the University in Sanaa where
thousands of students called for jihad in chanting, “Vengeance, vengeance,
oh Ezzedine Al-Qassam Brigades!” In April 2002, the Islah party held a
public demonstration demanding the “opening of the army’s centers and
camps for training the mujahedin and sending them to Palestine.”53

As with Sudan, Yemeni universities are popular with both Palestinian
students and Hamas activists looking for motivated recruits. According to
Israeli military intelligence, “Most of the [Hamas] activists [sent for train-
ing in Arab states] are students recruited to the Hamas during their studies
in Syria, Yemen, Sudan and other Arab universities.” Indeed, President
Salih’s half-brother, General Ali Mohsen al-Ammar, is suspected of over-
seeing the training of terrorist recruits. A former associate of Osama bin
Laden, alongside whom he fought the Soviet occupation of Afghanistan,
General al-Ammar is known for relocating from Afghanistan to Yemen
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those so-called “Afghan-Arab” mujahideen no longer welcome in their home
countries. According to press reports citing Yemeni and Western intelli-
gence sources, the general “was in charge of $20 million supplied by Mr. Bin
Laden to help settle Arab Afghan fighters in Yemen.” General al-Ammar’s
ties to radical Islamists were solidified by his marriage to a sister of Tariq
Nasr al-Fadhli, a prominent Afghan-Arab militant suspected of leading the
cell behind one of the first documented al-Qaeda attacks: the failed attempt
in December 1992 to bomb two hotels housing U.S. forces en route to So-
malia. According to a primer on General al-Ammar, he “trained partly in
Iraq and close to the Yemenite Muslim Brotherhood, he commands the ar-
tillery units of the Northern army and is responsible for the defense of the
Sanaa district.”54

In surreptitiously videotaped meetings in a Frankfurt hotel room in
early 2003, Sheikh Mohammad al-Moayad and his assistant Sheikh Mo-
hammad Zayed discussed the possibility of obtaining compact disks of
military training techniques through General al-Ammar for the purposes
of training terrorist recruits. Sheikh Moayad commented that they could
seek out a Yemeni officer who took military training courses abroad, and
“we’ll ask him if he has disks . . . What he has in the area of training.”Moayad
further considered having General al-Ammar purchase such training ma-
terial under the name of his military squadron and copying the material for
the purpose of terrorist training. “Maybe we can buy them [training mate-
rial on compact disks] from Europe, here, or there. We are not going to buy.
We’ll contact Commander Ali Muhsin [al-Ammar]. . . . He is a very nice
man and he can purchase in the name of the first squadron. . . . He’ll buy
in the name of the [Yemeni] Ministry of Foreign Affairs and it’ll be shipped
to them. And they’ll copy them for us.”55

Training terrorist recruits in Yemen is not uncommon. In January 2005,
gunmen fired shots and detonated a bomb at a building housing the ruling
party in Yemen, the General People’s Congress. The attack was apparent
retribution for an article that ran on the party’s website the previous month
which reported that a “military wing” at the Islamist al-Iman University
had called for anti-government demonstrations. The university’s founder,
Sheikh Abdel Majid al-Zindani, designated a global terrorist by the United
States in February 2004, denied that the university has a military wing, but
his claim is undermined by the fact that many known jihadists spent time
at al-Iman University, including “the American Taliban” John Walker Lindh
and Yahya Goba, a convicted member of a terrorist cell in Lackawanna,
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New York. Al-Zindani himself actively recruited for al-Qaeda training
camps and purchased weapons for al-Qaeda and other terrorists. According
to the Treasury Department fact sheet released when al-Zindani was desig-
nated a terrorist, “al-Iman students are suspected of being responsible, and
were arrested, for recent terrorist attacks, including the assassination of
three American missionaries and the assassination of the number two
leader for the Yemeni Socialist party, Jarallah Omar.” As previously noted,
Sheikh Moayad headed the Yemen office of the al-Aqsa International Foun-
dation, a Hamas front organization. Like the Hamas political office in Yemen,
this ostensibly charitable office also wears its Hamas affiliation proudly and
publicly. Speaking of his knowledge of Hamas needs, and his ability to fun-
nel money to Hamas to fulfill those needs, Moayad commented in the
Frankfurt meetings, “In Yemen we have good information regarding what
they need in Palestine, it is done through Hamas. Hamas studies which I
have to get it and study it and prepare it, and so, etc.”56

Yemen tolerates a wide array of overt Hamas activity. Yahya Goba, the
leader of the Lackawana cell, told the FBI about Hamas events in which he
participated while in Yemen. Called as a witness in the case against Sheikhs
Moayad and Zayed, Goba recounted attending a three-day rally in 1995
that was co-sponsored by the al-Aqsa Foundation and the Charitable Soci-
ety for Social Welfare. According to Goba, the event included “a march for
the cause, also showed videos, attributes of suicide bombers [sic]. The third
day was a speech by the Sheikh Siyam over there . . . the representative for
Hamas in Yemen.” Money raised at the rally went to the al-Aqsa Founda-
tion. Another major Yemeni event chaired by Sheikh Moayad and addressed
by Hamas representative Mohammad Siyam was a “group wedding” for
young mujahideen. The wedding was reportedly organized for the benefit
of young jihadists who could not afford their own ceremony. Held on Sep-
tember 19, 2002, the wedding coincided with a Hamas suicide bombing in
Tel Aviv that killed six people and wounded fifty-two more. In a speech
later that afternoon, Hamas representative to Yemen Mohammed Siyam
drew a parallel between the group wedding in Yemen and the “wedding”
(i.e., terrorist operation) in Tel Aviv:57

Either those who organized the [group wedding] celebration found out
about the timing of Hamas’ operation in Tel Aviv, that it will be today,
and this is leaking of the news, so they held the wedding here coincid-
ing with the wedding there. An organized operation, God willing you
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will hear about it, you will read about it tomorrow in the newspapers
and hear about it in the media. It brought down many of the invading
occupiers, and thanks be to God, Lord of the Universe.58

In their videotaped meetings in Frankfurt, Sheikhs Moayad and Zayed
were gleeful at the symmetry of these two near simultaneous “weddings.”

CI-1: He [the other confidential informant, CI-2] was very happy
to [unintelligible]. He is expressing his own enthusiasm
during the wedding and at the beginning, and especially the
speech of the [Hamas] representative [Mohammed Siyam]
at the opening and as you know, what had happened the
same day, it coincided with the

Zayed: —the operation.
CI-1: The operation.
Zayed: The suicidal one.
CI-1: —the suicidal one [translator note: said simultaneously] 

in a—
Moayad: Yes, ha, ha, ha, [clapping].
CI-1: In Palestine. All that coincided with the wedding.
Moayad: Two weddings in one time.
CI-1: Two weddings in one time.59

Later, the cooperating informant (CI-1) adds that “the future wedding [op-
eration] is going to be a great happy event for all the Muslims, but the most
important thing is nothing should happen in America while I am inside it.”
Moayad and Zayed laugh, and Moayad adds, “God Willing! Or you could
die as a martyr.”60

Qatar

Qatar allows Hamas to maintain official offices in the country, permits
Hamas to fundraise there through charities and telethons, and regularly
hosts Hamas officials. When Jordan expelled four Hamas leaders in 1999,
Qatar offered to host them: political bureau chief Khaled Mishal, spokes-
man Ibrahim Ghosheh, and political bureau members Ezzat Rushuq and
Sami Khater. Though these Hamas officials were formally banned from any
political activity, they were given complete freedom of movement, includ-
ing the right to enter and exit the country at will. Mishal and other Hamas
leaders are now believed to split their time between Qatar and Syria, and
freely travel between Doha and Damascus. Mishal discussed Qatar in a 2003
interview with the pan-Arab daily newspaper al-Hayat: 61
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The movement established a relation with Qatar ever since Prince
Hamad bin Khalifa was the heir to the crown. A good relation devel-
oped with the people of Qatar. After he held the reins of power, the re-
lation remained good. I had a personal relation with the Prince and his
Minister of Foreign Affairs, Sheikh Hamad bin Jasem bin Jabr. Our re-
lation with Qatar is not new. When Jordan closed the bureaus of the
movement at the end of August, when I was on a visit to Iran, I called
a number of Arab countries and told them closing the bureaus is an
unjustified step and that we do not want to enter in confrontation with
any Arab country. I called Sheikh Hamad and told him what happened.
I asked him to deploy an effort to settle this situation. Three weeks
later, we went back to Jordan and I was jailed in Jouweida prison with
Ibrahim Ghosheh.62

The target of at least one Israeli assassination attempt while headquartered
in Jordan, Mishal feels more secure in Qatar: “There are regions more se-
cure than others. I have limited my choices between Doha and Damascus.
I am settled in Doha and Damascus.” As for financial support, Mishal
maintains that Qatari money for Hamas does not come from the govern-
ment but “the aids [sic] come from popular committees and charitable
foundations. The Qatari TV might organize a day to support the Intifada
and collect donations.”63

Lebanon

One of the reasons Lebanon is a perennial candidate for the State Depart-
ment’s list of state terrorism sponsors is its long history of serving as a plat-
form for terror attacks against Israel. Occupied by Syria for thirty years
until the April 2005 withdrawal of Syrian military and intelligence forces,
Lebanon remains under the influence of Damascus through Lebanese prox-
ies aligned with Syria. In fact, Damascus’ manipulation by Syria is likely the
primary reason Lebanon has not been added to the state sponsors list. This
political conundrum notwithstanding, the fact remains that Beirut recog-
nizes as legitimate several groups targeting the Jewish state, despite their
being designated as terrorist groups by the United States and other West-
ern nations. The 2004 edition of the State Department’s annual Patterns of
Global Terrorism report notes that Beirut continues to demonstrate an un-
willingness to rein in terror groups. It allows Hamas and other Palestinian
groups to maintain offices in Lebanon, engage in terrorist training, and
obtain arms from Iran via the Lebanese Shi’a terrorist organization Hez-
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bollah. The report is corroborated by Canadian intelligence, which also
believes Lebanon houses Hamas training camps. And citing “a Western in-
telligence agency,” the Beirut Daily Star, Lebanon’s English language daily,
reported in 2002 that “a detachment of Iranian Revolutionary Guards (IRG)
are in Lebanon training elite units of Hizbullah and Palestinian fighters to
fire rockets and carry out underwater suicide operations.”64

Beirut also refuses to take action against Hamas fundraising there. In-
deed, the government provides “legal resistance groups” with exemptions
from existing money laundering and terrorism-financing laws. In October
2003, the Lebanese National Assembly authorized two bills that were sup-
posed to bolster existing money laundering and terrorist financing laws. A
special investigations commission reviewed 245 cases, including 22 linked
to terrorist finances. The commission found no accounts used for financ-
ing terrorism—as defined by the Lebanese government. In 2003, when the
Central Bank requested all Lebanese financial institutions to name accounts
held by six Hamas leaders so designated by the United States—Sheikh
Ahmed Yassin, Imad al-Alami, Osama Hamdan, Khaled Mishal, Mousa Abu
Marzook, and Abdel Aziz al-Rantissi—a public backlash prompted the
Lebanese government to shut down the investigation.65

Lebanon turns a willful blind eye to the extensive Hamas financial ac-
tivity in Lebanon. Consider the case of Jamal Tawil, the Hamas military com-
mander from Ramallah profiled in Chapter 2. Arrested in April 2002, Tawil
received funds from Hamas political leaders in Syria and Lebanon on a
monthly basis. In his interrogation, Tawil informed that starting in March
1998, Abu Ahmed (believed to be Ismael Srour, head of the Hamas propa-
ganda bureau in Lebanon) would send him monthly bank transfers of
$12,000 for Hamas activities—first into his personal account and then
later onto the account of the al-Islah Charitable Society—the Hamas char-
ity Tawil ran. Hamas also runs charitable front organizations in Lebanon,
through which it targets the local Palestinian refugee population to sup-
port, if not join, Hamas. For example, the U.S. Treasury Department has
highlighted the since-defunct Sanabil charity, which increased its influence
in Palestinian refugee camps in Lebanon by first providing basic necessities
to needy families and only later requiring these families to fill out applica-
tion forms noting whether they had ever worked with Hamas. Much like
Hamas efforts to buy the support of Palestinians on the ground in the West
Bank and Gaza, Hamas largesse in Lebanon is geared toward building grass-
roots support for the group at the expense of rival Islamist organizations in
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places like the Ein al-Hilweh Palestinian refugee camp. While Hamas sup-
porters in the camp are known to celebrate Hamas attacks—cars equipped
with bullhorns broadcast the news of successful attacks and candy is dis-
tributed to passersby—the camp is also the center of intra-Palestinian and
intra-Islamist tensions. Hamas and Fatah supporters clash in the camp, as
do Hamas supporters and members of the al-Qaeda-affiliated Palestinian
group based in Ein al-Hilweh, Osbat al-Ansar.66

Osama Hamdan, Hamas’representative in Lebanon, has made comments
indicating he has direct command over Hamas terror operations. When
asked in October 2004 whether Hamas would strike Israeli interests outside
of Israel and the Palestinian territories, he responded, “This issue is being
studied now. We hope that the occupation will not succeed in repeating the
assassination operation. However, if this happens, it will be one of the fac-
tors that influence decision-making. I cannot speak prematurely about what
the movement is going to do, but any decision that will be made will be
linked to the interests of the Palestinian people and the continuation of the
resistance and will provide more protection for the Palestinian people and
the resistance.” Hamdan has also used the threat of terrorist operations as
a negotiating tactic. On March 27, 2002, hours after Saudi Arabia presented
a new peace plan at an Arab summit in Beirut, a suicide bomber killed
nineteen Israelis at the Park Hotel in Netanya during the Jewish holiday of
Passover. Immediately after the bombing, Hamdan appeared on CNN and
said, “If they [Israel] continue refusing this proposal, they will not have
peace, they will not have security, and the Palestinians will continue their
struggle.” According to information available to the U.S. government, Ham-
dan “has worked with other Hamas and Hizballah leaders on initiatives to
develop and activate the military network inside the Palestinian territories
in support of the current Intifada, including the movement of weapons, ex-
plosives and personnel to the West Bank and Gaza for Hamas fighters.”67

Jordan

Jordan is not properly described as a “facilitator” of terrorism. Hamas ac-
tivists are active in Jordan, though their activities there are both constrained
and closely monitored. Unlike other countries where Hamas is active but
enjoys official sanction, Jordan maintains a policy of zero tolerance for
Hamas operational or overt logistical or financial support activity there.
Despite restrictions, Hamas does conduct clandestine activity in Jordan,
including transiting operatives en route to training elsewhere in the Middle
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East (especially in Syria, Lebanon, and Iran), financial and logistical sup-
port operations, weapons smuggling, ad hoc training in Jordan, and re-
cruitment of Palestinian students studying at Jordanian universities—as
was the case with Abbas al-Sayyid, the Hamas commander behind the Park
Hotel suicide bombing.
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8

will hamas target the west?

On March 22, 2004, Israeli security forces assassinated Hamas founder
Sheikh Ahmed Yassin. His deputy and successor, Abdel Aziz al-Rantissi, is-
sued a statement implying that Hamas would avenge Yassin’s death with at-
tacks on Israel—and on the United States. “The war against Islam is the
same war which is launched in Iraq,” al-Rantissi proclaimed. “In Palestine
also, there is a war against Islam. So, the Islamic nation should wake up and
shake the land under the feet of those Zionists and the Americans who back
them.” Though al-Rantissi withdrew the threat the next day, the State De-
partment immediately issued a travel advisory warning Americans of pos-
sible terrorist threats. The advisory warned: “In the aftermath of the killing
of Hamas leader Sheikh Ahmed Yassin, a Hamas spokesman has threatened
revenge against Israel and U.S. interests . . . all U.S. citizens [are urged] to
depart Gaza as early as it is safe to do so.” Four weeks later, on April 17,
al-Rantissi himself was killed by an Israeli rocket in a targeted assassina-
tion. At the funeral procession, a masked Hamas member in camouflage
told the Washington Post, “Bush stands next to Sharon and after that they
assassinate Rantisi.” The militant said he believed it was meaningful that
American and Israeli leaders had met just prior to the attack. “We should
carry our fight against the Americans as much as we are against Israel,” con-
cluded the militant. “Israel and America share the same face.” Hamas polit-
ical leader Khaled Mishal also blamed America for the assassination, sug-
gesting that Bush had endorsed the missile attack during a White House
meeting with Sharon. “What Bush told Sharon in the White House three
days ago is the clearest green light and cover for Sharon’s crimes and for what
has happened to Dr. Abdel Aziz al-Rantissi. Thus, it [the United States] is
the one responsible for this crime.”1
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U.S. authorities take the Hamas threat seriously, particularly because
Hamas has threatened U.S. interests in the past. For example, on December
18, 2001, Hamas issued a statement warning that “Americans [are] now con-
sidered legitimate targets as well as Israelis.” In June 2002, an official Hamas
website featured a chat room discussion in which participants discussed
various ways to kill a hypothetical group of American citizens in Israel proper
or the Gaza Strip. Among the proposed ways to dispose of the Americans
was running over the “American dogs,” throwing a Molotov cocktail at their
cars, burning them in their cabin on the beach, poisoning them, or shoot-
ing them “as an example for others like them.” Such murders, said one par-
ticipant, would make “Americans understand they are not safe in Muslim
countries.”2

Despite such expression of violent anti-Americanism, Hamas has not
joined al-Qaeda’s global jihad. It has not yet bought into the strategy
(shared by many other outgrowths of the Muslim Brotherhood) that mili-
tants can best undermine local governments by targeting the Western pow-
ers that support them. Despite shared ideological roots with al-Qaeda-
affiliated groups like the Egyptian Islamic Group, Hamas sees itself as a
local “resistance” organization and has traditionally limited its operations
to targeting Israelis in Israel, the West Bank, and the Gaza Strip. While many
foreigners have died in Hamas attacks, these have been incidental casualties
of the group’s indiscriminate terrorist attacks, not intentionally targeted vic-
tims. But there is reason to question whether Hamas’ local focus will con-
tinue, or if—and under what conditions—Hamas may expand its focus to
include targeting Western interests. Nor is the prospect of such an expan-
sion of targets determined solely by Hamas’ top leadership. Indeed, it is far
more likely that intentional attacks on Western interests would be the work
of Hamas cells or individual members acting independently—either com-
pletely on their own or with tacit approval from Hamas leaders. Not only
could a change in Hamas modus operandi occur at multiple decision-mak-
ing levels, it could target Western interests in one of several ways. Hamas ac-
tivists may target Israeli or Jewish interests abroad, target U.S. or other
Western interests in Israel and the Palestinian territories, or target Western
interests abroad.

ANTI-WESTERN RHETORIC

When asked, Hamas leaders typically say the group’s terrorist operations
are strictly limited to Israel, the West Bank, and Gaza Strip. In a March 2004
interview following the Israeli assassination of Hamas founder Sheikh
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Ahmed Yassin, Khaled Mishal insisted, “Our strategy hasn’t changed. We
will not shift the battle outside of Palestine.” That same day, Hamas leaders
Abdel Aziz al-Rantissi and Mahmoud al-Zahar also emphasized this posi-
tion to reporters. Al-Rantissi said, “We are inside Palestinian land and act-
ing only inside Palestinian land. We are resisting the occupation, nothing
else. Our resistance will continue just inside our border, here inside our
country.”Al-Zahar told an American journalist,“You (Americans) are people
innocent of the Zionist conspiracy that is fooling you and is stealing your
money. You are not our target.”3

But the string of denials was itself prompted by earlier statements sug-
gesting that Hamas was considering American targets. Immediately follow-
ing Yassin’s assassination al-Rantissi stated,“We knew that Bush is the enemy
of God, the enemy of Islam and Muslims, Bush and Sharon. The war of
God continues against them and I can see the victory coming up from the
land of Palestine by the hands of Hamas.” Rantissi quickly withdrew his im-
plicit threat, however, as the implications of making veiled threats to Ameri-
can interests settled in. Within days he issued a new statement, saying, “If
they (Americans) are worried, then they are stupid because we have said
it many times that we will target only our enemy, the (Israeli) occupiers.”
Still, al-Rantissi’s own promotion of an ideology founded on deep hatred for
America and the West belies his supposed indifference to the United States
as a target. For example, after the 2003 Columbia space shuttle disaster,
al-Rantissi said, “the explosion of the shuttle Columbia is, it is reasonable to
assume, part of the divine punishment of America and, together with it,
Zionism—because of their massacres of Muslims, the destruction of their
lives, the humiliation of their honor, and their desire to globalize corrup-
tion.” Later, in April 2004, al-Rantissi said, “We say to the Muslim people of
Iraq, we are with you in your struggle against American terror and de-
struction, we are with you in your war in defense of Islam. We say to the
fighter and commander Mokutada a-Sadr: Hamas stands by your side and
blesses your Jihad and wishes you with the help of God, that you will win
and be victorious.” In July 2005, a Hamas-run radio station in Gaza, Sawt
al-Aqsa, broadcast this same anti-American message: “We [Hamas] are with
Iraq and with the people of Iraq; we are against America and against Britain.
Thus, jihad continues and the Intifada continues, and the next breakthrough
will take place in Jaffa.” Indeed, there does appear to be an international-
ization of the Israeli-Palestinian conflict taking place in the Palestinian
territories. In the years following the September 2000 outbreak of the In-
tifada, pamphlets, posters, and compact disks featuring Hamas leaders along-
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side leaders of the Iraqi insurgency and Chechen terrorists have appeared
throughout the West Bank. Rallies and protests in the West Bank and Gaza
Strip increasingly feature protestors chanting anti-American slogans like
“Death to America from Jerusalem to Baghdad” in front of burning Israeli,
British, and American flags.4

Hamas leaders often lay blame for Israeli military operations at the feet
of the United States, pointing out that Israel buys most of its advanced
weaponry from America. When al-Rantissi was assassinated, Khaled Mishal
dubbed Bush’s purported support for the assassination a “war declaration
(against the Islamic nation) by this evil administration in the United States
which is . . . allied with the evil entity led by Sharon.” Hamas increased its
threatening rhetoric in the months following the Yassin and al-Rantissi as-
sassinations, as Israel expanded the scope of its operations and began tar-
geting the group’s operatives not only in the West Bank and Gaza Strip but
also in neighboring Lebanon and Syria. In September 2004, an explosion in
Damascus presumably coordinated by Israeli agents killed Hamas operative
Izzaddin Sheikh Khalil. In December of that year, a bomb nearly killed
Musbah Abou-Houwaileh, another Hamas operative in Syria. After the first
Syrian bombing, Mousa Abu Marzook said, “now that Israel has expanded
its war against Hamas to include neighboring countries, there are many
voices calling for attacking Israeli targets abroad.” Hamas’ Qassam Brigades
issued a statement warning that their previous policy of letting “hundreds
of thousands of Zionists travel and move in capitals of the world” may have
to change now that “the Zionist enemy has opened a new door for the
struggle by transferring the battle outside Palestine.”5

Hamas officials acknowledge they had considered attacks abroad even
before the Israeli operation in Syria. In September 2002, Hamas official Mo-
hammad Nazzal declared, “Until today, the issue of carrying the fight out-
side Palestine is under study and no decision has been taken in that sense.”
Indeed, the U.S.-led war on terror appears to have instigated an internal
Hamas debate regarding the targeting of Americans. On December 17,
2001, Hamas and Palestinian Islamic Jihad operatives released a joint man-
ifesto declaring,“Americans are the enemies of the Palestinian people.” The
manifesto went on to proclaim that Americans “are a target for future at-
tacks.” Also in December, “sources in the Hamas military wing” informed 
a Time magazine correspondent that “somewhere in a Hamas safe house,
militants inflamed by the American war in Afghanistan are debating whether
it is time to add U.S. targets in Israel and the territories to their hit 
list.” The July 31, 2002, suicide bombing at Jerusalem’s Hebrew University
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was indication to some Hamas-watchers that the hardliners may have
gained the upper hand in this debate. Five Americans were killed and four
wounded in the Hamas attack, which targeted a location known for its
large population of American and other foreign students. According to U.S.
officials privy to the investigation into the attack, there was reason to be-
lieve Hamas had calculated the likelihood that Americans would be killed
or injured.6

American authorities take Hamas threats against Western interests se-
riously, even though such threats have historically proven to have more bark
than bite. In April 2004, the FBI noted that Hamas does maintain the ca-
pacity to carry out terrorist attacks in the United States. The Bureau con-
cluded that Hamas has operatives stationed in the United States, though
the terrorist group did not then appear intent on acting on its military ca-
pability. The FBI reasoned that Hamas relies on America primarily as a
fundraising base, and is loath to risk its financing infrastructure in the
United States; conducting attacks on U.S. soil would place Hamas in the
crosshairs of the U.S.-led global war on terror. And indeed, Hamas leaders
have a long record of issuing empty threats against Western interests, typi-
cally in response to actions that have targeted Hamas leaders. One of the
earliest threats Hamas issued against American interests, for example, came
after the 1995 arrest of Hamas leader Mousa Abu Marzook in New York
City on immigration charges. Marzook was detained for twenty-two months
as authorities considered deporting him to Israel to face charges there. A
Hamas statement issued at the time warned that the group had taken “the
decision to strike and to hit back if the United States makes this move.” But
in 1997, Marzook was deported to Jordan instead, and nothing came of the
Hamas threat.7

CAUGHT IN THE ACT

Given their history of empty-seeming threats, the conventional wisdom is
that anti-Western rhetoric by Hamas leaders is more designed to radicalize
new recruits than promote actual attacks. That assumption came under
considerable pressure in 2003, when Israeli officials arrested a man named
Jamal Akal and discovered that Hamas had, in fact, planned attacks in
North America. In 1999, Jamal Akal left the Nuseirat refugee camp in the
Gaza Strip where he was born and emigrated to Ontario, Canada. There he
enrolled at the University of Windsor, began studying for a degree in social
work, and became a Canadian citizen. Akal appeared to be a model immi-
grant, and returned to Gaza in October 2003, ostensibly to find a Palestin-
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ian bride. It would later come out that his month in Gaza was not devoted
to romantic pursuits.8

On November 1, 2003, Israeli authorities arrested Akal as he was leav-
ing Gaza en route back to Canada. Israeli authorities charged that Akal’s os-
tensible social visit was a ruse; his real object was not a bride but training
for Hamas operations in Canada and the United States. A lawyer hired by
Akal’s family conceded that Akal had been approached by Hamas opera-
tives in Gaza about conducting operations in Canada. The attorney ac-
knowledged that Akal was trained in the use of small arms during his visit
but insisted Akal did not agree to carry out the plans. Whether or not Akal
agreed to execute the mission, the admission that Hamas attempted to re-
cruit a Palestinian with citizenship in a Western country to carry out attacks
in that country would appear to mark a significant departure in Hamas
modus operandi.9

According to Israeli authorities, Akal admitted that during his month
in Gaza he was trained in explosives production and taught to use an M-16
assault rifle by a Hamas operative named Ahmed Wahabe. Wahabe allegedly
tasked Akal to return home and “gather information (via the media) on a
senior Israeli official who was arriving in the United States. Wahabe in-
structed Akal to then monitor the senior Israeli official’s movements and
attempt to assassinate her in a sniper attack. Wahabe also asked Akal to at-
tack members of the U.S. and Canadian Jewish communities, either by
shooting or by bombing their homes and/or cars. According to information
released by Israeli authorities, “Wahabe told Akal (inter alia): ‘New York is
an easy place to find Jews.’” In a statement issued by the Israeli Embassy in
Ottawa, an Israeli official confirmed that Akal was to use his Canadian
passport to “carry out terrorist attacks in North America against Israeli and
Jewish targets. . . . Some of the scenarios for those terrorist attacks were as-
sassinating a high-level Israeli official during his visit to North America,
booby-trapping cars that belong to Israeli officials—diplomats—and killing
a Jew who would come across Mr. Akal’s way.”10

Akal was specifically instructed to draw on the support of Hamas sym-
pathizers in Canada to fund his attacks. According to an Israeli report, he
was to contact worshipers in Canadian mosques and “raise funds, osten-
sibly for the families of suicide bombers, which he would actually use for
purchasing a weapon and financing his expenses in monitoring his prospec-
tive targets and in perpetrating attacks.” At the time of Akal’s arrest, he and
Wahabe were allegedly awaiting approval from Hamas political leaders 
in Damascus to conduct the attacks under al-Qaeda’s name, not Hamas’,
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in an effort to evade the potential blowback of conducting such attacks in
the West. The arrest of Akal confirmed officials’ suspicions that Hamas
operatives—acting on their own or in concert with Hamas leadership—
are willing and able to execute attacks abroad. But the revelation of Hamas’
international intentions was the product of increased Israeli monitoring of
suspicious foreigners in the wake of an earlier Hamas attack in Tel Aviv per-
petrated by two British Muslims of Pakistani origin.11

In the early hours of April 30, 2003, two Britons carried out a suicide
attack targeting Mike’s Place, a bar frequented by Westerners located next
to the U.S. Embassy in Tel Aviv. They sat at a table for several hours, wait-
ing for the bar to fill to capacity. Then Asif Hanif, from West London, deto-
nated his suicide vest just outside the bar, killing three people and injuring
sixty-five others. Omar Sharif, from Derby, fled the scene when his explo-
sive device malfunctioned. Sharif attempted to escape by swimming out to
sea, but he was found two weeks later drowned off the Israeli coast. The at-
tack marked the first time Hamas ever deployed foreign, non-Palestinian
operatives. British officials believe the pair was first spotted and recruited
in Britain and subsequently spent time in Syria, where they met Hamas of-
ficials and received training. According to British officials, “The training,
reconnaissance and equipping are all factors that indicate that these things
did not take place during a single trip to the Middle East.” Hamas delayed
claiming responsibility for the attack for eleven months, possibly to avoid
tilting the then ongoing debate in Britain over whether or not to add Hamas
to the British list of terrorist organizations. But in March 2004 Hamas re-
leased a ninety-minute video of the bombers’ joint living will, asserting
that the attacks were timed to the one-year anniversary of the assassination
of Ibrahim al-Makdeh, the founder of the Hamas Qassam Brigades. Wearing
green Hamas bandanas and standing in front of a portrait of al-Makdeh,
the two men smiled, embraced, and announced—in English—that it was
“an honor to kill one of those [Jews].” Sharif asserted that they “wanted to
offer our souls for the sake of Allah and to get revenge against Jews and
Crusaders.” Hanif offered a prayer: “Who is Tony Blair and George Bush?”
he asked. “I wish for the Almighty God either to guide them, or for his
wrath to come down upon them.”12

According to British authorities, Hamas’ decision to recruit, train, and
deploy foreign Hamas operatives was a direct result of Israeli counter-
terrorism measures. In March 2002, attacks on Israeli civilians led to a se-
ries of Israeli counterterrorism operations culminating in the reoccupation
of several West Bank cities. By the second half of 2002, Israeli military en-
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gineers began constructing a security fence separating the West Bank from
Israel. As a result of these measures, Hamas and other terrorist groups sud-
denly found it much harder to execute suicide bombings in Israel. But with
their foreign passports, Hanif and Sharif were able to enter Israel from Jor-
dan and cross in and out of the Gaza Strip with ease. Indeed, in the state-
ment it released together with the videotaped living will, Hamas’ Qassam
Brigades confirmed that the use of foreigners was meant to evade Israeli
counterterrorism measures. According to the statement, the use of foreign-
ers as suicide bombers was a message “to the Zionists that Qassam Brigades
have many options to fight you as long as you occupy our land and com-
mit massacres.”13

HAMAS’ GLOBAL REACH

The recruitment of British bombers abroad is just the latest evidence that
Hamas maintains an international presence capable of facilitating attacks
at home or carrying them out abroad. Hamas’ international activities ex-
plain the group’s designation by the U.S. Treasury Department as a terror-
ist group of “global reach.” In 2003, the National Security Council terror-
ism czar Richard Clarke testified, “al-Qaeda is a small part of the overall
challenge we face from radical terrorist groups associated with Islam. Au-
tonomous cells, regional affiliate groups, radical Palestinian organizations,
and groups sponsored by Iran’s Revolutionary Guards are engaged in mu-
tual support arrangements, including funding.” Indeed, the FBI has long
warned of the presence of Hamas and other terrorist groups in the United
States. In 1999, the FBI’s Counterterrorism Threat Assessment and Warn-
ing Unit published a report titled “Terrorism in the United States: 30 Years
of Terrorism, A Special Retrospective Edition.” The report analyzed the U.S.
presence and threat from state sponsors, formal terrorist organizations, and
loosely affiliated extremists.“Extremist groups such as the Irish Republican
Army, Palestinian Hamas, the Egyptian al-Gama al-Islamiyya (IG), and the
Lebanese Hizballah have supporters in the United States,” the report noted.
“The activities of these U.S.-based cells,” it continued, “revolve primarily
around fund-raising and low-level intelligence gathering.” By describing
the activities of groups like Hamas as “primarily” involving fundraising
and intelligence activities, the report implicitly acknowledged that already
in 1999 the FBI was aware such groups were also engaging in other, sec-
ondary activities of a potentially operational character. The reference to
groups like Hamas engaging in “low-level intelligence gathering” suggests
at least some of these groups had an interest in securing pre-operational
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surveillance for off-the-shelf contingency planning. In other words, while
they expressed no immediate interest in conducting operations, they wanted
short-notice operational capability should conditions change. The real
question, then, is under what conditions might groups like Hamas, that
have not traditionally targeted U.S. or Western interests, decide to conduct
operations against Western interests?14

Testifying before Congress in February 2002, the director of central in-
telligence, George Tenet, expressed his concern that conditions for such at-
tacks could be in the making. Tenet warned that if groups like Hamas, the
Popular Front for the Liberation of Palestine (PFLP), or Palestinian Islamic
Jihad “feel that U.S. actions are threatening their existence, they may begin
targeting Americans directly, as Hizballah’s terrorist wing already does.” An
internal FBI review concluded in early 2002—right around the time of
Tenet’s testimony—that 50 to 100 Hamas and Hezbollah operatives had in-
filtrated into the United States. While primarily engaged in fundraising and
logistics, these operatives were reportedly graduates of terrorist and mili-
tary training camps in Lebanon and other Middle Eastern countries.15

To be sure, the phenomenon of mixing terror activity and dawa ac-
tivism, especially charity work, is not unique to the West Bank and Gaza.
Hamas activists working for foreign charities tied to the dawa have also en-
gaged in planning terror operations. According to a 1996 CIA document
released in 2003, Mohammad Sa’d Darwishy al-Shazy, a suspected Hamas
operative and Human Relief International (HRI) employee in Croatia,
plotted terror attacks there in 1993 and used a local charity office and
mosque to “promote ideas for terrorist acts.” The CIA report cited intelli-
gence indicating that “al-Shazy’s group was considering committing anti-
Jewish bombings there, and included the heads of the Zagreb offices of the
Saudi High Commission and the Kuwaiti Joint Relief Committee, the head
of the HRI’s Vienna office, and members of the Saudi-based International
Islamic Relief Organization and the privately-run Qatar Charitable Soci-
ety.”Also in Croatia, according to the CIA report, the director of the Zagreb
office of the Kuwaiti Joint Relief Committee, Professor Sheikh Abu Adil
Uthman al-Haydaer, “was described by an associate as a ‘powerful Hamas
and Muslim Brotherhood member.’” The group also reportedly planned to
assassinate a former Algerian prime minister, PLO Chairman Arafat, and to
conduct bombings to support the “brother Algerians” in Croatia. Another
member of this group, also identified in the intelligence report as a “Hamas
official,” was listed as a staff member at the HRI (as well as the Qatar Chari-
table Society) at the time of the above 1993 terror planning meetings.
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Though none of the plots discussed by members of this group appear to
have been carried out, their intentions, terrorist affiliations, and planning
meeting are illuminating.16

The CIA report tracked Hamas activity not only in the Balkans but in
the Philippines as well. The report warned that the International Islamic
Relief Organization (IIRO) office in Manila employed “the majority of
Hamas members in the Philippines” and that a “high ranking” IIRO offi-
cial led Hamas meetings there. Subsequent investigation in several coun-
tries, including the United States and Saudi Arabia, has uncovered that the
IIRO has ties to al-Qaeda, Hamas, and other groups. Following the De-
cember 2005 tsunami that devastated Southeast Asia, the IIRO was re-
ported to have expanded operations in hard-hit parts of Indonesia where
it spread an extremist strain of radical Islam. Such activity, U.S. officials
warned, has the potential to “justify and support terrorist activities.” The
CIA’s documentation of Hamas activity in Asia correlates with Israeli intel-
ligence assessments that “Hamas officials in Syria are in contact with Islamic
organizations in Asia.” As noted earlier, American authorities have long
been interested in the IIRO; the man who ran some of the charity’s offices
in Southeast Asia was arrested by U.S. immigration officials and briefly de-
tained in San Francisco in December 1994. Muhammad Jamal Khalifa, bin
Laden’s brother-in-law and a senior IIRO and al-Qaeda financier, was in
the middle of a U.S. fundraising tour when he was detained. Among the
material found in his belongings “were extensive discussions of assassina-
tion, the use of explosives, military training and jihad as well as details of
Islamist movements such as Hamas and Palestinian Islamic Jihad.” Khalifa
maintained relations with Hamas-affiliated IIRO employees in the Philip-
pines even after he left his position with IIRO to open a local branch of the
Muwafaq Foundation.17

To be sure, Hamas maintains financial, logistical, and even operational
links to a wide array of international terrorist groups. A Hamas delegation
participated in the 1995 Islamic People’s Congress in Sudan, where they
met Osama bin Laden and representatives of Algerian, Pakistani, Tunisian,
and other terrorist groups. In Pakistan, the leader of a jihadist organization
there openly admitted to having “person-to-person contacts” with other
groups, adding, “sometimes fighters from Hamas and Hezbollah help us.”
Asked where contacts with groups like Hamas and Hezbollah are held, the
Pakistani answered, “a good place to meet is in Iran.” Offering insight into
the importance of interpersonal relationships between members of dis-
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parate terrorist groups, he added, “We don’t involve other organizations.
Just individuals.”18

In another sign of the group’s global reach, Romanian intelligence in
2002 reportedly investigated seventy-three Hamas supporters there, mostly
on university campuses. Hamas operatives in Romania were said to oper-
ate there “under the screen of the Islamic and Cultural League in Romania.”
According to their investigation, Romanian intelligence concluded that
“Hamas benefits from the logistics of the Islamic and Cultural League” and
that Hamas posed a “potential threat” in Romania, “fueled by the possibil-
ity of [Hamas] carrying out attacks on Israeli and U.S. interests or objec-
tives worldwide.” According to a Romanian security official, Hamas has
maintained a presence in that country since 1992. Several leaders of Hamas
cells there were expelled over the next decade, and by 2004 leading Ro-
manian officials felt comfortable saying, “the Hamas following within the
local Palestinian community is now paralyzed. They are incapable of pre-
senting any danger to Romanian national security.”19

Hamas supporters abroad have also played distinctly operational roles in
Hamas terrorist attacks. Consider the case of Mohammad Qassem Sawalha,
the Hamas activist and longtime Muslim leader in Britain highlighted in
Chapter 3. According to a U.S. indictment, Sawalha and his co-conspirators
actively assisted Hamas activists planning terrorist attacks. Similarly, Mar-
wan Ismail Dahman, a Palestinian-born Spanish engineer, was jailed in
May 2005 on suspicion of having helped design a new Qassam rocket for
Hamas and Palestinian Islamic Jihad. Police found copies of rocket designs
Dahman reportedly faxed to terrorist operatives, as well as corresponding
receipts for these faxes in his home in eastern Spain. Dahman admitted to
the presiding judge that he approached Hamas and offered technical assis-
tance in redesigning an enhanced rocket after Israel’s 2004 assassination of
Adnan al-Ghoul, the original architect of the Qassam rocket.20

DISINCENTIVES AGAINST ATTACKING THE WEST

Despite its international presence, Hamas has never actually carried out a
terrorist attack beyond its traditional area of operations in Israel, the West
Bank, and Gaza Strip. Hamas believes itself to be engaged in “resistance,”
not terrorism. Many supporters of Hamas and other Palestinian terrorist
groups condemned the September 11 attacks in the United States (2001),
the March 11 attacks in Spain (2004), and the July 7 attacks in Britain (2005).
Clearly, maintaining this distinction is paramount for Hamas and its sup-
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porters. In assessing the potential threat from Palestinian groups that rely
on American dollars, FBI officials concluded that their “extensive fund rais-
ing activity itself acts as a disincentive for operational terrorist activity in
the United States.” Hamas leaders have verbalized this sentiment. Accord-
ing to an FBI summary transcript of the 1993 Hamas meeting in Philadel-
phia, the participants mentioned “all the [support] activities they are talking
about pertain to the activities within the United States. They also men-
tioned it is not to this best interest [sic] to cause troubles in the American
theater.”21

But U.S. actions taken against Hamas operatives and organizations in
the United States in the wake of the September 11 attacks may be slowly re-
moving this disincentive from the Hamas calculus. Chief among these ac-
tions are the closure of the Holy Land Foundation for Relief and Develop-
ment (HLFRD) in December 2001 and issuance of indictments in Dallas
and Chicago against prominent Hamas operatives. The Chicago indictment
in particular lays bare the myth that Hamas limited its activity in the United
States to financing terrorism through charity. The indictment of Abdel-
haleem al-Ashqar, Mohammad Salah, and Mousa Abu Marzook (the latter
two already listed as Specially Designated Terrorists) outlines in detail a
fifteen-year period during which Hamas supporters in Louisiana, Illinois,
and Virginia not only raised funds but also played proactive roles in all
facets of the Hamas decision-making process—including preparation for
actual terrorist attacks. Indictments like these force authorities to consider
the possibility that in the future Hamas and other groups may not only plan
attacks abroad from the comfort of their American homes, the groups—or
elements within them—may resort to plotting attacks in the United States.
Consider just a few examples of the well-publicized, overt American ac-
tions targeting Hamas operatives and organizations in the United States
since September 2001:22

• Five days before the September 11 attacks, FBI and U.S. Customs Ser-
vice agents raided the offices and froze the assets of Infocom, an Inter-
net company linked to Hamas leader Mousa Abu Marzook, who has
been listed as a Specially Designated Terrorist by the U.S. government.

• On November 26, 2001, the Immigration and Naturalization Service
deported Ghassan Dahduli. Dahduli was a longtime leader of the Hamas-
associated Islamic Association for Palestine and an associate of con-
victed al-Qaeda operative Wadi al-Hage.23

• On December 4, 2001, the Bush administration froze the assets of the
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Holy Land Foundation for Relief and Development, labeling it a Hamas
front organization. Included in the freeze were two financial institu-
tions linked to Hamas and based in the Palestinian territories: the al-
Aqsa International Bank and the Beit al-Mal Holdings Company.24

• On June 5, 2002, Joyce and Stanley Boim were awarded $156 million
after a jury in Chicago found the HLFRD and the Quranic Literacy In-
stitute liable for the death of their teenage son, David Boim. He had
been shot by Hamas militants while waiting for a bus in Jerusalem in
1996. The two charities were forced to pay after prosecutors successfully
proved they were guilty of illegally funding a terrorist organization.25

• On August 22, 2003, the U.S. Treasury Department designated Sheikh
Ahmed Yassin, the spiritual leader of Hamas, and five other senior Hamas
officials as Specially Designated Global Terrorists. Their assets were
frozen and all financial transactions with them by American nationals
were prohibited.26

• On July 27, 2004, five former leaders of the HLFRD were arrested on
charges of providing financial support for Hamas. The men were charged
with raising $12.4 million and then funneling it to Hamas.27

• In August 2004, a federal indictment unsealed in Chicago charged Hamas
leader Mousa Abu Marzook, Mohammad Salah, and Abdelhaleem al-
Ashqar with racketeering conspiracy and using bank accounts in a va-
riety of U.S. states to launder millions of dollars to support murders,
kidnappings, and assaults perpetrated by Hamas. Salah was also charged
with providing material support for terrorism and obstruction of jus-
tice, and accused of recruiting and training new members of Hamas in
the United States. Al-Ashqar was already was under house arrest on re-
lated charges of contempt and obstruction of justice. Salah and al-Ashqar
were arrested in Illinois and Virginia respectively; Marzook resides in
Damascus and is considered a fugitive by the U.S. government.28

• On February 8, 2005, a federal judge ordered Abdel Jabber Hamdan de-
ported from the United States. The court determined Hamdan under-
stood—or should have understood—that the money he was raising for
the HLFRD was being used to support Hamas. Hamdan had been held
on immigration violations since July 2004, the same day an indictment
was unsealed against HLF.29

Shuttering front organizations, seizing their assets, and prosecuting and
deporting their members are all key measures necessary to curb the activi-
ties of terrorists and their supporters within the United States. Ironically,
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taking these steps may also contribute to removing at least some of the dis-
incentives that militated against Hamas carrying out an attack against U.S.
interests.

ANALYSIS: THE LIKELIHOOD OF A HAMAS ATTACK ABROAD

Facing the removal of such disincentives to attack, might Hamas now de-
cide to target U.S. or other Western interests? Analyzing that likelihood de-
mands a “levels of analysis” approach that acknowledges the various levels
of decision making inherent in large terrorist groups. Some decisions are
made at the group’s headquarters level by a governing council, political bu-
reau, or secretary general. Others may be decided at the level of a regional
commander in charge of a network of cells, by a single rogue cell acting on
its own, or even by groups of individuals or single members operating on
their own as “lone wolves.” Each of these scenarios presents counterterror-
ism officials with especially thorny problems, both in terms of the tactical
operational options available to counterterrorism forces, as well as the po-
litical options available to decision makers.

The Jamal Akal story is a case in point. Interviews with several senior
Israeli intelligence officials produced a variety of opinions regarding what
level leadership was aware of the plot to dispatch Akal to North America as
a Hamas sleeper agent. According to the public statements of an Israeli of-
ficial, Hamas leaders in Damascus not only were aware of the plot but were
asked to approve the idea of executing an attack and issue a claim in the name
of al-Qaeda, not Hamas. An Israeli official described Akal as a “sleeper”
agent who was trained and “told to wait for instructions.” Akal’s family and
friends, the official added, included known Hamas military operatives. An-
other senior Israeli intelligence official echoed this assessment but added,
“Akal was an extraordinary departure.” This official added that the issue of
conducting attacks abroad “had come up before, and Hamas leadership has
said ‘No attacks versus [the] U.S.’”30

But other Israeli intelligence officials came to a slightly different con-
clusion. They noted that within Hamas “there are no rogue operations, but
cells do push the boundaries” in terms of how they carry out their ap-
proved operations. The Akal operation, these officials assessed, was more of
a “local initiative” than a plot approved by the Hamas leadership. Accord-
ing to one Israeli intelligence official, the Akal plot was developed under the
operational oversight of Qassam Brigades commander Mohammad Deif, a
senior official with close ties to Hamas leaders abroad. Still other Israeli
government analysts concluded that the Akal episode was an example of
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how operational activists “can and do act beyond the guidance of head-
quarters.” The cell that trained and attempted to dispatch Akal, these
analysts added, was  a local element, insufficiently subordinate to Hamas’
overall leadership, carrying out a rogue action. It is not uncommon, said
the analysts promoting this interpretation, for local cells to engage in 
this kind of unilateral contingency planning for potential operations at a
later date.31

Likelihood of Attack Against U.S. Ordered by Hamas Leadership

On November 26, 2004, the State Department issued a travel warning for
Israel, the West Bank, and Gaza. Not only did the alert warn against indis-
criminate terrorist attacks—the warning expressly prohibited American
officials from using public transportation—it specifically warned of the
possibility of Hamas attacks targeting U.S. interests.“The U.S. Government
has information,” the report stated, “indicating that American interests
could be the focus of terrorist attacks, including within Israel.” The report
noted that “since October 2003, militants on several occasions have tem-
porarily abducted Western personnel, and spokesmen for the Hamas ter-
rorist organization have made statements threatening attacks against U.S.
interests.” Five months earlier a senior Palestinian security official had
warned Americans to avoid the Gaza Strip.“I encourage the Americans not
to come here,” he said. “I cannot ensure their safety.”32

In fact, Hamas leaders have been threatening U.S. interests since long
before 2003. In 1994, when Sheikh Mohammad Siyam was the Hamas rep-
resentative to Sudan, he told the Sudanese weekly Drapur al-Jdida that any
U.S. action against Hamas would lead the group to retaliate “against Ameri-
can interests in the world.” While noting that Hamas had not yet targeted
U.S. interests, Siyam kept that door open. “We are connected to inter-
national justice, which gives every nation the right to oppose and fight oc-
cupation, and we are not afraid of the American threats, or those from
other countries.” Siyam continued, “We advise the U.S. to keep its distance
from us. General Farah Aydid, with his muddy boots, shortened the noses
of Clinton and George Bush in Somalia. We have many militants of this
type in the Hamas.” Hamas clearly supports the efforts of other groups who
would attack U.S. interests. Its leader al-Rantissi published an article on a
Hamas website in April 2003 titled “Why Shouldn’t We Attack the United
States?” arguing that such an action was not only “a moral and national
duty—but, above all, a religious one.” Al-Rantissi reiterated this sentiment
in the context of the U.S.-led war in Iraq. He said: “I call on Iraq to prepare
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an army of would-be martyrs and prepare tens of thousands of explosive
belts. Blow yourselves up against the American army. Bomb them in Bagh-
dad. I call on all Arab nations to burn ground underneath the feet of the
Americans in all capitals.”33

In 1997, Hamas did consider attacking Western interests in Israel. Late
that year, Hamas operatives planned to storm an unspecified Western
diplomatic mission in Jerusalem and take hostages in an effort to gain the
release of Hamas members in Israeli jails. According to Israeli prosecutors,
Hamas operative Abdallah Bakri planned the operation to be similar to the
seizure of the Japanese embassy in Lima the previous year. Bakri worked
closely with senior West Bank Hamas leaders Muhi al-Din al-Sharif and
Imad Awadallah, both of whom he admitted hiding in his home for several
weeks. Years later, Hamas nearly succeeded in executing a terrorist attack
targeting Israeli tourists vacationing in Egypt’s Sinai peninsula over the
Jewish High Holiday period in September 2004. Shin Bet director Avi
Dichter reported to the Israeli cabinet at the time that his service shared ac-
tionable intelligence with Egyptian authorities who took preemptive ac-
tion to thwart the attack. Dichter added that an Israeli air raid on a Gaza
soccer field where Hamas operatives were training for the mission a week
earlier also helped foil the plot. More recently, Ahmed Azzuz, Antwerp
head of the European Arab League, warned of a possible Hamas plan to at-
tack foreign targets in response to the Israeli assassination of Sheikh Yassin,
adding,“Antwerp is an obvious target.” Azzuz explained that “the diamond
sector openly supports the Zionist regime and don’t forget that every year,
200 Belgian-Israeli reservists leave for Israel to kill innocent civilians.”34

Despite rhetoric and even contingency plans to do so, Hamas has not
attacked Western or Jewish interests abroad. Still, experts fear there are sev-
eral red lines that, if crossed, could push Hamas over this dangerous Rubi-
con. For example, there is good reason to fear that Hamas would target
American soldiers if they participated in an international intervention
force (IIF) stationed in the West Bank and Gaza Strip. From Lebanon to So-
malia to Iraq, terrorism looms large in the recent history of U.S. military
intervention in the Middle East. During the early 1980s, for example, the
deployment of U.S. and other foreign forces to intervene between warring
parties in Lebanon proved a costly experience. Even military operations of
a purely humanitarian nature have been treacherous for U.S. forces. In So-
malia, for example, the U.S. military suffered significant losses, many in at-
tacks orchestrated by al-Qaeda elements. These experiences show that mili-
tants will not hesitate to target international forces on humanitarian or
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peacekeeping missions if doing so can further the militants’ own agenda. In
the case of the West Bank and Gaza, where an IIF would be tasked with 
targeting local terrorist organizations and rooting out their support net-
works, militants would carry out such attacks out of simple self-preservation;
indeed, they would see such attacks as “resistance” to an “occupying” force.
Palestinian terrorists have already responded to the presence of international
diplomats and observers with violence. For example, on March 26, 2002,
Palestinian Islamic Jihad terrorists attacked members of the Temporary
International Presence in Hebron (TIPH), murdering two observers (Jinjis
Twintuk of Turkey and Catherine Broyikes of Switzerland) and injuring a
third (Hussein Asraslan of Turkey).35

Historically, there have been moments when Hamas attacks abroad
have appeared likely. The March 2004 assassination of Sheikh Yassin caused
Israeli analysts particular concern because Yassin was one of the most vocal
opponents to targeting Western interests among senior Hamas leaders.
There was therefore significant debate within the Israeli intelligence com-
munity over whether to assassinate Yassin. Without Yassin to restrain more
globally oriented jihadists within Hamas, Israeli intelligence officials feared
the Hamas response to Yassin’s assassination might have included an attack
on Jews or Israelis abroad (Israeli security officials describe attacks on Jew-
ish targets abroad as Israel’s “soft underbelly”). According to one senior Is-
raeli official, the fact that Hamas did not carry out such an attack follow-
ing the attack on Yassin “strengthens the assessment that it would really
take a great deal to make Hamas—as an organization—cross the threshold
and conduct operations abroad.”36

This issue came up again a few months later when Israeli agents carried
out a series of bombings targeting Hamas leaders in Syria and Lebanon in
late 2004. Some of these attacks failed, but one senior Hamas operative, Iz-
zaddin Sheikh Khalil, was killed in Damascus in September 2004. One
mourner at Khalil’s funeral was among those calling for Hamas to conduct
attacks abroad, insisting, “We want to fight them [the Israelis] outside Pales-
tine through their embassies, airline agencies and even their places of wor-
ship.” Hamas threats to conduct attacks abroad, explained one analyst,“were
a direct effort against Israeli attacks abroad.” According to this school of
thought, failure to respond to Israeli strikes against Hamas leaders abroad
would “undermine Hamas’ deterrent message.” But, once again, Hamas did
not conduct attacks abroad following these Israeli strikes either.37

On several occasions Hamas leaders have debated the issue of conduct-
ing operations abroad, according to a senior Israeli security official recount-
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ing intelligence reports on these debates. To date, four central arguments
against such action have prevailed in these discussions. On ideological
grounds, most Hamas leaders are adamant that the group focus on its spe-
cific mission of liberating Palestine. On practical grounds, operational
leaders stress that the group has limited resources and argue against dis-
persing the group’s capabilities abroad. Hamas leaders are also very wary
of carrying out any action that may undermine their claim that Hamas
“resistance to occupation” is inherently different from al-Qaeda-style ter-
rorism. And from a public relations and financial and logistical support
perspective, Hamas leaders are careful not to draw the ire of the interna-
tional community or alienate Palestinians, most of whom would oppose
operations abroad.38

According to some Israeli analysts, if Hamas leaders were to sanction
an attack abroad it would therefore not target Western interests. A Hamas
attack abroad, these experts concluded, would not be executed al-Qaeda-
style to kill as many random people as possible; it would be a focused at-
tack on an Israeli or Jewish target. It is also likely that a Hamas attack
abroad would not be claimed by Hamas, as appears to have been the inten-
tion in the case of the foiled Jamal Akal plot in North America. There is no
unanimity of opinion among Israeli analysts regarding the likelihood that
Hamas would conduct attacks abroad. But, according to these analysts,
there are “fragments of information and intelligence assessments” suggest-
ing Hamas could conduct attacks abroad. While some Hamas leaders, in-
cluding operational commanders and senior leaders outside the West Bank
and Gaza Strip, were considering the idea of conducting attacks abroad
“very seriously” in 2005, these experts stress that they have traditionally fo-
cused on developing contingency plans that have yet to be acted on. A greater
threat, these and other analysts suggest, comes from semi-independent or
rogue cells.39

Likelihood of Hamas Attack from Semi-Independent Cells

“The biggest concern,” one Israeli official has said,“is about rogue cells and
Hamas individuals close to al-Qaeda” carrying out attacks on their own.
And elements of Palestinian terrorist groups have in the past carried out at-
tacks without the knowledge of the entire group. Sometimes such opera-
tions are carried out by cells without informing senior leadership; in other
cases one part of a group’s leadership will task a cell with a mission with-
out the knowledge or approval of other parts of the group’s decision-making
apparatus.40
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In August 2003, an Israeli-Palestinian ceasefire was abruptly undermined
by a Hamas suicide bombing in Jerusalem that killed 18 people (including
several children) and wounded over 100 more. Even as Hamas political
leaders in the Gaza Strip denied the group was behind the attack, other
Hamas members issued a claim of responsibility for the bombing. Hamas
leader Abdel Aziz al-Rantissi initially asserted that Hamas was not involved,
saying, “We are committed to the truce. I don’t know who carried out this
action.” But Israeli police quickly identified the suicide bomber as a Hamas
operative after finding his identity card at the scene. Hamas’ Qassam Brigades
later released a videotape of the bomber, Raed Abdel Hamid Misek, in
which he declared his intention to carry out the suicide operation in re-
venge for the pre-ceasefire killing of a Hamas leader in Hebron. Misek’s
suicide bombing is indicative of the splits that exist within Hamas and sug-
gests that elements of the group may carry out attacks without the knowl-
edge of other cells or leaders.41

Indeed, it is not at all rare for Hamas cells to operate on their own, or
independently of sister cells and some leaders. Consider the Hamas mili-
tary cell caught in February 2005 that planned to fire Qassam rockets at Is-
raeli communities from positions within the West Bank. That cell, led by
Yihiya Sayid Mussa Zivad, a senior Hamas military commander in the north-
ern West Bank area, was believed to be directly funded by Hamas leaders
abroad and operated independently of other military cells in the West
Bank. According to a statement issued by Israeli security services, “The in-
vestigation of the terrorist network reveals that this was an operation car-
ried out with an unusually high level of secrecy, in that it involved only a
selective number of terrorists from the network, with centralized manage-
ment by Yihie Zivad.” Such cases highlight the ability of particular segments
or factions within a group to carry out operations on their own without the
approval of the full spectrum of the group’s leadership. It is therefore in-
sufficient to note that Palestinian groups traditionally have not targeted
Americans or Westerners, or to quote the statements of certain group lead-
ers insisting they never would, since decisions are sometimes made by seg-
ments of these groups that act on their own without consulting the group
at large.42

Likelihood of Hamas Attacks from Rogue Cells

Rogue cells, operating at their own initiative and without the knowledge or
approval of more senior operational or political decision makers, represent
another level at which terrorist groups are capable of conducting attacks
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abroad. Commenting on an Islamic Jihad suicide bombing that threatened
to unravel the Israeli-Palestinian ceasefire in February 2005, Nasser Juma,
a leader of the al-Aqsa Martyrs Brigades, noted that even if the “main groups”
agreed to a ceasefire, a “lone bomber” or “militant cell” could still carry out
an attack. That same month Hamas leader Khaled Mishal said that Hamas
fugitives would not sign pledges to cease attacks either, rejecting an Israeli
proposal to stop hunting fugitives if they signed a pledge to halt attacks and
turn in their weapons.43

Rogue terrorist elements tied to Hamas have already targeted Western
interests. On October 15, 2003, Palestinian militants attacked a clearly marked
American diplomatic convoy with a roadside bomb in Gaza. Ironically, the
convoy was composed not of security officers, but of State Department of-
ficials on a mission to identify potential Palestinian recipients of Fulbright
Scholarships. This was the first lethal roadside bombing of an American
convoy, but it was not the first attempt. In June 2003, another marked U.S.
convoy narrowly escaped injury in a similar attack when unknown as-
sailants detonated two roadside bombs. Within twenty-four hours of the
October bombing, described by the State Department as “the most lethal
attack ever to directly target U.S. interests in Israel, the West Bank, or Gaza,”
Palestinian security forces arrested several suspects, including members of
the Popular Resistance Committees (PRC). The PRC, a motley crew of loosely
associated radical Palestinians from Hamas, Islamic Jihad, Fatah, and the
various Palestinian security services, claimed responsibility for the attack.
According to an Israeli report, during the period of calm (tahdiya) to which
Hamas agreed to abide in the spring and summer of 2005, the PRC served
“as Hamas’ forward operational arm.”Although it later rescinded its claim of
responsibility, the PRC is known for the kind of powerful remote-controlled
roadside bomb used to attack the U.S. convoy; its operatives perfected the
technique over the two previous years, destroying three Israeli tanks in
Gaza with the same type of explosive. According to the State Department,
the PRC remains the primary suspect in the attacks. Similarly, the Ahmed
Abu Rish Brigades—a Gaza Strip–based collection of disaffected Fatah op-
eratives with close ties to Hamas—has abducted foreigners in Gaza and an-
nounced that its jihadist ambitions go far beyond Israel. According to group
spokesman Abu Haron, “our banner is jihad everywhere, even Chechnya.
Our aim is to liberate every piece of land in Palestine, including what is now
called Israel.”44

The threat is no less real within the United States. According to FBI of-
ficials, some 50–100 Hamas and Hezbollah members with military train-
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ing are present in the United States. In 2004, former FBI counterterrorism
agent Kenneth Piernick warned that such operatives could quickly become
operational. According to Piernick, “Where there are cells of supporters,
with not too much additional energy applied by motivated recruiters or
leaders, they can shift them into a more operational posture. In the United
States up until recently we have not seen that shift from either Hamas or
Hezbollah. But that doesn’t mean they are not able to do that. They are very
able to do this. And second, they are not going to do it in a way that we are
likely to see it. It will be subtle and secretive.”45

Likelihood of Hamas Attacks from “Lone Wolves”

Lone wolves, terrorists with no ties to a group—or those acting completely
independently of the group to which they belong—represent a particularly
difficult threat to preempt. Lone wolves tend not to appear on the radar of
counterterrorism officials until they are well into the planning stages of an
attack, or later. As explained by FBI official M. E. Bowman, the greatest
threat is from someone “who, while otherwise leading a normal life some-
where in the world, decides to become a terrorist.” Bowman describes such
a terrorist as “the proverbial needle in the haystack” and laments this “oc-
casional, or the part-time, or the one-time terrorist on whom we have lim-
ited ability to focus intelligence efforts.”46

Consider, for example, the case of Ali Hassan Abu Kamal, the gunman
who opened fire on tourists at the Empire State Building in New York in
February 1997. Apparently distraught and in debt, Kamal killed a Danish
national and wounded six other people before killing himself. In a two-
page “Charter of Honour” he left behind, Kamal asserted that the Ameri-
cans, British, and French are the “first enemy” for “turning the Palestinians
homeless” and said that his “restless aspiration is to murder as many of
them [Zionists] as possible, and I have decided to strike at their own den 
in New York, and at the very Empire State Building in particular.” In July 
of that same year, two Palestinian men were arrested in their apartment 
in New York City, accused of plotting an attack on New York City sub-
ways. New York police raided the Brooklyn apartment of Gazi Ibrahim Abu
Mezer and Lafi Khalil, both from the West Bank, and found several pipe
bombs, including some wrapped together and equipped with toggle-switch
detonators—the type of explosives often used for suicide bombings. When
the officers entered the apartment, one of the suspects attempted but failed
to detonate one of the explosives. Abu Mezer later confessed that the plan
was to detonate the explosives on a busy New York City subway. While a law
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enforcement official reported that Abu Mezer and Khalil were tied to
Hamas, the head of the FBI’s New York office quickly issued a correction
saying that investigators had not yet linked the suspects to Hamas. Police
found a note in the apartment denouncing U.S. support of Israel and de-
manding that several Arabs held in U.S. and Israeli prisons on charges of
terrorism be released.47

More recently, in April 2004 a Lebanese-Canadian firebombed a Jew-
ish school in Montreal in retaliation for the assassination of Sheikh Yassin.
The nineteen-year-old attacker, Sleiman Elmerhebi, was not affiliated with
any group but left a note outside the burned school warning that “our [sic]
goal was only to sound the alarm without causing deaths . . . but this is just
the beginning. If your crimes continue in the Middle East, our attacks will
continue.” And in August 2004, U.S. law enforcement officials arrested a
man plotting to bomb a federal office building in downtown Chicago. In
the process of planning his attack, the man, Gale Nettles, asked an FBI in-
formant posing as an accomplice to put him in contact with a member of
either al-Qaeda or Hamas.48

While none of these were Hamas operatives, per se, each acted in per-
ceived concert with the objectives of Hamas, in retaliation for attacks on
Hamas, or in attempted cooperation with Hamas. In February 2005, FBI
director Robert Mueller testified before Congress that “currently, the most
likely threat of terrorist attacks from Palestinian groups to the U.S. home-
land is from a ‘lone wolf ’ scenario.” Such an attack would be carried out by
individuals, Mueller said, “who may embrace the ideology of a Palestinian
terrorist group, but act without assistance or approval of any established
group.”49

Likelihood of Attacks from Non-Hamas Jihadists

Early in his career, Sheikh Abdallah Azzam, a Palestinian militant and co-
founder of al-Qaeda, coordinated attacks on Israeli targets from Jordan.
Only later did he move to Afghanistan and become a leading light in the
jihad against the Soviet Union and in the formation of the Afghan jihad’s
international support network that would later morph into al-Qaeda. Hamas
activists see their jihadist ideology as a direct outgrowth of the militant ide-
ology Azzam promoted. Today, many radicalized Palestinians make the same
leap Azzam did from engaging in a “near jihad” against Israel and secular
Palestinians to a “far jihad” against the “head of the snake”—America and
other countries seen as supporting Israel. There are many Palestinians in
positions of authority within al-Qaeda, and individual relationships be-
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tween al-Qaeda operatives and Hamas members are common. According
to a January 2001 National Security Council memorandum, al-Qaeda had
“recently increased its contacts with the Palestinian rejectionist groups, in-
cluding Hizbollah, Hamas and the Palestinian Islamic Jihad.” These relation-
ships are to be expected, since many of the Muslim Brotherhood–affiliated
terrorist front organizations financing al-Qaeda also provided funding to
Hamas. In December 2002, for example, Israel deported a visiting Palestinian-
American who had been in contact with Hamas activists and institutions.
But the man was not a Hamas activist; he worked at the Global Relief Foun-
dation, an al-Qaeda-affiliated front organization based in Chicago, until
the foundation was shut down following the September 11 attacks.50

To be sure, the plight of Palestinians is an issue that resonates with Mus-
lims worldwide. It is also an issue eagerly manipulated by extremists seeking
to radicalize potential recruits. According to 9/11 mastermind Khaled Sheikh
Mohammad, his original plan for the September 11 attacks involved hijack-
ing ten commercial airplanes. Nine would be crashed into predetermined
targets, and the tenth—commandeered by Mohammad himself—would
land at an unspecified U.S. airport. After killing all the adult male passen-
gers and notifying the media, Mohammad would deliver a speech con-
demning the United States for its support of Israel, the Philippines, and
dictatorial Arab regimes.51

It should therefore not surprise that the Palestinian cause is a motivat-
ing factor for Islamist militants, even among militants primarily involved
in more global jihadist activities. Yahya Goba, a convicted member of the
Lackawanna jihad cell in upstate New York, testified that he first met cell
leader Kamal Derwish at “a rally for Palestine” in 1998 in Brooklyn, New
York. Derwish had already fought as a mujahid in Bosnia in 1996 and even-
tually convinced Goba to take a more active role in jihad. Specifically, he
urged Goba “to train, prepare for jihad” by obtaining “military training.” In
early 2000 Derwish arranged for six members of the group to attend an al-
Qaeda training camp in Afghanistan, complete with cover stories, visas, and
funding. Similarly, Mohammad Bouyeri, who was collecting unemployment
benefits from the Dutch government at the time he assassinated Theo van
Gogh, experienced an Islamist awakening during seven months in a Dutch
prison for a prior crime. He also developed a distinct anger over the plight
of Palestinians and was “sympathetic to Hamas.” Surrounded by posters
glorifying Palestinian and Chechen suicide bombings alike, and hearing
sermons about a purported American war on Islam in Hamas-controlled
mosques, Palestinians are increasingly drawn to global jihadist activity. In
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May 2005, for example, Iraqi security forces investigating a market bomb-
ing in Baghdad arrested five suspects, four of whom were Palestinians.52

Still more disturbing, U.S. intelligence agencies report that after four
years of successive losses in the ongoing global war on terror, al-Qaeda op-
eratives are actively seeking to lure Hamas activists to replenish al-Qaeda
ranks. According to FBI director Robert Mueller, the Bureau is concerned
“about the possibility that individuals who are members of groups previ-
ously considered to be peripheral to the current threat, could be convinced
by more radical, external influences to take on facilitation or even worse—
an operational role—with little or no warning.” That already appears to be
happening.53

The same day that charges were unsealed against Hamas activists in
Chicago in August 2004, Ismael Salim Elbarasse, a “high-ranking” Hamas
operative named as a co-conspirator in the indictment, was arrested in
Maryland on a material-witness warrant related to the Chicago case. His
arrest occurred after police witnessed his wife videotaping the Chesapeake
Bay Bridge from his vehicle. The tape featured close-up footage of the bridge’s
cables, upper supports, and joints, all unusual preoccupations for a tourist.
A former director of the Islamic Association for Palestine—a suspected
Hamas front with offices in Chicago and Dallas—Elbarasse worked as an
assistant to Marzook and shared a bank account with him that was “used to
transfer substantial sums of money to Hamas members,” according to the
Chicago indictment. In its affidavit for a warrant to search Elbarasse’s car,
the FBI noted that, while Hamas does not typically target U.S. interests,
conspirators from Hamas and several other jihadist groups were behind a
1993 plot to bomb New York landmarks. It also noted, “al-Qaeda com-
manders and officials stationed in Western countries, including the United
States, have recruited operatives and volunteers to carry out reconnais-
sance or serve as couriers.” According to the affidavit, the post–September
11 crackdown on al-Qaeda has spurred the organization to place “renewed
emphasis” on finding “confirmed jihadist supporters in the United States
by trying to enlist proven members of other groups such as Hamas to make
up for the vacuum on the field level.”54

Then there is the case of Nabil Awqil, who was trained in al-Qaeda
camps in Afghanistan and returned to the Gaza Strip to conduct operations
against Israeli interests in Israel (see Chapter 2). In September 2005, Israeli
prosecutors charged another Palestinian, Mahmoud Waridat, with receiving
training in small arms and bomb making at al-Qaeda’s al-Farouq camp in
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Afghanistan in 2001. Waridat reportedly declined to join al-Qaeda follow-
ing the training, preferring to put his skills to use in his native West Bank.55

CONCLUSION

Israeli analysts believe that while it is currently still not in Hamas’ interest
to conduct attacks against Western interests, those interests are likely to
change.“It is a matter of time,” a group of senior analysts concluded in No-
vember 2004. Among Palestinian terrorist groups, the analysts noted, Hamas
is the most active abroad. And while there is no specific evidence of opera-
tional ties between Hamas activists and global jihadist elements, there is a
“critical mass of sporadic indications” of such links. It is less likely that a
Hamas attack would be called for by senior Hamas leaders and approved by
the group’s Shura Council, and more likely it would involve individual ac-
tivists or cells acting on their own—or through their own personal con-
nections to more globally oriented jihadists. Their conclusion on the ques-
tion of Hamas carrying out an attack abroad is disconcerting: “The clock is
ticking—it will happen.”56

Several factors loomed large in the Israeli analysis, but none more than
the Hamas radicalization campaign overseen by the Hamas dawa. When
angry, frustrated, or humiliated Palestinians regularly listen to sermons in
mosques in which Jews, Israelis, and even Americans are depicted as ene-
mies of Islam and Palestine, Hamas’ official policy may not restrain indi-
vidual enthusiasm. Also, recent events may convince elements within Hamas
to break with the group’s traditional modus operandi and attack Western
interests. Some of the more radical leaders may feel that Israeli attacks on
Hamas leaders abroad leave them little choice but to respond with similar
attacks on Israelis or Jews abroad. Certainly, any tangible counterterrorism
action taken against Hamas by American or other Western forces—such as
a Western-led international intervention force—would lead hardened Hamas
operatives to respond with attacks against those forces. Likewise, progress
toward peace could marginalize Hamas and cause hardliners within it to
break with moderates. Those hardliners may well choose to increase the
number and lethality of attacks, and could also shift the group’s targeting
to include Western interests.

In the wake of the Israeli withdrawal from the Gaza Strip, and as Israel
completes the construction of a security barrier around the West Bank,
Hamas may find it increasingly difficult to infiltrate suicide bombers into
Israel. According to the Israeli army, Palestinian groups executed fifty-nine
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“successful” suicide attacks in 2002. By 2004, that number had dropped by
75 percent. While attacks on the remaining Israeli settlements and military
installations in the West Bank are expected, such operations lack the effect
of terrorizing Israeli society in the same way that bombings of Israeli cafés
and buses do. Should Hamas find itself incapable of mounting attacks on
Israeli territory from the West Bank and Gaza Strip, its default option may
be Israeli or Jewish targets abroad.57

Finally, Hamas has made inroads in Palestinian refugee camps outside
the West Bank and Gaza Strip, particularly in Lebanon. Sanabil, a Hamas
charity in Lebanon that was designated a terrorist entity by the U.S. Trea-
sury Department, was especially active in militant Palestinian camps like
Ayn al-Hilweh until it closed. In the likely event that a negotiated two-state
agreement between Israel and the Palestinian Authority does not meet the
full expectations of Palestinians living in refugee camps abroad, some of
these neglected Palestinians—many of whom have ties both to Hamas and
global jihadist groups in Lebanon like Osbat al-Ansar—may decide to con-
duct attacks on Israeli, Jewish, or Western targets abroad. Should any of
these scenarios materialize, Hamas could easily draw on its grassroots dawa
organizations around the world to help facilitate its operations.

While Israeli analysts remain skeptical that Hamas will target Western
interests in the near term, some analysts close to Hamas believe such an at-
tack will happen sooner rather than later. Writing in the Palestine Chronicle
in July 2004, an author tied to the United Association for Studies and Re-
search (UASR; founded by Hamas leader Mousa Abu Marzook) concluded:
“Sixteen years after Hamas’ establishment, the world will probably see an
attack [by Hamas] on foreign soil for the first time. Leaders of Hamas’ mili-
tary wing will now seek the expansion of their war against Israel. The Zion-
ist state’s interests—embassies, consulates, cultural centers, diplomats—
across the globe are potential targets.”58
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9

displacing the hamas dawa

What flows from the analysis thus far is the centrality of Hamas social wel-
fare activity to the success of the group’s political and military activities
alike. The dawa provides Hamas with both popular support and ample op-
portunities to carry out attacks. Critically, academic studies have identified
the decline of both popular and logistical support as key prerequisites for
the demise of terrorist groups. Denying Hamas the logistical, financial, and
recruitment networks provided by its dawa infrastructure would therefore
go far toward disrupting its ability to carry out the suicide bombings and
other attacks that are its hallmark.1

Despite the fact that Hamas cynically uses social services and charity to
promote radicalism and support murder, shutting the group’s social service
organizations must be accompanied by a parallel effort to assume respon-
sibility for the provision of these services. The need for humanitarian sup-
port activities is indeed acute in the West Bank and Gaza Strip, but Hamas’
efficient exploitation of this need should not amount to a free pass for the
terrorism the group carries out and the political violence it espouses.

Moreover, while counterterrorism campaigns against active terrorist
groups demand ongoing tactical operations of a preemptive nature (includ-
ing military, intelligence, and law enforcement activities), these are incapable
of undermining the underlying support for such groups without simulta-
neously targeting the group’s base of social and political support. Crack-
downs alone, while preventing attacks, do nothing to encourage a split be-
tween the group’s committed radicals and its more moderate members and
supporters who lend their support for reasons other than the Hamas vio-
lence (such as anticorruption or humanitarian need). Without such a split,
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attempting to accommodate or reform radical groups like Hamas while
they are still committed to violence and hate based on an extremist reli-
gious ideology is both unprincipled and doomed to fail. Disrupting the
Hamas dawa is the most effective way of weakening Hamas as an organiza-
tion, undermining its base of public support and denying its operatives
critical logistical and financial support. As such, empowering responsible,
nonviolent Palestinian entities—both public and private—to assume the
responsibility for (and enjoy the resulting public support from) public works
and social and humanitarian services should be a central goal of counter-
terrorism officials, peace negotiators, economists, and development ex-
perts alike.2

NO FORGIVING TERROR FOR GOOD WORKS

Sadly, academics, journalists, and policy makers all too often downplay the
role that the Hamas social welfare network plays in radicalizing society and
financing, supporting, and facilitating Hamas terror attacks. Despite the
plethora of evidence to the contrary, they subscribe to the myth that Hamas
charity is disconnected from Hamas terror.

For example, the highly respected International Crisis Group issued an
April 2003 report which, while condemning Hamas terror attacks, implic-
itly concluded that the social welfare services provided by humanitarian or-
ganizations associated with Hamas somehow legitimize the organization
overall. Along these lines, the Washington Post ombudsman wrote a column
explaining that, since Hamas is a “nationalist movement” engaged in “some
social work,” the perpetrators of Palestinian suicide and other attacks should
be described in the press as “militants” or “gunmen” while those who exe-
cute attacks in the name of al-Qaeda should be identified as “terrorists.”
The Boston Globe ombudsman wrote much the same, arguing that to “tag
Hamas, for example, as a terrorist organization is to ignore its far more
complex role in the Middle East drama.”3

In contrast, David Aufhauser, then general counsel to the Treasury De-
partment and chair of the National Security Council’s policy coordinating
committee on terrorist financing, described the logic of making distinc-
tions between terrorist groups’ charitable and military wings as “sophistry,”
adding, “the idea that there’s a firewall between the two defies common
sense.” Hamas leader Dr. Mahmoud al-Zahar makes the same argument:
“Hamas responds to all questions related to the life of the citizens not only
in case of confrontation but also in the political, economic, social, health,
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and internal relations fields. This movement has proved that it is one or-
ganic unit. Mistaken is the one who thinks that the military wing acts out-
side the framework of Hamas or behaves recklessly.”4

To be sure, Palestinians face dire social welfare needs unaddressed by
the infamously corrupt Palestinian Authority, creating an opportunity Hamas
eagerly exploits. In January 2006 Hamas rode a wave of frustration over
these and other inequities to victory at the polls. Tolerating this exploita-
tion is neither in the interest of Israeli-Palestinian peace nor Palestinian hu-
manitarian assistance. Social welfare organizations that contaminate their
benevolent activities with support for terrorism muddy the waters of char-
itable giving and good works, making the job that much harder for those
simply trying to better conditions in the West Bank and Gaza Strip. In the
words of the State Department, “as long as Hamas continues to rely on ter-
rorism to achieve its political ends, we should not draw a distinction be-
tween its military and humanitarian arms, since funds provided to one can
be used to support the other.” The Treasury Department was clearer still,
saying, “No matter how terrible the plight of the Palestinian people, there
can be no justification for the killing of innocents. In our view, toleration
of such terror by anyone is nothing short of complicity.”5

It is critical that the international community insist that humanitarian
support for Palestinians be organized, comprehensive, and divorced from
support for terrorist activity. This is necessary both to obstruct Hamas ef-
forts to torpedo progress toward peace and to clear the names of humani-
tarian groups untainted by terror. Aufhauser hit the nail on the head when
he said, “No one is at war with the idea of building hospitals or orphanages
or taking care of people who are displaced. But the same people that gov-
ern how to apply the money to hospitals govern how to apply the money 
to killing people, and you cannot abdicate responsibility for one and cele-
brate what you’re doing on the other: it remains blood money.” For any fu-
ture peace initiative to take hold, the international community must en-
dorse this basic principle. Recognizing this, President Bush issued a call on
June 25, 2003, for “swift, decisive action against terror groups such as Hamas,
to cut off their funding and support.” Such cooperation, however, remains
elusive largely due to the veil of legitimacy Hamas charitable work provides
for its terror attacks. It is this flawed attitude, a Treasury official concluded,
which leads countries to “stand on the sidelines refusing to act because the
purpose of acts of terror are believed to be politically laudable, not with-
standing the moral obscenity of the means of reaching any such goal.”6
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INTERNATIONALLY REGULATED HUMANITARIAN SUPPORT

Detaching humanitarian support for needy Palestinians from terrorist ac-
tivity can only be accomplished if there are transparent mechanisms for
providing aid. The United States, European Union, Gulf states, and other
donors should vet potential recipient organizations and strictly regulate
which Palestinian charities receive international aid. Freezing out front or-
ganizations for Hamas and other violent groups from the pool of foreign
funds available for support to Palestinians would go a long way toward
deflating Hamas’ successful support infrastructure. But as suspect fronts
collapse for lack of funds or are shut down by authorities, there must be a
parallel effort on the part of the moderate Palestinians, Israel, the Quartet
peace sponsors, and the international donor community to fill the gap and
provide organized humanitarian aid for needy Palestinians in a way that
does not support terrorists.

To date, none of these parties can boast of a positive record in this re-
gard. For example, in August 2003 Palestinian authorities shut down sev-
eral Hamas-run charities suspected of financing terrorism. But the PA ne-
glected to assume responsibility for the humanitarian services provided by
these charities and the international community failed to offer its assis-
tance to facilitate the PA’s ability to do so. This had a radicalizing effect on
a great many Palestinians, including those stripped of badly needed sup-
port and others angry on their behalf. The closures were followed by a se-
ries of “widows and orphans rallies” organized by Hamas and attended by
a cross-section of Palestinian society calling on the PA to reopen the char-
ities under slogans such as “Feed Our Children” and “Cancel the Freeze.”
Despite its inability to pay its employees, the al-Salah Islamic Society, one
of the Hamas charities whose accounts were frozen, continued providing
assistance to needy Palestinians. In stark contrast to the PA, which failed to
assume responsibility for the social services previously provided by the
banned Hamas charities, al-Salah borrowed money from local banks to
continue providing free and discounted services. Though suspicious of the
rampantly corrupt PA, the banks willingly provided lines of credit to the fa-
mously honest al-Salah Society. “Al Salah’s aid and activism,” one reporter
noted, “are deeply appreciated by people who have rarely felt so aban-
doned.” Stripped of the assistance these Hamas charities provided, and
without supplemented funding from the PA to compensate them for the
loss of funds, frustrated beneficiaries of al-Salah and other Hamas charities
joined Hamas activists and attacked the car of PA Minister of Public Works
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Abdel Rahman Hamad. Hamas knew the PA would fail to pick up the short-
fall in social services and appears to have been prepared to use these clo-
sures in an organized public relations campaign to further discredit the PA.
The reason Hamas knew this in advance is that it happened before. The PA
briefly shut several Hamas-run charities in September 1997. At the time,
Hamas leader Ismail Abu Shanab insisted that “closing them does not af-
fect Hamas—it harms the people. So Arafat ended up creating more of a
crisis for the poor, and his own popularity suffered as a result.” Then too,
the PA failed to see to the continued provision of social services and, suc-
cumbing to public pressure, quickly unfroze the charities’ accounts.7

Shutting the Hamas dawa, therefore, must be accompanied by a coop-
erative effort on the part of the international donor community to create a
trustworthy, transparent humanitarian relief system that does not promote
support of “martyrs’ families” but fills the welfare void exploited to date 
by Hamas. Cognizant of the need for transparency and public trust, the Eu-
ropean Commission drafted a set of recommendations in July 2005 “to
promote transparency and accountability best practices” for non-profit
organizations. Noting the evidence that “non-profit organizations have been
exploited for the financing of terrorism and for other kinds of criminal
abuse,” the draft report called for non-profits to apply high standards of trans-
parency and accountability. But the report was based on the assumption
that non-profit organizations would adhere to its proposed code of conduct
out of their own self-interest. While true for legitimate organizations seek-
ing to protect themselves from abuse or infiltration by radical or criminal
elements, the same can not be said for those knowingly fronting for Hamas
or other violent groups. Indeed, according to European officials, EU efforts
in early 2005 to find legitimate charities and humanitarian organizations
on the ground in the Gaza Strip that were not tied to Hamas or other ter-
rorist groups failed. In some cases, EU officials found that international or-
ganizations that bothered to have their books audited hired accountants
tied to Hamas because of the group’s trustworthy reputation. Therefore,
any such effort would have to start from scratch with new government offices
unaffiliated with Hamas partnered—or “twinned,” to borrow a technical
EU term—with Western experts capable of providing technical expertise
as well as new private institutions overseen by outside regulators.8

CRACKDOWN AND AID

On balance, there can be no doubt that crackdowns on the Hamas social
welfare network, unaccompanied by a parallel effort to assume responsi-
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bility for the humanitarian support this network provides, only inflames
passions, hurts the poor, and, in the final analysis, strengthens Hamas. As
long as Hamas remains in the terrorism business, any organization that
finances, facilitates, or supports the organization must be shut; the social
services it provides, however, must continue. Were an international aid ef-
fort organized to proactively build and fund new, local institutions that
could fill this gap, moderate Palestinian leaders would be empowered to
crack down on Hamas without fear of driving its constituency further into
the group’s arms. There is no doubt that Hamas’ terrorist infrastructure
can be dismantled only with the full cooperation of an empowered Pales-
tinian Authority—an impossible task while Hamas is in power. Israel can-
not battle Hamas alone—militarily or otherwise—and the concept of a
third-party international intervention force for the Palestinian territories is
as misguided as it is alluring.9

On the flip side, increased aid alone will not end Palestinian suffering
without a crackdown on terrorism. According to a report the World Bank
issued in 2003, even doubling donor disbursements to $2 billion in 2003
and 2004 “would only reduce the [Palestinian] poverty rate by seven per-
centage points by the end of 2004.” The key to a revival of the Palestinian
economy, the 2003 World Bank report concluded, was the removal of in-
ternal closures and the facilitation of Palestinian exports. But however un-
desirable they may be, the roadblocks, closures, and curfews that curtail such
free movement are unintended consequences of security measures imple-
mented to prevent suicide bombers from gaining access to Israeli popula-
tion centers.10

At the June 2005 G-8 summit in Gleneagles, Scotland, former World
Bank leader James Wolfensohn (by then serving as U.S. Special Envoy for
Disengagement) secured an agreement from the world’s economic powers
to invest $3 billion in the development of a sustainable infrastructure for
unoccupied Gaza. But as Wolfensohn made clear, the Gaza disengagement
would prove successful only if a realistic hope for increased prosperity were
created for Palestinians following Israel’s departure. He emphasized the re-
lationship between quality of life issues and issues of peace and security,
and highlighted the absolute necessity to facilitate the free movement of
people and goods throughout Palestinian areas. One economist, echoing
Wolfensohn’s theme of free movement, wrote that, in the case of aid to
Palestinians “it’s not the total amount of aid that’s a problem; it’s the way
that aid is distributed.” The key to accomplishing efficient distribution of
aid, this analyst concluded, is “in a word: security.”11
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Had the international community empowered the PA through a trans-
parent, regulated aid program that provided Palestinians the services they
need and deserve, the PA would have been far better positioned to enforce
law and order (targeting criminals and terrorists alike), eliminating the
need for closures and roadblocks. According to World Bank estimates from
mid-2003, facilitating the free passage of goods by removing such barriers
could have led to a surge of about 20 percent in Palestinian GNP in 2003
and a reduction of the poverty rate by 19 percent by the end of 2004.12

Empowering and funding reformed Palestinian institutions and new,
transparent NGOs to provide basic public and social services would com-
plement this priority because the free movement of people and goods is a
function of the security situation on the ground. The more alert Israelis
have to be to the potential infiltration of Hamas suicide bombers the less
flexible they can be about removing checkpoints and barriers. Had the
Palestinian Authority assumed responsibility for providing its citizens a so-
cial safety net it would have enjoyed the gratitude and public support that
instead went to Hamas at the expense of moderate Palestinian leaders.

INTERNATIONAL COORDINATION

Were a new, moderate Palestinian government to come to power instead of
Hamas a renewed international aid effort would surely follow. To succeed,
however, an internationally organized and regulated aid effort would have
to be a cooperative one coordinated among donor nations. Indeed, unilat-
eral efforts to enforce transparency and regulate the terms of foreign aid to
Palestinian organizations have fared poorly. For example, the vast majority
of Palestinian NGOs refused to sign a 2004 U.S. Agency for International
Development (USAID) pledge not to “provide material support or resources
to any individual or entity that advocates, plans, sponsors, engages in or has
engaged in terrorist activity.” Palestinian groups like the Non-Governmental
Organization Network, an umbrella group of eighty-nine Palestinian wel-
fare organizations, urged fellow Palestinian organizations not to sign the
pledge, called the Anti-Terrorism Certificate (ATC), which is a prerequisite
for USAID funding worldwide. Protesting that “the USAID document de-
scribes the Palestinian resistance and Palestinian factions as terrorist groups
which we reject completely,” the NGO Network encouraged Palestinian
groups to seek alternative funding from Europe, Japan, Gulf states, and
elsewhere. Even Hassan Asfour, head of the Palestinian Authority for NGO
Affairs, called on the few Palestinian NGOs that signed the USAID docu-
ment not to give in to “U.S. extortion” and to rescind their pledge. A coor-
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dinated international effort would deny those non-profits disinclined to
commit to a basic code of conduct the ability to seek support from donors
requiring no such commitment.13

Another problem has been the PA’s inability to effectively absorb a sig-
nificant influx of funds. Historically, such aid has gone to waste, fed cor-
ruption, or made its way into the pockets of radicals like Hamas or Fatah’s
al-Aqsa Martyrs Brigades. Internationally organized transparency and over-
sight would therefore be a prerequisite both for finding willing donor part-
ners and for successful distribution and implementation on the ground.14

International aid must also be coordinated multilaterally in nature to
succeed. In July 2003, for example, Washington decided to bolster then
Prime Minister Mahmoud Abbas and undermine Hamas by providing di-
rect humanitarian aid to the Palestinian Authority Finance Ministry under
Salam Fayad. The initial sum, a relatively meager $20 million, was not ac-
companied by similar pledges from other donor countries and was there-
fore mostly symbolic in nature. Moreover, when outside auditors were sent
to check on how the funds were spent they were prevented from entering
the building where they believed the records were being kept. Were such aid
coordinated as part of an international effort combining a serious crack-
down on the Hamas dawa with a massive donor program overseen, regu-
lated, and managed by the international community, it could have had a
much more tangible, verifiable, and lasting effect.15

QUALITY AND QUANTITY OF AID

But money is not the issue. The $3 billion increase in aid to the West Bank
and Gaza Strip that Wolfensohn secured at the June 2005 G-8 summit is
vastly more than what Hamas spends on its dawa, even considering that
much of this money is intended to rebuild Gaza’s devastated infrastructure.
The problem has been the PA’s inability to use aid efficiently and transpar-
ently. Given Hamas’ relatively small budget compared to existing and pledged
funds, a serious international aid effort funding reformed Palestinian ser-
vice providers could dwarf the Hamas dawa with qualitatively and quanti-
tatively superior services. A serious international aid effort should not just
replace the tens of millions of dollars Hamas invests in its dawa activities,
but rather invest hundreds of millions of dollars and replace the compara-
tively meager services provided by Hamas with far more comprehensive
services. For example, instead of merely replacing Hamas clinics with simi-
lar clinics providing similar services, the international community could
pull the carpet out from under Hamas by building technologically ad-
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vanced clinics capable of providing far more than just free medical exams.
Coupling active steps to shut down Hamas dawa agencies with effective
international aid and reformed Palestinian social service organizations
would serve to crowd out Hamas’ competing services and would create
much-needed jobs in the process.16

This is not as massive an undertaking as some suspect, as the amount
of money Hamas actually spends on social welfare is relatively small com-
pared to U.N. and other international aid. According to Israeli intelligence
estimates, Hamas’ annual budget is, at most, between $70 million and $90
million, 80–85 percent of which is spent on the group’s political and social
welfare activities and the remaining 15–20 percent on terror operations.
By this calculus, Hamas spends between $56 million and $76.5 million an-
nually on its political and social welfare activities. Applying this formula to
U.S. estimates of Hamas’ annual budget, which are closer to $50 million,
translates into $42.5 million to $62.5 million in annual social welfare ex-
penditures. This pales in comparison to the amount of funding Palestinians
receive from the U.N., EU, and other sources. According to a June 2005
World Food Programme report, “international development assistance [for
Palestinians] totals $1.3 billion per year through the Palestinian Authority,
the United Nations and NGOs.” The UN Relief and Works Agency for Pal-
estine Refugees in the Near East’s (UNRWA) cash budget for 2005 was $339.3
million, almost 4.5 times the high-end estimate of Hamas dawa expendi-
tures. On top of this aid, the U.N. Development Programme (UNDP) bud-
geted $41 million in international development assistance to the Palestini-
ans in 2005; in 2004, the U.N. Children’s Fund (UNICEF) ran 100 camps for
over 17,000 Palestinian children.17

Many countries provide bilateral assistance to Palestinians through
UNRWA, like the $50 million grant Japan provided in September 2005,
while others donate through other international organizations like the EU.
The European Commission allocated i192 million (or $240 million) in aid
to the Palestinians in 2003 and provided approximately i250 million (or
$312 million) in aid in 2004. In 2005, the EU gave $606 million in aid to the
Palestinians. Monetary aid allocated through the European Commission
does not include substantial bilateral contributions of individual EU mem-
ber states, and accounts for about a quarter of the total international donor
assistance to the West Bank and Gaza Strip.18

According to the World Bank, one reason the Palestinian economy
continued to function in 2003, despite teetering on the brink of collapse, was
that it was still able to deliver basic services. Indeed, subsidies to the Pales-
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tinian budget took up 60 percent of the $1.026 million in foreign aid dis-
bursed in 2002, enabling the PA to employ 26 percent of the people work-
ing in the West Bank and Gaza and to pay 40 percent of all domestic wages.
(This often amounts to unsupervised handouts though, since U.S. officials
note that only 20,000 of the 58,000 Palestinian security personnel on the
payroll show up for work.) But while foreign funding kept the PA afloat
and provided basic wages to large segments of the population, by 2004 ap-
proximately 47 percent of Palestinians in the West Bank and Gaza Strip
were still living below the poverty level. In light of such economic condi-
tions, Palestinians are frequently unable to pay even minimal fees for
health, education, and social services, and the PA is incapable of filling the
gap. Hamas, meanwhile, charges nothing or almost nothing for the same
services.19

Meanwhile, UNRWA reported a deficit of $20 million against its $313
million 2002 budget, broadening the gap in services available for Hamas 
to exploit. So, while its overall spending may pale in comparison, Hamas
eagerly and competently fills the wide gap that remains despite massive
UNRWA and other international aid. While a social welfare budget rang-
ing from about $40 million to $75 million is not a terribly significant amount
of aid, it helps many Palestinians make ends meet and certainly was enough
to jolt officials within the Palestinian Authority. Peter Gubser, president of
American Near East Refugee Aid (ANERA), recounts that in 1999 Yasser
Arafat complained to him that the Saudis had just sent Hamas $50 million,
without distinguishing between the group’s terrorist and charitable activi-
ties. Arafat added, “How can I compete with that sort of money?” In fact,
he could not—but not because of the amount of money. While the PA and
United Nations spend more money and provide more social services than
Hamas overall, that assistance is often not enough for needy Palestinians to
get by without the additional support provided by Hamas. Moreover, while
the notoriously honest Hamas is perceived as doing all it can for Palestini-
ans, the PA under Fatah did more overall but was infamously corrupt,
wasteful, and seen by its constituency as failing to address even the most
basic needs.20

Traditionally, Hamas has not been expected to provide Palestinians with
a social safety net, and therefore it was celebrated for whatever assistance it
did provide without being held accountable for any remaining shortfall.
Making up the difference between international aid and life above the pov-
erty line, Hamas successfully builds grassroots support, radicalizes society,
and provides a logistical support network for its operations along the 
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way. Hamas earmarks the majority of its financial resources for “those di-
rectly connected with Jihad, such as the injured, the martyrs, their families
and the prisoners” in an effort to maximize the support such aid buys the
group. Services for other sectors of Palestinian society, a group of Hamas
activists concluded,“can be provided by other organizations, those who re-
ceive assistance from the United States and UN agencies. But we should
focus on those people who are directly connected with Jihad.”21

STUNTING HAMAS’ POLITICAL GROWTH

Denying Hamas the ability to play both humanitarian and terrorist roles si-
multaneously would also force the group’s more moderate members to
choose between terrorism and political violence on the one hand and Is-
lamic proselytizing, social communal activity, and political activism on the
other. As Hamas activists enter Palestinian politics, fostering such splits
within Hamas is especially critical. Having members elected to official of-
fice should not on its own legitimize Hamas as long as the group continues
to engage in terrorism, political violence, and hateful incitement. As EU
foreign policy chief Javier Solana asserted, “Hamas must transform itself
into a political party and begin by disarming. A political party cannot bear
arms; this exists in no democracy.” French President Jacques Chirac was
equally unambiguous on the issue of Hamas engaging in parallel political
and violent activities. On a state visit to Israel in July 2005, just ahead of the
evacuation of Jewish settlers from the Gaza Strip, Chirac said, “Hamas is a
terrorist organization that cannot be an interlocutor of the international
community as long as it does not renounce violence and does not recognize
Israel’s right to exist. This is the unambiguous position of the EU and it will
not change.”22

In fact, Hamas’ decision to participate in Palestinian elections came
only after the group canvassed its field operatives. According to Hamas op-
erative Yakub Abu Etzev, arrested in August 2005, this input was then for-
warded to Hamas operatives in Saudi Arabia for a final decision. Once
Hamas militants made the conscious decision to participate in elections,
operatives like Yakub Abu Etzev were then personally involved in the logis-
tical preparations leading up to elections. For example, Abu Etzev funded
the creation of local Hamas committees in towns and villages with funds
from Hamas’ Saudi office. Having made the decision to run, many Hamas
activists realized that openly running as a Hamas candidate could do more
damage than good. Ali Mahmoud Akel, a Hamas dawa activist who headed
an Islamist school in the West Bank, ran for the Halhul town council in De-
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cember 2004. Akel noted that Hamas members are known for shunning
corruption, “and that’s what the public is interested in.” Nonetheless, he
added, “I’m not saying ‘I’m a Hamas activist’ in my campaign because it
could hurt me.” Several Hamas activists running for public office were ar-
rested by Israeli authorities in December 2004, though Israeli authorities
insisted these were activists involved in terrorist activity. In fact, the vast
majority of Hamas candidates ran for office unmolested by police or intel-
ligence agencies even though most Hamas candidates ran under the
translucent cover of political slates with names like “The Reform Bloc” or
“The Islamic Bloc for Change.” In case there was any doubt regarding their
stance on continued bloodletting, their main campaign slogan was “Part-
nership in blood and partnership in decision-making.”23

Using these slates as fronts for what were widely known as Hamas en-
tities, Hamas candidates won about 35 percent of the 306 individual races
and took control of nine municipal councils in December 2004 municipal
elections. A year later, in January 2006, Hamas won a landslide victory
over the incumbent Fatah, taking control of 74 seats (out of 132, or 56 per-
cent) in parliamentary elections that included both national and district
lists. Local politics, clan and family affiliation, and a significant protest vote
against the ruling Fatah party all played large roles in these victories. Still,
the group’s grassroots dawa activities translated into an especially strong
political following at the local level.24

Hamas’ participation in politics, whether of a local, national, or re-
gional nature, is premised on the group’s central objectives of undermining
secular authorities and furthering the group’s violent Islamist agenda. In
the words of Hamas leader Mahmoud Zahar, “Hamas’ participation in the
parliamentary election will completely destroy the Oslo Accords.” Hamas
recognizes the utility of promoting this agenda through multiple channels,
including political, social, and military activities. Perhaps the most insightful
view into Hamas’ political calculus comes from an internal Hamas report cir-
culated by the group’s dawa leadership to local dawa activists in November
2002 regarding Hamas’ participation in political discussions with the PA in
Cairo. The internal memorandum was seized by Palestinian Preventive Se-
curity in the Gaza Strip and immediately forwarded to Rashid Abu Shabak,
head of Preventive Security. The purpose of these political discussions, ac-
cording to the Hamas memo, was to improve the movement’s position in
the eyes of Egypt—a key regional player and host of the talks—and to in-
fluence a weak PA leadership. Specifically, Hamas proposed a three-pronged
political plan:25
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1. The integration of the PA and its [security] apparatuses in defending
the Palestinian people.

2. Giving political patronage to the resistance and stopping the [PA’s]
condemnation of the terrorist attacks.

3. Stopping the security coordination [with Israel].26

Despite this myopic focus on furthering violent conflict with the Jewish
state—which is all the more disturbing and revealing coming from dawa,
not military, activists—Hamas is by no means a monolithic movement. To
be sure, there are multiple fault lines within Hamas, including tensions
between the group’s internal and external leadership, between leaders affil-
iated with Khaled Mishal’s Kuwaiti group and leaders with roots in the
Gaza Strip, and between ideological moderates and true zealots. These fis-
sures have been exacerbated since the assassinations of Yassin and al-Rantissi,
which left a gaping hole in the Hamas leadership structure on the ground in
the Gaza Strip. While Mahmoud Zahar and Ismail Haniyeh assumed leader-
ship of the movement’s overt political wing, several protégés of al-Rantissi’s
more militant school aligned themselves with Mohammad Deif, the head
of the Qassam Brigades in Gaza. This more radical group reportedly only
follows instructions from outside leaders like Mishal and Imad al-Alami. For
example, former longtime Hamas dawa activist Sheikh Nizar Riyan openly
challenged the public statements of Haniyeh and others claiming Hamas
would cease firing mortars at Israel from Gaza. The pledge came in re-
sponse to complaints from local Palestinian businessmen frustrated by the
damage Israeli reprisal attacks against Qassam manufacturing and launching
sites did to their businesses and the local economy. In response, Riyan pub-
licly paraded through the streets of the Jabalya refugee camp carrying
weapons. A prominent al-Rantissi protégé, Riyan then held a press confer-
ence at his mosque where four masked Qassam Brigades militants dismissed
Haniyeh’s remarks, displayed a variety of weapons, handed out pamphlets
documenting Hamas attacks, and announced that Qassam rockets capable
of reaching the Israeli city of Ashkelon were under development.27

The most significant fault line within Hamas is between those Pales-
tinian Islamists for whom the Palestinian cause comes first and those for
whom the Islamist cause takes precedence. And while many supposed “mod-
erates” still support terror attacks under certain conditions, there is a cur-
rent within the Hamas movement calling for a cessation of military activ-
ity and a focus on Islamist political and social activity along the lines of the
Jordanian Muslim Brotherhood. Traditionally, Muslim Brotherhood move-
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ments have, over time, sacrificed their covert military cells for public politi-
cal activity, as has been the case in Jordan and Egypt. And while there were
radical elements who refused to renounce violence in each of these cases,
many experts believe it is only a matter of time before Hamas develops into
a nonviolent Islamist movement. According to one Israeli expert, an inter-
nal memorandum proposing Hamas give up its “secret underground ap-
paratus” was circulated around the Gaza Strip in October 2004 by a senior
Hamas leader there. While many Hamas leaders in the West Bank report-
edly supported the idea, it was shouted down by Hamas leaders in Gaza and
by the senior political leadership outside the Palestinian territories. Ac-
cording to Ehud Ya’ari, one of Israel’s preeminent journalists, this explains
why “strong trends within Hamas” were willing to agree to a ceasefire in
early 2005.28

The movement has been dramatically weakened in the West Bank and
its leaders there realize they cannot put it back together under the pres-
ent circumstances, and will consider switching to political activity as
the Palestinian branch of the Muslim Brotherhood. Its people in the
West Bank are beginning to say, maybe we have overplayed our hand,
and Hamas has to revert back to becoming the Muslim Brotherhood,
under whatever name.29

Fostering such splits within Hamas is critical, especially following its
rise to political power, and can be best accomplished by undermining the
Hamas dawa. Palestinian moderates argue that it is Hamas’ social welfare
activities, not its suicide bombings, which translate into grassroots and
electoral support for the organization at the expense of moderate Palestin-
ian groups. In the words of Palestinian President Mahmoud Abbas, “We
understand that the success of Islamic organizations is the activity of their
social welfare institutions. We pray silently for support for our public insti-
tutions in all areas through which we can reach the masses.” Indeed, many
of Hamas’ more successful newly minted “politicians” are longtime dawa
activists parlaying their reputation for delivering social services into politi-
cal gain. For example, until he was elected mayor of Deir al-Balah in the
Gaza Strip in February 2002, Ahmad Kurd spent twenty-eight years run-
ning the al-Salah Association—one of the Hamas fronts shut down by the
PA in August 2003. “The affection and confidence of voters is not bought
in an hour,” Kurd explained. “It is something that takes years to develop.”30

For moderate Palestinians to compete politically with radical Islamist
groups, services and public projects that impact people’s lives will have to
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be delivered by the Palestinian government as such, not by Hamas as an in-
dependent entity. “A strengthened Hamas poses real challenges for Pales-
tinians and Israelis alike,” an Israeli expert noted, adding that the way to
halt the organization’s increasing momentum is “by giving the entire Pales-
tinian population access to a new, modern welfare infrastructure, one that
could gradually replace the services provided by Hamas.”American experts
agree, noting that Palestinian moderates need to “neutralize Hamas and
other militant groups with a new political and economic strategy.” One of
the reasons Hamas swept municipal elections in Gaza just two weeks after
Mahmoud Abbas won a clear majority in presidential elections there is
“thanks to its track record of providing essential social services, for health
care to education, not being delivered by the government.”31

ORGANIZING AID AND TRANSPARENCY

Organizing international aid and transparency to displace the Hamas dawa
would not be as difficult as many presume were Hamas not in control of the
PA. An international fund to fill the niche in Palestinian social welfare as-
sistance provided by Hamas could be overseen by an organization like the
World Bank, perhaps with an oversight board composed of donor nation
representatives. Indeed, in December 2003 the bank offered to oversee just
such a trust fund for aid to the Palestinian Authority. “If it is the wish of this
group that there be a transparent and single trust fund,” the bank’s president
James Wolfensohn offered at a Palestinian donor meeting in Rome, “we in
the bank are prepared, alone or with partners, to lead such a trust fund and
add whatever confidence that comes from having the World Bank present in
the operations.” Such oversight is necessary not only as a means of enforcing
transparency but also to coordinate the assistance of an increasing number
of donor countries. For example, since the onset of the current Intifada in
September 2000, individual Arab countries pledged hundreds of millions of
dollars to the PA through the Arab League. Efforts to coordinate these
pledges to ensure they are complementary, not redundant, were facilitated
through World Bank and United Nations working groups and consultative
committees such as the Ad Hoc Liaison Committee. These were coupled with
informal NGO working groups and channeled giving routes such as the
World Bank’s Holst Peace Fund. None of these, however, served the critical
function of enforcing transparency at both the giving and receiving ends of
the donor spectrum to ensure intended humanitarian assistance was not di-
verted or otherwise manipulated by corrupt officials or terrorist elements.32

Indeed, expert reports reveal the need for regulation, and transparency
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is imperative not only to thwart the diversion of monies to fund terrorism
but also to prevent corrupt officials from enriching themselves at the ex-
pense of the Palestinian public. A 2003 International Monetary Fund (IMF)
report revealed that $900 million was diverted from PA accounts from 1995
to 2000. And in a January 2004 Palestinian Legislative Council (PLC) session,
Azmi Shuabi, chairman of the Palestinian Legislative Council’s Economic
Committee, exposed an embezzlement scheme within the PA Ministry of
Transportation that may have cost the Palestinian treasury $17 million to
$18 million.33

Similarly, in February 2003 the European Union’s Anti-Fraud Office
(OLAF) opened an investigation into “allegations of misuse of funds do-
nated by the European Union in the context of EU budgetary support to
the Palestinian Authority.” The European Parliament has therefore pressed
for EU contributions to go only to “identified purposes” instead of general
budgetary support, and Britain’s international development minister ex-
pressed “reservations about providing direct budget support [to the PA] in
the form that we do with other countries, because we have to go through a
process of satisfying ourselves that the systems and structures are in place
to account for how that money is spent.”34

An oversight body of representatives from donor nations could pro-
vide transparency for the fund and political cover for its members. Saudi
participation in particular would serve as a welcome and tangible demon-
stration of the Saudi government’s oft-stated commitment to curb the financ-
ing of terror from within the Kingdom’s borders without having to shut aid
efforts specially geared toward assisting Palestinians. Instead, monies from
government-sponsored telethons, “Account 98” bank accounts earmarked
for aid to Palestinians (including Hamas), and pseudo-governmental chari-
ties could all be channeled to an international fund for humanitarian assis-
tance to needy Palestinians. By playing a defining role in this international
effort to assist Palestinians, Riyadh could save face at home and deflect criti-
cism from radical religious elites by portraying itself as a driving force unit-
ing the international community together in support of Palestinian hu-
manitarian assistance. To be sure, Saudi participation would set a powerful
precedent for other Arab and Muslim states to follow suit.

FINDING ALTERNATIVES TO HUMANITARIANISM TAINTED BY TERROR

Significant investment in medical clinics, early childhood centers, nursing
homes, and a liberal education system—facilities and services that not only
match but surpass those provided by Hamas—would go a long way toward
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meeting the challenge posed by Hamas and its social welfare network. But
finding alternative mechanisms untainted by terror or corruption that are
capable of absorbing the vast amount of international funding available is
easier said than done. Short of finding such a mechanism, even significant
funding for donor programs will be ineffective. James Prince, a consultant
to the Palestine Investment Fund, claims that “many of the donor programs
have not only been ineffective, they have harmed the [Palestinian] economy.”35

In response to this problem, Palestinian officials initiated a trial pro-
gram in early 2005 to establish a mechanism to deliver humanitarian aid
safely and effectively in the West Bank and Gaza as an alternative to the as-
sistance provided by groups like Hamas. The program aimed not only to
undermine the infrastructure and financial support for Hamas but also to
provide donors interested in contributing funds to needy Palestinians a re-
liable mechanism to do so. As Hamas began to challenge the Palestinian
Authority at the ballot box, drying up support for Hamas became a prior-
ity for Palestinian Authority officials. Social welfare officials envisioned doing
this by increasing official government welfare rolls from 20,000 to 60,000
people and by monitoring charities tied to Hamas. The new effort, called
The Social Fund, was conceived as a means of providing monthly welfare
income to the poorest Palestinians who otherwise get by only with the as-
sistance provided by Hamas. But the pilot program never grew into a more
robust strategic plan. Filling this void would have denied Hamas a critical
base of grassroots political support and undercut its operational support
network.36

To be sure, resolution of the Israeli-Palestinian conflict will primarily
be a function of progress toward a political settlement, not simply a func-
tion of security or humanitarian efforts. But reaching a political settlement
is contingent on undermining groups like Hamas that are bent on ob-
structing peace. Hamas, it should be clear, does not carry out suicide bomb-
ings for lack of progress toward peace but rather to thwart such progress.
And Hamas activists themselves describe the periodic ceasefires (hudna) or
periods of calm (tahdiya) to which they subscribe as tactical responses to
outside pressure and as “a time-out for the fighters” during which they can
rearm and regroup. “This calm,” said a Qassam Brigades leader in March
2005, “is not a gift to the occupation. We will work on and prepare our-
selves. Disbanding the armed wing of Hamas is absolutely out of the ques-
tion.” In the days leading up to Israel’s final departure from Gaza, Hamas
distributed 250,000 copies of a bulletin—also posted on its websites—
promising continued attacks against Israel after the “expulsion” of Israel
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from Gaza. Entitled “Dawn of Victory,” the cover of the bulletin was a pic-
ture of Hamas militants hoisting the green Hamas flag while standing on
bloodstained bodies of Israeli soldiers and the rubble of Israeli settlements.
Just days earlier Hamas military commander Mohammad Deif appeared
on a video released to the media threatening,“You [Israelis] are leaving Gaza
today in shame.” He continued, “Today you are leaving hell. But we prom-
ise you that tomorrow all Palestine will be hell for you, God willing.” Hamas
promised to do so using traditional and new tactics, including tried and
true suicide bombings, a brigade of female Hamas trainees called “Qassa-
mits,” and a new missile named the Sajil with a reported range of fifteen
kilometers. The fact that Hamas suicide bombings continue despite inter-
mittent truces, that Hamas prepares explosives during periods of calm,
and that progress toward peace and even territorial withdrawals do not pla-
cate Hamas calls for bloodletting, demonstrate that Hamas cannot be co-
opted into moderation simply by virtue of its entry into Palestinian elec-
toral politics.

PALESTINE’S “PARTY OF GOD”

Analysts expected Hamas to fare well in the January 2006 elections, but no
one—including Hamas—anticipated it would emerge as the dominant
political party and form a ruling cabinet. Overnight, Hamas went from
planning how to operate as a parliamentary opposition to President Mah-
moud Abbas’ Fatah party to being asked by Abbas to form a cabinet and ap-
point a prime minister. But Hamas has a course to follow as it attempts to
navigate the political waters between its rigidly conservative ideology, its
stated intention to continue carrying out attacks, its need to actually govern,
and Western calls for divorcing politics and violence. As it calculates how to
balance these apparently competing interests, Hamas will look north to
Lebanon’s Hezbollah (Party of God) for a working model of a militant Is-
lamist group that balances its political, charitable, and violent activities.

Although its presence in the Lebanese government is small, Hezbollah
has held seats in the Lebanese parliament since 1992 and, in the wake of elec-
tions that followed Lebanon’s 2005 “Cedar Revolution,” the party joined the
ruling coalition and assumed a cabinet seat. Despite its participation in main-
stream Lebanese politics, Hezbollah maintains a large, independent militia
deployed throughout southern Lebanon, as well as one of most formidable
international terrorist capabilities under the direction of Imad Mughniyeh,
one of the FBI’s most-wanted terrorists. Like Hamas, Hezbollah seeks to Is-
lamize Lebanese society (though in its case to the Shi’a branch of Islam)
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and destroy Israel. And like Hezbollah, Hamas is loath to forgo its jihadist
agenda for the sake of political participation.37

Indeed, for Hamas and Hezbollah alike political participation is just
another means—alongside good works and militancy—to achieve their
goals. Even were Hamas to agree to a long-term hudna with Israel, this
would not indicate an end to its struggle against Israel but a shift in the pri-
oritization of its means of doing so. Abbas al-Sayyid, the convicted Qassam
Brigades commander behind the Park Hotel Passover massacre (who simul-
taneously served as the political leader of Hamas in Tulkarm), explained
that a long-term hudna is merely a temporary truce, adding,“I will struggle
to get back what is rightfully mine, and if I can not then maybe my son or
grandson will.” A hudna, al-Sayyid explained, “is the truest solution for
those of faith. Hamas is ready for a period of time of truce—but [it] can
not agree to Israel taking Islamic lands, for religious reasons.” In the final
analysis, “No Palestinian can accept a two state solution forever,” he said,
adding, “this is very sensitive.”38

Hamas has long cooperated with Hezbollah operationally, and in the
lead-up to Palestinian elections it already began implementing a Hezbollah-
style model in Gaza. Fathi Hamad, director of Hamas’ al-Aqsa television
station, noted that the success of Hezbollah’s al-Manar satellite television
was a key factor leading Hamas to open a television station of its own.
Hamas has often issued claims of responsibility on al-Manar for its attacks
and, taking another page from Hezbollah’s trade book, filmed living wills
of suicide-bombers-to-be that were then aired on al-Manar.39

Despite its militia and terrorist activities, Hezbollah is perceived in much
of Europe and elsewhere as a political organization. While the European
Union has designated Hamas as a terrorist organization, it has not so des-
ignated Hezbollah. In an attempt to reinvent itself as a political organiza-
tion in Hezbollah’s image, in January 2006 Hamas went so far as to hire a
media consultant to improve its image at home and in Western capitals.
For a reported $180,000 spent in the weeks leading up to the January elec-
tions, Hamas bought such advice as “Say you are not against Israelis as
Jews,” “Don’t talk about destroying Israel,” “Do talk about Palestinian suf-
fering,” “Don’t celebrate killing people,” and “Change beard color” (from
the henna coloring preferred by Islamists).40

But beyond mimicking Hezbollah’s propaganda techniques, Hamas
also began to structure its militant components along the lines of Hezbol-
lah’s parallel standing militia and terrorist elements. Like Hezbollah’s guerilla
militia in South Lebanon and its Islamic Jihad Organization terrorist net-
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work, Hamas established a standing militia in Gaza in 2003 to complement
its terrorist Qassam Brigades. Creating an army has long been a dream of
Hamas leaders, who often justify suicide bombings as a poor man’s F16.
The day before the group’s electoral victory, Hamas leader Khaled Mishal
indicated Hamas’ intention to unify all Palestinian factions under a “na-
tional liberation army that would continue the liberation march.”41

Hamas’ emulation of Hezbollah underlies the most significant parallel
between the two militant Islamist groups: tactical flexibility should not be
mistaken for strategic change. Both organizations see politics, charity, po-
litical violence, and terrorism as viable, legitimate tools to pursue their
goals. At times they stress certain tools over others, but at no time do they
see these as mutually exclusive. Thus, after casting his own vote in the par-
liamentary elections that brought his party to power, Hamas leader Mah-
moud Zahar pledged, “Hamas will not turn into a political party. Hamas
plays in all fields. It plays in the field of resistance.” As the Hamas charter
stresses, there is a need for resistance through multiple, concurrent chan-
nels, including military, political, social, cultural, propaganda, and other
fields. Zahar was very precise in his campaign speeches, telling one crowd,
“We are entering the legislative council to make it a project of resistance.”
Underlying that theme, Zahar promised that Hamas “will not change a
single word in its covenant,” which calls for the destruction of Israel.42

Meanwhile, Hamas remains an extremely capable opponent to both Is-
rael and moderate Palestinians. Between the money it receives from radical
Islamist NGOs, “charitable” donations, and the stipends of state sponsors
like Iran, Hamas is as well funded and capable as ever before. Cutting off
the flow of funds to Hamas, and replacing its largesse with an organized
and regulated international aid effort to address the real and immediate
needs of the Palestinian people, is therefore more urgent than ever.

Cracking down on terrorism is critical to meeting the social welfare
needs of Palestinians in the West Bank and Gaza, providing Israeli civilians
a measure of security, and, should political conditions improve, returning
to negotiations over a viable political settlement. To pursue these goals,
donor countries must not be distracted from debunking the myth that
Hamas conducts legitimate political and charity work parallel but unre-
lated to its suicide terrorism. It is worth recounting that Hamas activists
meeting in Philadelphia in 1994 feared that American and Israeli invest-
ment in Palestinian territories would undercut “the Palestinian anger, des-
peration, revolution by raising the standards of living of the Palestinians”
and hoped “the failure of the self rule administration to solve the problems
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of the Palestinian population and providing the needed services to them
will be detrimental to the peace accord.” Therefore, they concluded, “to de-
feat the [Oslo] accord we [Hamas] should make services available to the
population.” Indeed, for Hamas political activism and social welfare sup-
port are both tactical (as a financial and logistical support network) and
strategic (as a means of undermining the PA and thwarting progress to-
ward peace). For that reason, senior U.S. officials have stressed the need to
“come up with a way to get [social welfare support] to the [Palestinian]
people in some mechanism other than Hamas. We need to come up with
an alternative to ensure that money still gets to the people who need it.”
Similarly, it is critical that the international community keep to the pledges
of leaders like British Prime Minister Tony Blair and American Secretary of
State Condoleezza Rice that Hamas must, in Blair’s words,“choose whether
they want a path of violence or a path of politics.” Having “one foot in ter-
rorism and the other foot in politics,” Rice warned,“simply does not work.”
Failure to live up to such standards would leave Hamas unfettered to con-
tinue undermining moderate Palestinians, radicalizing Palestinian society,
and killing Israelis. The sad reality is that nothing undermines the legiti-
mate goal of establishing a secure and independent Palestinian state that lives
in peace side-by-side with its neighbors more than Palestinian terrorism.43
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